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The objective of this work was to develop a computer-aided 
estimating system to meet the specific requirements of the British 
building industry. The sponsor was the National Research Develop-
ment Corporation. The project comprised: 
a review of existing commercially available 
computer-aided estimating systems suitable for 
use by building contractors to establish the 
need for the project; 
a review of computer applications in the con-
struction industry to establish the context in 
which computer-aided estimating systems could be 
applied; 
the development of a computer-aided estimating 
system specification for a system, INTEREST BUILD 
(INTERactive ESTimating for BUILDers), suitable 
for programming work by computer programmers; 
an appraisal and review of available classification 
systems for use with the estimating system; 
the development of a classification specifically for 
use with the INTEREST BUILD system against which 
performance data could be filed and retrieved; 
the collection of estimators' performance data 
suitable for use in demonstrating and testing the 
system; and 
the demonstrations, testing .and assessments of the 
INTEREST BUILD.system. 
<~,. 
Five commercially available estimating systems were investigated 
. . 
and none were found to fully meet the needs of building estimators. 
A review of computer applications for contractors revealed that 
existing applications in order of popularity were: accounting; 
network analysis; costing; cash flow forecasting; estimating; 
NEDO formulae; valuations; and discounted cash flow. 
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The difficulties of using computers as estimating aids included: 
the complexity of the estimating process; the use of estimators' 
judgement; errors; tender deadlines; security; and re-training 
of estimators. 
The system specification for INTEREST BUILD was developed with 
the aid of four practising estimators. The main features of the 
system are: the storage of performance data; the utilization of 
these data to price bill items; the pricing of items where no 
data are stored; the updating of resource costs; the automatic 
completion of arithmetical calculations; the retrieval of item 
build-ups at will; and the addition of tender mark-ups. The system 
specification was used by the computer programmers to develop the 
INTEREST BUILD software. 
The criteria for a classification system suitable for the storage 
and retrieval of estimators' data we established as: unique iden-
tification; length of notation; recognizability of notation; level 
of detail; description of materials; accommodation of dimensions; 
expandability of notation; and option for choice of method. Five 
existing classifications were examined against these criteria and 
found not to be entirely satisfactory. A classification for 
INTEREST BUILD was developed with the aid of the four assisting 
estimators. The INTEREST BUILD classification allows for up to 
six levels of description, with an additional seventh level being 
reserved for the method of construction. Classification tables 
have been developed for Excavation and Earthwork, Concrete work 
and Brickwork and Blockwork sections of SMM 6. 
Performance data were collected for 1395 build-ups consisting of 
171 single resources and 39 gang resources. 
Forty-three demonstrations of the working system were given including 
two in-house demonstrations, 38 demonstrations at Loughborough 
University of Technology, two demonstrations to committees of the 
Chartered Institute of Building, and one public seminar. These 
resulted in certa i nmi nor revisions. 
Seven estima-tors were interviewed following detailed demonstrations 
to establish if the INTEREST BUILD system had met their needs. The 
INTEREST BUILD software was generally deemed to be satisfactory. 
It was therefore concluded that the work had met the objectives 
of the sponsor and this was confirmed when commercial sales were 
achieved before the end of the project. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
1.1 SPONSOR 
.. The work reported here is part of a project sponsored by the 
National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) .. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 
The objective of the project vias defined by the NRDC to be the 
development of software for computer-aided estimating to meet 
the specific needs of the British building industry. 
1.3 SPONSOR'S REQUIREMENTS 
The sponsor stipulated that the requirements of industry should 
be determined in consultation with experienced estimators in-
cluding members of the Estimating Practice Committee of the 
Chartered Institute of Building, and that reference should be 
made to the "Code of Estimating Practice" (1) (henceforth referred 
to as the CEP) published by that Institute. Furthermore it was 
required that at reasonable periods during the development phases 
demonstrations and·trials of the system should be arranged for 
experienced estimators. Their comments and advice should be 
incorporated in revisions to the specification and programs as 
far as practicable. 
1.4 NEED FOR THE RESEARCH 
• 
The use made of computer technology in the preparation 'of estimates 
has been limited. McCaffer (2) suggests that the number of serious 
practitioners is between one and two hundred in an industry that 
has over 50 000 companies. Further evidence is provided by con-
sidering the number of computer programs commercially available 
, 
at the present time. I 
An investigation into such programs was undertaken by ·the DesiQn 
I -
Office Consortium (3) (now the Construction Industry Computing 
2 
Association) and is summarised in Chapter 3. This shows that 
the majority of programs available to industry are suitable 
for accounting applications with considerably fewer programs 
available in the fields of planning, cost control and estimating. 
In particular the field of estimating was extremely poorly served 
with only five programs available. Interactive programs developed 
at Loughborough University of Technology to aid civil engineering 
estimators illustrated the use that estimators could make of 
computers. This, combined with the building industry's need for 
estimating software,encouraged the sponsor to commission this 
project. 
1.5 DESCRIPTION OF HORK UNDERTAKEN 
3 
The work was undertaken by members of the Computer-Aided Estimating 
Research and Development Group at Loughborough University of Tech-
nology (hereafter refer~ed:to as the "Research Group"). The 
group consisted of construction personnel and computer programmers 
employed specifically to develop estimating programs for the 
civil engineering and building industries, and the quantity 
surveying profession. The research staff specifically employed 
on this project were one computer programmer and one research 
assistant ·(the author). 
The work undertaken may be divided into six stages. These are 
illustrated in Figure 1.1 and described below. It should be 
noted that whilst the stages may appear sequential, this was not 
the case in practice, as overlapping of various activities took 
place. 
1.5.1 Development of the System Specification 
To establish the detailed requirements of estimators, it 
was necessary to consult practising estimators and intro-
ductions to various organisations were provided by the 
Chartered Institute of Building and by members of the 
Research Group. 
A series of discussions with these assisting estimators 
followed. During the early discussions demonstrations 
of a sister computer-aided estimating system for the 
civil engineering industry (INTEREST C.E.) were given. 
These proved useful in introducing the estimators to 
computers and stimulated the development of the initial 
specification of the system. Further discussions then 
took place and as a result the specification was modified. 
This revised specification then provided the basis for 
further discussions and modifications. The result was 
a comprehensive and detailed specification for the 
proposed system. 
1 .5.2 Development of Sys tem Soft~la re 
4 
Once the specification had been completed, it supplied the 
basis for programming work by the computer programmers. 
Continual discussion between the author and the programmers 
took place in order to clarify and develop methods of meeting 
the specified requirements. Development of the software 
extended over approximately nine months. During that 
period various demonstrations were given, which resulted 
in certain minor. modifications. These demonstrations are 
further described·in 1.5.5. 
1.5.3 Development of th, Classification of Building Works 
, 
One of the facil ities specified was that it should be 
possible for the estimating system to store and retrieve 
data relating to the performance and usage of resources 
used in construction. To enable this data to be identified 
it was necessary to make use of a classification of building 
works. In order to evaluate the requirements of such 
classifications from an estimator's viewpoint a set of 
criteria were established. These enabled the author to 
investigate those classifications of building works which 
were commercially available. None proved to be suitable 
for the purpose of storing. estimators' data and it was 
therefore necessary to develop a new "estimators'" 
classification of building works. 
The manner in which this was done was that the author 
prepared classification tables relat;"ng to the work 
contained in various sections Of the "Standard Method 
of Building Works: Sixth Edition"'(4) (henceforth referred 
to as SI1M 6). It was found that most buildinq contractors 
made extensive use of sub-contractors for the pricing of 
specialist trades. Therefore, in accordance with the aims 
of the project, only those trades commonly priced using 
labour directly employed by the main contractor were in-
cluded in these classification tables. These were then 
shown to the assisting estimators who suggested. various 
alterations. The author included these modifications in 
the classification and re-visited the estimators for further 
comments. This procedure was repeated several times until 
all concerned were satisfied with the result. This. then 
formed the classification of building works used with the 
computer-aided estimating system. 
1.5.4 Collection of Performance Data 
To facilitate the development and testing of the estimating 
system it was necessary to make use of'a library of test 
data. Experience with a sister estimating system for use 
by the civil engineering industry indicated that demon-
strations of the system had to make use of realistic data 
in order to avoid the estimators becoming distracted. It 
was therefore necessary to compile a library of realistic 
test data. Various sources of data were explored including 
pricing books, estimating text books and information from 
the assisting estimators' organisations. The initial de-
5 
cision taken was. to collect data from these estimators'." 
organisations. However, this did not prove to be an entirely 
successful approach and it was necessary to obtain supplementary 
data from the other sources noted above. The data so collected 
was sufficient for the demonstration and preliminary testing 
of the system. 
1.5.5 Demonstrations and Testing of the System 
During the course of development· detailed demonstrations 
of the system were given to the assisting estimators, 
and to estimators of other contractors' organisations. 
In all demonstrations were given to the representatives 
of forty-seven different building contracting organisations 
and as a result certain minor modifications were made 
to the system. 
Testing of the system was undertaken by the computer pro-
grammers and the author throughout the development of 
the system software. 
1.5.6 Assessment of the System 
Assessment of the developed system took place in blo 
stages. The first involved intervie~ls with seven 
estimators to whom the system had been demonstrated. 
These indic~ted that in the vast majority of cases 
the estimating system would be favourably received by 
industry. 
The second stage involved long term field trials which 
are continuing under the author's supervision at the 
present time. 
·1.6 GUIDE TO IHE REPORT 
Chapter 2 described current estimating procedure as under-
taken in building contractors' organisations. 
Chapter 3 gives a brief outline of the potential uses that 
computers may be put to in the construction industry. The 
evolution of estimating software up to the start of this 
research project is then described. 
6 
Chapter 4 describes the estimating system and illustrates 
how it will fit into the estimating procedure described in 
Chapter 2. 
Chapter 5 describes the ctiteria established for judging 
classifications from the estimator's viewpoint. It then 
measures various classifications against the criteria, in-
cluding the INTEREST BUILD classification which was developed 
specifically for this project. 
Chapter 6 reviews the various sources of data available for 
inclusion into'the library of test data. It then describes 
the procedure adopted in assembling and entering these data 
into the computer system. 
Chapter 7 describes demonstrations of the system given to 
estimators and other representatives from building contractors' 
organisations. Testing of the system is also described and 
assessments in the form of interviews with practising estimators 
are recorded. Field trials at present being undertaken are 
then briefly described. 
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the ~eport, conclusions as to 
the viability of the system and recommendations for further 
work in the field of computer-aided estimating. 
7 
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CHAPTER 2 
CURRENT ESTIMATING PRACTICE 
CHAPTER 2 
CURRENT ESTIMATING PRACTICE 
2.1 GENERAL 
The aim of this chapter is to describe briefly the manner in 
which the building industry in the United Kingdom prepares 
estimates and tenders for the construction of building projects. 
In accordance with the overall aims of the project (as stated 
in Chapter 1) the basis of the observations that follow originate 
largely from information provided by estimators and members of 
the construction industry. These are supplemented where necessary 
with information from the CEP and authoritative literature. 
Two distinct aspects are involved: 
a. the preparation of the estimate (the technical 
process of predicting the costs of production); and 
b. the conversion of the estimate into a tender (a 
separate and subsequent commercial function based 
upon the estimate). 
2.1.1 Parties involved in construction projects 
To clarify the contents of this chapter the functions of 
the various parties involved in building projects are first 
of all defined. These assume contracts based on bills of 
quantities and let by a system of competitive tendering. 
The CLIENT is the person or organisation for whom 
the building is to be constructed. 
The PROFESSIONAL TEAM may comprise project managers, 
architects, quantity surveyors and engineers who are 
responsible to the client for the design and adminis-
tration of the construction of the building works. 
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PAGE 20 
The MAIN CONTRACTOR represents the organisation 
responsible for the construction of the project 
in question. 
2.1.2 Parties involved in the preparation of estimates and tenders 
Further clarification is given here to define the various 
parties responsible for the preparation of estimates and 
tenders within the main contractor's organisation.' 
The ESTIMATOR is the person responsible for 
establishing the cost of construction of building 
projects and for managing this process (as defined 
in 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). 
The PLANNER is the person responsible for arranging 
.the materials, men and plant needed for construction 
in the form'of a programme which reflects the timeous 
and economical completion of that project. 
The BUYER is responsible for obtaining up-to-date 
prices for the materials, plant and sub-contract 
items involved in the project. 
The SITE ~1ANAGER,as far as the estimating process 
is concerned, is a construct ion representa.t i ve who 
advises the estimator and planner on methods of 
construction and site organisation. 
MANAGEMENT are those persons carrying out the 
function of general management and on whom the 
responsibility rests for making the decision to 
tender and for adjudicating. 
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The persons responsible for the above-mentioned tasks vary 
from organisation to organisation. In smaller firms, 
estimators may perform the functions of estimating, planning 
and buying. whereas larger contractors may employ 
specialists for each task. The term "estimating team" 
is used in this thesis to refer to those persons res-
ponsible for the functions of estimating. planning. buying 
and site management. 
2.2 THE ESTIMATE 
Work in this area may be divided into the following sections: 
the pre-selection of contractors; 
the decision to tender; 
the collection of information; and 
the preparation of the estimate. 
This work is represented graphically in Figure 2.1 and described 
below. 
2.2.1 Pre-selection of Contractors 
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In order to reduce the cost to industry of abortive tendering. 
the "Code of Procedure for Single Stage Selective Tendering" 
(5) (hereafter referred to as the CPSSST) recommends that 
the professional team.pre-select contractors suitable to 
perform the works in question. This is done by furnishing 
these contractors with details of the project four to six 
weeks before the· issue of the tender documents. The CPSSST 
recommends that contractors .decide on the basis of this 
information whether or not to submit a tender and notify 
the professional team accordingly. Those aspects required 
to be provided by the professional team are: 
the name of the job; 
the names of the client, architect and 
quantity surveyor; 
the names of any consultants with super-
visory duties; 
the location of the site; 
a general description of the work 
i nvo 1 ved; 
the approximate cost range of the project; 
details of any nominated sub-contractors 
for major items; 
the form of contract to be used; 
the procedure to be adopted in examining 
and correcting priced bill(s}; 
whether the contract is to be under seal 
or under hand; 
the anticipated date for possession of the 
site; 
the period for completion of the works; 
the approximate date for the despatch of 
tender documents; 
the duration of the tender period; 
the period which the tender is to remain 
open for; 
the anticipated value of liquidated damages 
(if any); 
details of bond requirements (if any); and 
any particular conditions relating to the 
contract. 
The CPSSST further recommends that when initial agreement 
to tender has been signified such acceptance should be 
honoured. Where a contractor finds that he has to with-
draw this acceptance (and the CPSSST suggests that this 
should only occur in "exceptional circumstances") notice 
of this intention should be given before the issue of the 
tender documents. If for any reason this is not possible, 
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notice should be given not later than two days after 
the receipt of the tender documents. 
2.2.2 The Decision to Tender 
Notwithstanding the recommendations given above, compliance 
with the CPSSST is much less normal in the private sector 
than in the public sector (6). Consequently contractors 
frequently delay the decision to tender until full tender 
documentation is received. This decision involves a con-
sideration of many factors, the principal ones being: 
current workload; 
financial resources; 
recovery of overheads; 
avai~ability of resources; 
type of work; 
locality of work; 
identity of potential client and 
professional team; and 
a detailed examination of tender documents. 
a. Current workload 
The current commitment of the building organisation 
is examined. Initially this involves a consideration 
of whether or not the tender will fit into the 
current work pattern of the organisation. If the 
project is unsuitable, the professional team are 
notified directly and the tender documents returned. 
Hhere the project is of interest, the work load of 
the estimating and construction departments are 
examined in detail. The decision whether or not 
to tender then depends upon the ability of these 
departments to complete the work in question in the 
specified time. 
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b. Financial resources 
Undertaking a new project requires the contractor 
to commit financial resources to enable its con-
struction. The magnitude of these resources are 
established and, where necessary, the implications 
of obtaining additional finance are assessed. For 
a new or rapidly expanding business, or one that 
has been showing poor trading results, acquiring 
extra financial resources may not be easy. If these 
prove impossible to obtain, the contractor has no 
alternative but to decline the invitation to tender. 
c. Recovery of overhead expenses 
It is normal for contractors to compare their level 
of turnover with the overhead or fixed costs at 
frequent in~ervals. This enables them to determine 
the level of turnover required to support their 
fixed costs. 
Fluctuating turnover complicates the recovery of 
overheads, and it is generally one of management's 
objectives to maintain turnover at a predictable 
level. Where turnover is low, the contractor will 
be under-utilizing certain resources (e.g. items 
of plant may be idle, construction sites may be 
over-staffed) . 
Conversely where the level of turnover is high, it 
is likely that such resources will be kept fully 
util i sed. 
The implications of these two situations on the 
decision whether or not to tender are obvious. Where 
the recovery of overhead costs is low, contractors 
are keen to obtain new work. Alternatively, where 
• 
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the level of recovery is·high, contractors 
are not as eager to obtain new contracts because 
these are likely. to result in ,an over-commitment of 
existing resources. 
d. Availability of resources 
Although additional financial resources necessary 
to support extra turnover may be available, it 
does not necessarily follow that the contractor 
can procure the required manpower, machines and 
materials with which to execute the extra work. 
~lhere add it i ona 1 resou rces a re requ i red, the 
recruitment of well-qualified and experienced staff 
and the obtaining of materials and plant will be 
necessary. This is not a simple and straightforward 
matter, and is one which is further exacerbated if 
the obtaining of a contract represents a new field 
of operations, or requires highly specialised staff 
or equipment (7). 
e. Type of work 
The type of work involved in the construction of 
the project is considered. Contractors usually prefer 
to undertake work which is in their normal field of 
operations. It is natural for them to build up ex-
pertise in a certain type of construction and, if 
their operations are profitable, to wish to remain 
in it. A project requiring a contractor to under-
take a method of construction with which he is 
unfamiliar is thus likely to be met with a certain 
amount of reservation. 
f. locality of the project 
The locality of the project is examined. Where this 
falls outside the normal field of operations, con-
tractors are generally reluctant to submit tenders 
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as this involves them in a consideration of 
numerous unknown factors (e.g. the availability 
of labour, climatic conditions). 
g. Identity of potential client and professional team 
The identity of the potential client and the names 
of the professional team employed by him in many 
cases provide the contractor with an indication as 
to whether or not a tender should be submitted. 
With private clients, if there is any doubt as to 
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their ability to meet the cost of the work, contractors 
generally obtain a report of the client's financial 
standing through a bank or credit investigation agency. 
Pub 1 i c sector c·l i ents provi de more security, as thei r 
ability to meet the costs of construction is secure. 
Regarding the professional team, the contractor may 
have dealt with some or all of the practices concerned. 
Where working relationships have been unsatisfactory 
these may influence the contractor in his decision as 
to whether or not to submit a tender. 
h. Detailed examination of tender documents 
A detailed examination of all the tender documents 
is made. The most salient questions to be answered 
include the following (1): 
(i) Is sufficient time allowed for the proper 
presentation of an estimate? 
(ii) Have any alterations been made to the form 
of contract used? If so have any reasons 
for these been given? Does the form of tender 
correlate with the relevant conditions re-
ferred to in the ·bill of quantities? 
(iii) . Are the general arrangement drawings 
included? 
(iv) Are the operating conditions defined 
clearly? 
(v) ~:hat is the value and extent of the project 
and what is the main contractor's own con-
tribution likely to be? 
(vi) Is the design well developed or have the 
documents been prepared hastily? 
(vii) Have the bills of quantities been prepared 
in accordance with SMM 6? If not, what 
method of measurement has been used? 
(viii) Are there any unusual specification require-
mentS? ~!hat is the standard of workmanship 
requi red? 
After taking all the above-mentioned factors into account, 
the contractor decides whether or not to submit a tender. 
Where this decision is in the affirmative, the work des-
cribed in the sections below is started. 
2.2.3 The collection of information 
This section deals with the collection of information 
necessary for the formulation of the estimate. Figure 
2.1" shows that it may be considered as having two parts: 
the Enquiry Stage, where the necessary quotations 
are obtained; and 
the Project Appreciation, where an in-depth study 
of the project takes place. 
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(a) The Enquiry Stage 
(i) Programming the Estimate 
Time allowed for tendering is limited. 
It is therefore necessary to ensure that 
the preparation of the estimate is com-
pleted in time to allow for its subsequent 
adjudication and submission to the pro-
fessional team. Key dates are therefore 
established and used to monitor progress. 
(ii) Examination of Documents 
A detailed examination of the contract 
documents is made by all members of the 
estimating team. Any onerous or unusual 
conditions are noted for discussion at the 
adjudication meeting. This inspection serves 
to highlight problem areas, and also to 
familiaris~ the team with the project. 
(iii) Enquiries to Suppliers and Sub-Contractors 
Materials and sub-contract items form a large 
portion of the value of a project. It is 
therefore essential that quotations obtained 
for these items are competitive. Due to the 
volatility of price and one-off nature of. 
these items, it is normal practice to obtain 
a unique set of quotations for each estimate. 
Thus one of the fi rst jobs undertaken by the 
estimator is to list the items requiring 
quotations and subsequently to ensure that 
enquiries are sent out. These should embody 
all relevant information including quantities, 
specification details and an indication of the 
timing and sequence of work or deliveries, so 
as to enable technically accurate quotations 
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FIGURE 2.1 (cant.): FLOW CHART OF CURRENT ESTIMATING PRACTICE 
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to be submitted. Enquiries should also 
state clearly the terms ana conditions 
upon which the quotations are being in-
vited. 
b. Project Appreciation 
(i) View Drawings 
The CEP recommends that a visit is made 
to the offices of the architect and/or 
consultants. This provides the estimatin~ 
team with an opportunity to clarify any 
queries they may have either by communication 
with the consultant, or by reference to the 
complete set of drawings. The visit also 
provides the team with a chance to appraise 
the state of design of the project (a factor 
which may influence decisions taken at the 
adjudication meeting) and to meet and assess 
members of the professional team. 
(ii) Visit Site and locality 
It is normal for the estimating team to visit 
the site in question. Most contractors pro-
duce "Site Visit" documents for use on such 
occasions. ".n example of one such document 
is illustrated in the CEP. These provide a 
check list which prompts the estimator to 
note various items. Some of the items to be 
recorded include: 
a description of the site; 
the positions of existing services; 
a description of ground conditions; 
an assessment of the availability of 
1 abour; 
, 
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any problems related to the 
security of the site; 
a description of the access to 
the site; 
topographical details of the 
site; 
a description of the facilities 
available for the disposal of 
spoil; . and 
·a description of any demol ition 
works or temporary works to adjoining 
buildings. 
(iii) Determining construction methods 
~!hen the estimator has become thoroughly 
acquainted with the project, and before cal-
culation of estimated costs is commenced, 
the project is discussed with all other 
members of the estimating team. Alter-
native methods of construction, sequence 
of work and site layouts are evaluated, 
and one method selected as a basis for 
the estimate. 
2.2.4 The Preparation of the Estimate 
The preparation of the estimate, as illustrated in Figure 
2.1 can be divided into the ~ollowing stages: 
the preparation of the pre-tender construction pro-
gramme; 
the establishment of all-in rates for key resources; 
the use of all-in rates and production standards to 
calculate item rates; 
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the insertion of the item rates in the bill 
of quantities and the ensuing arithmetical 
computation; and 
the finalisation of the estimate. 
a. Pre-Tender Construction Programme 
When the construction methods, approximate strength 
of the labour force and the type of plant have been 
determined, a pre-tender construction programme is 
prepared. This is usually done by a member of the 
estimating team other than the estimator; normally 
a planner. There is generally frequent communication 
between the estimating, planning and production 
members of the team, resulting in a continual refine-
ment of the programme. A detailed discussion of the 
contents ana scope of the programme is a complete 
subject on its own and is therefore deemed to be 
outside the scope of this chapter. However, the 
information produced is often in the form of a 
bar chart or, in the case of the larger and more 
complicated projects, a network, incorporating 
varying degrees of ancillary information relating 
to resources and key dates. 
b. Establishment of all-in rates 
This involves the estimator collecting together 
all factors likely to incur cost relating to a 
particular resource. 
(i) Labour 
The labour element of cost is made up of 
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wages and emoluments paid to operatives and 
statuatory costs which are incurred automatically 
as a result of the employment of labour. These 
items are resolved into all-in hourly rates for 
craftsmen, labourers and plant operatives. 
However, in certain circumstances it may 
not be possible to realise all the factors 
involved at the time of calculating the 
rate. In these cases such costs are ex-
cluded from the all-in hourly rate and 
added later in the project overheads. 
For example, it.may be desirable to pro-
vide transport for personnel to site. The 
cost involved can only be calculated when 
the total labour strength has been computed, 
and this figure is usually available at a 
later stage in the preparation of the estimate. 
In sucn cases it would be normal to include 
the cost of this transport in the project 
overheads. 
(ii) Plant 
Depending upon the contractor in question, 
the operating cost of a particular machine 
is obtained from various sources including 
the company's own internal plant hire sub-
sidiary or an external plant hire firm. Ih all 
cases the costs allowed should reflect the 
total expenses incurred by the utilization 
of the item of plant. This is done either by 
including all the relevant costs in the all-
in rate, or by a combination of rates and 
ancillary costs. These costs, which usually 
represent establishment charges, are then 
included in the project overheads. 
(iii) Materials 
Quotations for the supply of materials are 
obtained as previously des~ribed, and the 
most attractive cost selected. This selection 
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requires an evaluation of many factors 
including discounts, reliability of the 
supplier, compliance with specifications, 
and ability to meet delivery dates. The 
quotations so chosen are then used in the 
calculation of the item rates. 
(iv) Sub-contractors 
The procedure for the selection of sub-
contract quotations is similar to that of 
materials in that the same aspects described 
above need to be considered. In addition it 
is necessary to undertake a detailed analysis 
of the sub-contractor's ability to perform 
the work in question. This involves an assess-
ment of the financial standing of the sub-
contractor as well as the resources he has 
at his disposal. 
c. Calculation of Item Rates 
The calculation of rates for the measured items 
in bills of quantities may be done either on a 
unit rate, operational rate or spot rate basis. 
(i) Unit Rates 
In calculating item rates by this method, 
careful consideration is given to every factor 
which may influence the cost of the work. The 
constituent elements of cost (i.e. labour, 
plant, materials and sub-contractors) are 
usually recorded separately so that summaries 
of these costs may be obtained. The unit 
rate method of estimating is best illustrated 
by an example. Consider Figure 2.2 which 
shows an item from a bill of quantities. 
i , 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION UNITS QUANT RATE EXTENSION 
A. One brick wall in 
common bricks in 
1:3 cement mortar 100 
FIGURE 2.2: Example of an item from a bill 
of quantities 
An example of the calculations likely to be 
performed by the estimator are shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
LABOUR COST/HR OUTPUT/USAGE 
Bricklayer-Commons £4.25 1.8 hrs/m' 
Labour to unload £Z.50 1.2 minim' 
(at 10 minutes/ 
1000 bricks) 
TOTAL LABOUR COST 
MATERIALS QUANT/W NET MAT. HASTE 
COST 
Common Bri cks 120 NR £100.00/ 10% 
1000 
Mortar (3.1) 0.045 m3 £25.10/ 5% 
m3 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL COST /M2 
FIGURE 2.3: Example of Unit Rate Build-Up 
The following points are worth> noting in 
relation to Figure 2.3. 
TOTAL COST 
£ 7.65 
£ 0.05 
£ 7.70 
TOTAL COST 
£13.20 
£ 1. 19 
£14.39 
~~~=Q~ 
Gang Costs 
The CEP recommends that gang costs be used 
in preference to individual labour costs. 
An example of a brick-laying gang is given 
in Figure 2.4. This gang corresponds to that 
used in Figure 2.3. 
2 Bricklayers @ £3.00/hr 
Labourer @ £2.50/hr 
TOTAL COST OF GANG 
COST OF ONE BRICKLAYER PER HOUR 
= 
= 
2 
£6.00 
£2.50 
£8.50 
FIGURE 2.4: Example of a labour gang used 
for bri ckwork 
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Consultation with practising estimators illustrated 
that this principle was extended to other resource 
categories. An example of a materials gang is. 
given in Figure 2.5 .. It was noted that estimators 
made extensive use of gangs wherever unique groups 
of resources recurred with some frequency. 
Cement 0.52 tne @ £35.00/tne = 
Sand 1.38 m3 @ £5.00/m3 = 
TOTAL COST PER ~p 
£18.20 
£ 6.90 
£25. 10 
====== 
FIGURE 2.5: Example of a gang rate for 
mortar 
Output/Usage Rates 
Recorded costs of similar work encountered 
on previous projects should provide es-
timators with a major source of performance. 
data (see 6.2.1.d.). In most cases it was 
found that estimators had access to libraries 
of performance data. However, it was noted 
that the content and detail of these libraries 
varied enormously from organisation to 
organisation. 
Allowances in Project Overheads 
Various items incur costs which are dependant 
upon the total time during which operations 
take place. It is thus difficult to arrive 
at ao output per unit for such items. In 
these cases it was found that estimators 
often preferred to exclude monies from the 
unit rates and include them in the project 
overheads. 
Consider the example of mortar illustrated in 
Figure 2.5. Other costs associated with this 
resource are the labour cost of mixing the 
mortar, and the plant cost of providing a 
mortar mixer. Both these are likely to be 
incurred as long as bricklaying operations 
continue. At the stage when the estimator 
is preparing the estimate it is unlikely that 
information relating to the duration of brick-
laying operations will be finalised. These 
costs may therefore be included in the project 
overheads. Figure 2.6 gives an example of 
the calculations· likely to be performed in 
order to reflect the outstanding cost of the 
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mortar. In the example, it is assumed 
that the bricklaying operations continue 
for twenty weeks. 
LABOUR TO f1I X MORTAR 
2 labourers @ £100/wk for 20 weeks 
PLANT TO MIX ~lORTAR 
1 200/150 mortar mixer @ £12.00/wk 
for 20 weeks 
£4000.00 
£ 240.00 
FIGURE 2.6: Example of supplementary cal-
culations for mixing of mortar 
(ii) Operational Rates 
Unit rate estimating is satisfactory for work 
where resource costs vary in direct proportion 
to the quantity of work carried out. ~Jhere 
work is not he~vily mechanised, operations 
tend to merge with each other. Each one starts 
slowly, builds to a peak, and then diminishes 
with the corresponding transfer.of resources 
to another operation. Output rates for each 
operation can be adjusted by. the movement of 
resources to different operations or locations 
a round the site. 
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This is not the case with more mechanised 
operations particularly those requiring 
specialist plant. Such items of plant ar.e 
likely to be brought on to site at the commence-
ment of their specialist operation, and stay on 
site until it is completed. The average output 
achieved is thus dependant upon the period the 
plant remains on site. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The unit rate approach makes use of out-
put rates for items of plant in a similar 
manner to that shown in Figure 2.3. It does 
not take into account the total time spent 
on site by that item of plant and a situation 
may thus arise where unproductive time is 
not allowed for. To cater for such situations, 
estimators make use of operational cal-
culations which ensure that the total cost 
of utilizing resources is reflected in the 
rates. Figure 2.7 illustrates the cal-
culations of an operational rate for the 
placing of concrete. 
Total cubic metres of concrete 
to be placed: 
2550 
Duration of concreting operations: 38 weeks 
Plant required: No. Mobil e Crane 
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2 No. Concrete Skips 
3 No. Dumpers 
3 No. Vi bra tors 
CALCULATIONS 
Item No. Weekly No. Cost 
Rate Weeks 
Mobil e Crane 1 £220.00 X 38 = £ 8360.00 
Concrete Skip 2 £ 10.00 X 38 = 760.00 
Dumper 3 £ 25.00 X 38 = 2850.00 
Vibrator 3 £ 10.00 X 38 = 1140.00 
TOTAL COST £13110.00 
. 2550 
• 
COST PER t·p £5.14 
FIGURE 2.7: Example of Operational Rate Build-Up 
It was found that the majority of estimators 
consulted made limited use of operational cal-
culations. This approach is more frequently 
adopted by the civil engineering industry where 
plant intensive operations are encountered more 
regularly. Building estimators do generally 
appreciate the need to allow for idle' time. 
However, this is usually done by reconciling 
the hours allowed in the tender with the hours 
a 11 owed in the pre-tender constructi on pro-
gramme, and including a balancing sum of money 
in the project overheads. 
{iii} Spot Rates 
Spot rate estimating should not be confused 
with estimating costs for bill items des-
cribed on a spot basis. 
{a} Spot description of items 
Spot items are used predominantly to 
describe the work involved in building 
refurbishment. These items describe the 
numerous operations involved in such work. 
The CEP suggests two ways of dealing with 
these items. They are: 
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the taking-off of approximate quantities 
of the work involved and the subsequent 
use ,of unit rates to calculate a lump 
sum estimate for these items; or 
analysing the description into its con-
stituent operations and estimating the 
cost of each. 
In both cases it is normal to separate the 
spot item into its constituent elements of 
labour, plant and materials. For example, 
consider the spot item illustrated in 
Figure 2.8. 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION UNITS QUANT RATE EXTENSION 
G Break" out opening 
in one brick wall 
in common brickwork 
for door size 2.08 
x 0.82 and make good 
opening to receive 
door lining NR 2 
FIGURE 2.8: Example of item described on 
a spot basis 
The calculations that may be performed by 
the estimator are shown in Figure 2.9. 
Break out opening in wall including 
breaking out for bonding for new reveals 
1 labourer for 4 hours @ £2.50/hr 
Clear away rubble 
1 labourer for 2 hours @ £2.50/hr 
Build up reveals to required size 
1 bricklayer + 1 labourer for 4 hrs 
@ £5.50/hr: 
Bricks 100 NR @ £100.00/1000 
Mortar 0.04 m3 @ £25.10/m3 
TOTAL COST 
= £10.00 
= £ 5.00 
= £22.00 
= £10.00 
= £ 1.00 
FIGURE 2.9: Example of a build-up for a spot 
item (calculated by considering con-
stituent operations) 
(b) Spot rate estimating 
Spot rate estimating may be used by 
estimators where the value of the item 
to be priced is so small that it does 
not warrant their detailed consideration. 
In such cases it is normal to build up 
the rate by considering a monetary value 
relevant to the required cost elements 
(i.e. labour, plant, materials or sub-
contractors). An example of a spot rate 
build-up for the fixing of a steel dowel 
into a section of formwork is given in 
Figure 2.10. 
LABOUR £0.50 
MATERIAL 0.20 
TOTAL COST £0.70/NR 
FIGURE 2.10: Example of a spot rate 
build-up 
d. Insertion of Item Rates in the Bill of Quantities 
The rates calculated above are transcribed into the 
bill of quantities by the estimator. These are 
normally split into their labour, plant, materials 
and sub-contract components. As sections of the 
bill are completed they are handed to comptometer 
operators who perform and check the arithmetic 
involved in extending the item rates. 
These rates are totalled for each page, section and 
bill of the bill of quantities. Totals of the 
elements of cost of each item are also usually pro~ 
duced so that the estimator may review the cost of 
labour, plant, material and/or sub-contractors 
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ITEM 
A. 
B. 
relevant to any page, section or bill of the 
contract. Overall totals are also produced. An 
example of an extract from a page of an extended 
and totalled bill of quantities is shown in Figure 
2.11. This bill then forms the cost price bill 
of quantities which remains in the contractor's 
organisation as a record of the estimate •. 
I I , 
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DESCRiPTION UNITS QUANT RATE EXTENSION 
LIIJ!,owi! I4n7ultl/l A-'HJr sic. 
-
- -
One b ick wa~l in commo~ brick in 
+: Ig.o(' 1.1506.00 1:3 cement m rtar m2 100 
, 7.70 £10.36 
I 
-
-
Expansion jOlnt 25 
mm'thlck-ExP ndite 
or eq ivalent 
fillef in cOjmon 
brick+ork 11 mm 
10 10.77 17.70 ·wide • ho~iz'ntal m 
to . .Jf> Lo.",,," 
-
-
t ?'I.l. 'So £ lo41.,Jo - - '/'1813.70 
FIGURE 2.11: Example of extended bill of quantities 
e. Finalisation of the Estimate 
This involves the estimator in a review of the 
estimate, the pricing of the project overheads, the 
. calculation of allowances necessary to enable the 
submission of a fixed price (where necessary) and 
, , ~ 
the preparation of a report for management. 
(i) Review Estimate 
Mudd (6) provides a good descri ption of 
the work involved in this aspect. He states 
that "Prior to pricing project overheads and 
preliminaries and subs~quent completion of 
, -
the final summary form ready for presentation 
to management, the estimator should carefully 
check through his work-pricing supported by 
analysis, abstracts and resources related to 
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time elements. He will need to establish if 
there is any further unloading and distributing 
required to be adjusted in preliminaries, check 
the abstract of PC - provisional sums - reconcile 
attendances on PCs, review domestic sub-con-
tractors' attendances;- and adjust the nett 
figure to incorporate late or amended quotations. 
Finally, when satisfied he should proceed with 
the process of completing the final summary 
form" . 
(ii) Proj ect overheads 
An assessment is made of the overheads likely 
to be incurred by the project. This involves 
a consideration of numerous items, the main 
ones being:-
site staff; 
cleaning site and clearing rubbish; 
site transport facilities; 
mechanical plant not previously included 
in the item rates; 
scaffolding and gantries; 
site accommodation; 
small plant; 
temporary services; 
welfare, first aid and safety 
provi s ions; 
final clearance and handover; 
defects liability; 
transport of m,en to site; 
abnormal overtime; and 
risk. 
Contractors frequently produce their 
own check list of such items for use on 
all tenders. An example of one such list 
may be found in the CEP. Notwithstanding 
the list, care must be taken to ensure 
that.the specific requirements of the 
preliminaries section of the bill of 
quantities are met. 
The project overheads calculated as des-
cribed above form part of the estimate and 
are included in the final summary presented, 
to management. 
(iii) Fixed Price Calculations 
Where the bill requires a fixed price to 
be submitted, the estimator needs to forecast 
the effect of inflation on.the project. An 
anticipated rate of inflation is applied to 
the aggregated cost elements of the tender 
taking into account the time span over which 
the use of the elements extend. 
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(iv) Preparation of report to management 
The estimator then prepares a report for 
management's use at the adjudication meeting. 
The CEP recommends. that the following infor-
mation should be contained therein: 
a brief description of the project; 
a description of the method of con-
struction; 
notes of any unusual risks which are 
inherent in the project and which are 
not adequately covered by the conditions 
of contract or bills of quantities; 
any unresolved or contractual problems; 
ijn assessment of the state of the design 
process and the possible financial con-
sequences thereof; 
notes of any major assumptions made in 
the preparation of the estimate; 
assessment of the profitability of the 
project; and 
any pertinent .information concerning 
market and industrial conditions. 
In addition it is normal practice to prepare 
a summary of the project costs. These 
usually consist of the values of the following 
sections of work extracted from the bill of 
quantities: 
main contractor's labour; 
main contractor's plant allocated to rates; 
main contractor's materials; 
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2.3 THE TENDER 
domestic sub-contractors; 
P.c. sums for nominated sub-contractors; 
P.c. sums for nominated suppliers; 
provisional sums and dayworks; 
contingencies; 
amounts included for attendance on domestic 
and nominated sub-contractors; and 
amounts included for materials and sub-
contract cash discounts. 
The conversion of the estimate into a tender usually takes place 
at the adjudication meeting which is attended by management and 
representa t i ves of the es t i ma t i ng team. Ta s s i e (8) recommends 
that estimators, planners, buyers and site managers should all 
be encouraged to communicate the knowledge they have acquired 
in the preparation of the estimate. He further suggests that it 
may be advisable to set up two-tiered adjudication meetings in 
larger organisations .. The first involves a meeting between the 
estimating team and management during which the estimate is 
reviewed. The second is attended only by management and at this 
meeting commercial decisions relating to the conversion of the 
estimate into a tender are made. 
These two meetings illustrate that the decisions taken at this 
stage fal~ into two distinct categories: 
the vetting of the estimate by management; and 
the addition of monies to the estimate to cater 
for risk, general c·ompany overheads and profit. 
This is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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2.3.1 Vetting of estimate 
Before taking any decisions it is necessary for the 
adjudication panel to familiarize themselves with the 
project. This involves a consideration of all the 
reports described in 2.2.4:e.(iv) as well as the con-
ditions of contract and pre-tender construction pro-
gramme. It is then usual for the panel to scrutinize 
the estimate in detail and in particular to check the 
fo 11 owi ng items: 
the method of construct'ion to ensure that the 
most appropriate course has been adopted; 
the programme; 
the resource outputs; 
the relationship between the resource a9gregations 
produced by the planner and those produced by 
the estimator; 
any assumptions made by the estimating team; 
the anticipated cash flow of the project; and 
any unusual features associated with the project. 
It frequently occurs that after this investigation, 
numerous adjustments need to be made. These normally 
ta~e the form of lump sum additions or subtractions to 
the estimate figure. 
2.3.2 Tender Adjustments 
The objective of these adjustments is to convert the 
estimate into a commercially viable price. Tassie (8) 
identified four separate aspects for management's con-
sideration: 
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risk margin 
general overhead ] 
] the "mark-up" 
profit ] 
discounts 
a. Risk Margin 
Risk assessment is concerned with evaluating 
whether the chance of making a loss on a project 
is greater than the chance of breaking even, or 
the chance of making a profit. Tassie (8) suggests 
that it may be necessary to express uncertainty 
through applying a risk mark-up percentage to the 
relevant section(s) of the estimate. 
b. The General Overhead 
This involves the addition of a sum of money to 
cover the general overhead expenses incurred' by 
the contractor's organisation in administering 
the contract. 
c. The Profi t 
The desired level of profit is considered and 
monies are added to cover'this aspect. 
d. Di scounts 
Discounts taken on materials and sub-contract 
quotations are sometimes considered as an extra 
source of profit. However Tassie (8), suggests 
that they may be usefully consldered as a buffer 
against " ... the invisible economics of site 
organisation". 
It was found that the manner in which contractors made 
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allowances for these factors varies enormously from 
organisation to organisation. This aspect was also 
observed by Mudd (6 ) who states that "Those concerned 
with tender adjudication generally have their own 
formula for producing the right figures". It is there-
fore impossible to give a detailed description of the 
calculations involved. In general it was found that 
these adjustments were incorporated as lump sum additions 
or subtractions to the revised estimate figure. 
2.3.3 Submission of the Tender 
The tender figure arrived at as described above is then 
submitted to the professional team. Depending on the 
conditions of contract, it mayor may not be necessary 
to supply priced bills of quantities at this stage. 
Both these situations are examined below. 
a. Priced bills of quantities required 
1n these cases the lump sum adjustments noted in 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2 need to be allocated to the bill 
of quantities. The manner in which these adjust-
. ments are apportioned was found to vary between 
organisations. Two distinct cases arise: 
the apportioning of estimate adjustments 
These logically require the adjustment of 
item rates. 
the apportioning of tender mark-ups 
In some organisations it is standard 
practice to mark-up all items by a percen-
tage to cover general company overheads and 
profit, whereas other organisations prefer 
to reflect such additions as a total amount 
in the preliminaries section of the bill. 
Attempts are also sometimes made to maximise 
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profits by moving money around the bill. 
This is done to try and take advantage of 
various factors, including changes in tender 
price adjustment formulae, site conditions 
and/or poor documentation. 
The preliminaries section of the bill is 
frequently used to balance the above-
mentioned adjustment's to the tender figure. 
b. No bills of quantities required 
Some tenders require only the submission of 
the form of tender. In these cases it is 
not necessary to allocate the adjustments 
described in 2.3.3.a to the bill of quantities 
unless the bill is requested by the pro-
. 
fessional quantity surveyor. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE USE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ESTIMATING 
SOFH!ARE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
3.1 GENERAL 
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The aim of this chapter is primarily to provide information relating 
to the evolution of estimating software in the construction industry. 
To put this in context, a brief description is first given of the 
uses that computers may be put to in building contractors' or-
ganisations, and the extent to which such systems are actually 
used in practice. The development of software to assist construction 
estimators is then described from the early systems up to the start 
of this project. The problems of using computer systems as estimating 
aids are reviewed and the methods by which the proposed system 
attempts to solve these problems are highlighted. 
3.2 THE USE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN BUILDING CONTRACTORS' ORGANISATIONS 
Several areas of potential computer application in building con-
tractors' organisations are described below; 
3.2.1 Estimating 
This area is generally viewed by industry (and by Barnes(9)) 
as not being fully developed yet. A more detailed discussion 
of this aspect may be found in 3.3 and 3.4. 
3.2.2 Cost Control 
Th; form of cost control used most frequently in industry 
is that of monitoring the actual costs of construction, 
and comparing them to the budgeted costs. According to 
Barnes (9) "Computer systems can make things more stream-
lined and enable the production of cost reports and fore-
casts of 'cost to completion'to be produced so that cost 
control ceases to be totally retrospective". 
3.2.3 Planning 
Critica1.path planning was one of the first computer 
applications to be adopted by the construction industry. 
This was due to the fact that the calculations and logic 
of the technique were well defined, and could be readily 
translated into computer programs. However, these programs 
~Iere also the first to attract the cynicism of construction. 
personnel who were sceptical of computers. 
Recent reductions in the cost of computer hardware have 
influenced contractors to 
path planning techniques. 
reconsider the use of critical 
Barnes (9) states that "After 
a long period out of favour, network analysis has now found 
a place in construction management. Computer-aided systems 
have become sufficiently convenient that it will soon be-
come usua 1 for them to be used on bu·l1 d i ng sites. The 
best systems now produce bar charts for the use of site 
staff and are able to link into cost control and cash-flow 
forecasting systems". 
3.2.4 Cash Flow Forecasting 
Cash flow forecasting is an area of computer app1 ication 
that has received limited attention as a single entity. 
Rec·ent developments in this area at Loughborough University 
of Technology have illustrated the benefits that accrue by 
using the ·new technology in conjunction with estimating and 
planning software. An experimental computer program 
developed by A1sop (10) makes use of estimator's· data pro-
duced by computer,_ a.timesca1e (in this case a bar chart) 
to.which this data is allocated, and certain variable pay-
ment parameters. The effect of this program is to produce a 
detailed cash .f10w forecast with a minimal amount of·effort 
by estimating and planning personnel. It is likely that 
such programs will become increasingly more attractive to 
construction organisations as the use of computer systems 
in the fields of estimating and planning increases. 
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3.2.5 Materials Ordering 
The buying department of a building firm handles a large 
volume of information. Tender enquiries in the form of 
specifications and extracts from bills of quantities are 
sent out to suppliers. Quotations are received, and orders 
are placed with suppliers for successful tenders. The 
volume of information generated thus makes materials 
ordering a good candidate for the adoption of direct 
access computer systems (9). 
3.2.6 Va1uations and Sub-contract Accounts 
This is an area where computers have not yet made much 
impact. Barnes (9) suggests that this is because " ... the 
amount of calculation is small and is often not sufficiently 
repetitive for computing to produce. real economies". This 
asped was further: high1 ighted by t·1cCaffer (2) who states 
that " •.. the data required to be entered virtually makes 
it uneconomical to use computers for price adjustment 
unless the data has already been entered for other reasons". 
3.2.7 Payroll 'and Accounts 
These two functions of the building business have been 
computerised for what, within the time span of computer 
history, is a very long time. They offer the right com-
bination of repetition and the necessity for strict 
adherence to routine which.makes them well suited to 
computerisation (9). 
3.2.8 Integrated Management Systems 
Such systems envisage drawing ,together in one set of 
information the previously separate tasks of estimating, 
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cost control, planning, cash flow foreca·stin·g, materials 
ordering, va1uations, sub-contract accounts, payroll and 
accounts. Barnes ( 9) observed that the " ... use of a single 
set of information by specialists such as estimators, planners, 
buyers, quantity surveyors and line management has a 
powerful co-ordinating effect and has real benefits to 
the profitability of the business". 
Very little information is available on the extent to which 
computers have been used in the above-mentioned fields. In 
the field of computer aided estimating McCaffer ( 2) suggests 
that "Although the number of companies turning to computers is 
growing almost daily the number of serious practitioners is, 
say, between one and two hundred in an industry that has over 
50 000 companies and over 6 000 employing more than 25 personnel". 
In the absence of further information it is suggested that an 
indication of computer usage may be obtained from a consideration 
of the computer programs commercially available to the industry 
at the present time. A survey of such programs was undertaken 
in 1979 by the Design Office Consortium (now the Construction 
Industry Computing Association)( 3). This revealed numerous 
programs which are summarised in Table 3.1. A study of Table 
3.1 will reveal that the maJor area of influence by computers 
has been in the field of accountancy. This observation was 
borne out.by.8arnes ( 9) and by discussions with representatives 
of organisations to whom the estimating system was demonstrated. 
Accountancy is a discipline which is normally delegated to 
specialists and it is therefore postulated that the impact of 
computer systems has not been felt to any appreciable extent 
by construction personnel. 
3.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ESTIMATING SOFHIARE 
The evolution of software to aid construction estimators has 
been determined to a large extent by the computer technology 
available at that time. The main stages that may be considered 
are: 
batch systems; 
interactive systems mounted on mainframe computers; 
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NUMBER OF 
A P P L I CAT I o N PACKAGES 
AVAILABLE 
ACCOUNTING PAYROLL 32 
PURCHASE - SALES - 40 NOMINAL LEDGERS 
SUB-CONTRACT LEDGER 2 
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING 36 PACKAGES 
MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND PLANNING 28 
PLANT RECORDING AND CONTROL 2 
STOCK RECORDING AND CONTROL 9 
FIXED ASSET ACCOUNT1NG 10 
DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW 3 
CASH FLOW FORECASTING 7 
CONTRACTORS 6 
ESTIMATING 
PRICE PREDICTION 1 
COSTING 12 
NEHIORK ANALYSIS 20 
NEDO'FORMULAE 4 
VALUATIONS 4 
TABLE 3,1 ; Commercially Available Computer 
Programs for the'Construction 
Industry (3). 
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interactive systems mounted on microcomputers. 
3.3.1 Batch Systems 
Very little published information is available on the 
early batch estimating systems. These were developed 
mainly by the large construction companies who could 
afford the expense of the large machines required and 
the cost of developing in-house software (2). By and 
large these systems were not made commercially available 
(2). A graphical representation of the procedure adopted 
in the preparation of an estimate using a batch estimating 
system is shown in Figure 3.1. 
The preliminary work required to produce an estimate by 
this method is considerable, and necessitates the estimator 
divorcing himself from the estimate during the punching 
of the estimate data on to cards and the subsequent running 
of the computer prcgram. Editing of data involves repeating 
the whole procedure, an aspect which proved unsatisfactory 
to most estimators. Barnes ( 3) sums up the disadvantages 
of these systems when he states that "Tuning the build-up 
to a particular job, the core of the estimator's judgement, 
was difficult because it required a degree of interaction 
with the machine which was too expensive and cumbersome to 
achieve and did not justify the cost and delay caused by 
punching up the bill". 
3.3.2 Interactive systems mounted on mainframe computers 
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The emergence of interactive programming techniques has 
awakened construction firms to the possibilities of compute~ 
aided estimating. Programs developed using these methods 
allow users to perform tasks by entering commands at a 
terminal for each step of a required operation. These 
facilities thus alleviate the problems caused by the use 
of batch systems as described above. 
Prepare 
Prepare Check revisions to 
ESTIMATOR estimate ,--. through estimate 
data estimate data (if any) 
J 
. 
CARD 
PUNCH Punch Verify estimate 
OPERATOR data on to -card -
cards punching 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEM Produce 
OPERATOR L-o estimate r-----
, 
FIGURE 3.1: Flow Chart of a Batch Estimating System 
At the present time there are only two such systems 
capable of dealing with complete bills of quantities 
which are commercially ayailable in the United Kingdom 
(11). Table 3.2 gives brief details of these programs 
as well as other batch systems also commercially available 
at the present time. It should be noted that of the two 
interactive systems only one ,(CAESAR) provides facilities 
whic~ reflect traditional estimating procedures. 
3.3.3 Interactive systems mounted on microcomputers 
The arrival of microcomputers has further stimulated the 
interest of building firms in'the use of computer systems 
as estimating aids. The greatly reduced cost of such 
systems together with their ability to support interactive 
programs has meant that viable software and hardware may 
be obtained for under £20 000 ( 2). 
This reduction in cost has also resulted in the development 
of computer programs by building estimators themselves. 
This has occurred over the last tI~i)' to three years. Such 
programs have been largely geared towards the production 
of systems which aid the estimator in certain isolated 
aspects of his task. The different types of systems ~Ihich 
have been developed are described below. 
a. Estimating programs for complete bills of quantities 
This type oof system encompasses the complete 
estimator's task. The facilities provided enable: 
the storaOge of performance data on the 
computer system's files; 
the utilization of this performance data 
to price similar items found in bills of 
quantities; 
the pricing of items where no relevant 
performance data is held on file; 
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MODE OF DATA DATA lANGUAGE COMPUTER HARDWARE OPERATION ENTRY BASE ~1AINFRAME MICRO 
. 
CAESAR I T YES FORTRAN PRIME 300 -
COST MONITOR Bu ? YES COBOl ANY DATA -
GENERAL 
MAINFRAME 
• 
ESTIMATING 
(CCS) B PT, C YES COBOl ICl 1900 -
ESTIMATING LI or 
SYSTEM (ICl) Bu T YES PLAN ICl 1901A -
PCM I or B T, PT, C NO COBOl AND PDP 11/03 -
FORTRAN 
ABBREVIATIONS: I Interactive T Terminal 
B Batch. C Punched Ca rds 
Bu Bureau PT Pa per Ta pe 
II limited Interactive ? Unknown 
TABLE 3.2: Estimating Systems for Complete Bills of Quantities 
Available October 1979 (11). 
tn 
o 
the updating of volatile resource costs; 
all necessary arithmetical calculations 
to be performed automatically; 
the retrieval of item build-ups in their 
ent i rety; and 
the addition of tender mark-ups. 
The only commercially available system which 
meets with the above-mentioned requirements at 
the present time is the system which forms the 
subject of this thesis. 
b. Pricing programs for" complete bills of quantities 
Systems available in this category provide the 
estimator with information which may be likened 
to that contained in Price Books (see 6.2.1). 
This information is then used to price items found 
in bills of quantities. It is also generally possible 
to perform simple editing operations. 
Although the facilities provided with such systems 
are limited, they have stimulated the interest of 
industry due to their extremely low price. The 
hardware requirements of these systems may be met 
by the smaller microcomputers,'such as the PET 
Commodore, WhitH sell" for approximately £3 000. 
An example"of one such system"is the CACE system 
(12) developed at Preston Polytechnic. 
c. ProQrams for solving specific estimating problems 
These systems have generally been developed to cater 
for well-defined estimating problems where various 
parameters fluctuate depending upon the conditions in 
question. Some of these tasks include drainaQe, 
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concrete and formwork calculations. A good 
example of one such system' is that developed by 
~'iller (13) for the placing of concrete in walls. 
d. Programs for performing arithmetical computations 
These programs have been developed with the aim 
of transferring clerical computational tasks to 
the computer. Such systems require the data 
relating to bills of quantities and the build-ups 
of item rates to be entered into the computer. All 
incidental arithmetic in preparing priced bills is 
then automatically completed by the system. In the 
best systems, the entry of data is rationalised by 
the use of work-sheets prepared by the computer 
system. These sheets are used by the estimator to 
record item build-ups and.then form the source 
documents for the data entry operation (3). 
It was not possible to locate a commercially available 
example of this type of estimating system in the U.K. 
However the system specification included in Appendix 
A illustrates the salient features of one such system 
seen by the author in South Africa. 
3.4 INTEREST C.E. 
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This section describes an interactive estimating system INTEREST 
C.E. (System 0) which was designed for use by the civil engineering 
industry. It was developed at Loughborough University of Technology 
and provided the starting point for the present project. In des-
cribing the system, frequent reference will be made to the flow 
chart illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
a. Company Data Files 
Cost Fil es 
The cost files. contain the all-in costs of different 
CO~iPANY DATA CONTRACT SPECIFIC DATA 
r-- LABOUR I r--
~ RESOURCE I UPDATE '-'" COST FILE I LABOUR 
I RESOURCES 
I 
'--' 
I 
I '-'" 
N 
r-- I r--PLANT I 
"--' 
RESOURCE I 
"--' COST FILE UPOATE PLANT 
I RESOURCES 
I 
'--' I 
I 
r--. DIRECT I r--MATERIALS I 
~ RESOURCES I UPDATE I'--" COST FILE , DIRECT 
I rJlATERIALS 
I RESOURCES 
I 
I '-./ 
F"'. INDIRECT I ,,-:.., 
'MATERIALS I ~ RESOURCES I UPDATE '-./ COST FILE INDIRECT 
MATERIALS 
I RESOURCES 
V I V 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r-- I FILE' or 
PERFORMANCE I f'-.-' DATA I 
I 
'--' 
I 
CONTRACT 
RESOURCE 
COST FIlE 
CONTRACT 
PLANT 
RESOURCE 
COST FILE 
• 
CONTRACT DIRECT 
I>lATERIALS 
RESOURCES 
COST FILE 
CONTRACT 
INDIRECT 
MATERIALS 
RESOURCES 
COST FILE 
OIRECT COST 
ESTIMATING 
FOR ITEMS 
INTEREST C.E. 
FILE OF 
CONTRACT DETAILS· 
DIRE~OST 
~ ...... AOD O/H 
I-- PROFITS AND AOJUST 
PRICES· 
'--' 
FILE OF 
CONTRACT 
TEN~R 
~ 
f-
~ 
DETAILS 
ICE 
<.T1 
W 
categories of labour, different items of plant 
and various materials. Materials are divided into 
Direct Materials (being those materials used in 
permanent works) and Indirect Materials (those 
materials not used in permanent works). Only 
single resources may be stored in these 
fil es. 
Performance Data Files 
This file contains item build-ups with resources 
and usage rates for commonly recurring items of 
work. 
b. Contract Specific Cost Files 
The contract specific cost files are the company files 
transferred by the contract estimator who can either 
accept the cost recorded in the company data files or 
amend it to suit the individual contract. 
c. Estimating Procedure 
The estimator is required· to input details of each bill 
item which he wishes to price. ,'. The system then provides 
him with three methods of pricing that item. 
Known 
This facility enables the estimator to use data 
stored in the File of Performance Data to price 
the item. An example of an item priced in this 
manner is shown in Figure 3.3. It is possible 
for the estimator to edit any of the data contained 
in this build-up until it meets with his satisfaction. 
Unknown 
Where no relevant performance data exists, this 
facility enables the estimator to build-up a unit 
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GS 11.0 
tEBMM code G511.0 MILD STEEL REINF TO BS 4449 6 MM OIA U.O.M. T 
R~s. Cat. Description Usa~e rate Cost 
----------- ----------
'52-4 LAE .. STEELFIXER 1.600 HR IT 2.980 
525 LAB. STEELFIXER'S LABOURER 1.600 HR IT 1.960 
52£. [I I R. 6 MM OIA MILD STEEL -CUT, e·ENT & 1.000 TNNEIT 230.350 
! t-.:-tll rate 238.25 $./T 
Options are:-
CD - to ChanSe the Description 
CU - to Chan~e the Units of measurment 
AR - to Add a Resource 
OR - to.Delete a Resource 
eR - to Chanse a usase Rate 
FW - to File the Work group 
. DW - to Delete the Work group 
FIGURE 3.3: Example of Known ~Jork Group as 
presented by INTEREST C.E. (System 0). 
rate from first principles. He may do this by 
selecting resources from the Contract Resource 
Cost Files and combining them with usage rates 
of his own choosing. 
Gash Rates 
This facility enables the estimator to allocate 
a sum of money to a particular item. This sum 
is required to be split up into its Labour, Plant, 
Direct Materials, Indirect Materials and Sub-contract 
elements. 
d. Ten~er Adjustments 
The costs of items as calculated in c. above are stored 
in the File of Contract Details - Direct Cost. T6 this 
may be added percentages to cover overheads, profits and 
surcharges. The results of these adjustments are then 
stored in the File of Contract Details - Tender Price. 
~/ftR 
$/HR 
$ITNNE 
e. Reports 
At any stage during the estimating and adjudic3tion 
procedure reports may. be obtained. These include bill 
listings and resource reconcilliations. 
f. Classification of Performance Data 
The estimators link with the data held in the File of 
Performance Data is by means of a notation derived from 
a classification. The classification used with the 
system: is the "Civil Engineering Standard I~ethod of I·leasure-
ment"(14). This classification was chosen " ... because of 
the universally recognised basis of coding and the 
increasing number of bills of quantities that are being 
produced by this method of measurement" (15).' An 
example of the "Civil Engineering ~tandard Method of 
Measurement" classification is given in Fi~ure 3.4. 
3.5 THE PROBLEMS OF USING COMPUTERS AS ESTIMATING AIDS. 
The early use of computer systems as aids to the estimating 
process aroused certain reservations on the part of prospective 
users. These were identified by McCaffer (16) and are discussed 
below. 
3.5.1 Complexity of the estimating process and data availabil ity 
Preparing a tender is a process beginning with the 
invitation to tender and ending with the tender submission .. 
During the preparation of the cost estimate and then the 
tender, estimators have exchanges of information with 
planners, buyers, site managers and management (as 
defined in Chapter 2) internally, and with potential 
clients, sub-contractors and materials suppliers ex-
ternally. The estimators refer to their historical records, 
company manuals and other supporting data. l~hen a computer-
aided estimating system is interwoven into this fairly 
complex set of procedures estimators foresaw difficulties, 
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CL<.\SS G: CONCHETE NJCILLARIES 
Includes: Formwork for in situ concrote 
Reinforcemont for in situ concrete 
Joints in in situ concrete 
Post~tcnsioncd prcstrcssing 
Accessories for in situ concrete 
Exclude.s: Reinforcement in diaphragm WLills (included in class C) 
Pre-ten:;ioncd prcstressing (included in class H) 
Formwork pnd rcinforccme-nt in precast concrete (includod in class U) 
Formwolk and reinforcement ancillary to drainage and pip<1work (included in class5s Y. and L) 
Formwork and reinforcement in piles (ir.clud£:d in classes P and Q) 
Formwork and reinforcement for concrete roads and pavings (included in class R) 
Formwork for concrete rail track foundations (included in class 5) 
Formwork for tunnel and shalt linings (included in class T) 
Formwork for foundations for fences and gates (included in class X) 
FIRST DIVISION 1 SECOND DIVISION ! THIRD DIVISION 
1 Formwork: rough finish 1 Plane horizontal 1 V'Iidth: nol cx(;eeding 0·1 m 
2 lair finish 2 Plane sloping 2 0-1-0·2 m 
3 other stated finish 3 Plane battered 3 0-2-0·4 m 
• stated surface features 4 Plane vertical • 0'4-1-22 m 5 Curved to one radius in one plane 5 c)((;ceding ,·22 m 
--
m'-I 5 Other curved to slated radii 
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m 
m 
m' 
m' 
rn' 
7 For voids or ! 1 Small vcid, depth: nol exceeding 0-5 m 
8 
5 Reinforcement 1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
5 
6 Joints 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 
FIGURE 3.4: 
2 0-5-1 m 
3 1-2 m 
• sta!ed exceeding 2 m 5 large void, depth: not exceeding 0·5 m . 
• 0·5-1 m 7 1-2 m 
8 statl:d exceeding 2 m 
For concrelu components of con- 1 Seams 
stant cross-section m 2 Columns 
3 Walls 
. 4 Other members 
Mild steel bars 10 BS 4449 t 1 Diameter: 6 mm 
High yield steel bars to BS 4449 t 2 Bmm 
Stainless stecl bars of stated quality t J 10mm 
Reinforcing bars 01 other stated 4 12mm 
material t 5 1Gmm 
6 20 mm 
7 25 mm or greater 
High yield stcel fabric to BS 4483 rn' 1 Nominal mass: not exceeding 2 kg/m2 
Fabric of c:her staled malerial m' 2 2-3 kg/m~ 
3 3-4 kg/m~ 
4 4-5 kg/m~ 
5 5-6 kg/m' 
6 6-7 kg/m' 
7 7-8 kg/m' 
8 slated exceeding 8 kg/m:l 
Surfdces 1 Width or depth: not exceeding 0·5 m 
Open surface plain m' 2 0·5-1 m 
Open surface with filler m' J stated exceeding 1 in 
Formed surface plain m' 
Formed surface with filler m' 
Internal O( external derails 1 Width: not exceeding 150 mm 
Pla:;tics or rubber watcrstop m 2 150-200 mm 
Metal waterstop m 3 200-300 mm 
4 stated exceeding 300 mm 
Internalo( external details 
Scaled rebate or groove m 
Intern;}/o( external details 1 Plain or greased 
Dowel assembly 
"' 
2 Sh~ev{'d and capped 
Example of the "Civil Engineering 
Standard Method of Measurement" (14) 
such as external information not being available on 
time, or information arriving in a different sequence 
or the proposed method of executing the work being 
changed. 
3.5.2 Estimators' judgement 
Estimators were concerned about the opportunity available 
in programs to exercise their judgement. In early systems, 
computer-held cost data could only be married to the quan-
tities for the current tender after someone had punched 
the bill of quantities on to computer cards. Editing 
operations could not be easily carried out and at best 
the resulting estimate was too standardised. It is not 
surprising therefore, that interactive systems have gained 
more acceptance by estimators. Such systems allow the 
estimator to operate a terminal .(normally a Visual Display 
Unit) and to select resources, amend resources suggested 
to him by the systems data files, and similarly to edit 
output rates and resource costs. These facilities enable 
the estimator to be in direct control of the estimating 
process. 
3.5.3 Errors 
Estimators feared the following: 
errors in data which get used over and over again; 
not being able to understand how a particular 
result was achieved due to insufficient data 
being supplied by the computer system. 
3.5.4 Tender Deadlines 
As the deadline for submitting tenders is very precise, 
the estimating process must take place within the time 
available. Estimators.were apprehensive about the 
ability of computer-aided estimating systems to meet 
such deadlines, and also concerned about possible system 
failure. 
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3.5.5 Security 
Early systems experienced a security problem in that 
they necessitated data leaving the estimator's office 
for processing. As this data related to tenders not 
yet submitted, estimators were concerned about the 
possibility of the data getting into competitors' 
hands. 
3.5.6 Re-training of Estimators 
Estimators were anxious about the amount of training 
required to enable them to use computer-aided estimating 
systems. 
3.6 SOLUTIONS TO THE· PROBLEMS OF USING COMPUTER SYSTEMS· AS· ESTIMATING 
AIDS 
In considering solutions to the problems noted in 3.5 a des-
cription is first given of the methods in which computer systems 
may be used to aid estimators in their \~ork. Consideration is 
then given of the manner in which the system developed and 
reported in this thesis attempts to solve these problems. 
3.6.1 Solutions that computer systems can offer 
Computer systems can offer the estimator assistance in 
three ways: as a calculator, as a filing system, and 
as a report generator (16). In order to provide estimating 
systems that exploit computer.technology fully, it is main-
ta ;"ned that such systems shoul d perform these three 
functions. 
a. A Calculator 
The ability of the computer to perform calculations 
eases several areas in the estimating process. 
In the first instance the arithmetic involved in 
the calculation of rates may be done by the computer. 
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The only requirement is that the estimator should 
be familiar with the arithmetical options available. 
This implies that the estimator will rio longer need 
his calculator. Whilst this is unlikely to be the 
case it seems probable that the use of the calculator 
will diminish to that of a support role. 
Secondly extension of rates, totalling of pages, 
sections and bills may be done automatically and 
accurately by the computer. This will greatly 
reduce, if not eliminate altogether, the need for 
comptometer staff. 
Thirdly estimating software may be designed to 
allow revision to resource costs and outputs to 
occur at a very late stage in the preparation of 
an estimate. This, combined with the speed with 
which the·dllci:llations are performed,allows the 
estimator to simulate several different methods of 
construction. 
b. A Filing System 
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This function provides a powerful tool in many respects. 
Firstly it enables the user to store data relating to 
the performance and cost of a company's resources. 
This data may then be retrieved at will and used to 
price similar. items of work. 
Secondly, it provides a means of storing all infor-
mation relating to a specific tender. An ancillary 
implication is that all decisions relating to that 
tender may be stored and retrieved at a later stage. 
Thirdly, the storing of information provides a for~ 
malisation of .presentation not achieved with manual 
estimating methods. ,This aspect is attractive to 
management, as it enables the interpretation of 
different estimators" work to be simplified. 
c. A Report Generator 
The main advantage of this facility lies in the 
distribution of information. Reports can be tailored 
to meet specific users' requirements. For example, 
detailed item build-ups for the estimator, cost 
summaries for the adjudication panel, resource 
analyses for the planning department and lists of 
materials and sub-contract items requiring quotes 
for the buying 'department may all be produced without 
any extra effort on the part of the estimator. 
3.6.2 Solutions provided by the INTEREST BUILD estimating system 
This section briefly describes solutions to the problems 
noted in 3.5 provided by the INTEREST BUILD estimating 
system (INTERactive ESTimating for BUILDers). A more 
detailed description of the system is given in Chapter 
4 and Appendix B. 
a. Complexity of the estimating process and data 
ava i1 abil ity 
The facilities provided by the system have been 
designed to reflect traditional estimating practice. 
In addition the interactive features of the system 
enable the user to work on any section of the bill 
of quantities. As such there is no start or end to 
the system and no problems should be experienced in 
obtaining information in the sequence desired. In 
addition the filing and calculating facilities pro-
vided by the system'enab1e the estimator to make 
changes to the estimate by the insertion of revised 
costs and/or usage rates. This facility greatly 
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reduces the work necessitated by such changes when 
compared to manual methods of estimating as all cal-
culations are automatically completed by the com-
puter system. 
b. Estimators' judgement 
The interactive features of the system allow the 
estimator to exercise his judgement at all stages 
in the estimating procedure. At no stage is he 
forced to accept an item build-up, resource cost 
or any other information supplied by the system. 
Responsibility for all decisions remains with the, 
estimator, and is effected by keying in commands and 
data at the Visual Display Unit (VDU). 
c. Errors 
Errors contained in data entered into the data library 
(see Chapter 6) are subject to re-use if this data is 
selected by the estimator. However, the facilities 
provided by the system a re comprehens ive and allow 
both the keyboard operator and the estimator to 
peruse and edit the data before storing it in the 
system. 
In all other cases detailed displays and print-Guts 
are provided to allow the estimator to vet the 
decisions made. Where required, modifications to 
data may be effected with a minimum of effort. 
d. Tender deadlines 
The meeting of tender deadl ines necessitates -planning 
the workload of the estimating department. In this 
respect the system provides facilities which serve 
to smooth the estimating procedure. These facilities 
enable calculations to commence before having obtained 
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materials and sub-contract quotations. As and 
when they become available, they may be entered 
into the system, and all occurrences of such items 
are automatically updated. In this way the system 
provides a means of ensuri ng a more even ~Iorkload 
as the sometimes unproductive period spent awaiting 
quotations is obviated. 
The management of the estimating procedure should 
also ensure that any failure of the technology, 
particularly at a late stage in the estimate pre-
paration, leaves estimators with sufficient infor-
mation to complete the estimate. This may be done 
by taking "back-up" copies of estimate data either 
in the form of printed reports, or on computer 
storage devices such as removable hard discs or 
tapes. 
e. Security 
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The use of microcomputer systems alleviates estimator's 
fears of data getting into competitors' hands as such 
systems are under his direct physical control. 
A further security a id in the form of a system of 
passwords is also provided. This restricts the use 
of the system to those authorised persons to whom 
the password is known. 
f. Re-training of Estimators 
The main skills required in the use of the estimating 
system are the ability to use a VDU and an understanding 
of the filing structure employed by the system. A 
certain period of training is thus inevitable. However, 
the prompts provided by the system are, to a large 
extent, self~explanatory and the level of keyboard com-
petence required is not great. The training period 
is therefore seen as being of relatively short duration. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE COMPUTER-AIDED ESTIMATING SYSTEM 
CHAPTER 4 
THE COMPUTER-AIDED ESTIMATING SYSTHl 
4.1 GENERAL 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the development of a 
computer-aided estimating system for the U.K. building industry 
by the Research Group. An outline is first given of the pro-
cedure adopted in the development of the specification for the 
system. A description of the system itself is then given. This 
is followed by an outline of how the system relates to the over-
all estimating process. 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 
A prime requisite for the success of any computer-aided estimating 
system is that it should. reflect traditional estimating procedure. 
This·requirement was also noted by Harrison (17) who states that 
new systems " ... should follow closely the logic of the traditional 
process (evolution is better than revolution) to gain acceptance 
by estimators". Further support for this requirement is evidenced 
by estimators' rejection of revolutionary estimating techniques 
such as those using regression techniques as developed by Moyles 
( 18) • 
In order to establish detailed requirements for the estimating 
system it was therefore necessary to investigate traditional 
estimating practice, and a description of this work is given in 
Chapter 2: Whilst basic procedures were found to follow the CEP 
to a large extent, it was noted that slightly different methods of 
calculating various items were adopted by different estimators. 
This aspect was also observed by Barnes (9) 
It was therefore necessary to consult with practising estimators 
during the preparation of the specification for the system. 
Initially six organisations were represented, four of which 
supported the project throughout its duration. Hithout exception, 
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these estimators had limited knowledge of computers, and in order 
to provide them with an appreciation of the new technology, the 
civil engineering estimating system described in 3.4 was demon-
strated'to them. This then provided the basis for discussions 
which enabled the author to prepare a specification describing 
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the requirements of the system. This was then studied by the 
assisting estimators, and their comments incorporated in revisions 
to the specification. 'Numerous discussion/revision cycles followed, 
resulting in a comprehensive specification. This described in 
detail the requirements of a computer-aided estimating system 
for the building industry and incorporated criteria judged by 
the estimators as essential to the operation of such systems. 
The specification was subsequently used by the programming staff 
in preparing the computer programs. 
4.3 THE COMPUTER-AIDED ESTIMATING SYSTEI~ 
This section describes briefly the computer-aided estimating system 
called INTEREST BUILD. A_detailed description of the system and 
the facilities it provides may be found in the User Manual, included 
in Appendix B. A flow chart of the system is illustrated in Figure 
4.1. Reference to this chart_will show that files may be categorised 
into those supporting the estimators'- calculations (the RESOURCE 
COST FILES, the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA and the OPERATIONAL RESOURCE 
GROUPS FILE), and those retaining these calculations (the FILES OF 
CONTRACT DETAILS and the FILEM!AITING QUOTES). Figure 4.1 also 
shows that'the supporting files are classed either as "Company 
Data" or "Contract Specific Data". The COMPANY files are available 
to all estimators and are managed by senior staff, whereas the 
CONTRACT SPECIFIC files are the responsibility of the contract 
estimator. 
4.3.1 Company 'Data Tiles 
a. Resource Cost Files 
The RESOURCE COST FILES contain the all-in cost of 
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different categories of labour, differing items of 
plant and materials prices. Within these cost files, 
data may be stored relevant to individual resources 
or gangs of resources as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
LABOURER 
LABOURER (CONC) 
LAe.OURER (BR I Cf(WORK) 
LABOURER (CARP) 
LABOURER (STEELFIX) 
LABOURER (UNLOAD) 
LAB·OURER (CLEAN) 
GANGER 
GANGER (CONC) 
CONC GANG (5) 
CONC GANG (6) 
BRI CI(WORH GANG (2+1) 
BR I C~{WORH GANG (3+2) 
FIGURE 4.2: Examples of data held on COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES 
2.25 £/HR 
2.85 £/Hr, 
2.25 £/HR 
2. :?~I £/HR 
2.25 f.lHR 
2.25 £IHR 
2.25 £/HR 
2.8~ £/HR 
2.85 £/IlR 
1~.25 UHR 
17.10 £IHR 
.t..28 UHR 
4.65 £/HR 
The Resource Group {or Gang} cost file allows the 
combination of individual resources from other cost 
files as shown in Figure 4.3. It will be noted that 
these gang facilities are in accord with current 
estimatinQ practice as described in 2.2.4.c.{i}. 
b. File of Performance Data 
This file contains item build-ups {or WORK GROUPS} 
consisting of resources and associated usage rates 
for commonly recurring items of work. In order to 
facilitate the retrieval of a required WORK GROUP, 
it is necessary for the estimator to locate the ~JORK 
GROUP by a code {henceforth referred to as the WORK 
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XGl SFTWO/UNLO/NAILS 
M67 SOFTWOOO 
~125.00 " 1.00 Ml $125.00 
L6 LABOURER (UNLOAD) 
M68 NAILS 
~2.25 " 1.00 HR ~2.25 
to.90 " 7.00 I(G $6.30 
~133.55 
Oivid~d b~ 1.0 
Gan~ Cost 1M3 
FIGURE 4.3: Example of data held in Resource 
Group Cost File 
$133.55 
GROUP CODE). This entails the use of a classification 
relating to· the different items of work measured in 
accordance with SMM 6. Investigations into suitable 
classifications are described in Chapter 5. 
4.3.2 Contract Specific Data Files 
a. Resource Cost Files 
The CONTRACT SPECIFIC cost files are the COMPANY cost 
files transferred by the contract estimator for a 
particular contract. He can either accept the cost 
recorded in the COMPANY files, amend it to suit the 
individual contract, or mark as "Awaiting Quotes". 
New resources may also be entered. 
b. Operational Resource Groups Files 
This file retains operational resources data built 
up for a particular project by the estimator. These 
data are subsequently used for pricing items on an 
operational basis as described in 2.2.4.c.(ii). 
4.3.3 Estimating Procedure 
a. Entering the bill of quantities 
This facility allows all basic bill of quantities 
information to be entered into the computer. As 
this aspect requires no estimating expertise, it 
may be performed by a typist or junior member of the 
estimating team. Nevertheless, it is necessary for 
the estimator to check through the bill and identify 
several aspects, including the WORK GROUP CODE for 
each item, and any sub-contract operations. The 
information required to be entered for each item is 
as follows: 
bi 11 number; 
section number; 
. 
page number; 
item reference; 
quantity; 
units of measurement; 
WORK GROUP CODE; 
percentage allocation of WORK GROUP CODE; 
·sub-contract item (if applicable). 
It should be noted that at this stage the entry of 
the WORK GROUP CODE and-the percentage allocation of 
the WORK GROUP CODE.are optional. 
Additional facilities are also provided for the entry 
of P~C. and provisional sums and related attendance 
and profit allowances as well as for "Items". 
At this stage it is possible to obtain bill listings 
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and reconciliations of the estimate (see d. Reports 
below). These reports may be regarded as "rough 
estimates" and provide the estimating team with 
a useful basis for reviewing the overall feasibility 
of the construction methods chosen. It should be 
noted that these estimates include only the cost of 
those items the performance data of which are held 
on file. 
b. Estimating 
The estimating methods available allow the estimator 
to price items as unit' rates, operational rates, 
combinations of both or as spot rates. 
(i) Unit Rates 
Items. priced in this manner may be either 
KNOWN (i.e. where relevant performance data 
is held on file), or UNKNOHN (i.e. where no 
data is available). 
Known Unit Rates 
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This facility, involves the retrieval of infor-
mation from the FILE OR PERFORMANCE DATA using 
the WORK GROUP CODE as a means of identification. 
The estimator may then examine the item, and if 
he chooses, use the performance data presented 
to him. If he is not satisfied, he may amend 
the WORK GROUP by adding or deleting resources 
and/or by altering usage rates. These facilities 
are such that the estimator retains actual 
command of all the calculations. An example 
of an item accessed from the FILE OF PERFORMANCE 
'DATA is given in Figure 4.4. 
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Work Group G1A.0 
6MM M.S.REBAR IN FOUNDS 
Cod.;: 
L6 
L31 
L46 
F'S 
Cod..;: 
I'll 
M34 
W",jght 
Description Cost/HR Usa!l'~ Factor Cost/TNE 
----------- --------- ------ ---------
LAe.OURER <UNLOAD) $2.25 .500 100.0r. $1. 13 
STEELFIXER $3.00 54.000 100.0% $162.00 
BANKS MAN $2.25 .250 100.0r. $0.56 
MOP.ILE CRANE $1 ~ .50 .250 100.0% n.63 
N"t. Wastases 
Description ·Cost/Un j t Usase F'o::r Unit Cost/TNE 
----------- --------- --------
---_. __ ._---
61'11'1 M. S. REr.AR 
BINDING WIRE 
$295. DOlT N 1.000 2. Si.:: $302.38 
TOTAL LABOUR 
TOTAL F'LANT 
TOTAL MATERIAL 
$1.50/HG 
COST /TNE 
COST/TNE 
COST /TNE 
TOTAL NET COST/TNE 
18.000 0.0r. 
U63.69 
$3.63 
$329.38 
$496.69 
FIGURE 4.4: . Example of WORK GROUP accessed from 
the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
Unknown Unit Rates 
Should a build-up not be held on the FILE OF 
PERFORMANCE DATA, facilities exist to enable 
the estimator to develop an estimate for an 
item by entering individual resources and 
usage rates at the terminal. As with the 
KNOWN unit rate build-up, he remains in 
command of all calcula·tions, and the resulting 
build-up is displayed in a similar manner to 
that shown in Figure 4.4. 
(ii) Operational Rates 
Bill items may be priced. on an operational 
basis as previously described. Operational 
rates may be used ~n conjunction with unit 
rates or independently. 
$27.00 
(iii) Spot Rates 
This facility enables the estimator to 
price items without reference to specific 
resources or usage rates. It is designed 
to allow the insertion of lump sums against 
the cost categories of Labour, Plant, 
Auxiliary Plant, Materials and Sub-contractors. 
An example of a spot rate is given in Figure 
4.5. 
S~ction 1 Pase 2/ 0 
Qyantit~ 54 M3 
Work Group Classification F 
Catesor~ 
LM .• 
MAT. 
001'). 
It~ll) Rate 
It~fl\ Cost 
Rat", in $/M3 
5.50 
33.00 
.85 
39.35 $/M3 
$2.124.90 
FIGURE 4.5: Example of a spot rate 
Once the estimator has arrived at a satisfactory 
item rate he may apply this rate to other similar 
items in the bill of quantities. 
When· the direct cost for an item is complete it is 
stored in the FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS - NET COST. 
This file retains all the estimator's calculations 
and enables him or the tender adjudication panel 
to recall any item at any stage so that it may be 
reworked. 
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1 
.1 
If the direct cost for an item contains resources, 
usually either Materials or Sub-contractors, which 
are awaiting quotes, that item will be stored in 
the AWAITING QUOTES FILE. This file serves the 
quotations subsystem. 
c. Quotations Subsystem' 
Resources marked as "Awaiting Quotes" carry either 
zero or dummy prices. This allows the estimator to 
proceed with his calculations by selecting resources 
and usage rates with or without the support of the 
data files. All build-ups using resources awaiting 
quotes are flagged. As and when quotations are 
finalised they are entered into the system and all 
occurrences of this resource throughout the bill of 
quantities are automatically updated. In this way 
the item build-ups "Awaiting Quotes" are completed. 
The quotations subsystem enables reports of resources 
"Awaiting Quotes" to be obtained at any time. This 
provides the basis for chasing late quotations. 
d. . Reports 
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At the completion of the direct cost estimate several 
reports are available to the tender adjudication panel . 
. These ore described below. 
Bill Listings 
This report gives a breakdown of each bill item into 
its labour, plant, auxiliary plant,'materials and 
sub-contract elements. 
Direct Cost Summaries 
These collate the direct cost totals under headings 
of labour, plant, auxiliary plant, materials and 
sub-contractors. The summaries are available for 
the whole bill, a section, a page or for a work 
section. 
Resource Reconciliations 
This report lists all the resources used in the 
estimator's build-ups and the associated resource 
quantities (i.e. plant and labour hours and material 
quantities). The costs of these resources are also 
included in the report. 
Examples of these reports are given in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 
4.8. It will be noted. that the reports display 
the ·direct cost as well as the tender amounts. The tender 
amounts take into account the tender adjudication adjust-
ments described below. 
4.3.4 Tender Adjudication Adjustments 
The following adjustments are available to management for 
the .conversion of the estimate into a tender. 
a. Surcharges 
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This adjustment allows the cost of individual resources 
or groups of resources to be altered. For example, 
it may be desired to add 5%.to the cost of all brick-
layers, or to deduct 2% from all plant. Such operations 
are carried out by entering the appropriate resource 
code or category, and the desired adjustment. All 
further calculations are done automatically. 
b. Genera 1 O·verheads 
Additions .in the fOI~ of a percentage.or lump sum to 
the different cost categories are allowed. 
l11111A 
1I1111B 
l11111C 
1/1/1/0 
IIIIIIE 
1/I/I/F 
I/I/I/C. 
Page 2 Contr.ct TO" I USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION 
Reference Code I REF-99 Tender Submi,sion Date 25-12-81 Today's Date 4-8-81 
Direct 
Tender 
Direct 
'render 
Direct 
Tender 
Direct 
Tender 
Direct 
Tender 
Direct 
Tender 
Di reet 
Tender 
Sinqle Section 
Direct Cost and Tender Price Xtem Listing 
LAB. rate PLT. rate 
7.29 0.00 
8.03 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0,00 
2.00 3.00 
2.20 3.31 
4.59 .6~ 
5.06 .l"t. 
73.44 4.71 
80.94 . 5.1~ 
4.22 0.00 
4.65 0,00 
4.20 0.00 
4.63 0.00 
AUX. rate PlAT. rate DOM. 
0.00 29.02. 
0.00 n.61 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
4.00 5.00 
4.213 !).6~ 
0.00 l8.35 
0.00 31.85 
0.00 316.l3 
0.00 35S.~8 
0.00 2.34 
0.00 2.63 
0.00 3.77 
0.00 4.23 
rate Uuantity TOTAL rate 
0.00 £36.31 
0.00 17 "3 £40.64 
6.41 £6.41 
6.57 215 "3 . £6.57 
6.00 £20.00 
~115 10 "3 £21.56 
0,00 £33.59 
0.00 54 M3 £~7.63 
0.00 £394.38 
0.00 23 TNE £441.41 
0.00 £6.56 
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0.00 £1.97 
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FIGURE 4.6: Example of Bill Listing as 
produced by the INTEREST BUILD 
estimating system 
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I11 
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Direct 
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£14,729.55 
£1,438.15 
£1,474.05 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£1 ,438 .15 
£1,474.0~ 
FIGURE 4.7: Example of a Direct Cost Summary 
as produced by the INTEREST BUILD 
estimating system. 
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Ml1 
M34 
M66 
M67 
M68 
MI05 
Contract TOI'I 1 USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION f'age 5 Reference Code_: REF-99 
DESCRIPTION 
----------. 
25I'1f'1.f'I.S.REIlAR 
BINDING WIKE 
PLrWOOD (EX!) 18MM 
SOHWOOD 
NAILS 
CONCRETE MIX A 
Tender Submi!5ion Date 25-12-61 Today's Date 4-8-81 
Resource Reconcilia"t:'ion 
Materia} Resources 
BASIC AMOUNT DIRECT COST TENDER PRICE WASTAGE DI~ECT COST 
-._-----;---
----------- ------------ -----------
29.90 THE £6,877.00 .1::.7,7260.31 .75 TNE £171.93 
149.50 ~G £224.25 £251.94 0.00 ~G £0.00 
49.06 M2 £244.32 £274.49 5;97 M2 £29.75 
2.01 M3 £251.60 £262.67 .17 M3 £21.39 
23.90 KG £21.51 £24.17 2.39 KG £2.15 
181.00 CU M H,867.00 £',490.54 .12.23 CU M £330.09 
FIGURE 4.8: Example of a Resource Reconciliation 
as produced by the INTEREST BUILD 
estimating system. 
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f.193.16 
£0.00 
£33.42 
£24.02 
£2.42 
£370.84 • 
, 
, 
1 
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c. Profits 
Additions in the form of, percentages' are allowed for 
main contractor's own work. that of domestic sub-,' 
contractors, and that of nominated sub-contractors 
and suppliers. 
d. Rate Loading 
A facility for the movement of money within the bill 
whilst keeping the total contract sum constant is 
provided. 
'4.3.5 Submission of the tender 
As described in Chapter 2. it is sometimes necessary for 
priced bills of quantities to be submitted with the form 
of tender. The facilities provided by the INTEREST BUILD 
system aid the estimator in the preparation of such bills 
as the adjustments required may be easily carried out (and 
may even be effected as part of ' the aajudication procedure). 
This is possible as the system performs these alterations 
on the source data. The work involved in preparing bills 
is therefore greatly reduced, as the effort required to 
effect such adjustments without, the aid of a computer is 
considerable. 
4.4 RELATIONSHIP OF THE SYSTEM TO THE ESTIMATING PROCESS 
Conversion of traditional estimating procedures into a computer-
aided estimating system resulted in the rationalisation of two 
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of the procedures described in Chapter 2. These are the "Preparation 
of the Estimate" (2.2.4) and the "Tender" (2.3). 
4.4.1 The Preparation of the Estimate 
The flow chart illustrated in Figure 4.9 shows the activities 
involved in the preparation of an estimate using the 
estimating system. It will be noted that the basic approach 
resembles that illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
a. Identifying resource levels and method of construction 
This activity follows discussions between the members 
of the estimating team during which proposed con-
struction methods and resources are agreed. 
b. Coding-up the bill of quantities 
An essential feature of the estimating system is one 
which enables the estimator to make use of standard 
build-ups stored in the system and to use these to 
price similar items found in bills of quantities. 
In order to do this, it is necessary to identify 
each bi 11 item by a WORK GROUP CODE whi ch then allows 
the computer system to access the required WORK GROUP 
from a library of WORK GROUPS. This operation may be 
carried out before entry of the bill into the system 
(see c. belo~) or at a later stage in the procedure. 
c. Entering the bill of quantities 
This involves entering the information described in 
4.3.3.a. into the computer system. 
d. Updating the resource costs 
This activity allows the estimator to revise the all-
in resource costs according to the specific require-
ments of the project in question. 
e. Building up the item rates 
Coded Items 
Where WORK.GROUP .CODES have been entered at 
the bill entry stage, items priced from the 
library of WORK GROUPS are reviewed by the 
estimator. These may b.e accepted or modified· 
to meet his requirements. It is not necessary 
for resource costs to be available at this 
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stage, as the system allows these costs to 
be updated at any time during the preparation 
of the estimate. 
"One-off" Items 
It is not practicable to store WORK GROUPS 
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for the many different items found in buildings. 
In order to cater for the "one-off" items, the 
system provides the estimator with facilities 
to build up item rates which meet with his 
satisfaction. These include the ability to 
build up a rate from first principles and 
also to retrieve and edit WORK GROUPS from the 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. 
Operational Rates 
It is possible to calculate item rates on an 
operational basis as described in 2.2.4.c.{ii). 
Spot Rates 
This facility enables the user to estimate item 
cost on a lump sum basis. 
f. Obtaining Reports 
The facility provided by the system for·allowing 
estimating to progress independently of obtaining 
resource costs enables this work to commence at an 
earlier stage than with most manual estimating systems. 
This has the added advantage.of promoting liaison be-
tween the estimating and planning functions in that 
resource schedules resulting from the estimator's 
workings may form part of the pre-tender planning 
procedure. It is thus possible to review the overall 
construction strategy at an early stage, and take 
appropriate action if required. 
g. Insertion of Materials' costs 
One of the reports produced by the system is an 
"Awaiting Quotes" list for materials •. This includes 
all materials marked by the estimator as "Awaiting 
Quotes" thus providing a check list of such resources 
for the estimator and/or buyer. As and when costs 
become available. they are entered into the system. 
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and such resources are then deleted from the "Awaiting 
Quotes" report. Allowances for unloading. distribution 
and cleaning are made in the normal way in the rate 
build-ups. 
h. Inserting the Sub-contract quotations 
The treatmept of sub-contract quotations is similar 
to that of materials costs described above. Attendance 
allowances are also made in the rate build-ups. 
i. Calculation of Project Overheads 
It was found-that the method in which estimators 
calculated project overheads varied enormously from 
contractor to contractor. It was therefore decided 
to allow the estimator to continue his manual approach 
and to insert.the sum so arrived at into the system 
for inclusion with the estimate. 
j. Finalisation of the Estimate 
Once the estimate.hasbeen completed it is possible 
to obtain reports of the extended and totalled bill. 
All incidental arithmetic involved in arriving at 
these figures is automatically performed by the 
computer system. Subsequent finalisation procedures 
follow normal practice. 
4.4.2 The Tender 
Figure 4.9 illustrates the activities undertaken at tender 
. adjudication. As with the estimating procedure, it will 
be noted .that traditional practice has been followed as 
far as possible. 
a. Adjudication Procedure 
The facilities provided by the computer greatly 
enhance the adjudication panel's ability to adjust 
the cost of a project. It is, for example, possible 
to ask numerous "what if?" questions and have all 
the necessary arithmetic performed in a very short 
space of time. 
b. Printing out of reports 
The system enables print-outs of nett and gross 
reports of bills of quantities to be obtained at 
any stage in the estimating procedure. 
c. "Writing-up" the bills of quantities 
Where a contractor is required to submit a priced 
bill with the form of tender it is necessary to 
transfer the rates, extensions and totals included 
in the gross reports described above into a fresh 
copy.of the bill of quantities. This is then sub-
mitted to· the professional quantity surveyor in 
accordance with current practice. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE PERFORMANCE DATA 
5.1 DEFINITIONS 
In order to clarify the terminology used in this chapter and 
Chapter 6, the following definitions·are given. 
a. Classification 
Classification of any series of objects means "the actual or 
ideal arrangement together of those which are like and the 
separation of those which are unlike; the purpose of the 
arrangement being, primarily, to facilitate the operations 
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of the mind in clearly conceiving and retaining in the memory 
the characters of the objects in question, and the ·recording 
of them that they may be conveniently and quickly referred to; 
and, secondarily,"to disclose the correlations or laws of 
union of properties and circumstances "(19). 
b.Notation 
Notation means "the set of symbols which represents the subjects 
in the classification schedule" (19). 
c. Code 
A code is ".a set of symbols allocated to an entity for the 
purpose of manipulation and not necessarily exhibiting any 
rel.ationships" (19). 
5.2 GENERAL 
The classification of the performance data is an aspect which is 
fundamental to the success of a computer-aided estimating system. 
In order to fully utilise the computer's facilities, its ability 
to store data must be comprehensively exploited. This aspect is 
critical to the success of such systems. As described previously, 
the classification forms the link between bills of quantities and 
the estimator's library of WORK GROUPS stored in the computer. 
Should this link in anyway hinder the estimator in his inter-
pretation of ~ill items, he is likely to become disillusioned 
and revert to more traditional methods of estimating. 
The problem of organising data for subsequent use is not one which 
is peculiar to this computer application. It is experienced by 
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all computer users. Difficulties are not solved by the existence 
of data. Data must be organised in such a way as to be usable (20). 
It was thus necessary to identify the requirements of a suitable 
classification. 
A set of criteria were developed. which arose out of the following: 
a. a consideration of the objectives of the 
estimating system; 
b. a consideration of the nature of information desired 
to be stored for use with the system; 
c. aiscu~sion with practising estimators and con-
struction personnel; 
d. a review of relevant literature; and 
e. a consideration of the specific requirements of 
the estimating software. 
These criteria are described in section 5.3. 
A review of the classifications currently in use in industry 
revealed none that could meet the criteria in their entirety. 
SMM 6 was unsatisfactory and the degree to which other classifications 
proved acceptable was insufficient to warrant their use with the 
estimating system. These classifications are described in 5.5 to 
5.9. A new classification (the INTEREST BUILD classification) was 
consequently developed. Details of this classification are given 
in section 5.4. Future developments in the form of. proposals for 
the Seventh Edition of the "Standard Method of Measurement of 
Building Works" are described in 5.10. It should be noted that 
for the purposes of this project, it has been assumed that all 
bills of quantities are prepared in accordance with SMM 6. 
5.3 CRITERIA FOR THE CLASSIFICATION. 
The criteria are summarised below and subsequently examined in 
more detail. It should be noted that the aspects considered 
apply only to work within the confines of this research project. 
It would thus be incorrect to employ these criteria verbatim to 
systems likely to be used on different aspects of building work. 
The criteria are: 
unique identification; 
length of notation; 
recognizability of notation; 
1 evel of detail; 
description of materials; 
accommodation of dimensions; 
expandability of notation; and 
option for choice of method. 
5.3.1 Unique Identification 
This is the single most important requirement of a 
classification system and is one that has been recognised 
by Crisp (21), Gilchrist and Gaster (19) and Gilb (22). 
Each item in a bill of quantities needs to be identifiable 
by a unique and unambiguous reference. This may be 
achieved by devising a system of unique notation for 
differing .items. Such a notation would enable the desired 
information to be stored and retrieved at will. 
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5.3.2 Length of Notation 
There are several factors supporting the use of concise 
notation. These are described below. 
a. Resistance to lengthy notation 
Moyles (18) in his investigation into estimating 
procedure found that estimators were dissatisfied 
with a lengthy notation. Similar observations were 
also made by Bradburn (23) and the author in dis-
cussions with estimators. In the allied field of 
Quantity Surveying, Scoins (24) noted that many 
practising quantity surveyors had experienced the 
"nightmare" of lengthy notations. when using com-
puters to assist in bill of quantities preparation. 
Gilb (22) states that "Techniques for psychologically 
shortening long (notations) .•.. should be capitalised 
upon wherever poss ib 1 e" (Word in brackets inserted 
by the author to conform with the terminology used 
in this chapter). In the opinion of the author, 
Crisp (21) sums up the situation well when he 
suggests a "basically rigid as well as a sjmple. 
structure" as being a prerequisite of a classification 
~ 
system. The case for a short notation is therefore 
well supported. 
b. Errors in identifying correct notation 
Excess i ve 1 ength prov'i des more opportuni ty for errors 
to occur when identifying or interpreting a notation. 
c. Errors in entering notation into the computer 
A lengthy notation is likely to augment the oppor-
tunities for errors to occur during the entry of a 
notation into the computer. 
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d. Time taken in entering the notation 
The longer the notation, the more time-consuming 
it will be to enter into the computer. 
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The resistance to lengthy codes may be due in part to 
the factors discussed in b. to d. above. It may be argued 
that the estimator's responses reflect a natural resistance 
to change. The sphere of computer technology is com-
paratively new to the construction industry, and as illus-
trated in 3.3 has not been used in estimating departments 
to any appreciable extent. In-addition, the estimators 
consulted by the author were commenting upon classifications 
based on a new method of measurement, the "Standard t1ethod 
of Measurement of Building Works: Sixth Edition" (4). This 
document has theoretically been in operation since March 
1979, but discussions with estimators indicated that the 
majority of bills·of quantities were still prepared in 
accordance with the "Standard Method of Measurement of 
Building Works: Fifth Edition" (25). 
All agreed that the desired classification should be based 
on the latest edition, but it is felt that unfamiliarity 
with this new document must have influenced opinions. 
The inescapable fact is that the length of notation depends 
upon the amount of information it is to carry (26). This 
aspect was also recognised by Dent (27) who states that 
" .... the simpler the system of (notation) the more items 
~Iould be required" n!ord in brackets inserted by the author 
to conform with the terminology used in this chapter). It 
is thus necessary- to consider the time taken to locate a 
particular notation in a classification. 
e. Time taken to find the desired notation 
The result of keeping the notation as short as possible 
may be a slight lengthening of the time needed to find 
an item (28). This is an inevitable result of a short 
notation. In order to contain a given amount of 
information, the classification must grow vertically 
i.e. the successive levels that make up a long 
notation 
levels. 
through. 
of using 
weighed. 
need to be restructured to form fewer 
This results in longer lists to search 
Consequently, the initial inconvenience 
a longer notation could eventually be out-
Taking into account all the factors discussed above, it 
was felt that the advantages to be gained from using a short 
notation outweighed those supporting the use of a more 
lengthy notation. It was thus decided to consider a short 
notation as a prime objective of the desired classification. 
5.3.3 Recognizability. of the Notation 
-
The user of the classification should easily be able to 
translate an item in a bill. of quantities into its notation 
and vice versa. Crisp (21) recognised this requirement when 
he suggested that it should be possible to "more or less 
guarantee to get (the notation) right first time ..•. the 
feasibility of which one can check at the merest glance" 
(I-Iords in brackets inserted by the author to conform with 
the terminology used .in this chapter.). This aspect is a 
function of the presentation of the classification. Stewart 
(20) identified several factors which contribute to good 
design when investigating the manner in which information 
is displayed on Visual Display Units. It is argued that 
these factors are equally relevant to the case in question. 
They are: logical sequencing, spaciousness, relevance, 
consistency, grouping and simplicity. 
a. Logical Sequencing 
The sequence in which information is presented 
should be logical in terms of the user's task. 
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b. Spaciousness 
Spacing and blanks are important, both to emphasize 
and maintain the logical sequencing or structure 
and also to aid the identification and recognition 
of items of information. Clutter greatly increases 
search time and increases the likelihood of missing 
or overlooking items, misreading items ,and other 
errors. 
c. Relevance 
There is a natural desire to ensure that the user 
has available all information of real and potential 
relevance. In many cases, information of only 
potential relevance should be excluded. (This aspect 
is dealt with in more detail in 5.3.4.) 
d. Consistency 
The value of consistency is that unfamiliar sections 
can be more readily and accurately interpreted if 
they conform to.existing.practices in the use of 
language and structure.' This aspect was also recog-
nised by Gilb (22) who .states that "Rules for the 
design of (notations) for any given system should 
be •... consistently followed". (Word in brackets 
. inserted by the author to conform with the terminology 
used in this chapter). 
e. Groupi ng 
Where there are relationships between items it can 
improve the presentation if relevant items are 
grouped together. 
f. Simplicity 
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All the above factors should be taken into account, but 
the overriding consideration should be to present the 
appropriate quantity and level of information in the 
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simplest way. 
As there are numerous items which will require the allocation 
of a notation, the degree to which these factors have been 
considered wi 11 determine the overa lleffi c iency of the 
system . 
. 5.3.4 Level of Detail 
It is not envisaged that the required classification will 
cater for the multitude of. different items that may occur 
in a bill of quantities. The sheer volume of items would 
make this impracticable .. I1hat is required is that the 
classification should. cover the items of work normally 
undertaken by the organisation in question. In other words 
a contractor specializing in factories would develop a 
classification relating to that building type, whereas 
another contractor with a more varied workload would require 
a more general range of items. The degree to which the 
classifi~ation is refined to cater for more unusual items 
would therefore depend upon the organisation in question. 
5.3.5 Description. of Materials 
Detailed materials' description is not a prerequisite of the 
desired ·classification. The inclusion of the numerous 
different materials which may be used in a building was 
deemed to be an impossible task and one which would require 
inord.inate computer storage •. The .system should distinguish 
between materials that make differing demands upon other 
resources. (E.g. The cost of pouring concrete mix "A" or 
concrete mix "B" will not vary greatly in any given location. 
However, any difference in reinforcement content may have 
significant consequences on the cost of the placed concrete.). 
Materials should·be able to be allocated on an ad hoc basis 
into broad categories incorporated in the classification. 
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5.3.6 Accommodation of Dimensions 
In ·order to store performance data relevant to various items, 
the classification must allow for the definition of dimensions 
as and when required. 
5.3.7 Expandability of notation 
This requirement was recognised by Gilb (22) and Crisp (21). 
Crisp hi,ghlights the problems associated with adding to 
classifications .when he states that "Flexibil ity of extension 
within the (notation) structure is essential. The dangers 
of overspi 1.1 and its i nevi tab 1 e concomitant, the amendment 
of established (notations) should be guarded against at all 
costs" .. nlords in brackets inserted by the author to conform 
with the terminology used in this chapter.) 
5.3.8 Option for Choice of Method 
When p.ricino an item,the estimator's choice of resources 
depends upon many factors. These include the quantity of 
work involved, restrictions (if any) on working conditions, 
and the height of the work above ground level. If the 
estimator is to use the estimating system described in 
Chapter 4, it is necessary that he be able to store·and 
retrieve performance data peculiar to differing conditions. 
To enable him to do this,. the classification should in some 
way represent the required. method of operation. 
An added ~onus would be the ability of. the classification to. adapt 
to the demands of different methods of measurement. This would 
allow for the introduction of new editions of the "Standard ~lethod 
of Measurement of Building Works" and any in-house measuring pro-
cedure followed by design/contract organisations. 
5.4 INTEREST BUILD CLASSIFICATION 
5.4.1 Aims 
This classification has as its aim the provision of a system 
fDr use with cDmputer-aided estimating systems. 
5,4.2 DescriptiDn 
It is divided into sectiDns brDadly in accDrdance with 
SMM 6. HDwever. the St1M 6 wDrk sect ions dD nDt determi ne 
the parameters .of an INTEREST BUILD sectiDn. 
The INTEREST BUILD classificatiDn allows fDr up to six 
levels .of descriptiDn • 
. a. Level 1 defines the INTEREST BUILD sectiDn 
b. Level 2 is used predDminantly fDr materials 
. descriptiDn 
c. Level 3is used fDr the lDcatiDn .of the item 
d. Levels 4 to 6 are used tD describe thicknesses. 
crDss-sectional areas and similar dimensiDnal 
restrictiDns. 
In accordance with the .objectives .of this prDject (i.e. tD 
develDp cDmputer-a i ded est imat i ng sDftvla re tD meet the 
specific r~quirements .of the British building industry) • 
.only. trades generally undertaken by labDur directly emplDyed 
by the main cDntractDr have been cDnsidered. 
A detailed descriptiDn .of the classification is given in 
Appendix C. 
Figure 5.1 ShDWS a page frDm the classificatiDn. 
5.4.3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique IdentificatiDn 
This is DbligatDry with the system. 
·b. Length .of NDta t i .on 
A cDncise nDtatiDn results frDm the use of this 
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BARS 
1. MIlD STEEL DIAME'lER 6 rot! 
2. nITro 8 ~ 
,. Drrro 10 K"I 
11. DITl'O 12 MM 
5. Drrro III MM 
6. D1'I'I'O 16 MM 
. 
7. Drrro 18 foM 
8. DI'lTO 20 MM 
9. lJITrO 22 MM 
10. DITl'O 24 MM 
11. DITrO 25 I9t 
12. nITrO 26 MM 
n. DITTO 28 "M 
1". DITrO ,2 MM 
15· DI'ITO 40 MM 
16. nITrO 50 MM 
17· 
18. HIGH YIElD DIAMS'IER 6rfl 
19. Drrro 8 MM 
20. DITrO 10 MM 
21. DI'I'I'O 12 MM 
22. DITTO 14 Kt! 
2,. DI'I'I'O 16 ~ 
24. DITl'O 18 J.'M 
25· DITrO 20 !o'M 
26. DITrO 22 M'<! 
;n. DITI'O 24 Wo. 
28. DI'M'O 25 1>'1<1 
2]. DI'ITO 26 !~ 
,0. DITTO 28 I>t"! 
,31. DrT!'O }2 l>;}l 
}2. DITI'O 110 rn. 
}}. I?rrro 50 I>'M 
}'I. 
(TamE) 
A. IN FOUNDATIOOS 
B. IN GROUND SLABS 
C. IN SUSPENDED SlABS 
D. IN WALLS 
E. IN CASINO TO S'mll. CO~ 
F. IN CASINO TO STEEL BEAMS 
O. IN CASINO TO STEEL COLUMNS 
AND lEAKS 
H. IN STEPS 
I. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS 
J. m STAIRCASES AND STRINGS AND 
ASSOCIA'IED lANDINOS 
K. IN smps. STAIRCASES, STRINGS 
AND ASSCCIATED lANDINGS 
L. IN TOPS OF DORMERS 
M. IN '':OPS AND CHEEKS OF DCIRMER3 
H .IN MACHINE AND SUNDRY BASES 
D. IN ISOLATED COLUMNS 
P. IN ISOLA'ffiD BEAMS AND LINTELS 
Q. IN ISOlA'IED COLUMNS. 1EAMS 
AND LINll!l.'l • 
STRAIGHT AND EENT ilARS 
A. HCRIZa;rAL 12.00 TO 15.00 M , 
B. orrro 15.00 TO 18.00 M 
c. 
D. 
E. VERTICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
, 
P. DITro 8.00 TO 11.00 M 
o. 
H. 
CtlRVlID BARS 
t. HqRIZOOTAL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
J. 
K. V$TICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
L. 
, 
• 
M. ~NKS, STIRRUPS, BINDERS 
AliI> SPECIAL SPACERS 
. -
1.0 
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classification. Consider the following item of 
reinforcement: 
"6 mm mild steel reinforcement in foundations" 
Reference to Figure 5.1 illustrates the required 
notation to be GIA. 
c.Recognizability of Notation 
In drawing up the classification cognizance was 
taken of the criteria described in 5.3.3. 
Logical Sequencing 
The levels in the classification have been 
arranged in accordance with current practice 
in preparing bills of quantities. The sequence 
followed by the estimator in relating the bill 
to the classification and vice versa is thus 
one with which he is familiar. 
Spaciousness 
Throughout the classification, use of spaces 
has been made to emphasize structure, and to 
avoid Clutter. 
Relevance 
See d. below. 
Consistency 
A similar format of presentation has been 
adopted throughout the classification. 
Grouping 
Where possible, like items have been grouped 
together within a level, and separated from 
other items by small spaces. 
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Simplicity 
It is felt that reasonable success has been 
achieved in this aspect as comparison with 
the ensuing classifications will show. 
d. Level of Detail 
As set out in 5.3.4, the.level of detail incorporated 
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in the classification must be in line with the user's 
requirements. The aim of .the INTEREST BUILD Classification 
is to satisfy industry that such a system can be used 
without being cumbersome and confusing. Additions and/or 
omissions will have to be made in accordance with 
specific users' requirements. 
e. Description of Materials 
Detailed description of all materials has not been 
undertaken in the classification. The determining 
factor in deciding whether to amplify a description 
has been the consideration of whether like materials 
of a different specification affect the. outputs of 
resources contained within.a given WORK GROUP. 
'Reference to Appendix C will illustrate this point. 
f. Accommodation of Dimensions 
Two approaches have been formulated to deal with 
this aspect: 
Inclusion.of dimensions in the body of the 
classification 
Where possible, a level has been allocated to 
accommodate dimensions .relating to a particular 
item. This method is generally more suited to 
items whose size is. well established in the 
industry (e.g. the size of a cavity in a brick 
wall), or where the graduation.of dimensions 
within a level can satisfactorily cater for all 
the possibilities encountered in practice. 
Interactive sub-routines 
Not all items can be dealt with as above. 
For example, some items describe components 
which would require several levels for adequate 
definition (e.g. formwork to a concrete beam). 
In.other cases, a particular dimension may 
fa 1'1 between the sizes defi ned. Thi s may, or 
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may not, have significant cost consequences 
depending upon the quantity and the item involved. 
In these cases, interactive sub-routines have 
been devoloped which allow the estimator to 
enter dimensions peculiar to the item in question. 
These dimensions then serve to select performance 
data'from a file of such data already held in the 
computer. 
at a rate 
This data is, in turn, used to arrive 
for the particular item. An example 
of one such sUb-routine is given in Appendix D. 
g. Expandability of notation 
The classification provides ample opportunity for 
addition and/or deletion of· descriptions. This will 
·be more fully appreciated by reference to the 
classification, which is included in Appendix C. 
h. Option for choice of method 
An additional level following the main body of the 
notation allows the estimator to store up to 
ten different ways of pricing each item. As the 
construction methods chosen by estimators vary 
according to the construction strategies adopted by 
their respective organisations, the descriptions in-
cluded in this level will vary from company to company. 
Thus these methods have not been included in the 
classification but will need to be identified in 
individual organisations. 
5.4.4 Conclusions 
This classification satisfactorily meets the criteria 
described in 5.3. It was thus decided to use it as the 
basis for storing and retrieving data for use with the 
computer-aided estimating system. 
In addition the structure of the classification is felt 
to be flexible enough to cater for future developments in 
the "Standard Method of Measurement of Building Works". 
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5.5 THE STANDARD METHOD OF. MEASUREMENT OF BUILDING WORKS: SIXTH EDITION (4) 
5.5.1 Aims 
This document describes the-rules for the measurement of 
buildings dealt with in this project • 
. 5.5.2 Description 
This classification is divided first of all into twenty four 
work sections. These are divided into sub-sections identified 
by main headings .. These sub-sections are further divided into 
sub-sub-sections. The relevant rules are then listed in these 
sub-sub-sections under the appropriate sub-heading. 
Figure 5.2 gives an example of. the system. 
5.5.3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
. This is not possible with the system of notation used. 
b. Length of notation 
Not applicable due to a. above. 
SECTION F. 
Concrete work 
Reinforcement 
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F." Bar reinforcement 
1. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
.6. 
7. 
Particulars of the following shall be given: 
a. Kind and quality of steel. 
b. Section of bars if other than plain circular. 
c. Tests of th e ba rs. 
d. Restrictions on bending. I 
Bar reinforcement shall be given in tonnes stating the diameters. Each diameter shall be given sepa- ; 
rately. I 
Bends, hooks, tying wire, distance blocks and ordinary spacers shall be deemed to be included. No· 
allowance in calculating the weight of reinforcement shall be made for tying wire. ordinary spacers or I1 
rol!ing margin. . 
Classification of bar reinforcement shall be as follows: . 
a. In foundations, which shall be deemed to include column and pier bases, ground beams, pile caps: 
and the like. . i 
In ground slabs, which shall be deemed to include beds, roads, footpaths and pavings. I 
In suspended slabs which shall be deemed to include attached beams, up·stands, kerbs and I 
lintels. I 
b. 
c. 
d. In walls, which shall be deemed to include attached columns. I 
e. In casings to steel columns and beams (grouped together). 
f. In steps, staircases and strings and associated landings (grouped together). 
g. In tops and cheeks of dormers. 
h. In machine bases. P 
j. In isolated columns, beams and lintels (grouped together). 
Within each of the above categories the following shall be shown separately: 
a. Straight and bent bars, which shall be deemed to include hooked bars (grouped together). 
b. Curved bars irrespective of radius. I 
c. Links. stirrups, binders and special spacers defined as designed spacers not at the Contractor's I 
choice, and the like (grouped together). 
Horizontal bars and bars sloping not more than 30" from the horizontal (grouped together) over I 
12.00 m long shall be-so described stating the length in further stages of 3.00 m. : I 
Vertical bars and bars Sloping more than 30" from the horizontal (grouped together) over 5.00 m long i 
shall be so described s!ati~g th.e length ~n furth_er stage .. of 3.00 m. I 
FIGURE 5.2: Example of the "Standard Method of 
Measurement for Bui1dinq Works: Sixth 
Edition" (4). -
c. Recognizability of notation· 
Not applicable due to a. above. 
d. Level of Detail 
As SMM 6 is the set of rules by which buildings ·are 
measured, all eventualities must be catered for. The 
rules are therefore often necessarily broad in scope. 
There are, for example, instances where diagrams are 
requ ired for amp1 ification. Other ru1 es ca 11 for "methods" 
and "treatments" to be stated. Clearly it is 
impossible·to store performance data unless these 
aspects are clearly defined. 
e. Description of materials 
SMM 6 requires that bills of quantities describe 
materials as and when they are used. No actual 
materials descriptions are included in the document. 
It is thus impossible to store performance data for 
such items. 
f. Accommodation of dimensions 
In some cases SMM 6 defines the range of sizes 
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allowable for a particular item, and in others requires 
the dimensions peculiar to that item to be stated. This 
latter aspect prevents storage of performance data 
relevant to that item. 
g. Expandability of notation 
·Due to the method of classification used, difficulties 
in expanding the system will be experienced. 
h. Option for choice of method 
No facility exists within SMM 6 for this requirement. 
5.5.4 Conclusions 
The "Standard Method of Measurement of Building Works: Sixth 
Edition" (4) is unsuitable as a classification for use with 
the computer-aided estimating system developed due to the 
following reasons:-
it is impossible to identify items individually; 
the level of detail provided is inadequate to 
facilitate storing performance data; 
insufficient materials descriptions and 
insufficient information regarding dimen-
sions hamper the storage of performance data; 
difficulties are likely to be experienced 
in expanding the classification; and 
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there is no facility to record different methods 
of construction. 
5.6 STANDARD PHRASEOLOGY FOR BILLS OF QUANTITIES 
by L. Fletcher and T.Moore (29). 
5.6.1 Aims 
The primary objective of this classification is to provide 
a basis for consistent descriptions of building works. The 
authors believe that " .... tonsiderable savings in time and 
expense would be rAade throughout the building industry, and 
not least by quantity surveyors and estimators, if all con-
cerned with the description of building work expressed them-
selves in precisely the same terms, and pieced the various 
factors of building work descriptions together in a con-
sistent and logical order". The notation employed aims to 
"assist those users who wish to automate their billing systems". 
Following on from this, the authors further hope that " ... the 
data generated by.the quantity surveyor's measurements can 
rapidly be reprocessed by computer, for a variety of purposes, . 
at successive stages of the construction process, from design 
to ~ompletionof contract". 
5.6.2 Description 
The classification is divided into sections which accord 
with the SMM 6 work sections. The descriptions in each 
section are divided into a sequence of levels related to 
the significance of the component phrases, and at each level 
alternative phrases are grouped in vertical columns which 
are arranged horizontally in logical sequence. An item 
is composed by selecting phrases successively from these 
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1 evel s. 
Up to seven levels are used, the seventh only infrequently. 
The first two levels provide headings under which collections 
of items are grouped, and the remainder provide descriptions 
which combine to form items. 
Figure 5.3 shows sec·tions of the system corresponding to 
bar reinforcement. 
5.6.3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
This aspect is a feature of the system. 
b. Length of notation 
A fairly long notation results from the use of this 
classification. .Consider the same item of reinforce-
ment as before i.e. 
"6 mm mild steel reinforcement in foundations" 
Reference to Figure 5.3 will show that the desired 
notation .is as follows: 
F2M2(6 ) cg. 
where F represents 
2 represents 
M . represents 
2 represents 
(6) represents 
cg represents 
Standard Section Group; 
Third Level Group; 
Selected Material Specification; 
White page; 
Diameter of reinforcement; and 
Selected phrases from fourth 
and subsequent levels. 
c. Recognizability of notation 
The degree to which this classification meets the 
essentials of "recognizability" described in 5.3.3 is 
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,REINFORCEMENT 
01 Reinforce- 02 ;S.tf!ifj~. 0000 000000 00000000 00000 000000000 
ment bars 
000000 06 ;BS 07 hOI 09 plain 14 round 18 mild steel 
111l! rolled" 
10 deformed 15 square 19 hig\l .. y.i.~!!! 
"OIl cold steel 
worked 11 rj"I?"~~ 
21 stainless 
.teel 
designation 
;n!!~J.!! 
F2 
" ~~mm ( ;straight or bent ,in 
T g 
h 
k 
rn 
n 
p 
q 
d ;curved 
e ;Iinks or the like 
foundations 
ground slabs 
suspended slabs 
walls 
casings to steel columns 
or beams 
steps, staircases, strings 
or associated landings 
tops or cheeks of dormers 
machine bases 
isolated columns, beams 
or lintels 
0000000000000000000 
s ;J)::-.l"~m long 
horizontal or sloping not 
more than 30 degrees 
from horizontal 
t ;5-8 m long, vertical 
i;r"sioping more 
than 30 degrees from 
horizontal 
FIGURE 5.3: Example of the "Standard Phraseology 
for Bills of Quantities" (29) 
(These pages reproduced with permission from Standard Phraseology 
for Bills of Quantities) 
F2/1 
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not entirely satisfactory. In particular the require-
ments of logical sequencing and simplicity are not 
adequately met. 
Logical sequencing 
Reference frequently needs to be made to 
different sections of a page or to different 
pages in the classification. This can be 
confusing. 
Simplicity 
In order to use the classification effectively, 
the system of notation must be thoroughly under-
stood. This requires disproportionate effort 
when compared to the other classifications in-
vestigated. 
It is felt that the combination of these aspects makes 
the system cumbersome to use and difficult to interpret. 
d. Level of Detail 
As stated above, the main objective of this classification 
is to enable building works to be described in a con-
sistent manner. It would thus not achieve its goal un-
less an attempt was made to cater for the majority of 
items encountered in buildings. Descriptions of items 
in bills of quantities are furthermore legal statements 
of work to be completed. Considerable emphasis has 
been placed on producing descriptions which comply with 
both these aspects of bill preparation. The volume and 
quality of items incorporated in this classification is 
thus in excess of that desired for the purposes of the 
project. 
e. Description of materials 
Facilities are available for supplementing materials 
descriptions in the classification. These new 
and/or additional descriptions would need to be 
formulated and incorporated into the classification 
in order to define the performance data to be stored. 
Generally it appears that the "Standard Phraseology 
for Bills of Quantities" (29) will comply with the 
requirements of this criterion. 
f. Accommodation of dimensions 
The method provided for accommodating dimensions 
enables the professional quantity surveyor to enter 
them on an ad hoc basis. This is done during the 
"coding up" of the dimensions as taken off for the 
. project (30). It is possible to extend this approach 
into the estimating application; Performance data 
relevant to selected dimensions may be stored and 
. . 
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retrieved by the inclusion of that dimension in the 
notation. However, problems are likely to be experienced 
as the user would have no record of the data held on 
file. 
g. Expandability of notation 
No problems in adding to or altering the system can be 
foreseen. 
h. Option for Choice of Method 
.. No facility exists for catering for this requirement. 
5.6.4 Conclusions 
The criteria which the "Standard Phraseology for Bills of 
Quantities" (29) meets satisfactorily are summarised below: 
unique identification of items; 
ad hoc description of materials; and 
. expandability of the classification. 
Those which it does not meet are: 
length of notation; 
recognizability of notation; 
1 evel of deta il ; 
accommodation of dimensions; and 
option for choice of method. 
In view of the above it was decided not to make use of this 
classification with the computer aided estimating system. 
5.7 STANDARD LIBRARY DF DESCRIPTIONS OF BUILDING WORKS 
by Monk and Dunstone. t~ahon and Scears (31) 
5.7.1 Aims 
. 
The main aim of this classification is to assist the pro-
fessional quantity surveyor in the following fields: 
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a. consistent· descriptions ·in bills of quantities; and the 
b. preparation of bills of quantities especially when 
assisted by the use of computers. 
5.7.2 Description 
The work sections of .the UStandard Library of Descriptions 
of Building Works U (31). correspond to the SMM 6 work sections 
and. are further divided into sub-sections called uL ibrary 
Groupsu (or ULibgros u.). These uL ibgrosU represent the 
. natural sub-divisions of each work section. Each contains 
up to three levels of descriptive text. These are as 
follows: 
a. Main Headings 
b. Sub-Headings 
. c. Work Heads. 
Figure ·5.4 gives an example of the system for bar reinforce-
ment. 
5.£(710,," -j- ... : 
~16G:(C T:-L:: 
M,A!-': ..;EADINGS 
01-0'" ... 
SE::i:~ : CONCR~TE wOR< 
Q.E1NF,JRCEMENT 
OS eA~ REJ~~ORCE~ENT O' ... 
Dl SUN:lR1ES 
01-17 •.• 
18 FABRIC REIN~ORCEMENT 
SUB HEADINGS 
01-10 ••• 
11 PLAIN HOT ROLLED HILD STEEL BARS 
12-16 ••• j7 DEFORMED HOT ROLLED HI~O STEEL BARS 
18-22 .•.. 
'23vDEFORHED HOT ROLLED HIGH YIELD STEEL BARS 
24-28 .•• 
79 OE.'=.ORMEO ,COLD WORKED ST::-EL BARS 
T 050 6 MM 
T0518MM 
T05210MM 
T05312MM 
T 054 14 MM 
T05516MM 
T05618MM 
T 057 20 MM 
T05822"'''' 
, 059 24 MM 
T 060 25 MM 
TOS126MH 
T 0&2 28 MM 
T 063 32 MM 
T 061t 40 MM 
T 065 50 MM 
DC 
01 HORIZONTAL ANO 
HOR I Z ONT AL AND 
02 HORIZONTAL AND 
HORIZONTAL AND 
0; HORIZONTAL ANO 
HOR I ZONT AL AND 
04 HORIZONTAL AND 
HOR I ZONT AL AND 
05 rlORIZONTAL AND 
HOR IZONTAL AND 
06-20 ••• 
SLOPING NOT HaRE 
OVER 12.00 M BUT 
SLOPING NOT MORE 
OVER 15.00 M BuT 
SL OP 1 NG NOT MORE 
OVER 18.00 M BUT 
SLOPING NOT MORE 
OVER 21.00 M BUT 
SLOPING NOT MORE 
OVER ... BUT NOT 
THAN 30 DEGREES FROM 
NOT EXCEEDING 15.00 H 
THAN 30 DEGREES FROM 
NOT EXCEEDING 18.00 M 
THAN 30 DEGREES FROM 
NOT EXCEEDING 21.00 H 
THAN 30 OEGREES FRO~" 
NOT EXCEEDING 2~.00 M 
THAN 30 DEGREES FROM 
EXCEEDING ... LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
21 VERTICAL AND SLOPING MORE THAN 10 DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL 
ANO OVER 5.00 H BuT NOT EXCEEDING 8.00 H LONG 
22 VERTICAL "AND SLOPING MOR~ THAN 30 DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL 
AND OVER 8.00 H BUT NOT EXCEEDING 11.00 M LONG 
23 VERTICAL AND SLOPING HORE THAN 30 DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL 
AND OVER 11.00 H BUT NOT EXCEEDING 14.06 M LONG 
21t VERTICAL AND SLOPING MORE THAN "3D- DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL 
AND OVER 14.00 M BUT NOT EXCEEDING 17.00 M LONG 
25" VERTICAL AND SLOPING MORE THAN 30 DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL 
AND OVER ." .. BUT NOT EXCEEDING •.. LONG 
- --Ol-I-N FOU"NOATIONS - -
02 IN GROUND SLABS 
03 IN SUSP;NDED SLABS 
04 IN WALLS 
05 IN CASINGS TO 
06 IN CASINGS TO 
07 IN CASINGS TO 
08 IN STEPS 
STEEL 
STEEL 
STEEL 
COLUMNS 
BEAMS 
COLUMNS 
09 IN STAIRCASES ANO STRINGS 
AND BEAMS 
10 .IN STAIRCASES ANO STRINGS AND ASSOCIATED LANDINGS 
"11 IN STepS STAIRCASES AND STRINGS AND ASSOCIATED 
LANDINGS 
12 IN TOPS OF DORMERS 
13 IN TOPS AND CHEEKS OF DORMERS 
14 IN MACHINE AND SUNDRY BASES 
15 IN ISOLATED COLUMNS 
16 IN ISOLATED BEAMS AND LINTELS 
"17 IN .ISOLATED COLUMNS BEAMS AND LINTELS 
01 : STilAJGHT ANi) BENT" 
02 : CURVEO 
03 :_LIN~~ ST}RilUPS BINDERS AND SPECIAL SP~CERS 
I 
. FIGURE· 5.4: Example of the "Standard Library of 
Descriptions of Building Works"(31) 
5.7.3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
Unique identification of items is obligatory with 
this classification. 
b. Length of notation 
A long notation results from the use of this 
classification .. Consider the same item of reinforce-
ment as before, i.e. 
"6 mm mild steel reinforcement in foundations" 
The required notation is as follows: 
DC 05 050/0101 
where DC represents Library Group; 
05 represents t1a i n Head i ng; and 
05/01 01 represents Work Heads. 
c. Recognizability of notation 
This classification performs comparatively well when 
assessed against the detailed requirements of "recog-
nizability" as defin~d in 5.3.3. However, the user 
does need to refer to more than one page in order to 
ascertain a desired notation, and this can become 
confusing. 
d. Level of detail 
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As with the previous classification, considerable effort 
has been devoted to developing a system which enables 
items to be described in a consistent, unambiguous 
manner. The result is one which provides more detail 
than that required for use with the computer aided 
estimating system. 
e. Description of materials 
It is possible to edit the materials described in 
this classification. Thus categories of materials 
may be tailored to meet the requirements of specific 
users. In this respect the use of the classification 
is suitable. 
f. Accommodation of dimensions 
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By and large the method used for defining dimensions is 
to insert them on an ad hoc basis during the "coding" 
of dimensions. As described in 5.6.3.f, this approach 
may be extended into the estimating field. Similar 
. problems of identifying data stored in the system 
are likely to be experienced. 
g. Expandability of notation 
No problems with this aspect are foreseen. 
h. Option for choice of method 
No facility exists for this requirement. 
5.7.4 Conclusions 
The criteria which the "Standard Library of Descriptions of 
Building Works" (31) meets satisfactorily are: 
unique identification; 
recognizabil ity of notation.; 
description of materials; and 
expandable. 
Those which it does not meet are: 
1 ength of nota t i on ; 
level of detail; 
accommodation of dimensions; and 
option for choice of method. 
As a result it was decided not to use this classification. 
5.8 PRICE'S STANDARD METHOD OF BILLING FOR SMM 6 
by S.G. Price (32) • 
5.8.1 Aims 
The aim of this classification is to enable quantity 
surveyors to produce bills of quantities containing 
consistent descriptions. 
5.8.2 Description 
"Price's Standard Method of Bill ing for SMM 6" (32) com-
prises sample descriptions for all work sections included 
in SMM 6. 
These are divided into: 
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a. a central heading in bold upper case type representing 
a major work section in SMM 6; 
b. a side heading in bold. upper case type; 
c. a sub-heading in bold lower case type; and 
d. an item description in light lower case type. 
An example of this classification is given in Figure 5.5. 
·5.8.3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
No comprehensive method of notation is used in the 
system. It is thus impossible to identify items by 
a unique reference. 
Item 
A 
B 
SMMS 
Clause 
Fl1.1 
Fl1.2 
Fl1.5a 
b 
Fll.S 
Fl1.7 
Fll.5c 
Fl1.4 
Description 
CONCRETE WORIC 
REINFORCEMENT FG 
Plain round steel bars, BS 4449 
Defonned high yield steel bars, BS 4449 
Cold worked defonned high yield steel bars, BS 4461 
Bmm 
Straight and bent 
Curved 
bars 
horizontal bars and bars sloping not more than 300 from horizontal 
l2.()(}'15.00 m long 
l5.()(}.lB.OO m long 
etc. in3.00mstages 
vertical bars and bars sloping more than 300 from horizontal 
5.00-S.00 m long 
S.OO-ll.00 m long 
etc. in-3. 00 m stages 
Links, stirrups, binders and special spacers 
in foundations . 
in ground slabs 
in suspended slabs 
in walls 
in casings to steel columns and beams 
in steps, staircases and strings and associated landings 
in tops and cheeks of dormers 
in machine bases 
in isolated columns, beams and lintels 
FIGURE 5.5: Example of "Price's Standard Method 
of Billing for SMM 6" (32) 
b. Length of notation 
Not applicable due to a. above . 
. c. . Recognizabil ity of notation 
Not applicable due to a. above. 
d. Level of detail 
"Price's Standard Method of Billing for SMM 6" (32) 
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is not as voluminous as the classifications discussed 
in 5.6 and 5.7. The spread of items incorporated is 
thus more in keeping with the requirements of a 
classification for use with a computer-aided estimating 
system. 
e. Description of materials 
This system requires specific materials to be inserted 
in item descriptions according to the demands of each 
contract. The classification would thus not meet with 
the requirements of this criterion in its present form. 
f. Accommodation of dimensions 
Dimensions similarly need to be entered to cater for 
each item. This criterion can therefore also not be 
adequately met by the classification. 
g. Expandability of notation 
As no form of notation is used, it is possible to add 
to or delete from the system without affecting the 
existing structure of the classification. 
h. Option for choice of method 
No facility exists .for this requirement. 
5.8.4 Conclusions 
"Price's Standard Method of Billing for SMM 6"(32) was not 
·used with the estimating system for the following reasons: 
unique identification of items is impossible; 
there are inadequate facilities to cope with the 
description of materials; 
·similarly, the facilities to accommodate the varying 
sizes of components are inadequate; and 
the system does not provide a way of representing 
different methods of construction. 
5.9 ENVIRO B.Q. SYSTEM (33) 
5.9.1 Aims 
The objective of this classification is to aid quantity 
surveyors in the production of bills of quantities using 
computers. An ancillary aim is the rationalization of 
this process by the utilization of descriptions used for 
"taking-off" as a form of notation. 
5.9.2 Description 
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The "Enviro B.Q. System" (33) provides descriptions for items 
measured in accordance with SMM 6. These are formed from a 
maximum of four .phrase levels. The characteristics of each 
level are as follows: 
a. Level - Heading level; 
b. Level 2 - Sub-Heading 1evel; 
c. Level 3 - The measurable item; and 
d. Level 4 - Statements qualifying Level 3. 
Only one phrase can occur at levels 1 to 3, but several 
may.occur at 1 eve14, separated by hyphens. Supplemental 
information·regarding 
inserted at level 2. 
given in Figure 5.6. 
materials specification is normally 
An example of this classification is 
5.9,3 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
This .is obl igatory with the system. 
b. Length of notation 
An extremely long notation results from the use of 
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this classification. If the same item of reinforce-
ment as that used in previous examples is considered, 
·the resultant notation will be: 
CO/3 MLO REINF IN FOS (60) 
where CO/3 represents Classification page; 
MLO represents Materials specification; 
REINF represents Level 2 phrase; 
IN FOS represents Level 3 phrase; and 
(60) represents Level 4 phrase. 
This assumes that it is unnecessary to include the 
first level phrase in order to achieve unique 
identification of items. 
c. Recognizabi~ity of-notation 
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The method of notation adopted resulted from the 
rationalization of the "taking-off" process· used in 
the production of bills of quantities by computers. 
This process necessitates an extra manual activity 
which is the identifying of notations for each item 
"taken-off" (30). The "Enviro B.Q. System" (33) over-
rides this step by requiring the person "taking-off" 
to describe work l!sing the abbrevfations included in 
the classification. These abbreviations are then 
used as the nota'tion. 
This approach results in an easily recognizable notation. 
The detailed requirements of this criterion are met com-
paratively well. It may, however, be necessary to refer 
to more than one page .in order to identify the required 
phrases. 
d. Level of detail 
The volume and detail of the descriptions included 
in this classification are felt to be appropriate to 
the use of a computer-aided estimating system. 
e. Description of materials 
The ad hoc description of materials is a feature 
of this classification. However, the method of 
presentation causes problems in that there is no:· 
reference to enable the user to record (and therefore 
select) required descriptions. 
f. Accommodation of. dimensions 
Dimensions need to be entered in accordance with the 
requirements of each item. Performa·nce data relevant 
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. to certain sizes may thus be stored, but the classification 
does not provide the user with a record of the sizes 
catered for. 
g. Expandability of notation 
No_problems are foreseen relating to this aspect. 
h. Option for choice of method 
No facility exists for catering for this requirement. 
5.9.4 Conclusions 
The "Enviro B.Q. System" (33) was found to be unsuitable 
for use with the estimating system due to the following 
reasons: 
the excessive length.of the notation; 
unsatisfactory manner of describing materials; 
inadequate facilities for catering with item 
dimensions; and 
no facility to identify different methods of 
construct ion. 
5.10 THE STANDARD ~IETHOD OF MEASUREr~ENT OF BU I LD I NG IWRKS: SEVENTH 
EDITION 
5. 10.1 Genera 1 
Probably the most important development to affect the 
estimator in the near future will be the introduction 
of the Seventh Edition of the "Standard Method of Measure-
ment of Building Works" (henceforth referred to as SMM 7). 
SMM 7 is currently being compiled by the Standard Method 
of Measurement Development Unit which was set up by the 
National Federation of Building Trades Employers and 
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. A con-
sultative document (34) has recently been published which 
outl ines proposals for Sr,IM 7. 
It was cons i dered prudent to assess SMt~ 7 aga inst the 
criteria described in 5.3. This approasal was carried 
out on the basis of the consultative document noted 
above. 
5.10.2 Aims 
The main terms of reference which were adhered to in the 
preparation of the proposals for SM~1 7 are outlined 
below; 
a. Simpler Bills 
The use of SMr~ 7 should eventually result in the 
preparation of simpler and less detailed bills of 
quantities. 
b. Time-related or fixed cost items 
Rules of measurement should be developed which 
identify within the Preliminaries and the Work 
sections those items which are time-related or 
with fixed cost. 
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c. Compatibility with civil engineering 
Particular regard should be paid to achieving 
the maximum compatibility between the measure-
ment practices and conventions of the building 
and civil engineering sectors of the construction 
industry. 
d. Wider use of measurement 
Wider use of the measurement information should be 
considered. 
5.10.3 Description 
The rules for measurement are presented in the form of 
classification tables. These occupy a two page format. 
a. The.Classification Tables 
These are printed on the left hand page. The tables 
contain all the rules relating to the sub-division 
of work into items,about item descriptions and about 
the units in which quantities are to be given. 
On the right-hand page, set out to align with the 
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relevant part of the classification table, are supplementary 
rules of four distinct types.· 
b. Measurement Rules 
These govern the calculation of quantities and 
dimensions and, in some cases, prescribe when an 
item is to be measured. 
c. Definition Rules 
These are used to widen the commonly understood 
meanings of words used in item descriptions so 
that the latter can be kept· brief and precise. 
d. Coverage Rules 
These draw attention to incidental work the cost of 
which is deemed to be covered by the rates entered 
although the incidental work is not mentioned in 
item descriptions. 
e. Specification Information 
This is information about the work which must be 
given in detail in the specification preambles. 
An example of an SMM 7 classification table for steel 
reinforcement is given in Figure 5.7. 
5.10.4 Assessment against Criteria 
a. Unique identification 
This should be possible with the system of 
notation employed. 
b. Length of Notation 
As stated above, the S~lt·l 7 classification shown in 
. Figure 5.7 does not represent the final document, 
and it is necessary to recognise this fact when 
attempting to identify. a notation. A consideration 
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of the same item of reinforcement as previously 
discussed will result in a comparatively short notation. 
This is: 
D1211 
where D12 represents the work section 
represents item description 
represents detailed item description. 
The form of notation used is likely to necessitate 
a longer notation than the prima facie examination 
above suggests .. For example, where the number of 
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012 Reinforcement for in situ concrete 
CLASSIFICATION TABLE 
1 Bar 
2 Spaeers 
3 fabric 
.. Self-centering 
MEASUREMENT RULES 
The weight of bar reinforce-
ment excludes tying wire, 
rolling margin. spacers .nd 
chairs less than 0.25 m high 
Spacers .re measured only 
where they .re not at the 
Contr.ctor's disCretion 
The .re. measured for fllbric 
excludes laps. Voids 6. 1 m' 
in .te •• re not deducted 
Voids 61 m- in .re. are nOl 
deducted 
.. 
1 Nominal size Slated • t Links 
2 Strlight 1 Horizonlal,lmgth 12 - 1S m 
3 CUNed 2 H()(ilonl.I, length 15 - 18 m 
. al\d the~.her in J m stltgl!S 
8 Venic.l. length 6 - 9 m 
,9 Vertical, length 9 - 12 m 
and thenalter in 3 m sta~s 
1 D6Cription ... 
m' 1 Bent 
2 Wrapped 
.. 
012 
DEFINITION RULES COVERAGE RULES SPECIFICATION INFORMATION 
Vertical bars include bars Bar reinfor~ment is deemed Materi.1 
sloping >30· to include hooks, Detaih of tests 
Horizontal bars include boil" tvinv wire, chairs and 
spacen which .re at the Bending restrictions 
slqping 630· 
FIGURE 5.7: 
Contractor's disal!tion 
, 
Fabric reinforcement is Fllbtic type (as 4483) 
deemrd to include tying Minimum laps 
wire, notching .round 
obstructions .nd !pacen 
which Ire .tthe 
Contr.ctor's di~retion 
Self<entering reinforcement Details of reinforcement 
is deemed to include Propping reQuirem~U ~rjng .nd notching 
around obstructions 
Example of the "Standard Method 
of. Measurement of Building ~!orks: 
Seventh Edition" (34) 
bar sizes contained in the sample classification 
shown in Figure s.} exceeds nine, confusion will 
arise as to which level is being referred to. In 
order to distinguish between the different descrip-
tion levels, it will be necessary to make use of 
a fixed-field format for the presentation of the 
notation.· An example of this is shown in Figure 
5.8 and it will be seen that the length of the 
notation is considerably .increased. 
D 2 o 1 o 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
FIGURE 5.8: Example of fixed fields required for 
definition of a SMM 7 notation. 
The problems associated with such notations were re-
cognised by Gilchrist and Gaster (19). They stated 
that "One possible disadvantage of having fixed order 
and number of fields is that there may be excessive 
redundancy with some of the fields rarely carrying 
any information. In addition, errors of missing or 
···i~serted characte~s may have repercussions through 
whole sections of the (notation) unless other checks 
are incorporated" (Word in brackets inserted by the 
author to conform with the terminology used in this 
chapter) . 
One possible way of overcoming this problem.would be 
to use alternative alphabetical and numerical levels 
as adopted in the INTEREST BUILD classification. 
c. Level of detai.l 
It is impossible to assess the overall effect of 
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SMM 7 at this stage of its development. However, 
the reduction in the number of bill items resulting 
from the use of SMM 7 as indicated in the con-
sultati ve document (34) suggests that it wi 11 pro~ 
vide a classification in keeping with the require-
ments of a computer-aided estimating system. 
d. Recognizability of notation 
The detailed requirements of this criterion as 
described in 5.3.3 are satisfactorily complied 
with. 
e. Description. of t~aterials 
SMM 7 does not meet with the requirements of this 
criterion in its present form. This could be over-
come by tailoring the classification to accommodate 
broad categories of materials., No major problems 
should be experienced in doing this. 
f. Accommodation of dimensions 
The means of dealing with dimensions envisaged with 
SMt1 7 is either to provide the user with allowable 
sizes pertaining to each item, or to allow the user 
to insert item dimensions on an ad hoc basis. This 
latter approach is likely to cause difficulties in 
identifying dimensions when SMt1 7 is used as a means 
of classifying performance data and has already been 
described in 5.6.3.f. One method of overcoming this 
problem is to adopt the use of interactive sub-
routines, as described in 5.4.3.f. 
g. Expandability of notation 
No problems should be experienced in expanding the 
classification. However, this is likely to result 
in confusing the identification of different levels, 
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as described in b. above. 
h. Option for choice of method 
No facility exists for catering for this requirement. 
However, use could be made of an extra level of des-
cription for this purpose. This may be done in a 
similar manner to that described for the INTEREST 
BUILD classification in 5.4.3.h. 
5.10.5 Conclusions 
St4t4 7 potentially satisfies all the requirements of a 
classification for storing estimators' performance data. 
However, it must be noted that SMM 7 -is in the early 
stages of development. The consultative document'(34) 
includes rules of measurement for Concrete, Formwork, 
Reinforcement and Roof Covering work sections and the 
complete document is only programmed for completion at 
the end of 1983. It is then likely to be some time before 
SMM 7 becomes widely accepted as a basis for preparing 
bills of quantities. Until that time there is still a 
need for a classification facilitating the storage of 
estimators' performance data relevant to SMM 6. The 
INTEREST BUILD classification is thus likely to serve 
-this purpose in the ,interim period. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE COMPILATION OF THE DATA LIBRARY 
6.1 GENERAL 
This chapter deals with the compilation of the data library for 
use with the estimating system. The term "data 1 ibrary" is here 
used to encompass the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA and the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES described in Chapter 4. 
The objectives of preparing the data library were: 
and 
to provide realistic data for demonstration purposes 
Development of the estimating system required continual 
consultation with practising estimators. Experience 
gained duri~g the development of INTEREST C.E. indicated 
that those consulted frequently focused their attention 
on minor items (such as over-optimistic output rate), 
and neglected conceptual problems. There was thus a 
need for a realistic data 1 ibrary for demonstration 
purposes. 
to provide industry with an indication of the work load 
and development problems in setting up a data library. 
Consultation with assisting estimators indicated that 
none of them would be ·satisfied with a data library 
provided by a third party.. This view was confirmed 
by Mason (35) in his investigation into "data bases" 
for the civil engineering field. It was therefore felt 
that information relating to the preparation of a data 
library would be useful to contractors. 
A short description of the work undertaken is given below. 
a. Performance data were assembled from various sources. 
These related to the various items of work described in 
the INTEREST BUILD classification (see Chapter 5). 
b. Costs relating to the resources used in a. above were 
collected. 
c. The resource data described above were then arranged in 
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a comprehensible fashion in order to allow for their insertion 
into the computer system. 
d. The above-mentioned data were then entered into the computer 
fil es. 
6.2 THE RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATED PERFORMANCE DATA 
6.2.1 Sources of Information 
The following sources of information were considered. It 
was not possible to satisfy the requirements of the data 
library from one particular source. Reasons for this are 
given in 6.2.2. 
a. Pri ce Books 
(i) Spon's Architects and Builders Price Book (36) 
This publication is in its 104th edition. It 
includes information dealing with rates of wages, 
daywork~ _professional fees, building costs, 
market prices of materials, labour and material 
constants, rates for measured works, approximate 
estimating, comparative prices and a European 
section. 
(ii) Laxtons Building Price Book (37) 
This was the. first reference book of its kind 
and is now in its 151st edition. It includes 
information dealing with market prices for 
materials, measured rates for both major and 
small works, rates of wages, daywork, pro-
fessional fees, some price analysis and a section 
on trade names. 
(iii) Griffiths Building Price Book (38) 
This has now reached edition 26 and includes 
wage rates, market prices of materials and 
measured rates separately analysed under three 
headings. There is also an extensive section 
dealing.with prices for spot items. 
(iv) Hutchins' Priced Schedules (39) 
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Thes·e were fi rs t pub 1 i shed in 1946 and i ncl ude 
much ·of the information contained. in other price 
books. Each item in the schedule includes 
the necessary man-hours which can be adjusted 
for changes in wage-rates and bonuses. 
b. Monthly Cost Information Sheets 
(i) Estimating ~upplement (40) 
This is published in its complete format once 
. each month. It provides an extensive 1 ist of 
materials prices. Recent issues include a 
separate section dealing with rehabilitation 
work. 
(ii) Cost File (41) 
This document is prepared by the Building Cost 
Information Service and is published in its 
complete format on the first Friday of the 
month. Information regarding materials and 
measured rates are supplied. The "Cost File" 
includes a simplified market report giving an 
overall.guide to the movement of prices. It 
also includes a visual index of the major 
building materials and several analyses for 
typical measured items. 
(i i i) QS Oatafil e (42) 
This is published in weekly parts and a 
complete set is compiled every four weeks. 
Oatafile is probably the easiest source to 
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use and, as far as measured rates are concerned, 
the most comprehensive. 
(iv) Cost Index (43) 
'It is published in two parts, prices of materials 
and measured rates alternating in every monthly 
issue. 
c. Estimating Text Books 
(i) "Estimating for Building and Civil Engineering 
Works" by S. Geddes (44) 
This book is designed to provide an understanding 
of the considerations involved in the production 
of an estimate. Introductory chapters describe 
the different forms of contract, the individual 
elements of cost, the monitoring of site costs, 
estimating, the total cost of construction, the 
site administrative staff, tendering, organising 
the work, bonus schemes, and the working cost of 
plant. Subsequent chapters deal with the de-
tailed aspects of estimating costs for the 
major work sections of SMM 6. 
Performance data contained in this text book 
are comprehensive. 
(ii) "Estimating for Builders and Surveyors" by 
H. Enterkin and G. Reynolds (45) 
This book has been written to cater primarily 
for the requirements of students. The authors 
further trust that " ... it will also be of 
interest to small and medium-sized builders, 
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to estimators and to practising surveyors 
generally". The aim of the book is to provide 
data by means of the detailed analysis of prices 
for those items commonly used in current building 
practice and to illustrate this by providing 
practical examples. It also shows methods of 
dealing with preliminaries, and illustrates 
the effect of cash flow in respect of building 
contracts. The volume of data assembled is not 
as comprehensive as that contained in the previous 
text. 
d. Information from Contractors' Organisations 
The CEP states that the "recorded cost of similar work 
encountered on previous projects will be a major source 
of the information used in estimating". The extent to 
which this actually happens in industry as a, whole is 
not known (46)., It was generally found that the 
assisting estimators referred to libraries of production 
rates in the compilation of ' their estimates. Whether 
or not these were based on actual site performances 
could not be established. It was noted that the con-
tent and detail of the libraries varied enormously. 
6.2.2 The Choice of tlie Informatfon Source 
. 
It was decided to formulate the data library from information 
supplied from contractors' organisations. This arose 
primarily out of a need to satisfy estimators and management 
during demonstrations of the system (see 6.1). Further 
reasons for this choice are given below: 
a. Price Books 
(i) Generally the information presented in the 
price books follo~/s the old "Standard Method of 
Measurement of Building Works: Fifth Edition" 
(25). In some cases it {s possible to relate 
these outputs to the requirements of SMM 6, 
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but there are areas in which direct comparisons 
are not possible, and in some cases no pertinent 
'information is available at all. 
(ii) It was found that the labour outputs and material 
constants varied between the different books. 
,These ,factors naturally differ from company to 
,company and from site to site. However, all the 
p'ublished information is based on the compiler's 
view of what constitutes "average" prices for 
"average" projects carried out under "average" 
conditions. (The 'word average in this context 
means typical." and should not be confused with 
the arithmetic mean) (47). The differences 
noted between the price books thus illustrates 
the difficulty in selecting anyone source of 
data. 
(iii) Not· all books display output constants. This 
. information is frequently disguised in the cost 
. elements'. In order to extract the required in-
.formation, various cakulations have to be per-
'formed .. ,Allied to this is the ambiguity en-
gendered by inadequate definition of how the 
cost element. is built up. For example, an 
amount for Plant may not indicate the type 
and/or combination of plant items selected. 
Similarly an amount for Materials may ,not reflect 
the constituent materials and their respective 
wastage rates. 
(iv) The estimators consulted regarded the use of 
price books as unsatisfactory (probably as a 
\ 
result of the reasons given above). They 
indicated that their only use for. them was 
in checking unusual items. This proved to 
be the deciding factor in rejecting price 
books as a source of performance data. As 
stated above, it was feared that lack of 
credibility of the data library would hamper 
development of the system. 
b. Monthly Cost Information Sheets 
(i) Each of the sets of cost information are pre-
pared by quantity surveyors for use by both 
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the design and construction groups of industry. 
Ashworth (47) observed that "There· is, however, 
an inherent bias towards private practice, 
prob~bly.on the assumption that contractors will 
calculate their. own rates from first principles". 
This bias was instrumental in influencing 
estimators to.reject the use of these sheets as 
the basis ofa data library • 
. (ii) As with the price books, resource outputs were 
found to vary between different sources. 
(Hi) Output constants are difficult to identify, 
as information is generally presented in 
monetary terms. 
(iv) Similar to. the .previous source of performance 
data discussed above, the decision not to use. 
the monthly costinformatiori sheets was largely 
influenced by estimators' disregard for them. 
c. Estimating Text Books 
The contents of these books is generally more com-
prehensive than that included in the references 
previously explored. However, the assisting 
estimators expressed several reservations, the 
principal ones being: 
(i) that resources and methods used were, in 
many cases, different to those employed 
in their organisations; and 
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(ii) that the outputs suggested generally did not 
compare with those achieved in their organisations. 
d. Information from Contractors' Organisations 
It was decided to formulate the data base on infor-
mation supplied directly by the assisting estimators. 
It was considered that this would best satisfy the 
objectives stated in 6.1. The estimators were there-
fore asked to provide item build-ups based on the 
classification described in the previous chapter. 
A manual was circulated to assist the estimators in 
this task,· and is included in Appendix E. 
6.2.3 The Collection of Information 
Severa 1 problems· were encountered with the method of data 
collection suggested above. 
a. Estimators proved reluctant to divulge the required 
information .. This appeared to be due to the fear that 
their performance data might get into competitors' 
hands. 
b. Day to day work delayed the preparation of build-ups. 
As the job was undertaken on a voluntary basis, 
estimators were only able to work during slack periods, 
or in their spare time. 
c. The information that was produced generally took the 
form of extracts from the company's library of 
estimating data. These, without exception, followed 
the Fifth Edition of the "Standard Method of Measure-
ment of Building Works" (25) with the associated 
problems already noted in 6.2.2.a.(i). 
d. Allied to c. above is the 'use made by estimators of 
~Ieighting factors to cater for slightly different 
{terns or site conditions. Whilst this might. produce 
suitable results in practice, the approach does not 
provide sufficient detail for the preparation of 
data for inclusion in the data library. 
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In order to overcome these problems a rigid approach could 
not be maintained. Estimators' data were manipulated to suit 
the INTEREST BUILD classification, and supplemented with 
data from the other sources listed in 6.2.1. This procedure 
proved to be satisfactory. However, it became apparent that 
the detail and volume of data required makes demands on con-
tractors' organisations that few appear to be able to meet 
from their existing resources at the present time. 
6.3 COLLECTION OF COST DATA 
As described in 4.3.2, the estimating system provides a number of 
ways for dealing with resource costs. These are summarized below: 
a. Resource cost "Firm" 
This facility is designed to cater for resource costs which 
remain relatively stable. In such cases, current prices 
may be stored and updated periodically. 
b. Resource cost "Awaiting Quotes" 
The aim of this facility is to cater for fluctuating resource 
costs. Such resources are marked as "Awaiting Quotes", and 
have approximate, average or zero costs associated with them. 
These costs are then revised according to the require-
ments of each tender. 
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In collecting cost,'data,these facil ities were used in the following 
manner: 
all Labour and Plant resources were considered as "Firm"; 
Materials and Sub-contract resources were generally con-
sidered as "Awaiting Quotes". 
This method of dealing with resource costs was observed to reflect 
that used by the estimators assisting with the project. Consultation 
with other members of industry indicated that this practice was 
commonplace and. it was therefore considered reasonable to adopt 
this approach in the collection of resource cost data. 
Where appropriate, current costs were obtained from the latest 
editions of the monthly cost information sheets described in 
6.2.1.b. 
6.4 THE PRESENTATION OF THE DATA FOR ENTRY. INTO THE COMPUTER FILES 
The performance data collected were generally in the form of 
tables. An example of one such·table for the fixing of steel 
. reinforceme'nt is given in Table 6.1. This illustrates the resource 
output rates (i.e. the output of the steelfixer) and weighting 
factors (i.e. the multipl iers to be appl ied to the output rates 
depending upon the location of the work) as used by estimators 
~hen calculating the cost ()f a particular bi.ll item. 
An example ()f the manner in which these tables may be used is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1. This shows a unit rate build-up for 
an item of 6 mm mild steel reinforcement 'in foundations. Table 
6.1 provides the output rate used for the steel fixing operation 
(i.e. 60 hrs/tonne x 90% = 54 hrs/tonne). Other tables (not 
illustrated) would be used to provide the output rates for the 
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STEEL FIXER OPERATIONS 
Hours ~er Tonne (1000kg.) 
Operation 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm . 25mm 32mm 40mm 
Hand cut steel 9 .8 7 6 5 4 - -
Hand bend steel 33 26 21 17 14 11 - -
Machine cut steel 7 6 5 4 4 3 3 2 
r.\achi ne bend steel 26 20 16 14 10 8 6 5 
Fix steel 60 42 32 25 18 14 13 11 
Extra over for 
hoisting by hand 
n.e. 
15m 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Over 15m 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
. 
LOCATION WEIGHTING 
FACTOR(%) 
Foundations 90 
Ground Slabs 75 
Suspended Slabs 90 
Walls 100 
Steps 200 
Staircases and Strings 150 
Isolated Columns 150 
Isolated Beams 150 
. 
TABLE 6.1: Example of estimators performance data tables 
for steel-fixing operations 
off-loading of the reinforcement, and the amount of binding wire 
required. These output and. usage rates are then used in conjunction 
with their associated costs to arrive at total costs for each 
resource. Totals for each cost code category (i.e. Labour, Plant 
-
-
2 
4 
9 
4 
7 
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and Materials) are also illustrated. 
LABOUR 
Off-load Steel 0.5 hrs @ £2.25/hr = £ 1. 12 
F·ix Steel 54 hrs @ £3.00/hr = £162.00 
Banksman 0.25 hrs @ £2.25/hr = £ 0.56 £163.69 
PLANT 
r10bil e Crane 0.25 hrs @ £14.50/hr = £ 3.62 £ 3.62 
MATERIAL 
6 mm m.s. rein- 1 tonne @ £295.00/tne = £295.00 
forcement Wastage 2.5% = £ 7.38 
Binding Wire 18 kg @ £1.50/kg = £ 27.00 £329.38 
TOTAL UNIT RATE/TONNE = ~~~§=§~ 
"FIGURE:6.1: Example of unit rate build-up. for 6mm Mild 
Steel Reinforcement in Foundations 
As can be seen from Figure 6.1, the estimator is not restricted 
in any.way when building-up an item. He may use any resource or 
combination of resources that he chooses. It is in this respect 
that the estimating system imposes a certain discipline as build-
ups can only be generated using resources contained in the 
RESOURCE COST FILES. Thus a certain amount'of preliminary work 
was necessary before the performance data could be entered into 
the computer. This work involved scheduling and coding the resources 
to be used. 
6.4.1 Scheduling and Coding of Resources 
a. Scheduling 
This was done by inspecting the tables of performance 
data described above. Resources were then scheduled 
in their appropriate cost code category. 
b. Coding 
Identification of resources is by means of a 
code (henceforth referred to as a "resource code") .. 
It was thus necessary to allocate codes to the 
resources listed above. The system adopted for the 
coding of resources is described briefly below. 
Detailed consideration of this aspect is given in 
. Appendix B. 
It was decided to use as simple a system as possible. 
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This was in order to satisfy the following considerations:-
Codes to be concise in length 
The preference·of·prospective users for 
short codes has already been established 
in 5.3.2. 
Ad hoc creation of codes 
Due to the variety of materials encountered 
in different building contracts, a large pro~ 
portion of these resources need to be created 
on an ad hoc basis. A simple coding system is 
thus essential .to ease entry of these resources. 
Table 6.2 i.l.lustrates the coding system. It will be 
seen that the codes are alphanumeric in ·construction. 
'with the alphabetical prefix denoting· the cost cede 
category. The numeric part is an arbitrary number in 
·the specified range corresponding to the required 
resource. (This range may be tailored to meet specific 
users' requirements - see Appendix B).· 
An ancillary consideration supporting the use of this 
system is the recognizability of the code (as defined 
in 5.3.3) engendered by the use of the alphabetical 
prefix. Furthermore there is evidence to suggest 
that human beings can remember sets of characters 
containing a mixture of letters and figures better 
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than sets with the same amount of information expressed 
purely as letters or numbers (26). 
CATEGORY SINGLE GANG 
.. RESOURCE RESOURCE 
Labour L1 to L1999 LG1 to LG1999 
Plant P1 to P1999 PG1 to PG1999 
Auxil iary Plant A1 to A1999 AG1 to AG1999 
Materials Ml to M6999 MG1 to MG4999 
. 
Resource Groups - XG1 to XG4999 
TABLE 6.2: Resource Codes- used with the INTEREST 
BUILD system. 
Many different methods of resource coding exist. One 
such system is that proposed by Mason (35) in his in-
vestigation into "data bases" for the civil engineering 
industry. His codes make use of fixed fields, and are 
illustrated in Figure 6.2. This method was not adopted 
as it was felt that it did not meet with the "short" 
and "ad hoc" requirements of resource coding described 
above. 
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I I 
FIELD FIRST .. SECOND ·THIRD 
FIELD SIZE 1 to 5 00 to 99 00 to 99 
.. 
RESOURCE 1 = LABOUR Broad Groupi ng Specific 
IDENTIFI- 2 = PLANT of resource resource 
CATION 3 = MATERIALS type type 
4 = AUXILIARY 
MATERIALS 
5 = SUB-
CONTRACTOR 
ABOVE- PLANT CONCRETE 600/400 
MENTIONED MIXERS ELECTRIC 
EXAMPLE 
FIGURE 6.2: Example of Fixed Field Resource Coding 
6.4.2 The Presentation· of Performance Data for Entry into the 
Computer System 
This section deals with transforming the performance data, 
. assembled as described above, into a form suitable to allow 
its entry into the computer system. The input mechanism used 
for this purpose dictates the manner in which the data should 
be presented. The mechanisms in commercial use are discussed 
in 6.5. It was decided to enter all data via a VDU due to 
the· advantages of this ~ethod of input as described in 6.5.1. 
A detailed description of the facilities enabl ingthis to 
be done are given in Appendix B. 
The main aspects involved in the presentation of data for 
entry into the computer system a·re the identification of the 
appropriate notati on, an·d the subsequent presentation of the 
data. 
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a. Identification of the required notation 
In order to facilitate the storage and retrieval 
of WORK GROUPS it is necessary to identify each 
WORK GROUP by means of a notation. The notations 
used were obtained from the INTEREST BUILD classifi-
cation tables. As described in 5.4.3.h this classi-
fication facilitates the addition of an extra level of 
description to cater for the method of construction 
employed. This level is not provided with the 
classification (see Figure 5.1) and it was therefore 
necessary to include descriptions relating to different 
construction methods where applicable. The manner in 
which this was done is illustrated in Figure 6.3~ This 
shows the additional level in the extreme right hand 
column. 
It should be noted that the notation obtained from this 
last "method related" level is separated from the main 
notation by means of a full stop. (Full details relating 
to the use of the INTEREST BUILD classification are given 
in Appendix C). For example, consider the item of 
reinforcement·shown in.Figure 6.1. Reference to Figure 
6.3 will show th~t, if the project under investigation 
is a medium sized refurbishment contract, the correct 
notation would be GA1.4. 
b. The performance data 
Having identified the required notation it was then 
necessary to present the build-ups in a manner suitable 
to allow their entry into the computer system. 
In order to appreciate the requirements of a document 
supplying the performance data, it is necessary to 
consider the prompts provided by the estimating system 
which allow such entry to occur. For each WORK GROUP 
the following information is requested: 
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MENT 
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!!!!!§. (TOONE) 
1. p.urn S'IEEL DIAME'IER 6 ~ A. IN FOUNDATIONS 
2. OITrO 8 foV.I B. IN OROUND SIA.B'3 
,. VITrO 10 fotf C. IN SUSPENIED SlABS 
4. DITTO 12 p.v.t D. IN WALLS 
5. DITrO H MM E. IN CASINO TO S'lEEL COLllMNS' 
6. DITTO 16 MM •• IN CASINO TO S'IEEL EEAMS 
7. DITTO 18 MM. O. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
8. DITTO 20 MM AND BEAMS 
9. DITrO 22 MM. H. IN SI'EPS 
10. DITrO 24 MM I. IN STAIRCASES AND SIRINGS 
11. onTO 25 MM J. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS AND 
12. DITI'O 26 MM ASSOCIA'lED IANDINGS 
1). DI'ITO 28 MM K. IN S'I$PS. STAmCASES. S'lRINOS 
14. DrTrO )2 MM AND ASSOCIA'IED LANDINGS 
15. DITI'O 40 MM L. IN TOPS OF DORMERS 
16. nI'ITO 50 r.Rot M. IN TOPS AND CHEEKS OP DCItMERS 
17· N.IN MACHINE "AND SUNDRY BA.SES 
18. filCH VIEW DIAME'IER 6Mol. O. IN ISOLATED COLUMNS 
19. DITl'O 8 MM P. IN ISOtA'mD EEAMS AND LImEUi 
20. DITI'O 10 MM Q.. IN ISOtA'mD COLUMNS, lEAMS 
21- DIT1'O 12 ~ AND LIN'mUJ 
22. Drrro 14 "'" 
2}. DrrI'O 16 MM 
24. DITI'O 18 W1 
25. DIT1'O 20 141 
26. DnTO 22 MM 
27. DI'I'I'O 24 MM 
28. DITI'O 25 MM 
29. DI'I'I'O 26 l'V4 
, )0. DI'ITO 28 M'oI 
'1. DITTO ~ ~ 
}2. DITI'O 40 KIf 
}}. DITrO 50 "" 
}4. 
STRAIGHT AND l3ENT BARS #" .... (JII.O;]'~CTS. 
A. H(JUZONTAL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
B. ?~ 15.00 TO 18.00 M O· /.I'II/">E 
C. .1. }#::bIlN{ 
D. .I.. :51-111-1./- . 
E. VERTICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
, IJ. EF"II7fIS 1fJ11W r-F. VITrO 8.00 TO 11.00 M 
G. Pllo :J£.c.r:5. 
H. 
CURVED BARS .3. i.J'I1I.6c 
I 4-. HI6 :bIt/M I. JI(Jl.IZCI1I'AL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
J. S. SMRLL 
K. vbrrCAL 5.00 ~ 8.00 M 
L. 
• 
M. L.J.'"'NKs. STIRRUPS. BINDERS 
J" SmelAL SPACEM 
the WORK GROUP CODE; 
the WORK GROUP description; 
the units of measurement; 
the RESOURCE CODE and associated usage 
and wastage rates. 
An example.of these prompts. is shown in Figure 6.4. 
It should be noted that an information entered by 
the VDU operator. is underlined. All other print out 
represents the prompts supplied by the estimating 
system. 
Work Group Colj.: (AE:ORT to r.;lurt:a to Ma in M-::nu) 7 ~ 
Oescri'p\ion ? 6MM MILD STEEL REINFORCEMENT IN FOUNDATIONS 
Un i ts of M~aSUr(!fll-=nt ? TNE 
Rtf:sourc-:: Co'fj~ (END to fini-:;h) ? L6 
Description - LABOURER (UNLOAD) 
Cost 2.250 f/HR 
Description Extension? 
Usaso:c- Rate? .5 
Re£purce Co~e (END to finish) 7 L31 
Description -.STEELFIXER 
Cost 3.000 tlHR 
O~{ ? Y 
Resource Code (END.to fini~h) ? L46 
Description - BANKSMA~ 
Cost 2.250 $/HR 
Description EMlension ? 
Usa~e Rat~ ? oL5 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? 
FIGURE·6.4: Example of prompts for the 
entry of WORK GROUPS 
(us-.;:rJ) 
(u'ied) ; 
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The most important consideration with these 
documents is that the data should be presented 
in a clear and unambiguous way 'so as to ensure 
accurate entry into the system (48). The manner in 
which the data were presented is shown in Figure 6.5. 
This example relates to the items of reinforcement 
shown in Figure 6.1, and presupposes that the con-
stituent resources have already been entered in the 
relevant RESOURCE COST FILES. 
6.5 CURRENT METHODS OF ENTERING DATA INTO COMPUTER SYSTH1S 
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There are several methods of entering data into a computer system. 
These include punched cards, paper tape and on-line data capture. 
Due to the advantages of on-line data capture, it was decided 
to use this method for ~reating the data library. The various 
methods of data input are described below. 
6.5.1 On-Line Data Capture 
a. Description 
The, on-line capture of data entails data being trans-
mitted direc'tly to the computer with'no interposed 
medium involved. This means that a more rapid output 
response is achieved following the data's input. On-
line input contrasts with batch processing (i.e. those 
methods des~ribed ,below)',in ~hat the latter entails 
accumulating a considerable amount of data before 
input to the computer, whereas the former tends to-
wards inputting one transaction at a time. Typically 
with on-line input, the user operates a keyboard con-
stituting part of a terminal 1 inked to a computer', the 
computer's response being transmitted back to the 
terminal (48). 
WORK GROUP Code 
WORK GROUP Description 
b H M 11 I /.. ~ S 'T If. ,. I- ~ ~ I IJ -F 0 Tt c. ~ H If; IJ r I N F 
0 /J oS 
Units of measurement 
ITINI~II 
Resource 
Code 
Resource 
Description 
Extension ,Usage Wastage % 
L b 
/.. 3 .i 
L 4 b 
P s 
11 1-
}1 :5 4-
, 
0 S-
s 4 
· 
0 
0 .J S 
11- 0 I .s -r 0 · .2 S-
i 0 
1 (! 
· 
0 
FIGURE 6.5: Example of the presentation of a WORK 
GROUP corresponding to the 'build-up 
shown in Figure 6,1. 
.2 S 
0 tI IJ J, 11- 'T , 
, ' . 
. " 
" 
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b. Verification of Data 
This may be done whilst entering the data or by checking 
a print out of the relevant data. 
c. Advantages (48) 
No intervening media is jnvolved, so minimizing 
the time taken and the labour cost of input. 
Data captured from several sources is immediately 
available for processing with consequent earlier 
output of results. 
Certain types of input error have a good chance 
of being detected immediately, and are there-
fore corrected sooner. Verification of input-
data is consequently less necessary. 
The input operator can be guided by the com-
puter as regards the format of the data, its 
completeness, and the choice of optional 
data items to be input. 
d. Disadvantages (48) 
.There is less opportunity for verifying all 
the input data keyed in from source documents. 
6.5.2 Punched Cards 
Cant i nuous -and prolonged use of the VDU may 
cause fatigue. 
Input by this method involves the punching of cards to 
enable the computer to recognise the required information. 
Verification of the information _is normally done by re-
punching the cards on a punch/verifier machine. Since both 
the above operations are labour intensive, and thus expensive, 
it is essential that they are performed as efficiently as 
possible (48). 
6.5.3 Paper Tape 
This method of input is similar to that of punched cards 
in that it enables the computer to accept information 
punched on paper tape. Verification is also effected by 
the repunching of information. 
No recommendations-are given as to the most satisfactory method 
of entering the data. The ~hoice will depend mainly upon the 
hardware on which the estimating system is mounted. 
6.6 THE ENTRY OF DATA INTO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
This section presents data relating to the time taken in keying 
in data necessary for the creation of the data library. These 
times are pertinent to those considering the use of the system. 
6.6.1 Entry of resources 
Thi s aspect was undertaken' by the author. 171 SINGLE and 
39 GANG resources were keyed into the system to facilitate 
the subsequent entry of the WORK GROUPS by a keyboard 
operator (see 6.6.2 below). The total elapsed time taken 
to achieve this task was approximately eight hours. In 
analysing this time, the following points shoul'd be taken 
into account: 
a. The author had limited expertise in the operation 
of a VDU keyboard. 
b. The entry of data was made to the University's main 
frame PRH4E computer. As this machine is available 
to all University staff and students, response times 
were, on occasions, longer than would be experienced 
with a microcomputer installation. 
c. Entry of data took place during the development of 
the estimating programs. Response times have been 
considerably accelerated with later versions of the 
software. 
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6.6.2 Entry of WORK GROUPS 
Entry of this data was carded out by a keyboar'd operator. 
In total 1395 WORK GROUPS were entered into the system over 
a period of approximately four months. This input took 
'place intermittently with a total of 92 hours ,physically 
being spent in operating the VDU. The average time taken 
to enter a WORK GROUP is thus 3.96 minutes. In examining 
this elapsed time, cognizance should be taken of points b. 
and c. discussed in 6.6.1, as these are also relevant to 
this operation. In addition it should be noted that the 
operator entering the data also had limited experience in 
the operation of a VDU keyboard. '. She also had no prior 
knowledge of the estimating system, and it was thus 
necessary to first train her in the use of the system. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DEMONSTRATIONS, TESTING AND ASSESSMENT 
OF THE SYSTEM 
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CHAPTER 7 
DEMONSTRATIONS, TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF THE SYSTEM 
7.1 GENERAL 
The work in this chapter describes demonstrations of the system 
given to members of the building industry, testing of the system 
during program development and assessments of the system made 
by practising estimators. 
7.1.1 Demonstrations of the system 
The performance data collected as described in Chapter 6 
enabled demonstrations of the system to be given to 
representatives of industry including directors, chief 
estimators, estimators, buyers, quantity surveyors, 
planners and site.managers. These demonstrations took 
several forms, the principal ones being: 
in-house demonstrations to several estimators 
followed by discussions; 
demonstrations to between one and eight estimators 
from individual building organisations at Lough-
borough University of Technology followed by dis-
cussions; 
demonstrations to estimators, chief estimators 
and directors followed by assessment interviews; 
demonstrations to committees of the Chartered 
Institute of Building followed by discussion; 
and 
a demonstration at a seminar followed by questions. 
These are all described in 7.2. 
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7.1.2 Testing of the system 
The performance data also facilitated testing of 
the system during development of the software. This 
and subsequent testing by repricing a completed bill 
of quantities are described in 7.3. 
7.1.3 Assessment of the system 
In order to establish whether the objectives stated in 
Chapter 1 had been met, it was necessary to carry out 
an assessment of the system. This took place in two 
stages. The first involved interviews with estimators 
from six building contractors and a direct labour 
organisation to whom the system had been demonstrated. 
These interviews are described in 7.4. The second stage 
took the form of long term field trials. These are 
continuing at the.time of writing (August 1981) under 
the supervision of the author and are described in 7.5. 
7.2 DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE SYSTEM 
In order to stimulate comments from industry, numerous demon-
strations of the system were given. In all, representatives of 
forty-seven different organisations attended demonstrations. 
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These were drawn from all sectors of the building industry in-
cluding small, medium and large contractors, as well as specialist 
sub-contractors and direct labour organisations. Details of the 
demonstrations are given in Table 7.1. 
Of these forty seven organisations, representatives of eight 
returned on at least one other occasion and six, including those 
assisting with the project, attended several demonstrations 
during the development of the software. 
The demonstrations served to provoke numerous comments and 
suggestions. 
the system. 
This was due 
Some of these resulted in minor modifications to 
However, not all suggestions were accommodated. 
to the fact that: 
,--------------------- - --
TYPE OF DEt10NSTRATION 
In-house demonstrations 
Individual demonstrations 
at L.U.T. 
Individual demonstrations 
at L.U.T. followed by 
interviews 
CIOB Committees 
Seminars 
NUMBER OF NUt1BER OF APPROXIMATE 
DEMONSTRATIONS ORGANISATIONS NUMBER OF 
GIVEN REPRESENTED ESTH1ATORS 
PRESENT 
2 2 17 
31 18 29 
7 7 7 
2 - -
1 20 55 
TABLE 7.1: Demonstration of INTEREST BUILD qiven 
between 27th February 1981 and 30th 
August 1981 
APPROXIMATE 
NUMBER OF 
PERSONS 
PRESENT 
30 
37 
12 
32 
110 
(J"I 
N 
a. certain proposals were observed to be 
limited to the organisation in question 
b. 
The estimating methods followed by different 
construction organisations were found to follow 
the same basic procedures. This was observed by 
the author and by Geary (49). However, certain 
suggestions reflected the peculiarities in approach 
of that organisation (or estimator). This aspect 
is not confined to this project and was observed by 
both Barnes ( 9) and Mudd (6). It was therefore 
considered inappropriate to incorporate features 
that would not be of use to the majority of building 
estimators. 
certain proposa 1 s involved work outside the scope 
of this project 
Various suggestions involved the development of 
features which were outside the scope of the 
project. These were generally proposed by con-
struction personnel other than estimators (e.g. 
building quantity surveyors, buyers, planners, 
site managers) who saw the potential benefits 
that could accrue by further developments of 
the system. 
7.3 TESTING OF THE SYSTEM 
Extensive testing of the system took place. This work may be 
considered as having two aspects. The first involved testing 
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of the system during its development, and the second, a simulation 
of the preparation of an estimate. 
7.3.1 Development testing 
This involved the testing of the system by the computer 
programmers to ensure the robust operation of the soft-
ware. The author subsequently undertook detailed testing 
· 
of sections of the software as and when they were 
completed by the programmers. 
area continued throughout the 
system. 
As such, work 
development of 
7.3.2 Simulation of the preparation of .an estimate 
in thi s 
the 
This was the most extensive test carried out. It 
involved the repricing of an estimate already completed 
by one of the assisting estimators. The objectives of 
undertaking this test were: 
to test the software with a large number of bill 
items; 
to determine the time required for the entry of 
the basic bill of quantities information; 
to provide some indication of the time taken 
to produce an estimate; and 
to supply the assisting estimator with reports 
to enable him to gauge the full extent of the 
information provided. 
The bill of quanthies provided was for the construction 
of a prison which had been estimated to have a direct cost 
of £215 248.12. The number of items fncluded in the bill 
was, 1297. 
a. Description of work undertaken 
It was not possible to make use of the performance 
data described in Chapter 6 in the preparation of 
the estimate. This was due to the fact that the 
data and the estimating system were installed on 
different computers at the time of testing. Use 
therefore had to be made of other estimating 
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facilities for the preparation of the item costs. 
An analysis of the methods used is shown in 
Table 7.2. 
ESTIMATING NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
METHOD OF nms OF TOTAL 
Unknown 13 1.0 
Spot 453 34.9 
Sub-contractors 620 47.8 
Included 176 13.6 
Items 16 1.2 
P.C. Sub-contractors 3 0.2 
P.C. Suppliers 1 0.1 
Provisional Sums 5 0.4 
Attendances 6 0.5 
Profit on P.C. Sums 4 0.3 
TABLE 7.2: Analysis of estimating methods 
used in preparation of test estimate. 
b. Results of the test 
The test highlighted certain programming difficulties 
relating to the manner in which the computer system 
handled large volumes of data. These were rectified 
by the programmers. 
The entry of the basic bill of quantities information 
into the system took nine hours. In examining this 
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elapsed time it should be taken into account 
that those entering the data had limited ex-
perience both in the use of the system and in the 
operation of VDU keyboards. 
Entry of cost data relating to each bill item 
took 14 hours. This operation was carried out 
by persons familiar with the system and with some 
typing skills. 
Regarding the reports produced by the system, the 
assisting estimator found these to be generally 
satisfactory. However minor alterations to the 
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format of the bill listing and resource reconciliation 
were noted as being desirable. These are to be in-
cluded in future revisions of the software. 
7.4 INTERVIEWS WITH ESTIMATORS 
Seven estimators to whom the system had been demonstrated in 
detail were interviewed between mid-June 1981 and early August 
1981. Particulars of the organisations represented are given 
in Table 7.3. Two of those interviewed were from organisations 
who had assisted with the project from its inception, whilst 
. . 
the others were from other building firms. 
7.4.1 The interviews 
In ~ach interview, the estimators were asked about certain 
aspects of the estimating. system. These aspects as well 
as the estimators' viewpoints are described below. 
a. THE SYSTEM FACILITATES THE STORAGE OF COMPANY 
PERFORMANCE DATA AND COMPANY RESOURCE COSTS. 
THESE MAY BE VARIED ACCORDING TO THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF EACH TENDER, BUT THE COMPANY DATA 
REMAINS UNCHANGED. IS THIS A DESIRABLE FEATURE? 
CONTRACTOR 
A . 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
DESCRIPTION OF CONTRACTOR 
Medium sized contractor located in 
Newcastle area 
Small local contractor 
Medium sized national contractor 
. 
Direct labour organisation based in 
Central Midlands 
Medium sized contractor located in 
Newcastl e area 
Small London based contractor 
Small London based contractor 
TABLE 7.3: Organisations whose representatives 
attended assessment interviews of 
INTEREST BUILD. 
APPROX. ANNUAL 
TURNOVER 
£12m 
£ 7m 
£18m 
£26m 
£16m 
L 3.5m 
£ 5m 
All estimators agreed that this was the 
correct approach to be adopted. Estimators 
A, Band F said that this was the only way 
in which an estimating system could be effectively 
structured. 
b. THE SYSTEM ENABLES BUILD-UPS OF PERFOR~1ANCE 
DATA TO BE STORED IN THE SYSTEM AND SUBSEQUENTLY 
USED TO ESTIMATE THE COST OF SIMILAR ITEMS EN-
COUNTERED IN BILLS OF QUANTITIES. IS THIS A 
REQUIREMENT OF AN ESTIMATING SYSTEM? 
All seven estimators agreed that this was a 
desirable facility and one that would be used 
in practice. This approach was generally observed 
to 'reflect traditional methods. 
c. THE SYSTEM MAKES USE OF NOTATIONS OBTAINED FRO~1 
A CLASSIFICATION IN ORDER TO EFFECT A LINK BETWEEN 
THE COMPANY PERFORMANCE DATA AND THE ITEMS FOUND 
IN BILLS OF QUANTITIES. IS THIS AN EFFICIENT AND 
USABLE APPROACH? 
Six of the estimators consulted approved of this 
method. The solution proposed was viewed as the 
only way of enabling performance data to be stored 
in the system's files. However Estimator C was not 
altogether satisfied and preferred to view the use 
of such notations as " .•. an interesting solution". 
Whilst he appreciated the benefits of using per-
formance data as described in b. above, he could not 
suggest an alternative approach to enable this data 
to be used effectively. 
d. IS IT POSSIBLE FOR ESTIMATORS TO ADAPT TO THE USE 
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OF NOTATIONS AS A MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AND RETRIEVING 
DATA FROM AN ESTIMATING SYSTEM? 
All consulted agreed that it would be possible 
to adapt to the use of the proposed notations. 
It was generally felt that it would only be a 
matter of time before estimators familiarized 
.themselves with the notations in more common 
use, and would thus not have to consult the 
classification with as much regularity. 
Estimators E and G expressed the view that the 
presentation of the classification was very 
important. Estimator E suggested that different 
work sections be printed on different coloured paper 
and that various sizes of type-face be used as 
a further aid to the identification of notations. 
e. FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED WHICH ENABLE THE BASIC 
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE BILL OF QUANTITIES 
TO BE ENTERED INTO THE SYSTEt1 BY A PERSON OTHER 
THAN THE ESTIMATOR. IS THIS A DESIRABLE FEATURE? 
All estimators indicated that this was the correct 
approach to the entry of this large volume of data. 
f. ARE THE FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR COPING ~JITH 
FLUCTUATING MATERIALS PRICES SATISFACTORY? 
All estimators approved of these facilities. 
Estimators A, Band G commented specifically that 
the "Awaiting Quotes" facility would be extremely 
useful in the updating of materials costs. 
g. WILL THE USE OF THE SYSTEM RESULT IN ANY CHANGE 
IN THE WAY MATERIALS QUOTATIONS ARE OBTAINED? 
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Estimators B, C, D and F indicated that the 
use of the system would not result in any 
significant change in the way they obtained 
materials quotations. Estimator D noted further 
that the reports showing the materials for which 
quotations were being awaited would enable the 
chief estimator to monitor progress in the pre-
paration of the estimate. 
Estimators A, E and G foresaw changes to the manner 
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in which their organisations would obtain materials 
quotations. These were unanimously viewed as being 
improvements on traditional· practice. The main 
suggestion was that the system ~/Ould enable standard 
materials costs to be stored and· updated periodically. 
Control of this aspect could be delegated to a buyer 
resulting iR a reduction of the ~/ork and cost of 
sending out of enquiries. 
h. THE SYSTEM ENABLES RESOURCES TO BE STORED AS GANGS. 
IS THIS USEFUL? 
All estimators agreed that this was a necessary· 
feature. The facility was generally seen as 
reflecting traditional practice. 
i. ARE THE FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR UNIT, OPERP.TIONAL 
AND SPOT RATE CALCULATIONS SATISFACTORY? 
All estimators indicated that these facilities 
met with their requirements. It was noted that 
unit rate estimating was the approach most fre-
quently adopted by the estimators. Operational 
and spot rates ~Iere observed to be used far less 
often. 
j. HAVING COMPLETED A BUILD-UP FOR AN ITEM, IT CAN 
BE RETRIEVED AT ANY STAGE AND REWORKED. WHERE THE 
TENDER HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE TO 
VIEW THE DETAILED BUILD-UP AT ANY STAGE DURING 
CONSTRUCTION. IS THIS USEFUL? 
This aspect was seen by all to be extremely useful 
both during the preparation of the estimate and 
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tender, and also in post-tender applications. Further-
more Estimators Band G noted that the facility would 
be of great assistance in providing detailed infor-
mation to enable the pricing of variations. It was 
also seen by Estimators E and F as an aid to chief 
es~imators in assessing the work of their staff. 
k. ARE THE FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR ADJUSn1ENTS AND THE 
ADDITION OF'MARK-UPS AT THE.ADJUDICATION STAGE 
SATISFACTORY? 
Estimators A. B, C, E and F stated that the mark-up 
facilities would meet their requirements. However, 
it appeared that the facilities provided are in 
excess of those currently being used by these 
estimators. They generally felt that the options 
available would enable them to adopt a more sophis-
ticated approach to tender adjudication. 
Estimator D indicated that the facilities would 
simplify his organisation's present requirements 
whilst Estimator G stated that the mark-up facilities 
would not be used at all. The calculation of mark-ups 
in this latter organisation was described as taking the 
form of lump sum additions to the estimate figures. 
1, ARE THE FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR THE IDENTIFICATION 
OF SUB-CONTRACT ITEMS AND THE INSERTION OF THEIR 
COSTS SATISFACTORY? 
These facilities were unanimously seen as 
being suitable. 
m. HHAT ARE THE STRENGTHS OF THE SYSTEM? 
. I 
The following points were noted in this connection: 
Estimators A and G saw the ability to 
start pricing a contract without having 
to wait for materials and sub-contract 
quotes as a "major advantage" of the system. 
They foresaw that this would allow the pre-
paration of estimates to be planned, thus 
resulting in a more evenly distributed 
estimating work-load; 
the ability to easily update resources 
marked as "Awaiting Quotes" combined with 
the detailed information produced in the 
reports was viewed by Estimator G as 
enabling various methods of construction 
to be simulated. This was seen as being 
extremely advantageous, as the tendering 
time generally allowed does not permit 
such analyses to be completed by manual 
estimating methods; 
Estimator F noted that the system was in 
the total control of the estimator and that 
he was not forced to accept any aspect with 
which he did not agree. This was viewed as 
being advantageous as the estimator's judge-
ment and expertise were thus used throughout 
the preparation of the estimate; 
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the system was seen by Estimator D as resulting 
in a standardization in the manner in which 
estimates were prepared; 
Estimator D also noted that the clerical 
aspects of the e~timator's work load should 
be reduced thus enabling the estimator to 
devote a greater proportion of his time to 
analysing the estimate; and 
the incidence of arithmetical errors (both 
in the calculation of the item rates and 
in the extension and totalling of these 
rates) was seen as being reduced. Thi s 
aspect was noted by Estimator D. 
n. WHAT ARE THE UNSATISFACTORY ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM? 
In this conDection the following points were noted: 
Estimator D expressed concern about the 
possibility of health hazards likely to be 
experienced due to using VDUs; 
Estimators D and G felt that the system 
would not result in estimates being produced 
faster than by manual methods. However, both 
stated that they felt'the advantages to be 
gained by operating the system ~Iere sufficient 
to warrant its use; 
the task of identifying notations for the 
items contained in the bill of quantities 
caused some concern on the part of Estimator 
G. He felt that this aspect was " ..• the 
chore of the system"; and 
Estimators A and D expressed the need for 
additional SMfl 6 work sections to be included 
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in the INTEREST BUILD classification. 
7.4.2 Analysis of Interviews 
From the above it will be seen that the estimating system 
was favourably received by those interviewed. The system 
was generally viewed as reflecting traditional estimating 
practice (an objective which was regarded as essential to 
its success) and no criticism was made of the approach or 
methodology adopted. Where changes to normal practice 
were envisaged (e.g. in the obtaining of quotations for 
materials as described in h. above), these were seen as 
enhancing traditional procedures. However, certain 
aspects were described as unsatisfactory. These are 
examined below. 
a. Health hazards of VDUs 
The interactive features of the estimating system 
necessitate the use of VDUs. However there is 
currently some concern about the possible health 
hazards resulting from the use of such computer 
terminals. Research in this field so far has 
"been highly subjective and .... so unrealistic and 
. distorted as to be unworthy of consideration" (50). 
It is noteworthy that in the serious studies ~Ihich 
have been undertaken into the health aspects of the 
use of VDUs, no evidence has been found to suggest 
that they are in anyway harmful (50). Authorities 
emphasise the ergonomic aspe·cts relating to the use 
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of computers and Pearce (51) states that research into 
this area " ..• has hardly begun". In view of the lack 
of conclusive information available in this field, 
it has been considered as being outside the scope 
of this thesis. 
b. Speed of use 
Effective use of the system requires that extensive 
use is made of stored performance data in pro-
ducing estimates for the items found in bills of 
quantities. In cases where no data is available, 
use will have to be made of the UNKNOWN, SPOT and 
OPERATIONAL facilities described in 4.3.3.b. 
These slow down the production of the estimate and 
it was the demonstration of these facilities which 
caused concern to Estimators C and G. 
The compilation of a comprehensive data library is 
fundamental to the efficient use of the system and 
is an aspect which must be recognised by prospective 
users of the system • 
. 
c. Identification of notations for the bill items 
The estimator who expressed fears relating to this 
aspect did so because he saw it as an extra task 
to be performed. However, the benefits resulting 
from identifying notations for bill items must be 
assessed against the effort involved in this task. 
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It is suggested that frequent use of the classification 
will result in users familiarizing themselves with 
the more commonly recurring notations. 
This assumption is supported by Gilchrist and Gaster 
(19) who state .in their investigation into coding 
and data co-ordination for the construction industry 
that " .•. many organisations will find it useful to 
make one member of staff their main coding link 
(just as they find it useful to have an information 
officer or 1 ibrarian)". 
d. Expansion of INTEREST BUILD classification 
In accordance with the stated objectives of the 
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research project, only those work sections 
commonly undertaken by labqur directly employed 
by the contractor were included in the INTEREST 
BUILD classification. However, certain of the 
estimators intervie,wed were employed by organisations' 
who undertook work normally regarded as the province 
of specialist sub-contractors such as plumbing, 
plasterin~ and painting and decorating. They 
expressed the requirement for classification tables 
7.5 FIELD TRIALS 
to be prepared which reflect work in these areas. 
To this end additional tables are being prepared, 
and will be added to the classification at a later 
date. 
At the time of writing ~ong term field trials were being under-
taken. However, due to their anticipated duration this aspect 
was deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis. A brief 
report of the state of the trials as at mid-August 19B1 is 
given below. 
7.5.1 Organisation undertaking field trial 
The field trial is being undertaken in the estimating 
department of a direct labour organisation (henceforth 
referred to as the OLD) situated in the Central Midlands. 
Th.is organisation employs some 210 tradesmen and has an 
ann~al turnover of approximately £26m. 
The OLD were supplied with a GENESYS DESIGN CENTRE mini-
computer on 5th August 1981. In terms of an agreement 
reached between the OLD and Genesys Ltd. (~Ihich is the 
organisation appointed by the NRDC for the marketing and 
selling of the INTEREST BUILD estimating system) the. 
period of the field trial is for six months. During 
this period it is intended that a comprehensive data 
library be developed and used to produce estimates 
and tenders with the estimating system. 
7.5.2 Development of data library 
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As described in 6.4 the t~JO main aspects involved in this 
task are the scheduling and coding of resources and the 
collection of performance data. In addition the work 
undertaken by the OLD involves trades not catered for 
by the INTEREST BUILD classification. Additional sections 
of the classification are thus also' required. These 
aspects are' discussed below. 
a. The scheduling and coding of resources 
In order to make the most effective use of the 
system during the loan period, extensive pre-
paratory work was undertaken prior to the delivery 
of the computer. One aspect that received such 
consideration was the scheduling and coding of 
the resources to be used in the compilation of 
the data library. At the time of writing this 
task has already been substantially completed and 
work is at present progressing in the entry of 
this data into the computer system. 
b. Collection of performance data 
The OLD have extensive performance data at their 
disposal. A ~Jork study department has been in 
operation for several years, and the data so 
collected included in the organisation's library 
of performance constants. Whilst the problems of 
such data noted in 6.2.3.c. still apply, the 
volume and detail of the data available is in 
excess of that contained in the sources examined 
in 6.2.1. It ~Jas for this reason that an agreement 
between the OLD, Genesys and Loughborough University 
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of Technology was drawn up as it was seen as 
advantageous to all parties to demonstrate the 
use of the system in a working environment. 
The presentation of this data in a form suitable 
to facilitate its entry into the computer system 
(as described in 6.4.2) is currently in progress. 
Entry of this data into the system is scheduled 
to start by the end of August 1981. 
c. Extensions to the INTEREST BUILD classification 
Development of further classification tables 
relating to work done by the DLD is currently 
being undertaken by the author in conjunction 
with a DLD estimator. It is envisaged that all 
work sections included in SMM 6 will eventually 
be catered for with the exception of Piling and 
Diaphragm ~!a 11 i ng, t1asonry, Aspha 1t Work, Structura 1 
Steelwork and Electrical Installations. 
7.5.3 The production of estimates 
The DLD intend to produce estimates using the INTEREST 
BUILD estimating system. It is envisaged that initially 
only those work sections for which performance data are 
stored in the data 'library will be priced using the 
system. As the field trial progresses, performance data 
relevant to more work sections will become available 
and when this happens, ensuing estimates will be able 
to make use of these data. Eventually it is hoped 
that a complete estimate and tender will be produced 
using ,the system. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMt1ENDATJONS 
8.1 SUMMARY 
8.1.1 Objective of the Project 
The objective of the research reported in this thesis 
was to develop a computer-aided estimating system to 
meet the specific requirements of the British building 
industry. The principal aspects of work undertaken 
involved the development of a specification for the 
system, the development of a classification to facilitate 
the storage of estimators' performance data, the testing 
and demonstration of the system, and an assessment of 
the system. The contributions of the author, the com-
puter programmers and practising estimators to the pro-
ject are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
8.1.2 Current Estimating Practice 
A study of current estimating procedure ~Ias undertaken. 
This involved discussions with practising estimators and 
reference to the CEP and other authoritative sources. 
A flow chart showing the estimating procedure is presented 
in Figure 2.1. 
8.1.3 Computer Applications 
Computer applications for building contractors were 
examined to provide background to the use of computers 
as estimating aids. This revealed that such systems 
could be used in the fields of cost control, planning, 
cash flow forecasting, materials ordering, valuations and 
sub-contract accounts, payroll and accounts, and integrated 
management systems as well as in the field of estimating.' 
Table 3.1 shows those computer programs currently available 
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to perform these tasks. 
The existing computer aids for estimating were 
investigated. Progress in this application was found 
to be dependant upon the evolution of computer tech-
nology. Early batch systems had proved unsuccessful, 
whereas interactive systems mounted on mainframe com-
puters had gained more acceptance. Table 3.2 lists 
the programs commercially available in these categories. 
The use of microcomputers was observed to have already 
made an impact as evidenced by the development of systems 
to cater for certain estimating tasks as described in 
section 3.3.3. Further developments in the use of 
microcomputers and interactive programming techniques 
for computer-aided estimating form the subject of this 
thesis. This is reflected in the name "INTEREST BUILD" 
(INTERactive ESTimatinq for BUILDers). 
8.1.4 Development of the System Specification 
A specification of the detailed requirements of the 
estimating system was prepared. This was discussed on 
numerous occasions with several practising estimators 
and particularly with four who assisted with the develop-
ment of the project in all its stages. These discussions 
produced modifications and revisions to the specification, 
after which further discussions took- place. The resulting 
specification contained all the required features 
of ·the estimating system, and provided the basis for sub-
sequent work by the computer programmers. The main 
features of the system are: 
the storage of performance data on the 
computer system's files; 
the utilization of this data to estimate 
the cost of similar items found in bills 
of quantities; 
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the pricing of items where no 
relevant performance data are held 
on file; 
the updating of volatile resource 
costs; 
the automatic performance of all 
necessary arithmetical calculations; 
the retrieval of item build-ups in 
their entirety; and 
the addition of tender mark-ups. 
A detailed description of all the facilities provided 
by the system may' be found in the User Manual (see 
Appendix B). 
8.1.5 The Classification of Performance Data 
A fundamental feature of the system was the use made of 
performance data stored in the computer's files to 
estimate the cost of similar items found in bills of quan-
tities, as described in 3.6.1.b., 4.3.1.b. and 5.2. This 
required a classification to enable the orderly storage 
and retrieval of this data. Before developing a 
classification specifically for the INTEREST BUILD system, 
exi'sting classifications were examined. To evaluate these 
classifications, a set of criteria were established as 
described in 5.3. These criteria were: 
unique identification; 
length of notation; 
recognizability of notation; 
level of detail; 
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descriptions of materials; 
accommodation of dimensions; 
expandability of notation;' and 
option for choice of method. 
The five commercially available classifications 
assessed against the requirements of these criteria 
were: 
"The Standard Method of ~leasurement of 
Building Works: Sixth Edition" (4); 
"Standard Phraseology for Bi 11 s of 
Quantities" (29); 
- , "Standard Library of Descriptions of 
Buil~ing Works" (31); 
"Price's Standard Method of Billing 
for SMM 6" (32); 
"Enviro B.Q. System" (33). 
Sections 5.5 to 5.9 compare these classifications against 
. the established criteria and explain why none of these 
proved suitable. 
It was therefore necessary to develop a new classification, 
the "INTEREST BUILD Cl~ssification". This classification 
enables estimators to identify notations for items of 
work and to use these notations to store and retrieve 
performance data in the computer system's files for· such 
items. The INTEREST BUILD classification evolved by a 
process of development and discussion, whereby the author 
prepared classification tables for comment by the assistin9 
estimators. Their suggestions were then incorporated in 
revisions and a further round of discussions were under-
taken. The classification currently covers the following 
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work sections of SM~1 6: 
Excavation and Earthwork; 
Concrete Work; and 
Brickwork and Blockwork. 
The development of the classification is described in 
1.5.3 and 5.2. The classification itself is presented 
in Appendix C. 
B.l.6 Collection of Performance Data 
A realistic data library was created to enable testing 
and demonstrations of the system to take place. Four 
price books, four monthly cost information publications, 
two estimating text books and information from four 
assisting estimators were investigated as sources of 
data for the data library. This aspect is described in 
6.2.1. No one source proved to be entirely satisfactory, 
and the library eventually developed made use of data 
collected from several of the above-mentioned sources. 
In all 1395 WORK GROUPS were collected. These made use 
of 171 SINGLE resources 'and 39 GANG resources in their 
compilation. 
8.1.7 Demonstrations and Testing of the System 
Forty-three demonstrations of the system were given. 
All in all representatives of forty-seven different 
building organisations attended these demonstrations 
as listed in Table 7.1. 
Testing of the system was undertaken both by the com-
puter programmers and the author throughout the develop-
ment of the system software. An example is the repricing 
of an estimate supplied by an assisting estimator. The 
estimating methods used in this exercise are listed in 
Table 7.2. 
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8.1.8 Assessments of the System 
Assessments of the system were then undertaken. These 
involved interviews with seven building estimators to 
whom the system had been demonstrated. Details of 
those estimators interviewed are given in Table 7.3. 
The responses given during the interviews indicated 
that the system had been favourably received. These 
are recorded in 7.4. 
Long term field trials were also arranged as part of 
the assessments. These are continuing at the time of 
writing (August 1981) and are described briefly in 7.5. 
8.2 CONCLUSIONS 
In providing conclusions to this thesis, the following aspects 
are reviewed: 
the effort required to use the system; 
the benefits resulting from the use of the 
system; and 
the cost of installing and using the system. 
Concluding comments are made at the end of this section. 
8.2.1 The Effort Required 
Those aspects requiring the acquisition of new skills 
or ~he expending of additional effort on the part of 
estimating staff are: 
an understanding of the operation of the system 
(as in 3.6.2.f.); 
the acquisition of typing skills by estimators 
(as in 3.6.2.f.); 
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the identification of notations for bill 
items by the estimator (as in 4.3.1.b, 
4.4.1.b, 5.2 and 7 .4.2.c.); 
the entry of the basic bill of quantities 
information into the system by a keyboard 
operator (as in 4.3.3.a.); 
the compilation and entry into the system 
of a comprehensive data library (as in 
Chapter 6, 7.4.2.b.). 
8.2.2 The Benefits Accruing from the Use of the System 
These are: 
the ability to commence with the preparation 
of the estimate without having to wait for 
materials and sub-contract quotations (as in 
3.6.2.d, 4.3.3.c and 4.4.1.g.); 
the concomitant ability to plan the estimating 
work load thus providing more time for the 
simulation of different construction methods 
(as in 3.6.1.a, 3.6.2.a, 4.3.3.a, 4.4.1.f and 
7.4.1.m.); 
the ability to update any resource cost with 
a minimum of effort·(as in 3.6.1.a, 3.6,2.a, 
4.3.3.c, 4.4.1.g and 7.4.1.m.); 
the obtaining of reports giving details (e.a. 
of materials and sub-contract resources awaiting 
quotations, and reconciliations of the resource 
requirements for the estimate) that may only be 
obtained by extensive clerical effort using 
manual procedures (as in 3.6.2.a, 4.3.3.d, 4.3.5 
and 4.4.1.f.); 
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the reduction (if not elimination altogether) 
of the need for comptometer staff (as in 3.6.1 .a); 
the accuracy and speed with which all arithmetical com-
putations are completed (as in 3.6.1.a,4.3.5 and 4.4.2.a); 
the possibility for the enhancement of adjudication 
procedure through the provision of tender adjust-
ment facilities for use by the adjudication panel 
(as· in 7.4.1.k.); 
the standardization in the manner in which estimates 
are produced by different estimators within the 
same organisation (as in 3.6.1.b and 7.4.1.m.); 
and 
the fact that the system is under the direct control of the 
estimator (as in 3.6.2.b, 4.3.3.b, 4.4.1.e and 7.4.1.m). 
8.2.3 The Cost of Using the System 
The aim of this section is to provide guidelines as to 
the approximate cost of installing and operating the 
system. At the time of writing the selling price of 
the system had not been finalised, and an attempt has 
therefore been made to identify the major areas for 
detailed consideration. 
a.· Cos t of Softwa re 
Indications are that this will be between £10 000 
and £15 000 depending upon the type of computer 
that the software is to be installed on. 
b. Cost of Hardware 
The requirements of individual users need to receive 
detailed consideration before the choice of hardware 
is made. This aspect is, however, outside the scope 
of this thesis. As an .indication, development 
of the software took place on a CROMEMCO Z-2H 
microcomputer capable of supporting two users. 
This system complete with two VOUs and a printer 
had a purchase price of £9 350.00 in 1980. 
c. Maintenance and Consumables 
Maintenance costs of both hardware and software 
should be considered by prospective purchasers, 
as well as the cost of paper, printer ribbons, 
and similar consumables. 
d. Cost of Preparation of Data Library 
This cost will vary considerably from organisation 
to organisation and will depend upon the extent 
to which performance data is already recorded in 
the 1 ibraries of production rates. compiled by that 
organisation. 
e. Staffing Costs 
As stated in 4.4.1.f, the use of the system should 
result in estimators being able to devote more of 
their time to considerations of alternative methods 
of construction. No reduction in the number of 
estimators is foreseen. However, some reduction 
in the requirement for comptometer staff is likely. 
Comptometer operators are suited to the task of 
bi 11 entry, and it is therefore probabl e thats9me 
staff will be transferred to this area. 
8.2.4 Concluding Comments 
The viability of the system depends to a large extent on 
the organisation contemplating its use. The INTEREST 
BUILD system is viewed as a viable system for those con-
tractors undertaking work with labour directly 
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employed by themselves. However, the system is unlikely 
to be suitable to very small contractors (usually sub-
contractors who perform specialised operations), or 
organisations whose work' load is effected predominantly 
by sub-contract labour. In the former case, the cost 
of the system is likely to prove prohibitive, and such 
organisations would be advised to make use of alter-
native computer aids to estimating such as those des-
cribed in 3.3.3. In the latter case, the extensive 
use of sub-contractors is unlikely to warrant the use 
of the facilities provided by the system. 
At the time of writing, two systems have already been 
sold and three contractors are considering' similar pur-
chases although the system has not yet been commercially 
released. This was taken as positive evidence that the 
objective. of developing software to meet the specific 
needs of the British building industry had been met. 
8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Several areas of future work are recommended by the author. 
These involve enhancements to .the estimating system, and the 
development of computer programs which make use of the estimate 
data for control purposes. 
8.3.1 Enhancements to INTEREST BUILD 
The following are the principal areas in which future 
work should be undertaken: 
a. Extension of the INTEREST BUILD classification 
Further sections of SMM 6 should be included in the 
INTEREST BUILD classification so as to widen the 
appeal of the estimating system to more contractors. 
b. Development of Interactive Sub-Routines 
This area requires extensive development, and should 
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be the subject of a detailed investigation. 
8.3.2 Development of Computer Programs for Control Purposes 
The estimating department is the first department in 
a contractor's organisation to have contact with a 
project. Estimators not only produce an estimate of 
the cost for use in a tender, but in so doing also 
assemble and organise a considerable amount of per-
tinent data relating to the project. These data are 
used primarily for the production of the estimate but 
are also of value to subsequent job control activities. 
However, the use of these assembled data in subsequent 
job control activities is limited. The reasons for this 
are that in most manually produced estimates the assembled 
data are difficult to access or interpret. These 
difficulties have led in many cases to a clear and'un-
necessary division between estimating and subsequent 
job control activities such as planning, cost control 
and measurement and valuation (52). 
The existence of a computer-aided estimating system offers 
the facility of retention of detailed and accessible 
records of the estimator,'s calculations and assembled 
data. In the INTEREST BUILD system these data are con-
ta ined in the .FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS - TENDER PRICE 
illustrated in Figure 4.1. All that is required to link 
these data with the control activities is the ability of 
these activities to access the data contained in the FILE 
OF CONTRACT DETAILS - TENDER PRICE. This is represented 
in Figure 8.1 where the FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS is the 
Same as that shown in Figure 4.1. 
At the present time no commercially available systems Which 
make use of estimators' data' exist to service these control 
activities. These are seen as being logical enhancements 
to a computer-aided estimating system. The need for such 
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,.-------, GENERATE 
AND UPDATE 
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PROGRAMS 
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PRODUCE 
CASH FLOW 
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~1EASUREMENT , 
VALUATION Arm 
PRICE 
ADJUSTMENT 
COST CONTROL 
PRODUCTI ON 
PLANNING 
CASH FLOW 
FORECASTING 
co 
systems was expressed by many estimators to whom 
the INTEREST BUILD system was demonstrated. In several 
cases the ability to use estimators' data for such 
control activities was seen as the main reason for 
adopting computer-aided estimating techniques. 
(
The author therefore recommends that further work 
undertaken in providing job control software that 
makes use of estimators' data. 
b~ 
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APPENDIX A 
SPECIFICATION OF A COMPUTER SYSTEt·1 
FOR PERFORMING ESTIMATORS' 
ARITHI~ETICAL COMPUTATIONS 
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", 
GENERAL 
This specification illustrates the features of a computer 
system designed to aid estimators in the completion of the 
arithmetical computations involved in producing priced bills 
of quantities. A flowchart of the system is illustrated in 
Figure A.I. The following operations are involved: 
the entry of basic bill of quantities infor-
mation into the computer; 
the printing out of work-sheets by the system; 
the insertion of item rates on to the work-
sheets by the estimator; 
the entry of the data contained in the work-
sheets into.the computer system by a keyboard 
operator; 
the addition of tender adjustments; and/or 
the production of reports. 
Each of these operations is described below. 
ENTRY OF BASIC BILL OF QUANTITIES INFORMATION 
This operation is similar to that described for the INTEREST 
BUILD system (see Appendix B, Chapter 4). The information that 
needs to be entered into'the system for each bill item is as 
follows: 
the bill number (if applicable); 
the section number; 
the page number; 
the item reference; 
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FIGURE A.l: Flow Chart of a Computer System for Per-
forming Estimators' Arithmetical Computations 
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the units of measurement; and 
the quantity. 
THE PRINTING OUT OF WORK SHEETS 
Work-sheets similar to those shown in Figure A.2 should then 
be printed out. These provide the basis for recording the 
estimated value of Labour, Plant, Auxiliary Plant, Materials, 
Domestic Sub-contractors, Nominated Sub-contractors, Nominated 
Suppliers and/or Provisional Sums for each bill item entered 
into the system, 
THE INSERTION OF ITEM RATES ON TO THE WORK-SHEETS 
The estimator should then enter the item rates on to the work-
sheets. These rates need to be presented in their allowable 
cost code categories of ~abour, Plant, Auxiliary Plant, Materials, 
Domestic Sub-contractors, Nominated Sub-contractors, Nominated 
Suppliers and Provisional Sums. Note that the total rate need 
not be entered; this should be automatically calculated by the 
system. An example of the data entered on to a work-sheet is 
given in Figure A.3. 
THE ENTRY OF COST DATA INTO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
This operation involves the entry of the cost data contained in 
the work-sheets into the computer system. The prompts provided 
by the system should facilitate the entry of these data relevant 
to each co;;t cod e category for a 11 items conta i ned in the bi 11 
of quantities, Due to the volume of data involved, it is en-
visaged that this task will be carried out by a keyboard operator, 
or similarly trained person. 
THE ADDITION OF TENDER ADJUSHlENTS 
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Facilities similar to those provided with the INTEREST BUILD system 
for the addition of mark-up percentages should be provided. These 
are described in Appendix B, Section 6.2. 
PAGE No 
ITEM QUANTITY UNITS LAB. 
A 10 m3 
B 5 m3 
C 100 m 
0 NR 
ITEr~ QUANTITY UNITS LAB. 
A 10 m3 /.00 
B 5 m3 
C 100 m .J. (0 
0 NR 
DaM. NOM. NOM. TOTAL 
AUX. SUB- SUB- SUPP- PROV. UNIT 
PLANT PLANT MAT. CON. CON. LIER SUMS RATE 
TOTAL COST FOR PAGE 1 
FIGURE A.2: Example of a Work Sheet for a Computer 
System for Performing Estimators' Arith-
metical Computations 
DOl·" NO~1. Nor~ . 
AUX. SUB- SUB- SUPP- PROV. 
PLANT PLANT MAT. CON. CON. LIER SUMS 
4'00 
4· 8S 
(. '1r).. o. So 
600.00 
TOTAL COST FOR PAGE 
TOTAL 
UNIT 
RATE 
TOTAL 
PER 
ITEM 
TOTAL 
PER 
ITEM 
~ 
~--------------------------------~~~~~~~~7.C~~>7TT~~r.<~~~~------------------~~ FIGURE A.3: Example of a Filled-In Work S eet or a 
Computer System for Performing Estimators' 
Arithmetical Computations. 
THE PRODUCTION OF REPORTS 
Reports should be able to be obtained at any stage after the 
entry of the basic bill of quantities information. These 
should take the form of bill of quantities listings as des-
cribed in Appendix B, Section 6.1.1. 
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USER MIl.NUAL FOR THE INTEREST 
BUILD ESTIMATING SYSm·' 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
Both the "INTEREST BUILD" system and this manual have 
been designed and written assuming that the user has 
no previous knowledge of computers or computing. 
The use of jargon and specialist phraseology has been 
eliminated wherever possible. A section on termin-
ology is included at the rear of this manual. 
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The system and contents of this document do assume that 
the user has knowledge of analytical estimating based 
upon bills of quantities, and the tender procedure for 
the award of building contracts. 
This manual contains examples of computer printout. 
In this connection it is important to note that all 
input by the user has been underlined. Everything 
else is information presented by the system. 
1. IlHRODUCTION 
1.0 GENERAL 
The software described here has been produced by a 
research team in the Department of Civil Engineering 
at Loughborough University of Technology. 
The system design has been based on the manual estima-
ting practices commonly used by building estimators. 
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The objective in designing this system has been to bring 
to estimators the facilities offered by computers with-
out major and unacceptable changes in estimators' 
current practice. 
The name given to this system is INTEREST-BUILD 
representing INTERACTIVE ESTIMATING FOR BUILDERS. 
The system is designed to aid the estimator prepare 
cost estimates for building contracts based on bills of 
quantities prepared in a variety of formats. 
Facilities are also provided for the adjudication panel 
to convert this estimate into a tender. 
1.1 KEY FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM 
The key features of the system are: 
(a) It is a computer system which aids the 
estimator - it does not replace or 
automate his task. 
(b) It is an interactive system whereby the 
estimator communicates directly with the 
computer via a Visual Display Unit (VDU). 
The calculations are thus performed at 
the pace and sequence determined by the 
estimator •. 
(c) It provides a series of detailed prompts 
or instructions to the estimator at his 
VDU. These explain to him the various 
options which may be selected at each 
stage. This also means that the user 
has little chance of making errors. 
If he does enter incorrect information 
(e.g. a number where a letter is expected), 
or does not respond correctly to a prompt, 
the system will not allow further progress 
to be made until the error has been 
rectified. 
(d) It is a very flexible system. The 
computer programs supporting this system 
are broken down into a number of small 
discrete packages. Each one of these 
is accessed by use of a word known as 
a command. The flexibility of the 
system lies in the fact that these 
commands can be used in any order, 
recalled, or the system switched off 
and started again. 
(e) It uses stored performance data supported 
by files containing data on Labour, Plant, 
Auxiliary Plant and Materials resources. 
The estimator may use this data to price 
items found in bills of quantities. 
If the data is not suitable, he can 
modify it, or enter new data for resources 
not on file. The system covers the range 
of requirements needed by the estimator 
to prepare cost estimates. 
(f) It will allow the estimator to retrieve 
and rework any item at any stage in the 
estimating process. It is also possible 
to retrieve this information after the 
tender adjudication. 
(g) It will allow the adjudication panel to 
surcharge any cost code category (i.e. 
Labour, Plant, Auxiliary Plant, Materials 
and Domestic Sub-contractors), and will 
also allow'the addition of monies to cover 
overheads and profit. 
(h) It will produce reports of the bill of 
quantities at any stage during the 
estimating and tendering process. These 
reports reflect both the direct cost and 
the tender price of the bill items in 
question. It is also possible to obtain 
reports of the quantities of resources 
used in the preparation of the estimate. 
(i) It keeps accurate records of the 
estimator's build-ups and the decisions 
taken at the adjudication meeting. 
These can be retrieved for reference at 
any stage. 
(j) It allows the estimator to price items 
on a 'unit rate' or 'spot rate' basis. 
(k) It enables the estimator to proceed with 
his calculations before having obtained 
Materials and Sub-contract quotations. 
These resources may be marked as 
'Awaiting Quotes'. As and when prices 
become available they are entered into 
the system and all occurrences of these 
resources are automatically updated. 
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(1) It is possible to price similar items 
scattered through the bill of 
quantities by pricing one typical 
item. This facility is extremely 
useful where bills are presented in 
an 'elemental' format. 
1.2 IMPORTANT COMMANDS 
The estimating system is command driven. In other 
words the user has to select a command from a list 
(or 'menu') of commands in order to instruct the 
system. In this connection it is important to note 
the following pOints: 
(a) The first two letters of any command 
are those that should be keyed into 
the VDU. (i.e. it is not necessary 
to enter more than the first two 
letters). 
(b) In certain cases the system will 
request a YES or NO command. In such 
cases all that is necessary to enter 
is Y or N as the case may be. 
(c) In all cases the RETURN key should be 
pressed following the entry of the 
required command. (Pressing the RETURN 
key instructs the VDU to send the 
command entered on the VDU screen to the 
computer. Unless the RETURN key is 
pressed, nothing will happen). 
(d) If, at any stage during the operation of 
the system, the user wishes to exit from 
the section of the program he is working 
in, AB should be keyed into the VDU. 
This command instructs the system to 
ABORT the work it is doing, and will 
return the user to the relevant Main 
Menu of commands. 
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2. AN OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM 
2.0 GENERAL 
The system is divided into three stages as shown in 
Figure 2.1: 
KEYBOARD 
OPERATOR 
ESTIMATOR 
ADJUDICATION 
PANEL 
ENTRY OF 
BILL OF 
QUANTITIES 
ESTIMATION 
OF 
DIRECT 
COST 
ADDITION 
OF TENDER 
MARK-UPS 
Figure 2.1 The Stages of the Estimating System 
Whilst Figure 2.1 suggests a sequential relationship 
between the various stages, this is not necessarily so. 
The system is command driven (i.e. the user may call 
upon a command from a 'menu' or list of commands 
displayed before him), and as such there is no set 
order for the program to run. The only proviso is 
that the. estimator can only work upon items that have 
. been entered into the system. Nevertheless, the bill 
of quantities does not have to be completely entered 
into the system before estimation of direct cost can 
start. 
In addition to the above, the estimator 
system has extra facilities available. 
described in Chapter 8. 
in charge of 
These are 
Each stage of the system is described briefly below. 
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2.1 THE ENTRY OF THE BILL OF QUANTITIES INTO THE COMPUTER 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
This aspect is described in detail in Chapter 4. It 
involves the entry of basic information contained in 
the bill of quantities into the computer system. 
The main skill required is that of competence in 
entering data at a keyboard, and the task is thus 
ideally suited to a typist, comptometer operator or 
similarly trained person. However, the estimator is 
required to pencil into the bill certain extra items 
of information. This extra information, when entered 
into the computer system, serves to prime the system 
for the preparation of various reports (e.g. an 
approximate cost of the project, a list of all items 
awaiting sub-contract quotations - see Chapter 6). 
The menu of commands available to the user when 
entering the bill into the computer is shown below: 
Full Page 
Commands al~E' ;-
FU 
SI 
GE 
ST 
- Singl. Item 
Generate Fi 11 
Stop 
A brief outline of each.command is given below: 
FULL PAGE 
SINGLE ITEM 
. GENERATE BILL 
STOP 
: This command enables the 
user to enter all the items 
contained on one page ofa 
bill of quantities into the 
computer system. 
This allows the user to edit 
or enter a single item into 
the computer. 
This command instructs the 
computer system to allocate 
space for the estimator's 
calculations. 
This command calls a halt to 
the program. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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2.2 ESTIMATION OF DIRECT COST 
The stage 6f the computer system is described in detail 
in Chapter 5. 
The menu of commands available to the estimator is 
shown below: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
. Command So .. 
Command ? 
MAIN MENU 
IN - Inspect Item 
SU - SllD-Conttact L1ll0tes 
UP - Update Prices 
AP - App I Y r,a\'J( -Ups 
PR - Print RepoY"ts 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop 
These commands are described briefly below: 
INSPECT ITEM Only items which have been 
entered into the computer 
system may be inspected. 
This command enables the 
estimator to view the build-
up (or WORK GROUP) for any 
item by entering the required 
item reference (i.e. Bill 
Number/Section Number/Page 
Number/Item Letter). 
Where the data previously 
entered into the system 
contained codes linking the 
bill items to the system's 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA, 
the estimator is presented 
with the appropriate WORK 
GROUP. 
He may then accept the WORK 
GROUP, reject it outright and 
'use another, or modify the 
original \'lORK GROUP. When 
satisfied, the estimator then 
instructs the computer to file 
(i.e. store) the WORK GROUP, 
and he may then proceed to 
inspect another item. 
In some cases it may not be 
possible to price an item 
from the computer's files 
because of the unusual nature 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
SUB CONTRACT 
QUOTES 
of that item (i.e. no 
suitable data on file). 
In these cases the estimator 
will have to build up a rate 
from first principles. 
It should be noted that at 
any point during the 
'Estimation of the Direct 
Cost' and the 'Addition of 
Tender Mark-ups', the 
estimator may return to a 
particular item and re-work 
it. In such cases the 
most recent build-up is 
retrieved in its entirety 
and may be edited as 
described above. 
This command enables the 
user to enter quotations 
for sub-contract items. 
Such prices automatically 
update these items. 
UPDATE PRICES : This command is used to 
update the resources 
contained in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES (i.e. 
Labour, Plant, Materials 
APPLY MARK-
UPS 
PRINT REPORTS 
HELP 
and Auxiliary Materials). 
Such revised information is 
then stored in the CONTRACT 
RESOURCE COST FILES. It 
should be noted that these 
revisions apply only to the 
tender in question, and that 
the original resources 
remain unchanged for use on 
subsequent contracts. 
See 2.3. 
This command may be used at 
any point during this stage 
of the preparation of the 
estimate. It enables the 
estimator to obtain reports 
detailing the cost of the 
work priced, the resources 
used, and will also identify 
those resources for which 
quotes are required. 
With frequent use of the 
system, the user will become 
familiar with the prompts 
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STOP 
provided. This command 
enables the user to suppress 
prompts if he so chooses. 
This command calls a halt to 
the program. 
2.3 ADDITION OF THE TENDER MARK-UPS 
This aspect is described in detail in Chapter 6. 
The facilities allowing the addition of tender mark-
ups are an extension of the previous stage. They 
enable the adjudication panel to adjust the direct 
cost of the estimate and so to turn the estimate into 
a commercial venture by adding sums of money to cover 
overheads and profit. 
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The menu 
in 2.2. 
below: 
of commands is the same as the one illustrated 
The relevant commands are described briefly 
ADD MARK-UPS 
PRINT REPORTS 
This command enables the 
user to adjust the cost 
price of items by using the 
SURCHARGE facility. 
Similarly money to cover 
overheads and profit may be 
added by using the OVERHEADS 
and PROFIT facilities 
respectively. 
This facility is similar to 
that described in 2.2. The 
main difference is that the 
reports produced after the 
manipulations and additions 
detailed above will relfect 
both the direct cost and the 
tender figure for the work. 
3. HOW THE SYSTEM \'IORKS 212' 
3.0 GENERAL, 
This chapter briefly describes the operation of the 
estimating system. For the purposes of explanation, 
frequent reference will need to be made to the flow 
chart of the system which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
This diagram shows the flow of information between the 
various files (or locations) within the computer system. 
It will be seen that the files may be divided into 
those which support the estimator's calculations (e.g. 
the PLANT RESOURCE COST FILE) and those which store 
the results of his calculations (e.g. the FILE AWAITING 
QUOTES). A further distinction between the supporting 
files may be made; they may be divided into those 
holding data for the whole company, and those holding 
data for a specific contract. 
3.1 COMPANY FILES SUPPORTING THE ESTIMATOR 
These files consist of COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES and 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. 
3.1.1 The COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES 
These files store resource data under the following 
cost code categories: 
Labour 
Plant 
Auxiliary Plant 
Materials 
These resources may be either SINGLE or GANG resources 
(see below) • 
In addition to the above, combinations of SINGLE 
resources from different cost code categories may be 
stored in Resource Groups. 
The number of resources stored in any of these categories 
is defined in Chapter 9, but may be altered for specific 
users requirements. 
(a) Labour Resource Cost File: 
This file contains the all-in labour 
cost per hour of the different labour 
resources normally employed by the 
company. These may be held either 
as SINGLE units or as GANGS (e.g. 2 
B-
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bricklayers + 1 labourer). In order 
to distinguish between different 
resources it is necessary to provide 
some form of identification. This 
is done by means of a code (henceforth 
referred to as the RESOURCE CODE). 
The system of resource coding used 
with INTEREST-BUILD requires all SINGLE 
labour resources to begin with the 
letter L and be followed by a number 
within the defined range. Labour 
GANGS begin with the letters LG and are 
followed by a number, also within the 
defined range. An example of the 
information contained in this file is 
given in Figure 3.2. 
Ll LABOURER E2.25 / hr 
L2 CARPENTER E3.50 / hr 
LGl CONCRETE GANG E6.75 / hr 
Figure 3.2 Example of Information Held 
on Labour Resource Cost 
File. 
(b) Plant Resource Cost File: 
(c) 
Similarly this file contains the all-in 
cost per hour of using different items 
of Plant. Costs may be stored either 
singly or' in gangs. SINGLE resources 
begin with the letter P and GANGS with 
PG, followed by a number within the 
specified range. 
) Examples of various Plant resources are 
given in Figure 3.3. 
Pl EXCAVATOR E12.00 / hr 
P2 TIPPER TRUCK E10.00 / hr 
PG3 EXCAVATOR/TRUCK E22.00 / hr 
Figure 3.3 Example of Plant Resources 
Auxiliary Plant Resource Cost File: 
This file is designed to hold items of 
Plant which are normally hired out on 
a week by week basis, (e.g. scaffolding). 
The costs are therefore stored per unit 
per week. SINGLE resources are 
identified by codes beginning with the 
21. 
(d) 
letter A and followed by a number 
within the specified range. GANG 
(or group) resource codes begin with 
the letters AG followed by a number 
within the specified range. Various 
auxiliary plant resources are shown 
in Figure 3.4. 
Al RMD PANEL 300 x 600 £0.10 / wk 
A2 RMD PANEL 300 x 900 £0.14 / wk 
A3 RMD CLAMP A £0.02 / wk 
AGl RMD WALL FMWK £1.85 / wk 
Figure 3.4 Example of Auxiliary Plant 
Resources 
Material Resource Cost File: 
This file contains prices for Materials. 
GROUPS (or GANGS) of Materials may also 
be formed. SINGLE resources begin with 
M and GROUPS with MG followed by a number 
within the defined range. Examples of 
Materials resources are given in 
Figure 3.5. 
Ml SAND £5.00 / m3 
M2 CEMENT £40.00 / TNE 
MGl CMT. MORTAR £18.00 / m3 
Figure 3.5 Example of Material Resources 
It is also possible to mark materials 
resources as 'Awaiting Quotes'. This 
aspect is described in Chapter 7. 
(e) Resource Group Cost File: 
This file allows GROUPS of resources to 
be stored which are formed from SINGLE 
Labour, Plant and Materials resources. 
It is thus possible, for example, to 
form one resource for an excavation team 
consisting of an excavator, an operator 
and fuel. All Resource Groups are 
identified by the letters XG and followed 
by a number within the specified range. 
Various Resource Groups are illustrated 
in Figure 3.6. 
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XGl EXCAV / TIPPER / OP £24.19 / hr 
XG2 CONC / PUMP / LAB £37.40 / hr 
XG3 l2mm M.S / LAB / WIRE £340.00 / TNE 
Figure 3.6 Example of Resource Groups 
3.1.2 The FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
This file contains item bUild-ups for the commonly 
recurring items of work. These build-ups are comprised 
of resources, their usage rates, and various other 
factors. In order to facilitate the storage and 
retrieval of this information, each build-up is given 
a unique WORK GROUP CODE. 
A more detailed description of the FILE OF PERFORMANCE 
DATA and the WORK GROUP CODE is given in Chapter 9. 
3.2 CONTRACT SPECIFIC FILES SUPPORTING THE ESTIMATOR 
The files consist of the CONTRACT RESOURCE COST FILES, 
and the FILE OF BASIC BILL OF QUANTITIES INFORMATION. 
3.2.1 The CONTRACT RESOURCE COST FILES 
The files contain the resources stored in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES, but updated for the contract in 
question. 
(a) Contract Labour Resource Cost File: 
This file contains the all-in labour 
rates described above updated for a 
particular tender. It is possible 
to update both SINGLE and GANG 
resources. However, updating.' the cost 
of GANG resources can only be done 
by updating the costs of the 
constituent SINGLE resources. (The 
procedure for doing this is described 
in 5.3). 
If the original COMPANY rates are 
satisfactory, they are then used 
throughout the tender. 
It is also possible to create new 
Labour resources specifically for use 
on the tender in question. 
(b) Contract Plant Resource Cost File: 
The updated Plant costs stored in this 
file are edited as described in (a). 
(c) Contract Auxiliary Plant Resource 
Cost File: 
Updated Auxiliary Plant costs are 
stored in this file. They are also 
edited in a manner similar to that 
described in (a). 
(d) Contract Material Resource Cost File: 
Materials resources may also be 
updated in a similar manner to that 
described in (a). However, due to 
the volatility of materials prices, 
frequent use of the 'Awaiting Quotes' 
facilities will be made. 
This facility allows the estimator to 
mark a material resources as 'Awaiting 
Quotes' and to proceed with his 
calculations before having obtained 
any quotations. These quotations 
are obtained in the normal manner, and, 
as and when they become available, 
they are entered into the system. 
All occurrences of that material 
resource are then automatically updated. 
This aspect is more fully described in 
Chapter 7. 
(e) Contract Resource Group Cost File: 
Resources contained in this file are 
automatically updated by the revision 
of constituent resources. It is also 
possible to create new Resource Groups 
for a specific tender. 
3.2.2 FILE OF BASIC BILL OF QUANTITIES INFORMATION 
This file contains the information entered into it 
relevant to the bill of quantities. This information 
includes the following aspects for each item: 
Bill number (if applicable). 
Sec~ion number. 
Page number. 
Item letter/number. 
WORK GROUP CODE. 
Percentage of WORK GROUP CODE. 
Domestic Sub-contract item (if applicable). 
Further details of this aspect may be found in Chapter 
4. 
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3.3 CONTRACT FILES STORING THE ESTIMATORS DATA 
These files consist of the FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-
DIRECT COST, the FILE AWAITING QUOTES, and the FILE 
OF CONTRACT DETAILS-TENDER PRICE. Their function 
is to retain the estimator's calculations, and the 
adjudication panel's decisions so as to enable data 
to be retrieved in its entirety at any stage. 
3.3.1 FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-DIRECT COST 
This file contains the results of the estimator's 
calculations. These arise from the pricing of items 
using one of the methods described below. 
(a) Items priced by WORK. GROUP CODE: 
The cost of these items is calculated 
by using the WORK GROUP CODE to locate 
the required build-up (or WORK GROUP) 
in the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. The 
system then links the performance data 
contained in the WORK GROUP with the 
latest costs stored in the CONTRACT 
RESOURCE COST FILES, and arrives at an 
item cost. This is then displayed on 
the VDU and the estimator has the 
choice either to accept the WORK GROUP 
or to modify it. 
When this has been done, the item WORK 
GROUP is stored in one of two files. 
If all cost information is complete, 
the FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-DIRECT 
COST is used, but if resources contained 
within the WORK GROUP are marked as 
'Awaiting Quotes', the WORK GROUP is 
then stored in the FILE AWAITING QUOTES. 
Once quotes have been obtained, they are 
fed into the system, the resource cost 
is updated, and the WORK GROUP is then 
transferred to the FILE OF CONTRACT 
DETAILS-DIRECT COST. 
(b), Items Priced From First Principles: 
When no suitable data is held on the 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA, the estimator 
may choose to build-up a rate from first 
principles. He can do this by choosing 
resources from the CONTRACT RESOURCE 
COST FILES, and by selecting usage rates, 
wastage factors etc. to suit the item in 
question. When satisfied with the build-
up, the item is then stored in the FILE 
OF CONTRACT DETAILS-DIRECT COST or the 
FILE AWAITING QUOTES, as the case may be. 
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(c) Items Priced Using SPOT RATES: 
This is another way the estimator may 
price an item when no data exists in 
the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. He 
accumulates allowances against cost 
code categories (i.e. Labour, Plant, 
Auxiliary Plant, Materials and Sub-
Contractors) and uses these to price 
the relevant item. The SPOT RATE is 
then stored in the FILE OF CONTRACT 
DETAILS-DIRECT COST. 
3.3.2 FILE AWAITING QUOTES 
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This file stores all build-ups containing resources 
'Awaiting Quotes' (either MATERIALS or SUB-CONTRACTORS). 
As and when suitable quotations are obtained, they 
are entered into the system and all occurrences of the 
relevant resource are automatically updated. Such 
build-ups are then automatically transferred to the 
FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-DIRECT COST. 
The 'Awaiting Quotes' facilities are described in detail 
in Chapter 7. 
3.3.3 FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-TENDER PRICE 
On completion of the preparation of the direct cost, 
the system provides facilities to enable the adjudication 
panel to add mark-ups and to manipulate rates (this is 
described in Chapter 6). The results of all such 
calculations are stored in the FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-
TENDER PRICE. 
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4.0 GENERAL 
This chapter describes the section of the system which 
enables the user to enter information contained in the 
bill of quantities into the computer. The main 
expertise required with this operation is competence 
in entering data at a keyboard and it is therefore 
envisaged that this task will be performed by someone 
other than the estimator (e.g. a comptometer operator 
or typist). 
The information that is entered for each bill item is: 
- Bill number (if applicable); 
- Section number; 
- Page number; 
- Item letter/number; 
- WORK GROUP CODE; 
- Percentage of WORK GROUP CODE (if applicable); 
- Domestic Sub~con'tract· 'item '( if-appli:cableh"", ..... ~.,. 
Certain items of this information are not available from 
the bill of quantities itself. This information needs 
to be supplied by the estimator in charge of the tender. 
This is described below. 
4.1 EXTRA INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE ESTIMATOR 
The additional information that needs to be supplied is: 
- the WORK CROUP CODE; 
- the Percentage of the WORK GROUP CODE; 
- the identification of Domestic Sub-
contract items. 
It should be noted that certain of these aspects are 
optional (i.e. need not be supplied by the estimator at 
this stage). This is described below. 
4.1.1 THE WORK GROUP CODE 
The INTEREST ·BUILD estimating system allows performance 
data to be stored in the computer and used to price 
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similar items found in bills of quantities. In order 
to locate the required data from the computer's files, 
some form of identification is required. This is 
provided by a code (the WORK GROUP CODE) which needs 
to be supplied by the estimator for items in the bill 
of quantities. This code should be pencilled into the 
bill adjacent to the item to which it refers. 
NOTE: 
- In some cases it will not be possible to 
provide a WORK GROUP CODE for certain items. 
This could occur where no suitable code 
exists, or the estimator knows that no 
relevant data. is held in the computer. 
- It is possible to allocate two WORK GROUP 
CODES to a particular item if so desired. 
- If the estimator so wishes he need not code 
up the bill at this stage. He will then 
have to enter the \"lORK GROUP CODE himself 
when pricing the various bill items. 
(See 5.2.2 (a». 
4.1.2 THE WORK GROUP CODE PERCENTAGE 
This information determines the contribution that the 
stored data, identified by the WORK GROUP CODE will 
make to the ... cost .. oLim item. __ . _It is, ... in effect, a· .-" .-'" 
multiplier which is applied to all the performance data 
included in the WORK GROUP. Thus if a \iORK GROUP 
PERCENTAGE of 110 is entered, this will increase the 
usage rates of all constituent resources by 10%. 
The percentage needs to be pencilled into the bill of 
quantities for all WORK GROUP CODES, though the program 
will automatically assume an allocation of 100 if no 
other information is entered. 
NOTE: 
- The percentage can be any figure, and need 
not add up to 100 in the case where 2 WORK 
GROUP CODES are used. 
- Where no \iORK GROUP CODE has been entered, 
it is not possible to enter a percentage. 
4.1.3 IDENTIFICATION OF DOMESTIC SUB-CONTRACT ITEMS 
The estimator should also note on the bill of quantities 
which items are to be completed by Domestic Sub-
contractors. This enables the system to recognise 
such items, and to produce the necessary prompts and 
reports for the insertion of quotes at a later stage. 
The system will allow up to 2 Domestic Sub-contract 
quotes to be expected for anyone item. 
NOTE: 
- Unless otherwise stated, Sub-contract items 
refer only to Domestic Sub-contractors. 
Nominated Sub-contractors are dealt with in 
4.2.3 A. (iii) and (iv) and Chapter 10. 
4.2 THE ENTRY OF THE BILL OF QUANTITIES 
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The system is command driven. In other words the user 
may call upon a command from a 'menu' of commands (see 
4.2.3 for an example) displayed before him to help 
enter the bill. There is no set order for the program 
to run. The user may start at any page of the bill, 
stop, continue on another page etc. However, it is 
recommended that work commences at the start of the 
first bill section, and continues through the bill. 
In this way it is unlikely that isolated pages of the 
bill will be omitted. 
The examples that follow make use of two sample bill of 
quantities pages shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. These 
have been marked up, where appropriate, in the manner 
described in 4.1. 
4.2.1 STARTING THE PROGRAM 
The procedure for switching on the computer "depends 
upon the computer on which the system has been installed. 
Details of this procedure for your computer are given 
elsewhere. 
Once this has been done it is necessary to select the 
program which allows the entry of the bill of 
quantities to take place. This is done by keying in 
WSSDPREP into the VDU and is illustrated below. 
4.2.2 THE CONTRACT IDENTIFIER AND PASSWORD 
After selecting the bill entry program, the computer 
will prompt the user for the following information: 
CONTRACT 
IDENTIFIER 
PASSWORD 
This is a combination of 
letters and numbers which 
enables the program to 
distinguish between one 
contract and another. 
This is a word which enables 
only the persons to whom it 
is known to gain access to 
the system. 
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BILL NUMBER 1 
SECTION NUMBER 1 
Mass Concrete 
A Blinding Mix A to 
bottom of trenches 
50mm thick m3 17 FI1J ~fl. 7 
B Mass Concrete Mix B 
in beds 200mm thick m3 215 5/C. 
Reinforced Concrete 
C Concrete Mix C in 
casing to steel ground 
beams, cross sectional 
area 0.3m2 m3 10 -
D Ditto in casing to 
steel beams, cross 
"F:J5 I t3:/. ~/<-sectional area 0.3m2 m3 54. .3 
. 
Reinforcement 
E 25mm mild steel rein-
forcement in steps 4.Jj/c·o 
-
8010 
and tops of dormers TONNE 23 <J,JiL.o 
-:So 10 
Formwork 
F Rough formwork to 
walls m2 176 
-
G Rough formwork to 
battering ends of 
.0 -IJ06[o w~lls 275mm wide m 42 +lFlj.oo/ 
PAGE 1 
Figure 4.1 Sample page of a bill of quantities 
.. 
SECTION NUMBER 7 
A Allow for protecting 
the whole of the 
work in this section 
·P.C. Sums 
PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING 
P.C. SUM FOR WORK TO 
BE EXECUTED BY A 
NOMINATED SUB-
CONTRACTOR 
B Work to electrical 
services in Boiler 
Room 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
Add for Profit 
Add for Attendance 
PROVIDE THE'~FOLLOWING- ".~'-'"~ ...• ". 
P.C. SUM FOR MATERIAL 
TO BE SUPPLIED BY A 
NOMINATED SUPPLIER 
Ironmongery 
Add for Profit 
PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING 
PROVISIONAL SUM 
Builder's work in 
connection with the 
adapt ion and removal 
of,existing shoring 
PAGE 209 
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El500 00 
£900 00 
£250 00 
Figure 4.2 Sample page of bill of quantities 
,-
I-
Both the CONTRACT IDENTIFIER and the PASSWORD are more 
fully described in Chapter 8. Each should be unique 
for a particular tender, and should be obtained from 
the estimator in charge of the estimating system. 
The- relevant prompts by the system are shown below. 
The correct CONTRACT IDENTIFIER and PASSWORD in this 
example are WIL and PETER respectively. It should be 
noted that all entry by the user is underlined. 
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4.2.3 ENTERING THE BILL 
c 
0 
0 
0 
Upon entering the CONTRACT IDENTIFIER and PASSWORD, the 
menu of commands shown below is displayed: 
Cou,",ands ar'e ,-
FU - Full Page 
SI - Single Iterl} 
GE - Gene, .... te Bi I i 
ST - Stop 
Cofttoar.d ? 
It is only necessary to enter the two 'command letters' 
to instigate a co~nd (i.e. FU for Full Page etc.). 
Each of these commands is described in detail below. 
A. FULL PAGE: 
This command enables the user to enter a 
complete page of a bill of quantities. 
The user is first of all instructed to enter 
the page reference (see explanatory notes 
below) and the last item reference on the 
page in question. This enables the system 
to automatically 'know' how many items are 
included in that particular page, and to 
prompt the user for information on each item. 
This is shown below. 
(1). Bill number 1, Section number 1, 
Page number 1: 
Note that the information entered by 
the user is underlined, and relates 
to the sample bill of quantities page 
given in Figures 4.1. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
'iC HJS5DPREP 
INTEREST-BUILD System 5. 
Data f'reparatiO\l Program 
/~ __ :Z::" cott~E"-r ColJTlI.lk-T Contract Identifier ? ~ ~ 
I. 1> E/J T IF' /f:1II f:l.J7fi-1I /: JJ , 
Contract does not e:dst 
End of Run 
STOP, 
9C)WS5DPREP 
INTEREST-BUILD System 5. 
Data Preparation Program 
Conu'act ldenti f ier ? WIL 
,-- 'r,.,c.o(bf.E.CT hiss Ioott) F'ass"ord ? REX > 
PassllJord ? ~ 
Access Denied 
End of Run 
S'fOP 
9C>W55Df'REP 
INTEREST-BUILD Syste~ 5. 
Data Preparation Program 
£ON" 1E J( E.~ , 
Contr-act Identifier.? lHL 
Password ? PETER 
Contract Title:-
USER MANUAL OEMOIlSTRAT ION 
Referpnce Code:- REF-99 
Tender Submission Date:- 25-12-81 
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o 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(;omra)ands are .. 
Command ? FU 
FULL F'ACE option 
FU - Full Page 
SI - Single Item 
GE - Generate Bill 
ST - Stop 
Page Ref erence ? 1/111 
Explanatory Notes on Page 
Reference: 
As shown above, the PAGE REFERENCE, 
i.e. the information enabling the 
. system to recognise the bill page 
being worked on, must be entered in 
the following manner: 
/
1/1/144--- PAGE NUMBER 
BILL \ 
NUMBER SECTION 
NUMBER 
Where the complete bill of quantities 
is contained within one document, the 
BILL NUMBER need not be entered. 
The information that would need to be 
entered in this case is shown below: 
/1/1 
SECTION ~ PAGE 
NUMBER NUMBER 
The response from the computer system 
shown below follows on from the entry 
of the PAGE REFERENCE given above. 
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o 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Bill 1 Section 1 P.q. 11 A 
Ouanti ty ? ..!Z 
Uni ts of Measurement ? ~ 
WorK Group Code [KETURH for no Codel ? FA25A.7 
Foercent.qe [RETURH for 100%) ? ...... ~- AE.T.,~/J k.elf P"'E.~SE.~ 
Sub-Contract Item 1 J! 
Bi 11 1 Section 1 Paqe 11 A 
Quanti ty 17 M3 
WOI-K Group FA2SA.7 100.00% 
OK? L 
The user now has the opportunity to 
check the data entered into the 
computer system. If it is satis-
factory the user should type in YES 
(or Y) •. The system will then proceed 
by prompting the user for data 
relevant to the next item in the bill 
of quantities, as follows. If 
the user has made a mistake NO (or N) 
should be entered. The facilities 
enabling changes to be made are 
described in (ii) below. 
NOTE: 
- On completion of the entry of 
data contained on a specified 
bill page; the menu of commands 
is displayed again. The user 
may then proceed by selecting 
FU (FULL PAGE) for the next page, 
or any of the other commands. 
- When entering the next full page 
the system will again request a 
PAGE REFERENCE relevant to that 
page. The same Bill number and 
Section number as the previous 
page will be assumed if II is 
entered instead of the Bill number 
and Section number requested, 
i.e. if you want to enter Bill 
number 1 Section number 1 Page 
number 2 following the FULL PAGE 
shown above, either of the 
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0 0 
0 Ite~ Filed 0 Bi 11 1 Section I Page I1 [t 
0 O .. \·~ntity ? 215 0 
0 
Units of Measuremf:ont ? M3 0 
wo.'K Group Code lRETUr,N t"0)" no Co~eJ ? _~E.-rUII.M KE.':f 
0 h ... :ss;:l> 0 
Sllb-Con'tract Item ?l 
0 Si 11 1 Section 1 Page 11 B 0 
0 auantity 215 M3 0 Sub-contractor Requir'ed 
0 
~J( ?.1... 0 
Item Filed 
0 Bi 11 1 Section 1 Page 11 C 0 
emant; ty ? ..!Q.. 
0 Uni ts of Measur'enH?nt ? ..!'Q.. 0 
0 Wo.'K Group Code (RETURH fo.' 110 Code] ? _____ ~ E. -rtl /(AJ /cc!:! 0 
0 
hu'- sS (a 
Sub-(;ontract Item ? ...!L 0 
0 Bi 11 I Section Page 11 C 0 Quanti ty 10 M3 
0 OK? l 0 
0 IteR. Filed 0 Bi 11 I Section 1 Page 110 
0 
Ouanti ty ? 2i. 0 
Units of Measure"ent ? M3 
0 Wo.'K Group Code [RETURN for no Code) ? H18D.3 0 
0 
, 
0 F'ercentage [RETURN for I~OXl 
" 
.. ~£ TUIQIJ /(5:1 ~j( £- :S:S,E~ 
0 Sub-Contract Item ?1. 0 
0 Si 11 1 Section 1 Page 1/ D 0 Quanti ty S4 1'13 
0 WorK Group FBI8D.3 100.00~ 0 Sub-contractor Required 
0 OK ?.1... 0 
0 
Item Filed 
Si 1.1 1 Section I Page 11 E 0 
0 
Ouanti ty ? 1l 
Units of l'IeasurE"ment ? THE 0 
0 WorK Group Code [RETURN f 0" no Code] ? GI1K.O 0 
0 f'ercentage [RETURN for 100Xl ?~ 0 
0 Sub-Contract ItED ? N 0 
0 Bi 11 1 Section 1 Page 1/ E 0 
auantity 23 TNE 
0 IJorK Gr"" p GIIK.O 80.00. O~ ? l!... 0 
0 0 
0 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Commands' :-
Command 'I ~ 
Change Ollanti ty 
Change Units of Measureroent 
- Add WorK G"OllP 
OU -
UN 
AD 
CH 
DE -
Fl 
SU 
Change F'el'cC'l1tage 
Ve I ete WorK Gl'OLl P 
Fil£:< Item 
Change to Sub-contract Itero 
Work Group Code? GIIL.O 
f'el'centage [RETURN fol' 1007.] ? ~ 
Bi I I I !;ection I Page 11 E 
Quantity 23 THE 
WorK Group I GII K. 0 60. 00r. 
Worl< GI'OUp 2 Glll,.O 50.007. 
OK ? .!. 
hem Fi led 
Bill I Section I Page 11 F 
Quanti ty ?...!Z..£... 
Uni ts 01 Meo.surerrlent ? M2 
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IIDl'K Group Code [RETURN for no Codel ? ... ~.-__ II.,,-r~II" 1(15::1 hE.ss&lJ 0 
Sub-Contract Item ? N 
Bill I Section I Page 11 F 
'Ou.nt; ty 176 M2 
OK ? Y 
Item Filed 
Bill 1 Section I Page 11 G 
Duanti ty ? 42 
Uni ts of l'i~a5ure'lent ? M 
, -
Work Group Code [RETURN for no Code] ? HAIOOH.O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o f'ercenta~e [RETURN for 100:4] ? 120 0 
o Sub-Contract IteQ ? H 0 
o I1i I I I Sec tiDn I Page 11 G 0 
(iuan'ti ty 42 M o WorK Group HAIOOH.O 120.00X 0 
OK ?..L 
o hem Filed 0 
o Cot!H:l<-~.nd5 ar~u" Fu 1I Page 0 
SI Single Ite" o GE - Generate E<i I I 0 
ST Stop 
o Command· ? 0 
o 0 
o 0 
O~------------____________ ~Q~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
following two inputs are 
correct: 
1/1/2 
//2 
Similarly, where only Section 
number and Page number are 
used, the system will assume 
the previous section number if 
/ is entered instead of the 
section number. 
- The use of the / may be extended 
to cover any reference that was 
used in the previous PAGE 
REFERENCE. Thus /3/49 would 
represent: 
Bill number 1 
Section number 3 
Page number 49 
- \'1here items are numbered (instead 
of lettered as described above), 
the use of the FULL PAGE command, 
will result in the user being 
prompted for the first and last 
Corwr.)ands 
item numbers on each page. (In 
this way the system caters for 
bills where items are numbered 
consecutively from the start to 
the' end of the bill, and bills 
where items are numbered for each 
page). 
are :-
FU - Full P.aqG 
SI E.inqle Item 
GE - Generate Bi 11 
ST - Stop 
.coMMand ~ FU 
FULL PAGE option 
Page Refel"'ence ? 3/44 
first Item on f'age ? 45 
I .•. st 1 t~r,l on f'aqe "? 2! 
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(ii) Changing the FULL PAGE data: 
In the event of the user entering any 
of the data incorrectly, the program 
provides full editing facilities. 
These are shown below. It should be 
noted that the examples given relate 
to the data entered for the sample 
bill page illustrated in (i) above. 
Changing the Quantity: 
This option allows the user to. change 
the quantity entered into the computer 
system. 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quanti ty 17 M3 
i'orK Group ·FA25A. 7 100.007-
OK ? Ji.. 
COrPmands :-
Command ? .!1lL 
Quo.ntity? 27.5 
nu ". Change Quantity 
UN - Change Uni ts of l':e:).s1.lrem~nt 
AD " Add Wor~_ Group 
CH - Change Percel1tage 
DE - De} ete Work Group 
FT " Fi le Item 
SU - Change to Sllb-contract Item 
Bill 1 Seotion 1 Page 11 A 
Ouantity 27,5 M3 
WorK Group FA2SA.7 100.00r. 
OK ? . 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
The units of measurement may also be 
changed, illustrated as follows. 
232. 
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Dill 1 Section 1 "ge 11 A 
Gu~ntity 27.5 ~3 
WorK G,'ou p FA2SA.7 100.007-
Oj( ? .!:!. 
Commands :-
QU - Chanqe Oll¥'nti ty 
UN - Chanqp Units of Measure~ent 
AD - Add WorK G"OLlp 
CH - Ch."~e Percentage 
DE - Delete ~orK Group 
fl - F i I e 1 tern 
SU Change to Sub-contr.ct Ite~ 
Comund ? UN 
Units of Me~surernent ? CU M 
Bill 1· Section 1 P.Qe 11 A 
Quantity 27.S CU M 
Wo,'K Croup FA2S·A.7 100.00r. 
OK ? 
Adding a WORK GROUP: 
It is possible to add two work groups 
togethe~_ This has already been 
shown in the entry of page 1 above 
(see item E). 
Changing the Percentage: 
The WORK GROUP percentage may be 
changed as shown below. 
Dill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quantity 27.5 CU M 
Wo,'K C,'oup FA2SA.7 100.007-
OK? JL 
Comn)ands ;. 
Command ? ~ 
QU - Chan~e Uu.ntity 
UN Change Units of Measurement 
AD - Md Work Croup 
CH - Change Per'centage 
DE - Delete Wor~ Gruup 
PI Fi I e I tern 
SU Char.~e to Sub-contract It~m 
F'ercent.ge [RETURN. for 100~J ? 90 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Qu.ntity 27.5 CU M 
Wo,'K Croup FA2SA.l ~0.00r. 
OK ? 
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Where two WORK GROUPS have been 
entered into the system, it is possible 
to select the percentage to be changed. 
This is done by choosing the relevant 
WORK GROUP and entering the new 
percentage as shown below. 
Bi II 1 Section 1 Page 11 E 
Ouantity 23 TNE 
. Wor~ G.,oup 1 GIIK.O 80.00r. 
Wor~ Group 2 GIIL.O 50.007. 
OK ? J:!. 
Commands :-
QU - Change Ouantity 
UN - Change Units of Measurement 
CH - Change Percentage 
DE - Delete WorK Group 
FI - Fi le Ite" 
SU - Change to Sub-contract Item 
Command ? CH 
.--
WorK Group 1 or 2 ? _1_ 
Percentage (RETURN for 1007.) 1,75 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 E 
Quanti ty 23 TNE 
. WorK Group 1 GllK.O 75.00X 
WorK Group 2 GllL.O. 50.00r. 
OK? . 
Deleting a WORK GROUP: 
It is possible to delete the WORK 
GROUP CODE if so wished. 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
auantity 27.5 CU M 
WQ.'K G.,oup FAZ5A. 7 90. OOX 
eK 7 N 
CODlmands t-
Command 1 DE 
au - Change Huantity 
UN Change Units of Measureu.ent 
AD - Add WorK Group 
CH Change Per'centage 
.,DE - De I ete WorK Group 
FI - File Ite" 
SU - Change to Sub-cont.'act Ite~ 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
auantity 27.5 CU M 
OK 1 
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Where two WORK GROUP CODES have been 
entered for an item, it is possible 
to select which one is to be deleted. 
This is done by choosing either the 
first code (WORK GROUP 1) or the 
second code (\'lORK GROUP 2) as shown 
below. 
9i II 1 Section 1 l'age 11 E 
auantity 23 TNE 
WorK GI'OUp 1 GllK.O 75.00% 
WorK Group 2 GllL.O 50.001. 
OK ? H 
Commands • 
au - Chanqe lluanri ry 
UH - Change Units of MeaSurec,lent 
CH - Change Percentage 
DE - Dolete WorK Group 
FI - File Item 
SU - Cha\llJe to Sub-contt3ct Item 
Command ? DE 
WorK Group 1 or 2 ? 2 
E:i II 1 Section 1 Page 11 E 
Guanti ty 23 THE 
Work Group GllK.O 75.001. 
OK ? 
Filing the Item: 
This command instructs the system to 
store the information previously 
displayed. 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quantity 27.5 CUM 
OX ? Ji. 
Commands ,-
au - ChQn~~ Quantity 
UN - ChanqC? Units of Measurement 
AD - Md WorK Group 
FI - Fil e Itell 
SU - Chan~e to ·Sub-contract Ite. 
Command ? ..El 
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Changing an item to a sub-contract 
item: 
It may be required to change an item 
to mark it as being done by a sub-
contractor. 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Ouantity 27.5 CU M· 
WorK GI'OUp FA25A.7 90.007. 
OK ? N 
ComDlands :-
QU - Change Quantity 
UN - Change Units of Measllrement 
AD - Add WorK "roup 
CH - Chanqe f'ercentaqe 
DE - De 1 ete WorK GroLlp 
FI - File Item 
SU Change to Sub-contract I'tem. 
Command ? .mL 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quantity 27.5 CU M 
WorK Group FA25A. 7 \'0. 00r. 
Sub-contractor Requireet 
GK ? 
Changing a Sub-contract item to non-
Sub-contract: 
It may be required to change an item 
previously entered as a sub-contract 
item to one not being undertaken by a 
Sub-contractor. This is shown below. 
8i 11 1 Section 1 Po.ge 11 A 
[luantity 27.5 CU M 
WorK Group FA25A.7 90.00% 
Sub-contf'actor Required 
OX ?.!!.. 
Commands :-
Co~~and ? NS 
QU - Chal)ge Ouan~lty 
UN - Change Units of Measurement 
AD Add WorK Croup 
CH - Change Percentage 
DE Delete worK Group 
F.l - File Item 
NS - Change to Non-Sub-contract Item 
SN - Change Number of Sub-contrar.tol~S 
Eti 11 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quantity 27.5 CU M 
WorK (;roup FA25A.7 90.00% 
OK ? 
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Changing the number of Sub-
contractors: 
It is also possible to change the 
number of Sub-contract quotes required 
for a particular item. The system 
will allow up to 2 Sub-contract quotes 
to be awaited for anyone item. The 
manner in which this may be done is 
shown below. 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 1/ & 
Quantity 215 M3 
Sub-col1t)"Cl.ct'ol" Required 
OK ?.JL 
Co!:"rr;a.nos :-
Cc:,1mand ? SN 
au - Change Quantity 
UN Change Units of Measurement 
AD - Add WorK Group 
Fl - File Item 
NS - Change 'to Non-Sub-contract Item 
SH Change Number of Sub-contractors 
Number of Sub-contractors ? 2 
Si 11 1 Section 1 Page 1/ B 
Ouanti ty 215 M3 
2 Su!l-col"l'tractors Req"uired 
OK? l 
(lii) Section number 7, Page number 209: 
The printout shown below illustrates 
the entry of Section 7 Page 209 of the 
bill of quantities shown in Figure 4.2. 
Command~ al-e t-
CONlllCl. nd ? FU 
FULL PAGE option 
fU - full Page 
Sl - Single Item 
GB - Generate 8111 
ST - Stop 
Paqe Reference 7 71209 
Last Ite .. on raqe 7.£ 
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Section 7 Paqe 209/ A 
Quanti ty 7 ..... ! eJ.JTf'II.clO 
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Where zero is entered as a quantity 
the system assumes that the item in 
question falls into one of the 
categories shown. The user should 
then select the appropriate command. 
I Confil~m that this is a no-qll~nt'i ty Item 1 Y 
Commands ::~ 
IT - Item 
Sf-' - Prime Cost - NOfllinated Su~plier 
se - Prime Cost - NOlllinatel1 Sub-ContractD\" 
PS "Provisional Slun 
AT AttendcHlce All oll.lance 
PR - Prof itA 1 IOlllance 
Section 7 Page 209/ A 
Item 
OK? l 
Item Pi 1 ed 
Section 7 Page 209/ F 
Ouantity ? .. I!£Ttu41J kE!3 I'ItE.S:SE~ 
Confirm that thi~ is a no-quantity Item? Y 
Commands t-
! COnlll~a nd ? se . 
f'rime Cost? 1500 
IT - Item 
SP - Prime Cost" - Uominated Supplier 
se - Prinle Cost - ticminated 5utJ-Contract'or 
PS - Provisional SUlI} 
AT Attendance AI lo~ance 
p~ - Profit Allowance 
SP.ction 7 Page 209/ B 
PricH! Cost 
(No.lIlinated Sub-Contractor) 
$1,500.00 
OK ?..L 
Item Filed 
Section 7 f'age 209/ C 
Quantity? .. I/.£Tull/N k.E!1 fJA.£6:5E:), 
Ccmfirm that this is Cl. no-quantity ItEnI ? .r... 
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Conlmands • 
Cor,lmand ? PR 
IT - iteM 
SP - Prime CO!:.t - NOMinated Supplier 
se - Pt'lme Cost - No",im\ted Sll,b-Cont)"'Clctor' 
PS - Provisional Sum 
AT - Attendance All OI1Jance 
PR - I-'rofi tAil oIQance 
Profit AllOtrlance on:- ///B 
Uot a val id Refer'ence 
Please re-enter' :: //li 
Soction 7 Page 2091 e 
P.C. Frofit on Section 7 Page 2091 D 
OK ? Y 
Ite" I'i 1 ed 
Section 7 Page 2091 D 
[Juanti ty ? ... A~TUA./J "I'o'd ,411.£6S£'1> 
Confirr.l that this is a no-quarrtity Item? Y 
CODlfllands ::-
Conlmand ? AT 
IT - Ite" 
Sf' - Prime Cost - Not.'linated Supplier 
se - Prime Cost - r~omin~ted' Sub-Contractor 
PS - Provisional Sum 
AT Attentianc.e Ai i Oll,li'.nce 
F'R - F'rofit Allo:nnce 
AttendancE' Al tCI!Jam:e on:- lIB 
Section 7 rage 2091 D 
Attendance on Section 7 Page 2091 B 
OK ?L 
Item Fi 1 ed 
Section 7 Page 2091 E 
Ouant:ity? """'c-____ I.£T"'W· Kf'-!i ~1i.£6$1C:! 
Confirm that this is a no-quantity Item? 't 
.Commands ;-
Co.mand ? 2 
Prir,l~ Cost? 900. 
IT 
SP 
se 
PS 
AT 
PR 
Item 
f'rinle Cost· NOnlinated 5uppt ier 
- Prime Cost - Nomlnated Sub-Contractor 
Provisional Sun1 
Attendance All otlJance 
- f'rof itA I IOlllance 
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Soction 7 Page 2091 E 
F'I~il!ie Cost 
(Nooinatad Supplier) 
$900.00 
OK ? Y 
Item Filed 
Section 7 F·age 2091 F 
Ou~ntity ? .E~---------
Confir-m that 'this is a nO~Quantity Item? Y 
Commands :-
Command? PR 
IT 
SP 
SC 
PS 
AT 
PR 
Item 
Prime Cost - Nominated Supplier 
Prim€' Cost - NO:JIinated Sub-Contractor 
F'rcvi siona.1 5u!JI 
Attendance All Olllance 
Profit Allowance 
Profit Allo~ance on:- liE 
Section 7 Page 2091 F 
P.C. Profit on Section 7 Page 2091 E 
ay. ? l 
Item Fil ed 
Section 7 Page 2091 G 
Ouantity? " -RETHt41J Kf.'j ,oJll.£:s":s".e.) 
Confir'm that this is a no-quanti ty Item? '( 
Commands :-
Command ? PS 
IT Item 
SP - Prime Cost - Nominated Suppl ter' 
se - Prime Cost - Nominated Sub-Contracto," 
PS Provisional Sum 
AT Attendance All OI'Jance 
PR - Profit Allowance 
Pravi siona 1 Sum '? 250 
Section .7 .. Rage 2091 G 
P .... ov. Slim 
$250.00 
OK ? Y • 
Item Filed 
Commands are :-
COnlmilnd ? 
FU - Full Page 
SI Singl. Item 
GH - Generate Bill 
51 - Stop 
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(iv) Changing the FULL PAGE data 
(continued): 
The examples below all refer to Section 
number 7, Page number 209 (i.e. Figure 
4.2) • 
Changing a P.C. or Provisional Sum: 
The prompts for changing the sums entered 
for P.C. sub-contractors, P.C. suppliers 
and Provisional sums are all similar to 
those shown below. 
Section 7 Page 2091 B 
F'rinle ·Cost 
(Nominated Sub-Contractor) 
$1,500.00 
OK ?....tL 
Com:tl?nc\s ,-
CS - Change SUM 
DF - De I ete Item from File 
CT - Change Type 
FI - File Item 
CO!,\lIi1~.nd ?..f.L 
Sum ? 2500 
Section 7 Page 2091 fi 
PI~ime Cost 
(Nominated Sub-Contractor) 
~2,500.00 
OK ? 
Changing the type of 'no-quantity' 
item: 
This may be done as shown below. 
Section 7 Page 20S'I C 
P.C. Pr'of i t on Section 7 PaQE' 2091 B 
OK ? N 
Commands . 
Cl - Change Item this is Profit on 
DF - Delete Item from File 
eT - Change Type 
FI - File Ite" 
COlllmand ? .f!. 
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COr.lmands .. 
IT - Iterll 
SF' - PriME' Cos.t - Nominated 5uppl ier 
se F'rillle Cost - Nominated Sub-Con-tractor 
PS - Provisional Sum 
AT - Attendance AllolIJance 
PR - Profit Allowance 
COIT,mand ? & 
Section 7 Paqe 2091 C 
Attendance on Section 7 F'aqe 2091 B 
OK ? 
Changing the item referred to for 
Profit and Attendance: 
The item referred to in Profit and 
Attendance items may be changed as 
shown below. 
Section 7 F'aqe 209/ C 
At~end.,nce on Section 7 Page 2091 ~ 
OK ? N 
Commands :-
CQl!!lIHmd ? C.l 
Cl - Change Item this is Attendance on 
DF - Delete Item from File 
c'r - Change Type 
Fl - fi I e I te. 
B\II Item this is Attenctance on ? IliA 
Not a va'id Reference 
Please re-enter: IIA 
Section 7 Paqe 2091 C 
Attendanc~ on Section 7 Paqe 2091 A 
OY, ? Y 
. 
B. SINGLE PAGE: 
The main use of this command is to enable the 
user to make changes to the bill of quantities 
once it has been entered into the computer 
system. These changes may result from 
instructions obtained from the professional 
quantity surveyor, or from incorrect entry of 
data. The manner in which this may be done 
is illustrated as follows. 
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Commands are ;-
FU - Fu I I Page 
SI - Single Item 
GE - Generate Bi 11 
ST - Stop 
COMand ? SI 
SINGLE ITEM option 
Item Reference ? IIIIIID 
Itenl is already on File. Do you wish to Inspect i't."(...L 
Bill I Section I Page II D 
auanti ty 54 M3 
WorK Group FBI8D.3 IOO.OOX 
Sllb-contractor Required 
OK ? J:L 
Commands .. 
Cor.,mand ? 
au - Change Quantity 
UN - Chanqe Units of Measurement 
AD - Add WorK GI'OUp 
CH Change F'el"centag~ 
DE - De I ete WOI'K Group 
FI - Fi I e Item 
r.!S - Change to Non-Sltb-contl"act Item 
Sri - Change Number' of Sub-contl'actors 
The editing facilities provided are simdlar to 
those described in A. (FULL PAGE) above. 
NOTE: 
Changes may only be made to items in the 
manner described above before they are 
INSPECTED by the estimator. 
(See Chapter 5). 
Where items have already been INSPECTED, 
the user will not be able to make any 
changes, and will receive a display 
similar to that shown as follows. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
(' 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() 
Command ? SI 
SINGLE ITEM option 
Item Reference? llllllE 
Itet\ is already on File. Do you IIJish to 111~pect it? 1... 
Bill 1 Section 1 Pa~e 11 E 
QlI?, nt i tl' 23 TNE 
"orK Grollp G1IK,0 75.007-
~tet:l already Priced by F.stinlator 
Command3 are ~-
Command ? 
FU - Full Pa~e 
SI - Single Item 
GE - Generate ~ill 
ST - Stop 
C. GENERATE BILL: 
This command serves two purposes: 
(i) it instructs the computer system to 
check through the bill items entered 
and to ensure that they are in the 
correct sequence; 
(ii) it instructs the system to allocate 
storage space for the estimators 
calculations that will follow in the 
next stage of the estimating process. 
Commands are :-
FU - Full Page 
SI - Single Item 
G£ - Generate ~ill 
5T - Stop 
, CO,mm?,nd'! g 
I , , 
, GENERATE B!LL option 
7 bill items now on file 
End of Run 
STOP 
NOTE: 
It is only necessary to use this command 
when the whole bill has been entered into 
the computer system. 
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o 
D. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Q 
STOP: 
As the command suggests, this instruction 
allows the user to stop work. He may do so 
at any stage during the entry of the bill 
items. Those items which have already been 
entered are retained by the computer. 
Upon re-starting work, the remaining items 
may be entered by using the commands 
described above. 
Co"mr'lands are :-
FU - Full Page 
SI - Single It'enl 
GE Generate Bi 11 
ST - Stop 
Command ? ST 
End of Run 
STOP 
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5. CALCULATION OF ITEM RATES 246 
5.0 GENERAL 
The estimating system enables the user to price bill 
items using data from a library of l'lORK GROUPS already 
stored in the computer. This allows item rates to be 
calculated usingtreditional unit rate methods. The 
link between the data library and the item which is 
to be priced is made by use of a WORK GROUP CODE as 
previously described. 
In certain cases it will be found that no suitable WORK 
GROUP CODE or performance data exists. In these 
instances the system provides alternative facilities 
which enable the estimator to build up a rate from 
first principles. This may be done either on a unit 
rate or a 'spot' rate basis and is described below. 
5.1 STARTING THE PROGRAM 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
The computer system should be started using the standard 
procedure. Once this has been done it is necessary to 
select the program which allows the estimating calcula-
tions to be performed. This is done by typing WS5RUN 
into the VDU. The system will then request the 
CONTRACT IDENTIFIER and PASSWORD for the contract in 
question. This information should be obtained from 
the person in charge of the estimating system (see 
Chapter 8). The system will then respond by displaying 
a menu of commands. This is the Main Menu of commands 
from which all estimating facilities originate. 
9C)WS5RUN 
INTEREST-BUILD System 5. 
ES1:i'lator' 5 Progralll 
Contract Identi fiel" ? WIL 
P"assulord ? BLUE 
Cown'act is:: 
USE~ MAtlUAL DHI0I1STRATION 
MAIN MENU 
CQfl)fll:llicts :-
Coml'land ? 
IN - In5pect Item 
SU - Sub-Contr·ac·t Quotes 
UP Upd"ate Prices 
AP - Apply Mork-Ups 
PR - Print Reports 
HE ·Set HELP Level 
S1 - Stop 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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The commands included in this menu provide the estimator 
with the necessary facilities to enable him to price 
items found in bills of quantities. In order to 
instigate the required option, all that is necessary is 
for the user to enter the first two letters of that 
command. Each command relevant to the estimating 
procedure is described below. 
5.2 INSPECTING ITEMS 
This command enables the estimator to inspect the items 
entered into the system by the keyboard operator (as 
described in Chapter 4). 
It is important to note that all items need to be 
INSPECTED by the estimator for them to be included in 
the final estimate figure (i.e. to be transferred to 
the E'ILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS - see Chapter 3). 
The only exceptions to this rule are: 
- items only requiring the entry of a Domestic 
Sub-contract quote do not have to be 
INSPECTED (see 7.2). 
- P.c. sums and Provisional sums do not have 
to be INSPECTED (see 10.2). 
- items for profit on Nominated Suppliers and 
Nominated Sub-contractors do not have to be 
INSPECTED (see 6.2.2 and 10.3.1(a». 
After entering the IN command, the estimator is then 
requested to enter an ITEM REFERENCE. This should be 
done by using one of the two methods shown below: 
BILL ~/l/l/l/A~ITEM LETTER/NUMBER 
NUMBER . \ 
SECTION PAGE 
NUMBER NUMBER 
~l/l/A __ 
~ r ITEM LETTER/NUMBER 
SECTION 
NUMBER PAGE 
NUMBER 
The method which is appropriate to the tender in question 
will already have been defined to enable the entry of the 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
, . 
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bill to take place (see Chapter 4). It will therefore 
be necessary to check to ensure that the same method 
is chosen.· (For further explanatory notes on this 
aspect see 4.2. 3.A. (1». 
IIAIN MENU 
Commands ~ 
Co.mand ? IH 
IN -
SU -
UP -
AP . 
PR -
liE 
ST -
INSPECT ITEM option 
Inspect ltelu 
Sub-Cor;tract: Quotes 
Upd~te Prices 
Apply MarK-Lips 
F'rint f\epo)~ts 
Set HELP Le ... el 
Stop 
Item Reference? IIIIIIA 
Pricing Item from Data Libr~ry 
There will then be a short pause while the 
locates the data relevant to this item. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
system 
At this stage the system provides 3 different facilities: 
- \'/here a WORK GROUP CODE has been entered 
into the system (as described in Chapter 4), 
the relevant WORK GROUP will be displayed. 
- Where no WORK GROUP CODE has been entered, 
alternative facilities are provided to 
enable the estimator to build up a rate from 
first principles. 
- Facilities are also proved to enable the 
estimator to build up a rate on a 'spot' 
basis. 
These facilities are illustrated below. 
possible the examples given relate to the 
of quantities page shown in Figure 4.1. 
Wherever 
sample bill 
5.2.1 PRICING AN ITEM USING A WORK GROUP CODE 
In the example follOWing, a WORK GROUP CODE has been 
entered into the system at the bill entry stage (see 
Chapter 4). 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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COflllllands :-
COlflfl13nrJ ? ..!!i. 
I'IAIN MENU 
IN - lnsp~ct Item 
SU - Sub-Contract Quot~s 
UP - Upd~te Prices 
AP - Apply Mark-Ups 
PR - Pr!nl Reports 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop 
INSPECT ITEM option 
rt~m R~f~rence ? 1/1/1/A 
Pricing Item from D~tB Lihrary 
Bil.! 1 S-::clion 1 F'a~'::: 1/ A 
g~2ntity 17 M3 
Work ·Group FA2SA.7 
CONCRETE IN BLINDING N.E. 10DMM THICH (50 TO IOOMM) (B~RROW 25M) 
Cod·? 
L2 
Cod·? 
MI05 
Oe5crjption 
-----------
LABOURER (CONC) 
D-::scription 
-----------
CONCRETE 
TOTAL LABOUR 
TOT~L MATERIAL 
CostJHF: 
---------
$2.85 
N·:!t. 
Cost/Unit 
--_.------
$!9.00/M3 
COST/M3 
COS1/M3 
TOTAL NET COST/M3 
Wo::j~ht 
Usa9~ Factor 
--- ---
2.650 100.07-
WBstzS'es 
Usa g.:: Per Un i t 
--------
1.000 7.5X 
Cost/M3 
---------
$7.S5 
Cost/M3 
---------
'$20.43~ 
This display represents the WORK GROUP stored in the 
system under the code FA25A.7. 
[~ 
If the estimator wishes to make any change to this WORK 
GROUP or if he wishes to file it away, the RETURN key 
should be pressed. The note below will then be 
displayed by the computer. 
BILL ITEM EDIT option 
There will then be a short delay, after which the sub-
menu below will be displayed. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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Commands·:-
Command 7 
OU - Change Bill Ite~ Quantity 
UN - Chanqe Units of Measui"elllent 
FI - FILE Bill ltenl 
VI - VIEW WorK CI"OUPS 
RR - Display Resource Reconciliation 
LU -' LlIn:p Other Bi 11 Ite". with this One 
RP - Reprice It'etl) 
CH - Change Percentage of work group 
ED - Ed i t tlJorK qra,,, p 
DE -.Delete "arK group 
AD - Add worK group 
Each of these commands is described below. It is only 
necessary to enter the first two letters of a command 
in order to call up the facilities provided. 
(a) Changing the Bill Item Quantity: 
This command may be used to change the 
bill item quantity presented in the item 
build-up above. 
Command ? .Q!! 
Input New Ouanti ty for Bi 11 Ite:. '( ~ 
(b) Changing the Units of Measurement: 
If the units of measurement have been 
incorrectly entered, they may be changed 
by using this facility. 
Comnand 7 UN 
Uni ts of Measurement ? CU I"i 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
~ n 
(c) Filing the Bill Item: 
When the estimator is satisfied with the 
build-up, he may instruct the system to 
store it by USing this command. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
'COlilflland 
°rilll 
Command. ? LL 
It~m Filed 
NOTE: 
FILING the item does not stop 
the estimator changing it again 
at a later stage. If he does 
wish to make an alteration, he 
may INSPECT it as described above. 
After having FILED an item, the following 
prompt will be displayed by the system. 
IN2PECT ITEM option. 
Item Reference? . 
This enables the estimator to INSPECT a 
new item by entering that item's Bill/ 
Section/Page/Item reference. 
(d) Viewing the WORK GROUP: 
7 ,'! 
It is possible for the estimator to view 
the WORK GROUP by using this command. 
He may wish to do this to see the effect 
of the changes he has made. 
S~ction 1 Pa~e 1/ A 
. Q0anli~~ 25 CU M 
() Work Group fA25A.7 
CONCRETE IN ~·L!NDING N.E. lQOMPI THICf~ <50 TO lO(tMM) (E;ARROlr! 25M) 
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o 
o 
() 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
O·-~---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
. Wei~ht· 
O :~~~ ~ ~~~~:~~_l_i~~ C_o_~~~~~__ Us~~,::: Factor Cost/elJ M -------- - 0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
L2 
Colj~ 
----
MI0S 
LAf.OUF:£R (CONC) '$2.85 
N~l. 
DI?5Cr i Pt ion Cost/Unit 
----_.------
---------
CONCEETE '$19.0DIM3 
TOTAL LABOUR COST/CU n 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST/CU M 
TOTAL NET COST/CU M 
2 .. 650 
Usa!'.;. 
1.000 
100.0:, 
W~~ta!·::s 
Per Uni t. 
--------
7.SX 
l7.55 
1.20.43 
$27 .. 98 
17.55 
C<:·s t.'CU M 
--- .. _----
$20.43~ 
0 
0 
o 
o 
.' 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(e) Displaying the Resource Reconciliation: 
~is facility enables the estimator to 
view the total quantity of resources 
used in the build-up. 
RESOURCE [,£CONCILIATlOtl pption 
Code D~s(riptjon 
L2 LABOURER (CDNC) 6t .• 25 Hr, 
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o 
o 
o 
111 O~ cOt:Cf:nr. IIIX A 26.8i5 CU N 0 
NOTE: 
p)'(?SS r~ErURH to cont i.nuc 
This facility aggregates all 
occurrences of similar resources 
contained within a build-up. 
For example, if a build-up 
contains a particular resource 
which is used to perform several 
operations (e.g. a carpenter 
mak!ng, fixing and striking an 
item of formwork), all hours 
expended by the carpenter are 
collected into a total number of 
hours. 
Where resource GANGS are used, the 
RECONCILIATION splits them up into 
their constituent resources. 
For example a brickwork gang 
consisting of 2 bricklayers and 1 
labourer will be presented in the 
RECONCILIATION in terms of brick-
layer hours and labourer hours (and 
not in GANG hours). 
(f) Lumping other Bill Items with this one: 
This command instructs' the computer system 
to search for all bill items which have 
been entered into the system with the same 
WORK GROUP CODE as the item being worked on. 
It is then possible to price all these items 
in an identical manner to the item being 
worked on. 
In the example below there are 4 other 
items contained in page 3 of the bill 
which have been entered with the same WORK 
GROUP CODE as Bill 1, Section 1, Page 1, 
Item A. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
\ 
Item ~iled 
LUMP ITEMS option 
List of Bill References 
-----------------------
Si 11 
Si 11 
Bill 
Bi 11 
1, 
1 
1 
1 
Section 
S~ctlon 
Section 
Section 
1 
• 1 
1 
Page 3/ A 
Page 3/ B 
Page 3/ C 
Page ,3/ D 
The system then provides the estimator 
with the facility to add to or delete 
from this list of bill items. In the 
example below an additional item B on 
page 2 of' the bill of quantities is 
considered similar to the items being 
worked on, and is added to the list. 
Commands ,-
AD - Add Bill Reference 
DE - Delete Bill Reference 
FI - Fi le all References 
Command ? ~ 
Item Reference ? 1/li2lB 
List of Bill References 
-----------------------
Ei 11 1 Section 1 Page 21 B 
Bi 11 1 Section 1 P',ge 3/ A 
Bi 11 1 Section 1 Pa~e 3/ B 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 3/ C 
[<ill 1 Section 1 Page 3/ D 
It is also possible for the estimator 
,to delete an item from this list. 
In the example below Bill 1 Section 1 
Page 3 Item D is removed from the list. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~otllil\anas- :-
AD - Add sill Reference 
DE - Delete Bill Reference 
F! - File all References 
Item Reference ? 1/1/3/D 
List of Bill References 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 2/ 8 
Si 11 1 Section 1 Page 3/ A 
Eti 11 1 Section 1 Page 3/ 8 
Bil; 1 Section 1 Page 3/ C 
When the estimator is satisfied with 
the list of bill items to be priced 
in the same way as the item he .is 
working on, he should FILE the list. 
This command automatically prices all 
items in the same manner as the 
original item. 
t.:or.:ma!'ltts ,-
AD - Add Bi 11 Reference 
DE - Delete Bill Reference 
FI - File all References 
Co:nmand ? Fl 
All 
Ref (?rence Fi led - Di 11 1 Section 1 Page 21 B . 
Reference Filed Bi 11 1 Section 1 Page 3/ A 
Ref erenc;e F~ 1 ed - Poi I I 1 Section 1 Page 3/ B 
Reference Fi)ed - Bill 1 Section 1 Pa~e 3/ C 
References been 
NOTE: 
Filed 
It is not possible to make any 
changes to the LUMPED items. 
It is only possible to change 
the original item, and in that 
case all the LUMPED items will 
reflect the alterations. 
(g). Removing the Pricing Information: 
This co~d removes all pricing informa-
tion for the item in question. 
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o 
o 
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o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
() 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Co"o~nd ? RP 
Removinq Price InforRlation 
The system then provides the estimator 
with alternative ways of pricing the 
item. These options are described 
in detail in 5.2.2. 
PRICE ITEM option 
COJ':lsnands :-
RN - KnONn Group 
UN - UnXnoltm Group-
SP - Spot Rate 
IN - Included In 
Press RET:JRN 'to retll.rn to Main Menu 
CO!r.!'!Iand 7 
(h) Changing the Percentage of the WORK 
GROUP: 
This facility allows the estimator to 
change the percentage which is applied 
to the whole WORK GROUP. In the 
example below, all usage rates contained 
in WORK GROUP FA25A.7 will be multiplied 
by 150%. 
Cc,lI';r,:a11'.1 "? CH 
!nput' Ne~o ~orK Gr'oup Percentage? 150 
If the estimator wishes to see the 
effect of this change he should use the 
VI command shown below. . 
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o COBlffii.md ?...Yl o 
o ~ill 1 Scctic", I Paqc 11 A o 
{lUanti ty 25 CU M o I)u\'l( Group FA2~r .• 7 ISO. Or. 0 
CONCRETE IN D!.JlmING N.E. 100rtM THICK (SO TU 1001'1M) (I<ARRoW 25~~ _____ • ________ _ 
~~~~----------------------------------------------------------o . Weight 
Cost llil< Us"ge Factol' Description Cost/CU M 
---------
~IO.93. 
Cost/GU 11 
.--------
Code 
o 
o 
I.~ LABour,ER (CoNC) 
----.----
$2.7S 3.9/S 100. Or. 
Net, ,Was t?ges 
Cost/Unit Usage Per" Unit 
---------
.-------
Description CoOe 
----------- $27.00/CU 1.500 7.~Z $43.54 o 1'l10S COllCRETE MIX A 
-----------------------------------
--------------------------------------------o 
o 
TOTAL LABOUR COST/CU M 
TOTAL roATERiAL COST/CU M 
TOTAL NET COST/CU M 
"10.9J 
$43.S4 
$S4.47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
() -------------------------------------------------;.;~~~-~~~~~~-~:-~~~~~~:~------ () 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(i) Editing the WORK GROUP: 
If the estimator wishes to make any 
change to ~e resources used in the 
WORK GROUP, he should use this command. 
A sub-menu will then be displayed, the 
contents of which are described below. 
Command 1~ 
EDIT WORK CROUP option. 
Conlmands :-
Co~mand ? 
AD - Add resource 
DE - Deiete resource 
CH - Chonge resoul~ce 
VI - Vie" bi:l iHm 
Adding a Resource: 
This command allows the estimator to 
add a new resource into the WORK GROUP. 
Each resource is identified by a RESOURCE 
CODE, and the estimator will have to 
locate the required resource from a print-
out of resources held on the COMPANY 
RESOURSE COST FILES (see 8.9). 
In the example below, the estimator 
decides to add in a dumper. He finds 
that the RESOURCE CODE for the dumper is 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
P3 and enters this code into the system. 
The commands that follow (i.e. Descrip-
tion Extension? and Usage Rate? are 
described in 5.2.2.(b». 
Commands . 
AD - Add resource 
DE De' ete re-sour"ce 
CH - Change resource 
VI - Vie;!J bi I1 item 
Command ?.-M.. 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? £2 
Description· DUMPER 1M3 
Cost 3.500 $/HR (used) 
OK? 1... 
Description ["I.H'nsion ? 
'" 
~E.TU~IJ K15 f:f iJl(£:55£); 
Usage Rate ? ~ 
Resource Code (END 'to finish) ? ENP 
NOTE: 
Command ?...ruL 
Resource Code 
It 'is also possible to create a 
new SINGLE and GANG resource at 
this stage, i.e. if no suitable 
resource is held on the CONTRACT. 
RESOURCE COST FILES (see Figure 
3.1) a new one may be entered. 
This is done by calling up a 
RESOURCE CODE that has not been 
used before. In the example 
below a new SINGLE resource is 
entered. 
(END to finish) ? M203 
Reseul"ce not on Fi 1 e 
Do you wish to enter a new Resource ? Y 
Description ? PLASTISIZER 
Cost? ..!1... 
Uni ts of Measureme.nt ?J,.. 
Discount (X) ?.l..!1. 
Supplier's Name? FRED SroITH LTD 
Quotes Reql\ire~ ?~ 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·< 
. , 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
The facilities enabling a new resource 
to be entered are described in 8.8.1. 
The commands enabling this resource to 
be used in the build-up in question are 
as before, and are shown below. 
Descl'iption Extension? ... oOE6G----I<Eru"UJ k£::/ fl1Q./o,:sE-J. 
Wastage (7.) ?...2... 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? END 
NOTE: 
The maximum number of resources 
that can be contained in any 
bUild-up on the CONTRACT files 
is 12. These may be either 
SINGLE or GANG resources. 
Deleting a Resource: 
Similarly it is possible to delete a 
resource from those included in the WORK 
GROUP. 
Commands • 
Command '! DE 
AD - Add resource 
DE - Delete. resource 
CH - Change resource 
VI - View bill item 
Resource Code ? L2 
Code Description 
L2 L~BOURER (CONC) 
Cost 
-.-.---
$2.75' 
Delete this Resource If<ETUF:N to continue) 
E 
Ite. Deleted 
Weight 
Usage Fac tor 
3.975 lOO.'>X 
~E77AI/AJ kEi;{ .0.( £.Ss-£~. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Changing a Resource: 
It is also possible to make various 
changes to the resources contained 
in a WORK GROUP. In the examples 
below changes to resource MlOS are 
illustrated. 
Commands • 
AD Add resource 
DE - De' ete l~esom'ce 
CH Change resuurCQ 
VI Vieu.I bi' litem 
o Comrmnd ? CH 
o Resour'ce Code .. ( MIOS 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
,0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r-.. 
Net. 
Code Dc.>scriptiQn CostlUnit Usage 
Ml0S COIlCRETE MI X " $27.00 
Commands • 
EX Change E'J.tEmsion 
US Change Usa9~ Rate 
WA - Change Wastage per Unit 
Press RETURN to e:.d 1: 
Conlmand ? EX 
DeSC1~iption Extens.ion, ? R.11IX 
Commands • 
. EX 
US 
WA 
Press RETURN 
Commnnd ? US 
Usage Rate ? ~ 
Commands :;-
.Cflange Eztension 
Change Usage Rate 
- Change W?stage per Unit 
tD e)'.i t 
EX Chan<]€ ['I.tension , 
US Change Usage f(ate 
WA - Chu.I1<]€ Wastage per Unit 
Press f<ETURN to e>.i t 
CO!lmand ? ~ 
Wastaie-(Z) ? 16 
COQ!mands :;-
EX - Change E'I.tension 
US Change Usage ~ate 
WA - Chanq~ Wastage per Unit 
Press RETURN to exit 
.COBUllaod ? 
1.500 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Wastages 0 
f-'er Unit 
--------- 0 7.5% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
" 
o 
o 
o 
Viewing the Bill Item: 
~n order to see the affect of the 
alterations above it is necessary to 
select the VI command. This is 
illustrated below. Note that the 
contents of the WORK GROUP shown 
reflect the changes described above. 
Commands :-
AD Add resource 
DE De 1 ete resourc e 
CH Ch'<m9~ resource 
VI - ViellJ bi 11 i telll 
o Com~and ?..Y!.. 
o Bi II 1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Quantity 25 CU M o WorK Gr'ollp FA25A.7 1:0.0% 
CONCRETE Itl I<UNDING H.E. 100MM THICK (50 TO 100MM) (FARROW 25M) 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
----------------------------------.-------------------------------------------- o o 
o 
o 
Code 
P3 
Code 
Description 
-----------
DUI1F'ER 1M3 
Description 
Cost/HR 
.--------
~3.50 
Net. 
Cost/Unit 
.--------
Wei<jht 
Usaqe Fao:tor 
.500 100.0r. 
Yastaqes 
Usaqe F'er Unit 
-.- -----
Cost/CU·~ 
--------- 0 
Sl.75 
Co,t/CU I'l 0 
-.---------o Ml05 CO,ICRETE MIX A -R.AIX $27.00/CU 1.150 16.0~ --;;,~:~~- 0 
"203 F'Lr.STlSIZER - $13.88/L .500 0.0% $6.94* 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
TOTAL PLANT COST /CU M $1,75 o TOTAL MATERIAL COSTlCU 11 $42.96 0 
o 
o 
'-
____________________ ~~~~:_~~:_:~~~~~~_~ ___________________ ~~~~~~ _______________ 0 
o 
o 
o 
Press RETURN to CO"lrti nt.ce 
(j~ Deleting a WORK GROUP: 
This command enables the estimator 
to delete a WORK GROUP from the 
build-up for a particular item. 
In the example below, the WORK GROUP 
already contained for l/l/l/A is 
deleted. 
Delete Wor~ Gl'OUp [RETURN to Contin'ue] 
o 
o 
o 
o 
If the RETURN key is pressed, the 
estimator is provided with further 
facilities. These are described 
below. 
Changing the Bill Item Quantity: 
This facility has already been described 
in 5.2.1. 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
This facility is similar to that already 
described in 5.2.1. 
Adding a New WORK GROUP: 
This command allows the estimator to 
add a new WORK GROUP for the item in 
question. 
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o Commands ,- . 0 
uu - Ch~nge Bill Item Uuant!ty 
o UN Change Uni ts of MeaS\.lrement AD - ·Add "orK group 
o Comm.nd ? AD 
o ~orK Group Code 1 FA25A.7 
o 
o 
o 
FA25A.7 _ CONCRETE IN BLINDING N.E. 100MM THICK (50 TO lOOM") (BARROW 25"; 
o 
Input Netll WorK Gr-oup Percet'ltag~ ? 125 
o ·C~rlmai1ds··:· 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
ComQand ? 
OU - Change Si II Item Ouantity 
UN - Change Units of Me~sureroent 
FI FILE Bill Ite~ 
VI - VIEW WorK GrQups 
RR Display Resourco Reconciliati~n 
LU l.ump Othor Bill IteMS "ith this On" 
RP Reprice item 
CH Change F'el"cenragE> of Ivor\( group 
ED - Edit "orK group 
-DE. - De 1 ete work. 91~OUp 
AD - ~dd NorK ~roup 
NOTE: 
Where a build-up for a bill item 
contains two WORK GROUPS (as . 
shown in (k) below), the DELETE 
facility enables the estimator 
to select which WORK GROUP he 
wants to delete. This is shown 
as follows. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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Conman~ ? ,Dc o 
Delete WOl'K Group (RETURN to Cor'tinueJ4"";._-- AE.·nl/o.) K.f;.:J M~.!S.S"''>'. 0 
WOl'K G.,oup 1 0., WoI'!, Group 2 ?..1... 
Command? 
QU cr.anqo ~i 11 Item Ouantity 
UH Change Units of Measurement 
FI - FILE Bill Item 
VI VIEW Wo.'K G.,oups 
RR - Display Resource Reconciliation 
LU Lump Other Bill Items with this One 
RP - Reprice Item 
CH Change Per'cent<?<je of wer"- qroup 
ED - Edit ~orK group 
DE Delete "Or~ group 
AD Add roorK group 
WORK GROUP I refers to the first 
WORK GROUP contained in the build-
up and WORK GROUP 2 refers to the 
second (see (k) below). 
(k) Adding a WORK GROUP: 
It is 
GROUP 
item. 
below. 
possible to add a second WORK 
to the contents of the bill 
This may be done as shown 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
OCommand ?~ o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o IJorK Group Code? FA25A.7 
o FA25A.7 • CONCRETE IN aL!NDING N.E. 10CMM THICK (50 TO 100M~) (PARROW 25M) 
o 
Input· New WorK Group Percentage? ..!l.i.-
o 
o 
o 
o 
Coltlmands .. 
o Command? 
Qll - Change I<i 11 Ite" (luanti ty 
UN Chang~ Units of Measurement 
FI - FILE Fill Ite~ 
VI - VIEW WorK Groups 
RR - Display Resource Reconciliation 
LU LUMP Other Bi 11 Items with this One 
kP - Reprice Iten~ 
CH - Change Percentaqe of t~l)rk group 
ED - Edit worY. group 
DE - Delet~ work group 
It is then possible to view the contents 263 
of this build-up by using the VI command. 
o Command 7 VI 0 
, '-
o Si 11 I Section I Page 11 A 0 
Quanti ty 25 CU " o WorK Group FA25A.7 125.0% 0 
CONCRETE III BLINDING N.E. IOOMM THICK (50 TO lOOM) (BARROW 25M) 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
Weight 
Cost/Ht< Usage 
-~- ------
o Code Description 
L2 LM,our,ER (CotIC) $2.7~ 3.313 
o Net'. 
Code Descr'i pt ion Cost/Unit .Usage 
---------
$27.00/CU 1.250 o MI05 CONCRET~-~~~-~----
factor 
100.07-
tJastaqes 
F't'l"' Unit 
.-------
7.57-
Cost/CU M 
---------
$9.11-
CostlCU 1'1 
---------
$36.28 
o 
o 
o 
O ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 TOTAL LABOUR COST ICU M $9.11 
o TOTA!. MAIE~IAL COSTlCU" ______ ~~~:~~_ 0 
TOTAL NET COST/CU 1'1 $45.39 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,0 Press REl'URN 'to Continue 
o 
The WORK GROUP above is the original 
one entered for this item. The 
system refers to this WORK GROUP as 
'WORK GROUP 1'. 
If the RETURN key is pressed, the 
second WORK GROUP is displayed. This 
is the WORK GROUP added as described 
above, and referred to as 'WORK GROUP 2'. 
o 
o 
\lark (;ro~r' FA25,', 7 125. O~ o COIICRETE IN BLINDItlG N.E. 100MM THICK (50 TO 100r1M) (MRROW 25M) 
0 Weight Code C'escT'"iption Cost/HR Usage Factor Cost/~U M 
o ---- ---.-.----- --------- ---------
L2 LABOURER (CONC) $2.75 3.313 100.OX h.1l" 
o Code 
Net. Wastages 
Description Cost/Unit Usage Per Unit Cost/CU I'i 
----------- ---------
-------- ---------
o m05 CONCRETE IIIX A S27.00/CU 1.250 7.5X $36.28 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 
o 
o 
o 
TOTAL LABOUR COST/CU ~ 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST/CU 11 
• 
. TOTAl. NET COST /CU M $45.39 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL COST/CU M (For Both WorK Groups) hO.78 
o ~ILL ITEI1 EDIT option 
CODlmands :-
Press RETURN to Continue 
------1!E.-rwtAJ K'fO::f I'fl£SSiSJ.. 
0 OU - Change Fi 11 Iteral Quantity UN - Change Units of Measurement 
fI - fILE Bi 11 Ite-el 
0 VI - VIEW IlorK Group" 
RR - Display kesot~rce kecone i I i at ion 
0 LU LLllnp Other f:i 11 Items with this One RP Reprice ItE.'D'I 
0 CH - Change f't>rc entage of "JerK gr'oup ED Ed.~t worK group 
o Command. DE 
Delete worK qr'oup 
? 
5.2.2 PRICING AN ITEM FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-
Where no WORK GROUP CODE has been entered into the 
system at the bill entry stage (see Chapter 4), the 
system provides the estimator with alternative ways of 
pricing .the item in question. 
tli\lN MENU 
---------
Cemmands ,-
IN Inspect Item 
SU Sub-Contl"'ac t Ouotes 
UP Update Prices 
AP Apply MarK"UpS 
f·il f'l"'int Reports 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST Stop 
Command ? IN 
264. 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
INSPEcr ITEM option 
It~m Reference Y I/I/I/P 
r'RICE lTEI1 option 
Ccmmand~ :-
Kt~ I{notlJn Group 
UtI IInKno\IJll Group 
Sf' Spot Ra te . 
Itl Included In 
Pr~ss RETUkN to return to M~in Menu 
CommiHld ':' 
NOTE: 
The estimator may skip from one item to 
another by entering the desired ITEM 
REFERENCE into the system. 
He does not have to start at the beginning 
of the bill and progress to the end. 
(a) Pricing using the KNOWN GROUP command: 
This command gives the estimator the 
opportunity of pricing the item using 
data stored in the FILE OF PERFORMANCE 
DATA. To do this he needs to select 
a WORK GROUP CODE appropriate to the 
item in question and enter it into the 
system as shown below. 
praCE In~1 option 
Commands :-
RN KnollJn Group 
UN - Unl<\)Olun Gl'Ollp 
5P - Spot Rate 
IH - Il,cluded In 
PI""eS5 FETURN to retLtrn to Main l'lenu 
Command ?...!!L 
KNOIHl WORK GROUP option 
Bill I Section I Page 1I F 
Ouantitl' 176 M2 
WorK Group Code? FA2511.7 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
o ['i 11 1 Section 1 f'age 1/ f 
Cluantity 176 M2 
o 
o 
o 
() 
o !JUI'K Group FA25A.7 
CO!lCl,[TE IN HINDING H.E. 100MM THICK (50 1'0 100MM) ([IARROW 25M) 
0 
0 
'Code Description Cost/HIl 
----------- -.-------
L2 LABOURER (COH~) $2.75 
0 Code Net. Description Cost/Unit 
Weight 
Usage Factor 
2.650 100. Or. 
Wastages 
Usage Per Unit 
Cost/M2 
$7.29' 
Cost/I1Z 
o 
o 
----------- --------- -------- --------, 0 
~29,03 o 11105 COtlCRETE MIX A H7.00/CU 1.000 7.57. 
-.-- .. -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 o TOTAL LABOUR COS1'/112 $7 .29 
o 
TOTAL MATER1AL COST/M2 $29.03 o 
TOTAL HET COST/M2 $36.31 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- () 
Press RETURtl to Continue 
o BILL ITEM EDIT option o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Comrilancls • 
o COlllmand ? 
o 
QU - Change Si 11 Item Quantity 
UN - Change Uni'ts of Measurement 
FI - FILE Bill Item 
VI - VIEW WOl'K Groups 
RR - Display Resource Reconci' iation 
LU LULlp Other Bi 11 Items with this One 
RP - Reprice Item 
CH Change f'ercentaqe of worK group 
ED - Edi t war¥, group 
DE - De I ete .lOrK group 
AD - Add ~orK group 
The facilities provided at this stage 
are similar to those described in 5.2.1. 
(b) Pricing USing the UNKNCWN GROUP command: 
o 
o 
o 
() 
o 
o 
o 
This facility enables the estimator to 
build up an item rate from first principles 
by entering resources and performance data 
into the system. This is shown as 
follows. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
INBPELT ITEM option 
ItD~ RDference ? I/I/I/P 
fRICE Il'EM option 
Command~ ;-
KN 
UN -
Sp -
IH -
XnOlQn Group 
UnKnol'))1 Group 
Spot R,te 
Included In 
f'r>?55 RETURN to return to Ma i n "f>nu 
Command? UN 
UNKHOIIN WORK GROUP option 
Si 1) 1 Sect'ion 1 Pa9~ 1/ F 
Quantity 176 M2 
Classification? 
At this stage the estimator is asked 
for a classification. This is the 
first level of the INTEREST-BUILD 
Classification relevant to the item 
of work in question. In this case 
l/l/l/F (as shown in Figure 4.1) is 
an item of formwork. Reference to· 
the INTEREST-BUILD classification will 
show that-the first level for formwork 
is H. This should then be entered 
into the system. The estimator is then 
presented with the menu of commands 
shown below. 
Classification? H 
EDI; .CRK GROUP option 
CO~/'i\ands :-
AD - Add resource 
DE .. Delete resource 
CH - Change resource 
In - View bUt item 
~ Co:r:~anct 1" 
o 
o 
o 
o 
.£\ 
In order to enter a resource for this 
item, the AD command should be selected. 
The estimator is ·then able to enter a 
resource of his choosing into the system 
by entering the appropriate RESOURCE 
CODE. This is shown below. 
Com.and ?~ 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? ~ 
Description - CARP~NTER (FORMWOP.K) 
~ost 3.100 $/HR (used) 
OK ?,L 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
[~ 
[~ 
o 
o 
The estimator is then asked for a 
DESCRIPTION EXTENSION. This facility 
allows the resource description to be 
amplified in order to identify the task 
being performed by that resource. In 
the example shown below the estimator 
has selected a carpenter (resource L34) 
to make the formwork for item in question 
(see Figure 4.1). He may thus wish to 
enter 'make' as a RESOURCE ENTENSION. 
This is shown below. 
NOTE: 
Only 8 characters are allowed for 
the RESOURCE EXTENSION (including 
blank spaces). 
If no RESOURCE EXTENSION is 
required, the RETURN key should 
be pressed. 
Description btension ? MAKE 
The syste~ then requests a USAGE RATE. 
This is the usage (or output) constant 
selected by the estimator as suitable for 
the work to be performed by the resource. 
, ~sa~e Rate 7 ~ 
In the case of formwork items (i.e. build-
ups with a first level INTEREST BUILD 
classification of H), the system will then 
request the NUMBER OF USES. This enables 
the estimator to make the necessary 
allowances for the anticipated number of 
uses for the item of formwork in question. 
NUllber of Uses ? .l... 
At this stage the system will again 
request a RESOURCE CODE, so allowing the 
estimator to continue entering resources 
for this particular item. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
~I 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Resource Cod~ (END to finish) 7 L34 
Description - CARPENTER (FORM~ORK) 
Cost 3.100 f/HR . (u~ed) 
OK 1L 
Description Extension?.J.gg 
Usa~e Rate ? ~ 
Number of Uses ?--L 
Resource GANGS/GROUPS may be entered 
in a similar manner to that described 
above. 
Resource Code (EHD to finish) ?..K!!L 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() *.**~~*.~~*~~** •• **¥..**************.******~**********~*.*********~~*~**~**l**** () o XG! SFTWD/UNLD/tlAILS (used) 0 
0 
M67 SOFTWOOD 
L6 LM:OURER (lItlLOAD) 
0 
~68 NAILS 
0 
$12~.OO • 1.00 M3 
$2.25 • 1.00 Hr, 
$0.90 • 7.00 KG 
Divided by 1.0 
S125.00 0 
$2.25 0 
______ ~~~~~ 0 
$133.55
0 o 
o Gang Cost 1M3 $133.550 
****~~K*****~.~k~***.*~~K'**********¥***~*~***~.**~~***~**~~**~~*******~~~*'~.* 
o OK '( L 
o [)escription Extension? .. ,..--- ,ee.-ruttlJ KE.:J !t:l.~5S:fE.,). 
o 
o 
o 
Usage Rate? .035 
.lumb~r of UseD ? 5 
Where a Material or a Resource Group 
is entered, the system will also 
request an allowance for WASTAGE to be 
entered. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o Wastage (7.) ? 10 
o Resource Code (END to f i ni sh) ? XG2 
o 
o 
*k.** •• *~*~*~***********~*~* •• *********W**************~*~**********.kk*~****'*~ 
'p 
o 
o 
o 
XG2 18MM PLY/UNLD/NAILS (u, ed) 
M66 
o L6 
o MS 
o 
o 
PLYWOOD (EXT) 18MM 
LABOURER (UNLOAD) 
HAILS 
$4.98 • 1.00 M2 
$2.25 *. .05 HR 
$0.90 * .20 KG 
Divided by 1.0 
$4. 98 0 
$0.11 0 
$0.18 
----------- 0 
o 
o 
o 
Gang Cost 1M2 $5.27 0 
*l.******.***********~**********'**~*~*******·****f**************~********.~*** 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
OK ? Y 
Description [:I.tension ? _EE----
Usage Rate ?...!.. 
Number of Uses ?....d.. 
Wasta~e (7.) ?...!1.. 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? 
When the estimator has finished 
entering resources for the item, he 
should key in END. The system will 
then respond with the menu of collllllands 
shown below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
f:csource Coct~ (END to finish) ? Erm 
Co:::rnand ? 
" 
AD - Add resource 
DE - De' ete resource 
CH - Chan~e resource 
VI - Vie. bill item 
If the estimator then wishes to see 
the build-up he should select the VI 
command. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
COlllman\t "( ..y.!.. 
o 0 
Bi 11 1 5ctticn 1 ~'«ge 1/ F 
o Quantity 176 Ml 0 
Classification H 
--------------------------------------------------------------.--------------o 0 No of 112ight 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
Code Descr'iption Cost/HR Usage Uses factor- Cost liE 
--_ .. _----
-----------
---------
L34 CAr,PEIHER (FGr,M,IORK) -Mr,KE 
L34 CArWENTER fFOr,iiiIORK) -ERECT 
$3.10 1./50 5.0 100.0% $I.OS 
$3.10 .BOO 1.0 100.0X $~t"W 
Het. No of l,!asrc.lges 
Code Description 
----_.- -
Cost/Unit Usage Uses f'er Unit Cost/M2 
-.-------
--------
"------_.-
XGl SfTWD/UtlLD/tlAILS 
XG2 lBMM PLY/UNLD/NAILS -
$133.55/M3 .035 5.0 10.0r. $1. 03 
$5.271r,Z 1.000 5.0 15.0,; $1.;>1 
------------------~~---------------------~-------------------------------------
TOTAL' J.ABOUR COST 1M2 
TOTAL RES. GAtlG COSI/M2 
TOTAL HET COST 1M2 
, B.57 
$2.24 
O ------------------------- ---- .. ------------------------------------------------- Pr~55 RETURN t:o Cont:inu€' 
..9 
(c). Pricing USing the SPOT RATE conunand: 
This option allows the estimator to 
insert sums of money against the ,. 
different cost code categories available 
(i.e. 'LABOUR, PLANT, AUXILIARY PLANT, 
MATERIALS and DOMESTIC SUB-CONTRACTORS). 
These sums of money then form the rate 
for the item in question. 
As with the UNKNOWN GROUP facility it 
is necessary to insert a WORK GROUP 
classification for the item. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
ItEm keference '! IIIIIIC 
PRICE ITEM option 
Commands :-
KN 
UN -
Sf 
IN -
KnOll"" Group 
Unknollln Group 
Spot Rate 
Included In 
Press RETURN to retllrn~ to Main Menu 
Command ? Sf 
SPOT RATE option 
Bill 1 Section 1 Page 11 C 
Quantity 10 M3 
Work Group Cl assi f icat'ion ?.!.. 
Commands :-
Command ? 
AD - Add Rate 
CH - Change Rate 
DE Delete Rate 
QU Change 9i 11 Item Quantity 
tiN Change Units of Me~surem~nt 
VI - Vietll Item 
FI - File Item 
RP Reprice Ite. 
Adding a Rjite: 
This facility allows ·the estimator to 
enter a sum of money into the system 
under a chosen cost code category. 
These are: 
- LABOUR 
PLANT 
AUXILIARY PLANT 
MATERIALS 
DOMESTIC SUB-CONTRACTORS 
NOTE: 
It is only necessary to enter the 
first two letters of a category 
when entering it into the system. 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Comr,jand .? ~ 
Cost Code ? LAB 
Rate (in $1M3 )7.l..!L 
Commands • 
Command ? 
AD Add Rat" 
C~ - Change Rate 
DE - Delete Rate 
OU Chil.nge Bi 11 i tern Ol~antity 
UN Change Ui)i ts of rieasurem~nt 
VI - Viell, Item 
PI file lU."11 
RP Reprice Item 
The estimator may then continue to add 
another sum as shown below. 
COMmand. 7..@. 
Cost Code ? MAT 
Rate (in $/M3 )? 3.0 
Conlmands :-
COlftmand ? 
AD Add Rate 
CH - Change Rate 
DE - Delete Rate 
QU - Change Bi II Item Quantity 
UN - Change- Uni ts of Measm'ement 
VI - Vievl 1 tern 
PI - FilE' I":em 
RP - keprice Item 
Changing a Rate: 
This facility enables the estimator to 
change a rate already entered into the 
system. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Cog;mand ? f!:!.. 
Cost Codo ?~ 
Rate is 7.50 ~/M3 
Heg Ra te ?..l1... 
Cotnrlla.nds. :-
COl:1mand ? 
AO - Add Rate 
CH - Cht\nqe Rate 
DE - be I <'te k"t. 
OIJ - Chanqe l:i I' Itelll Oll?Xlti t~· 
UN - ttlange Units of Mc~surcment 
VI VierJ It[-m 
n file Iten, 
~p Reprice Item 
Deleting a Rate: 
If the estimator wants to delete a 
rate already entered into the system, 
he should use this command. 
Command ? ~ 
Cost Code ? ~ 
Comlnands :-
Command .? 
AD - Add Rate 
CH Change RC". te 
DE - Delete Rate 
OU - Chang .. "Bill Item Quantity 
UN - Change Units of Measurement 
VI - View I'tem 
FI - File Item 
RP - Repl"ice Item 
Changing the Bill Item Quantity: 
This facility is similar to that already 
described in 5.2.1. 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
This has also been described in 5.2.1. 
Viewing the Item: 
This facility allows the estimator to 
see the manner in which the spot rate has 
been calculated. The example below 
reflects the results of all the examples 
shown above. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() 
Command. ? VI 
Ei 11 1 Section 1 ,'age 1/ C 
Quantity 10 M3 
WorK Group Classifica~ion : F 
Categol'y 
LAB. 
Commands :-
AD -
CH 
DE 
au -
UN 
VI 
FI 
RP -
Item RatE? 
Ite.nt Cost 
Add kate 
Change Rate 
Delete Rate 
Rate in flM3 
12.00 
12.00 $/M3 
$120.00 
Change Bi 11 Item QLt~.nti t~· 
Change Units of Measurement 
Viel!) Item 
File Itc-r,l 
Reprice Item 
Command ? 
Filing the Item: 
This facility has already been 
described in 5.2.1. 
Repricing 'the Item: 
This facility removes all the pricing 
information stored for this item, and 
provides the estimator with facilities 
for repricing it. This is shown below. 
. CO~lmand .?~ RP . 
PRICE ITEM option 
COlllmands :-
RN . - J(nofom Gr'oup 
UN - UnKnown Group 
SP - Spot Rate 
IN - Included In 
Press ~~ETURN to retur'll to Mai n Menu 
Command ? 
.' 
(d) Pricing USing the INCLUDED IN command: 
This command enables the estimator to 
INCLUDE the cost of a certain item in 
another specified item. In the example 
.below, the estimator INCLUDES the cost 
of 1/1/4/A in. l/l/l/A. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
MAIN MENU 
Commands :-
Command? IN 
IN - Inspect ltem 
SU Sub-Contract Uuote~ 
UP Update Prices 
AP Apply MarK-Ups 
PR P,-int Reports 
HE Set HELP Level 
5T - Stop 
INSPECT ITEM option 
Item Referenc~ ? 1/1/4/A 
PRICE ITEM option 
Conlmands :-
KN - Known Group 
UN - Ul1Knolvn Group 
SP - Spot Rate 
IN - Included In 
Press kETURN to return to Main Menu 
Command ? IN 
INCLUDED IN option 
Included in ? 1/1/1/A 
Bi 11 1 Section 1 
OLlant i ty 45 
Included in Bill 
COMMands :::-
COr.1!':1anc. ? 
Page 41 A 
M3 
1 Section 1 Page 11 A 
Cl - Change Item Included in 
flU - Chan~e Bi II ltem Quantity 
UN - th~nge Units of Measurement 
RP Rep\'ice IteM 
FI - Flle Ite,'n 
The facilities available in the sub-
menu above allow the estimator to edit 
the INCLUDED item. 
Changing the item INCLUDED IN: 
The Cl command enables the estimator 
to re-select the item to contain the 
INCLUDED item. This is shown as 
follows. 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
n 
Inc ludid in ? 1/111/9 
Bi 11 1 Section 1 
Quantity 45 
Included in Bill 
Cor,lf!'lands :. 
COr.l~~md ? 
Page 41 A 
M3 
1 Section 1 
Cl - 'Change Item Included in 
OU Change Bill Ite. Quantity 
UN - Change Units of Me~5uremen~ 
RP Reprice Item 
FI File Item 
Changing the Bill Item Quantity: 
This facility allows the estimator to 
change the quantity of the item he is 
working on (in this case 1/1/4/A). 
(See 5.2.1). 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
The facility allows the units of 
measurement to be changed (see 5.2.1). 
Repricing ~he item: 
This command may be used to reprice the 
item. It removes all previous pricing 
information, and enables the estimator 
to choose a new method of pricing the 
item. 
Command ? .Et 
F'RICE ITEM option 
Con!Mands . 
KN .. Rnel'm Croup 
UN .. UnKnown Gl~OUp 
SP - 'Spot Rate 
IN - Included In 
Press RETURN to return to Main Menu 
Command ? 
Filing the item: . 
This command instruqts the computer 
system to store the data entered. 
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5.3 UPDATING PRICES 
This section of the system enables the estimator to 
create and edit resources for use in the item build-ups 
as described in 5.1 and 5.2. 
All resources created and altered using this facility 
are retained only for the tender in question (i.e. 
they are held in the CONTRACT RESOURCE COST FILES -
see Chapter 3). 
Access to this facility is obtained through the 
estimator's Main Menu of commands. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Coltmands ~ 
Com~and ? UP 
MAIN MENU 
IN - Inspect Item 
SU - Sub-Contr~ct Ouotes 
UP - Update Prices 
AP - Apply Mark-U~s 
PR - Print Reports 
HE - Set HELP Level 
S1 - Stop 
5.3.1 ENTRY OF NEW RESOURCES 
(a) SINGLE resources: 
Where the estimator wants to enter a 
new SINGLE resource, a RESOURCE CODE 
that has not already been used should 
be entered into the system. Prompts 
will then be displayed which will 
enable the estimator to enter a new 
resource. This is shown as follows. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
UPDATE·PRICES option 
Resource Code ? M241 
Resource not on File 
Do you l.Ji sh to enter Cl nelu f\e~otlrce 7 Y 
. -
Description? CONCRETE BLOCKS 
Cost ? 125 
Uni ts of Measureblent ? TH 
Discount (Z) ? 5 
Supplier·s NaMe? A.N.OTHER STORES 
Quotes Required ? Y 
OK ? 
Description - CONCRETE BLOCKS 
Cost 125.000 $ITH 
Price roith 5.000 7. Discount = 118.750 
***~******* A~aitinq Quotes ~.***~***~ 
Supp I ier· s Nam. - A. N .UTHER STORES 
$ITH 
Detailed explanations of these prompts 
are given in 8.8.1 (a). 
(b) GANG resources: 
New GANG resources may also be entered 
into the CONTRACT RESOURCE COST FILES. 
The manner in which this may be done is 
similar to that described in 8.8.1 (b). 
5.3.2 EDITING OF EXISTING RESOURCES 
(a) SINGLE resources: 
Where it is required to edit an existing 
SINGLE resource, the system requests the 
relevant RESOURCE CODE to be entered. 
A sub-menu of commands is then displayed 
as shown below, which allows the 
estimator to make the necessary 
alterations. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
UPDATE }'R1CES option 
Resource l.:ode ? M10:5 
OR ?JL 
CnlllOland ? 
Description - CONCRr.TE MIX A 
Cost 30.000 $/CU M (used) 
Price "'ith 10.0007. Viscount = 27.000 f/CU M 
Suppl iel" s H'.me - READY MIX CONCRETE SUPPLI~S 
DS ChBnge Descr'iption 
CO Change Cost 
MA MarK as requiring Ouotes 
UN - Change Units of 11ea511l~ement 
DC - Change Discount 
SU Change Supplier'. Name 
VI - View l~e50urce 
FI - File Rc~ource 
The options enabling these changes to 
be made are similar to those already 
described in 8.8.2 (a). 
NOTE: 
It is not possible to DELETE a 
resource from the CONTRACT 
RESOURCE COST FILES. 
(b) GANG resources: 
It is possible to edit GANG resources 
by callingllp the editing sub-menu as 
described above. The facilities 
available in this menu are similar 
to those described in 8.8.2 (b). 
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5.4 HELP 281 
Frequent use of the system will result in the estimator 
becoming familiar with the menus of commands provided. 
It is possible to suppress the menus by the use of the 
HELP command. The manner in which this may be done is 
shown below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Corumands .. 
/lAIN MENU 
IN - Inspect Item 
.SU - Sub-Contract (il1ote-~ 
UP Update F'rices 
AP Apply ~.rk-Ups 
PR Print Reports 
HE S~t HELP leve 1 
51 Stop 
Hc.'Jp levels 
o - Su~pre~s Menus 
1 - Display Mellu5 
Help Le,'. I [RETUf:li for lJ "0 
The example below illustrates the prompts presented to 
the estimator if he wants to select the Print Reports 
option from the Main Menu. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
MAIN MENU 
Command? PR 
F'RINT REPORTS option 
Com~and [Or RETURNJ ? 
The estimator should then enter the command for the 
report which he requires. If he wants to check on the 
options available, HE should be entered into the system. 
The appropriate sub-menu is then displayed. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Command (0" RETURNJ ? ~ 
Commands ;-
BI • Bill of Quantities List 
QU - Quotes List 
MA - Materials Usage List 
DU· - Outstanding Sub-Coo, ltell)s' List' 
RE - Resource Reconci I iatioo 
CO - Contrac t f\esource Li'it 
(or press RETURN tQ ret"rn to Main Menu) 
COnlmand [Or RETURNJ ? 
If the estimator wants to have the menus displayed in 
full, the HELP LEVEL should be re-set to 1. 
0 MAIN MENU 
0 ---------Commcmd ? J!L 
0 Help levels 
o - Suppl"'"ess Menus 
0 1 - Display Menus 
Help Level [RETURN for OJ 7_1_ 
0 
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6, REPORTS AND nARK-UPS 
6.0 GENERAL 
This chapter describes the reports that may be obtained 
from the system, and also the facilities available for 
the conversion of the estimate into a tender by the 
addition of various mark-up percentages. Access to 
these facilities is through the Main Menu of commands 
supplied with the estimator's program (i.e. WSSRUN). 
6.1 REPORT PRINTING 
o 
() 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
This section describes the various reports that may be 
obtained. It should be noted that any of the reports 
illustrated below may be printed out at any stage during 
the estimating process. 
In order to select the report printing facility, it is 
necessary to use the PR command from the Main Menu of 
commands as shown below. 
Cmiillands • 
COIiID,and ? f'f\ 
~IAlH ~IENU 
IN -
SU -
UP 
oAP _ 
PR -
HE 
ST -
Inspect Itelll 
Sub-Contr~ct Quotes 
Update Prices 
Apply MarK-Ups 
F'ri nt Reports 
Set HELP Level 
Stop 
f'RINT REf'ORTS option 
Commands :-
BI - Bi II 01 Ouanti ties List 
OU - Ouotes List 
MA - ~ateria)s Usage List 
OU Outstanding Sub-Con. It£ms 
RE - Resource Reconciliation 
CO Contract Re50urce Li~t 
(or press f.;ETUF:N to retunl to 'lain tlenu) 
COf'J.rmanrt .? 
Li st 
6.1.1 THE BILL OF QUANTITIES LISTING 
This report is illustrated in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
The report enables the estimator to obtain listings of 
the unit rates (split into their relevant cost code 
categories) for the complete bill of quantities, or for 
selected pages, sections and/or bills. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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It is first 
enables the 
out. 
h 284 of all necessary to enter the date. T is 
estimator to identify the most recent print 
COIIHila na ? B I 
BILL OF QUAtlTI'CIES LIST option 
Enter date IDD/nM/YY) 4-8-81 
The system then requires the estimator to select the 
section or page of the bill of quantities that is 
required to be printed out. This information should 
be entered in accordance with the Bill Numbering Method 
previously defined (see 8.1 (h». 
For example: 
Where Bill Numbering Method 1 has been chosen, if a 
o 
o 
print of page 59 in Section 3 was required, the following 
command should be keyed into the system: 
3/59 
If the estimator wants a complete bill section to be 
printed out (e.g. Section 5) this would be done by 
entering 5 into the ·system. 
Where a print out of the complete bill of quantities is 
required the RETURN key should be pressed. 
(A similar principle should be applied where Bill 
Numbering Method 2 has been selected, see 8.1 (h». 
Portion of Contract to be Listed (RETURN Tor Whole Contract) 71/1 
The system then prints out the total number of items 
included in the contract at that stage. 
TheJ:"e are 11 ~i 11 Items in the Wliole Contract 
Following this the estimator is asked whether he wants 
to include WORK GROUPS in the Bill Listing which have 
not yet been INSPECTED by him. (This facility has 
been designed primarily to facilitate the obtaining of 
an approximate price of the tender directly after the 
bill has been entered into the system as described in 
Chapter 4). 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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If NO is entered following this prompt, the listings 
produced will reflect only those items INSPECTED by the 
estimator ~but those items which do not have to be 
INSPECTED as defined in 5.2 will be included). 
o Do you O:list. to Include l{noCln lUol~K qrollps nO,t yet Inspected 'f ~ 
Cl 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
There is a pause during which 
performs some calculations. 
which shows the total cost of 
shown below. 
Dill Calculation in Progress 
Direct cost of bi 11 page 1/1/1 
Tender price of bill paqo 1/1/1 
Di rect cost of bi 11. page 11112 
Tender price of bill paqe 1/1/2 
Direct'cost of bill section III 
Tender price of bi) 1 section 1/1 
the computer system 
A display is then produced 
each bill page. This is 
1>14,;~'ff::l2 
$;6,l~b.B8 
$3,YY4.10 
$4,470.40 
't18,563.4i! 
1>2'0 ,t<c7. 28 
It is then necessary to make sure that the printer is 
switched on, and in the case of multi-user systems, that 
no-body else is using the printer at the time. The 
amount of paper available should also be checked to 
ensure that sufficient is available for the report. 
When this has been done, the RETURN key should be 
pressed following the command shown below •. 
MaKe S\H"'t;!' Printer is available CRETURH to Continue) A 
__ - >iET<t1(1J 
Pt<e ~:SE.:A 
The system will then. print out reports similar to those 
shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
Notes on Figure 6.1: 
This report shows the mark-up precentages which 
will be added to the DIRECT COST of the estimate. 
The manner in which these percentages may be 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
L::l. 
o 
~ 
entered into the system as described in 6.2. 
Where no perc"entages have been entered, all 
perce~tages shown in this report will be zero. 
Notes on Figure 6.2: 
This report illustrates a page from a bill of 
quantities. 
Each item contained in the page is identified 
by its ITEM REFERENCE (see 5.2). 
The rate shown for each item is split into its 
cost code categories so that the estimator may 
see the Labour, Plant, Auxiliary Plant, Materials 
and Domestic Sub-contract costs for that item. 
Both the DIRECT COST and the TENDER PRICE of 
each item are shown. The DIRECT COST shows 
the cost price of each item including any" 
SURCHARGE adjustments entered (see 6.2.3). 
The TENDER PRICE shows the gross price for each 
item including any OVERHEADS and PROFIT 
percentages added (see 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). 
Where items have been priced direct from the 
FILE of PERFORMANCE DATA without having been 
INSPECTED by the estimator, they are identified 
by a line of text which notes that they have 
been 'Priced Direct from Data Library'. As and 
when these items are INSPECTED by the estimator, 
the 'Priced Direct from the Data Library' note 
will automatically disappear from subsequent 
printouts of the Bill Listing. 
The following are special markers that may 
appear in the Bill Listing: 
*S/C*K 
*S/C* 
*A/Q* 
*NE* 
*NP* 
This ~arker identifies WORK GROUPS 
containing Sub-contractors that 
have not been INSPECTED. 
This signifies items containing 
only Sub-contractors. 
This marker identifies items 
containing resources that are marked 
as 'Awaiting Quotes'. 
This relates to a profit or attendance 
item (see Chapter 10). The marker 
signifies that the item this is 
profit/attendance on is not on file. 
This relates to a profit or attendance 
item (see Chapter 10). It signifies 
that the item this is profit/ 
attendance on exists, but has not 
been priced. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Contract TOM 
Referenc!?' Code 
USER MANUAL DEMONoTRA'fION 
REF-99 
ra?~ 
'fender SUbllllssion Date 25-12-61 Today's Date .,.-a-tU 
B~ll of Quan~~~~es L~s~~ng Si.ngle Sec-ciol"'\ 
MarK-up Percen~ages 
------ -----
Surcharges for:-
. l:aboltr 0 Z 
Plant 0 r. 
Alt:t.i I iary Plant 0 7-
Materials 0 r. 
Domestic Sub-contractors 0 r. 
Overheads for:-
---.-----------
LabouI' 3 X 
Plant 3 r. 
Au"'(i I ial'Y Plant 0 X 
Materials ,; r. 
Domestic Sub-contractors 0 X 
Profits for :-
--_.---------
Dum Work 7 r. 
Domestic Sub-contractors ~,5 r. 
Nominatecl Suppliers 0 X 
Nominated Sub-Contractors 0 r. 
Figure 6.1 Example of Bill Listing 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
N 
co 
-.... 
0 
0 Contract 10M : USER I'IANUAL DEMO:.tS'fRATION "-"ge 2 Reference Code ; REF-'i'i Tender ~ubmi5sion Oate 25-12-61 'rOdilY' S I)~te 4-6-&1 
0 'B ill of L:JLlanti,1:ies L:i.sting bingle Section 
0 
D i l-ec:"t' Cost :and. Tenclel'" Price Item Lis't'ing 
0 
LAB. 
0 
rate f-'L1" , rate AUX. rate MAT. rate DOM. rate Uuantity TOTAL rite Sum 
I/I/I/A Direct 7.29 0.00 0.00 29.02 0.00 £36.31 £611.27 
0 '!'enct~r 8.03 0.00 0.00 n.61 0.00 I~ M3 £40.64 "~0.88 
0 IIIIIIB Direct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.41 £6.41 El,3/litIS 
"fender 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 215 Ma £6.57 U ,412.55 
0 
IIIIIIC Direct 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 £20.00 £200.00 
0 Tender 2.20 3.:n 4.26 :).b~ 6.1~ 10 MJ £21.56 ,215.60 
0 1/1/1/0 Direct 4.59 .65 0.00 26.35 0.00 £33.5("1 £1,813.86 
Tender S.06 .1£ 0.00 31.65 0.00 5'4' M3 f.::I7.~3 £2,032.02 
0 
!Ill lIE Di l~eCT 73.44 4.71 0.00 316.23 0.00 E3~4.38 £9,070.74 
0 Ter,der 60.94 5.1'1 0.00 355.~8 0.00 23 1'NE £441.41 £10,IS2.43 
0 lilll/F Direct 4.22 0.00 0.00 2.34 0.00 E6.56 EI,154.56 
Tender 4.65 0.00 0.00 2.63 0.00 176 M3 £7.28 £1,<81.28 
0 
0 ~/l/1/C Direct 4.2.0 0.00 0.00 3.77 0.00 >.1.97 £334.7-4 Tender 4.6:3 0.00 0.00 4.23 0.00 42 M £8.86 £:>72.12 
0 
....... _------------
0 Jirect cost of bi 11 page 1 £14,509.32 Tender price of bi 11 pC\ge I £16,156.68 
Figure 6.2 Example of Bill Listing (continued) 
lIIAIJ* 
*~/Ctf 
-SICK 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N 
0:> 
0:> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
PaQe 4 Contract TOM : USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION 
Reference Code : REr-99 Tender Submissic . n Date 25-12-81 Today', DatEt 4-8-81 
B~l 1 of Quan~~~~es L~s~~ng S~ngle Sec~~on 
D~rec~ Cos~ and Tender Pr1ce Page Summar~es 
SECTION/PAGE LAB. value PLT. value AUX. value MAT. value OUM. yallle· Others TOTAL Yillue 
1/1/1 
1/112 
1/1 
Direct 
Tender 
Direct 
Tender 
TOTAL Dil~ect 
TOTAl.. Tender 
£3,000.03 
£3,3<)6.23 
£801.90 
£Se3.20 
£3,801.93 
£4,189.53 
£1/3.43 
£191.35 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£173.43 
£191. 35 
£40.00 
£42.80 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£40.00 
£42.80 
£9,917.,1 
£11 / 142.4S 
£~/19'2.20 
£.,587.10 
£13,10".91 
£14,729.55 
~1/436 .1:> 
.:1,474.05 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£1,438.15 
~:1/474.0!) 
~(}.oo 
£0.00 
iO.OO 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£14/5~'i.32 
£I6,15~.88 
£:1,994.10 
,,4,470.40 
£18,563.42 
~20/~27.28 
------------------------------------------------------ -~----~-----------------------------------------------
Figure 6.3 Example of Bill Listing (continued) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
N 
00 
1.0 
*NPC* This relates to a profit item (see 
Chapter 10). It signifies that the 
item this is profit on is not a 
PRIME COST item. 
(The last three markers *NE*, *NP* and *NPC* are 
all error situations and should be remedied by 
the insertion of the appropriate data). 
Notes on Figure 6.3: 
This report summarises the costs of each cost 
code category for the various pages in each 
section of the bill of quantities. 
The column marked OTHERS is reserved for all . 
PRIME COST and PROVISIONAL SUMS. 
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6.1.2 THE QUOTES LISTING 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
This listing is shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
It illustrates all Materials and Labour, Plant and 
Auxiliary Plant resources 'Awaiting Quotes'. (For a 
listing of Domestic Sub-contract items 'Awaiting Quotes' 
see 6.1. 4) • 
In order to select this report it is necessary to 
select the QU command and enter the data as shown 
below. 
Commands ;-
Br ~ Bill of Quantities List 
OU ~ Quotes List 
MA Materials U5a~e List 
OU - Outstanding Sub-t;on. Items List 
RE - Reso~lrce Rcconci I ic>.tion 
CO - Contract Resollrce List 
(O\", press RETUF:N to return to Main Menu) 
Command ? ..Q.!L 
QUOTES LiST option 
Date (DD/MM'!!) ? 4-8-61 
There is then a short pause, and it is necessary to 
ensure that the printer is switched on. Note the 
other points in this respect described in 6.1.1. 
Sorting in Progress 
MaKe sure Printer is On Line (Press RETURN) ----'-RE.,<f1/lJJ kE..:J 
fI~E.:s.se.:z. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Contl'?,ct TOM 
Reference Code 
Resource Description 
L2 LABOURER (CONe) 
M67 SOFTWOOD 
M.se HAlLS 
MI05 CONCRETE MIX A 
USER MANUAL DEMONSTRA'flON 
REF-99 
Page 
Today's Date .-8-&1 
Resourc_s Awa~t~nq Quotes 
Pr~c_ct Resource_ 
2.75 f.lH' 
125.00 £/M3 
.YO £IKG 
27.00 £/CU M 
SU~;) 1 ier 
READYMIX CONCRETE SUPPLIES 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Figure 6:4 Example of Quotes Listing (Priced Resources) 
Contract TOM USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION Page 1 
Reference Cace REF-99 Tender Submission Date 25-12-81 Today's Date 4-8-81 
Resources Awa~t~ng Quotes 
Unpr~cect Resources 
Resourc~ Description 5l1PP 1 ier 
M66 PLYWUOD (EX!) 18MM "2 
Figure 6.5 Example of Quotes Listing (Unpriced Resources) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
The system then prints out reports as shown in Figures 
6.4 and 6.5. 
Notes on Figure 6.4: 
This report lists all Materials, Labour, Plant 
and Auxiliary Plant resources marked as 
'Awaiting Quotes' and containing approximate 
or average prices. 
Notes on Figure 6.5: 
The contents of this report is similar to that 
described for Figure 6.4. However, the 
resources collected in this file are those 
which have no price associated with them. 
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6.1.3 THE MATERIALS USAGE LISTING 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
These reports are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The 
main aim of the reports is to illustrate for each 
Material which bill items contain that Material. 
This is especially relevant for the numerous 'one-off' 
Materials that will be inserted for each tender. 
Such Materials should be given ad-hoc Materials RESOURCE 
CODES as described in 9.1.2 (c). The Materials Usage 
Lists enable the estimator to relate quotes obtained 
from suppliers to the ad-hoc Materials RESOURCE CODES 
used for that particular project. Such prices are 
then updated as described in 5.3. 
The manner in which the estimator may obtain these 
reports is shown below. 
PRINT REPORTS option 
Commands :-
[<I - Si 11 of Oaantities J.ist 
QU - Quotes List 
MA - Materials Usage List 
OU - Out~tandin9 Sub-Con. Items List 
RE - Resour'ce Recone i I iation 
CO - Cljntra~t Resour'ce List 
(er press I<ETURN to return to Main Menu) 
The estimator is then asked whether WORK GROUPS not yet 
INSPECTED are to be included in the reports (see 6.1.1). 
NA~ERlALS USAGE LIST option 
Do you wish to InClude l<nollJn Ivork ~rollps not yet Inspected "? Y 
Data Collection in F'roql"'ess 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
M66 
M6i 
M68 
Con1ract TOM 
Reference Code 
PLYWOOD (EXT) 
SOFTWOO~' 
NAILS 
18MM 
Si 11 1 
Eli 1I 1 
Bi I I 1 
Bill 1 
Bi 11 1 
Si 11 1 
USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION Pac;ii' .1. 
Rl::F-99 Tender Submission DatE' 25-12-81 Today's Dat~ 4-8-81 
Section 1 
. Sect ion 1 
509c1i"on 1 
S>?ction 1 
Section 1 
Section 1 
Page 11 
Paq~ 11 
Paqe 11 
Paq'l? 11 
Page 11 
Page- 1/ 
Gross 
F 
G 
Cross 
F 
G 
Gross 
F 
G 
Cost £O.OO/M2 
Total Quantity 
Cost 1:.125.00/M3 
Total Quantity 
Cost 1:.0.90/KG 
Total {Juantily 
Oi.seoul" 
40.48 M2 
14.55 M2 
~5.03 M2 
Discol.ll,t 
1. !:;S M3 
.64 M3 
20lb M3 
Discount 
18.94 KG 
7.36 KG 
26.29 KG 
O.OOX Net Cost 
Gross PricE' 
Oi5COLtn1 
N@t Price 
Q.c)o%. No?1 Cost 
Gross Price 
Oi5CO\.II11 
Ne' Price 
0.00% Net Cost 
Gross PricE? 
Discount 
Net Price 
£0.00/112 
£0.00 
;:'0.00 
£0. (10 
1;125.(J0/M3 
£272.98 
f:.O.OO 
1:272.98 
£O.90/K(; 
£.23.66 
·f~O. 00 
1:.23.66 
*.***~~.*******************~***~******.***************************w*************************************************.**~.**. 
Total Discounts on all Materials Awaiting L~uotl!:'s £.0.00 
***-************************************.********************-*****~***************************.*******.**********-********. 
Figure 6.6 Example of Materials Usage Listing 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Controlct <fOM 
Ref-=-r.:-nce Code 
USER MANUAL lI£MONSTRATION 
RH -99 
Polq~ 1· 0 
Tli?nd-=-I" Subrilission Date 25-12-81 "oday' s Dat~ 4-8-81 
Mll 25MM,M.S.REBAR 
Bi 11 1 S.:-ction 1 
M34 BINDING WIRE 
Bi 11 1 Se-ction 1 
Ml0S CONCRETE MIX A 
SLlppJ ier REA[oYMIX CONCRETE SUPPLIES 
Bi 1I 1 f:i~c t ion 1 
Bi 1 1 1 S€'ction 1 
Si 1 I 1 Sec t i01' 1 
Bi 1 I 1 So:-ction 1 
8i 11 1 58-ct ion 1 
Gross Cost 
Paq.:- 1/ E 
£230.00/TNE 
.TOlal Qua.ntity 
Gross Cost 
Page 11 E 
£i. SO/KG 
'rotal Quantity 
Discount 
30.65 'J'NE 
30.6~ TNE 
Oi scount 
149.~O KG 
149.S0 KG 
O.OOX. Ne t Cos t 
Gross Pr-ic,,? 
Discount 
Net Pr-ic. 
0.01.1% Ne t COST 
Gross Pric.e 
Discount 
Net Price-
Gross Cost £30.00/CU M Discount 10.00% Net Cost 
F'aq~ 1/ 
PaCJe 2/ 
Paq~ 2/ 
Paqe 2/ 
Paqe 21 
A 
A 
B 
C 
0 
Total QUolntity 
18,28 CU M 
11. ,,3 CU M 
23.65 CU M 
3:5.4B CU M 
47.30 CU M 
136.S~ CU M Gross Price 
Discount 
Net Price 
£230.00/TNE 
£1,048.93 
£0.00 
1;7,048.93 
£.1. SO/KG 
£.224.25 
f..O.()O 
f4224.25 
£27.C>0/CU M 
£.4 ,('o9~ •• 75 
1:.4(09. SS 
£3,686.18 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
** .... * ... .;.. ... ~* ... ************ ... ~-*****iI.*****************"""**********************************i'-.fi.**************.***.**** .... ******tt**~ ...... 
Total Di5CoLlnts on all M.:\t.;.-rials l",ith Firm Pric'E's ~A09,5S 0 
******.***~***"",,******.**.fi.******************tt**************************************************************************+*.*. 
Figure 6.7 Example of Materials Usage Listing (continued) 
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There is a short delay whilst the system performs the 
necessary calculations. 
The estimator is then asked whether he requires a 
listing of QUOTE or NON-QUOTE Materials. 
QUOTE Materials are those Materials which are 
marked as 'Awaiting Quotes'. (See Figure 
6.6) • 
NON-QUOTE Materials are not marked as 'Awaiting 
Quotes'. (See Figure 6:7). 
o QUOTE or HOH-GUOTO materials? GU . 
o Date (DD/MM/H) '14-8-81· 
It is also necessary to enter the data as shown above. 
The relevant reports are then printed out as shown in 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7. 
Notes on Figure 6.6: 
The quantities of each resource shown include 
wastage Allowances. 
The amount at tpe bottom of the report shows 
the total value of all the discounts taken on 
all the Materials included in the report. 
Notes on Figure 6.7: 
As for Figure 6.6. 
6.1.4 THE OUTSTANDING SUB-CONTRACT ITEMS LISTING 
This report is ullustrated in Figure 6.8. It shows 
all the items for which Sub-contract quotes are being 
awaited. 
In order to obtain this listing, it is necessary for 
the estimator to respond to the prompts as shown below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Page 1 Contr.ct TOM : USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION 
Reference Code: j:Ep·Y9 'Tender Submis~ion Date 25-12-81 Today'~ Date 4-8-81 
Out.tanct~ng Sub-Con. ~uotes L~st~n9 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
Figure 6.8 Example of Outstanding Sub-Contract Items Listing 
N 
<0 
'" 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
PRINT REF'ORTS option 
COItIlr.a nd 5 :. 
~I - Bill of Ouantities List 
QU Quotes list 
MA Materia)s UsaQc List 
OU Outstanding Sub-Con. Iten,s List 
RE - Resource t\econci I iation 
CO Contract kesource List 
(or press RETURN to return to Main Menu) 
(omDiO nd ? OU 
OUTSTANDING SUB-CON. ITEr'IS LIST option 
Enter date IDD/111Vyn 4-8-81 
Mak,E sUI-e Printer is available [RE'fURN to Continue) ---tf?ru/(AJ ke~ 
I'I(~ S".sle-~ 
Outsn .. ndinq Sub-Con. Quotes LisTing in Progr'ess 
Cognisance should be taken of 6.1.1 regarding the use 
of the printer. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
There is then a short delay after which the report shown 
in Figure 6.8 will be printed out. 
Notes on Figure 6.8: 
As and when Sub-contract quotes are obtained, 
they may be entered into the system as described 
in 7.2. Subsequent printouts of the Outstanding 
Sub-contract Quotes listing will not reflect 
items for which quotes have been inserted. 
6.1.5 THE RESOURCE RECONCILIATION 
This report is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.9. The complete 
reports comprise the mark-up percentages (as shown in 
Figure 6.1) and reconciliations of resources for'each of 
the cost code categories. Figure 6.9 illustrates the 
Materials Reconciliation. 
In order to obtain the report the estimator should 
respond to the prompts shown below in a similar manner 
to those described in 6.1.1. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Commands ;-
BI - Bill 01 Ouantities List 
nu - UlIotes List 
MA - Material5 Usage List 
DU Outstr .. nctinq Sub-Coil I Items List 
RE RC50urc€' keeonei I iatian . 
CO Contract Resource List 
(or press RETURN to return to Main Menu) 
RESOllRCE RECOtlCI LlATION option 
'Do you l,I)i sh to I ne lude KnOlm luol'K gl'oups not yet 111spec t~d '? :L 
There will then be a pause, after which the estimator 
should respond as below. 
Reconciliation in progress 
MaKe sure Pt'i nter is On Line (Pl'ess RETURN ) .. E;--___ I15rulfN kE. ':J 
fJlI. E. .s:s co), 
Date (DD/MM/YY) 4-8-81 
The complete report described above will then be 
printed out. An example of the reconciliation of 
Materials resources is shown in Figure 6.9. 
Notes on Figure 6.9: 
All GANG resources are split into their 
constituent SINGLE resources. 
The Basic Amount represents the nett total 
number of units of each resource used. 
Associated DIRECT COSTS and TENDER PRICES 
for each resource are shown next to each 
Basic Amount. 
The wastage amount reflects the quantity of 
each resource considered as waste. 
Associated DIRECT COSTS and TENDER PRICES 
are also shown adjacent to each wastage 
amount. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 Contract TOM USE;;: MANUAL DEMONSTRATION 
Reference Code REF-9y Tendel" SublDiuion D~t8' 4!:5~12·iH 
0 Resource Reconc:i.l ia"1:10n 
0 Matell-ia 1 Resou l-C e5-
0 RESOURCE DESCklPTION BASIC AMOUNT DIRECT COST TENDER PRICE WASTAGE 
.------- ----------- ------------ -----------
------------
0 
Mll 25MM.M.S.REBAR 29.90 TNE £0,877 .00 £7,726.31 .75 TNE 
0 
1'134 BINDING WIRE 149.50 KG £224.25 £:151.94 0.00 1<G 
0 
0 M66 PLYWOOD (EXT) 18MM 49.06 M2 £244.32 £274.49 
5.97 M2 
0 M7 SOFT WOOD 2.01 M3 .251.60 .282.67 .17 M3 
0 MbB NAILS 23.90 KC £21.51 .£24.17 2.39 KG 
0 MI05 CONCRETE MIX A 181.00 CU M .4,887.00 £5,490.54 .12.23 CU M 
0 
Figure 6.9 Example of Resource Reconciliation 
f'JQ@ 5 
-roday's Dine 4~8-t\1 
Dl~ECT COoT TENDER PRICE 
.-.-------- .-----------
£171.93 £193.16 
£0.00 £0.00 
£29.75 £33.42 
£21.38 £24.02 
£2.15 £2,42 
£.30.08 £370.84 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• 0 
0 
N 
<0 
<0 
6.1.6 THE CONTRACT RESOURCE LISTING 300 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Examples of these reports are shown in Figures 6.10 and 
6.11. 
These reports show the SINGLE and GANG resources used 
for the tender in question (i.e. the contents of the 
CONTRACT SPECIFIC RESOURCE COST FILES - see Chapter 3). 
The prompts enabling these reports to be obtained are 
shown below. 
f'RItlT REPORTS option 
Commands :-
BI Bil I of Quantities List 
GU Quotes List 
MA Materials Usage List 
OU Outstanding Sub-Con. Items List 
RE Resource Reconci I iation 
CO Contr'act Resollrce List 
(or press RETURN to l"eturn to Main Menu) 
Command ? CO 
COIITRACT RESOURCE LIST option 
Date ? 4-8-81 
Commands::-
cs - List Contract Single Resources 
CC - List Contr'act Gang Resources 
(or press RETURN to I~eturn to F'kINT REPORTS menu) 
Command ? 
The estimator has to select whether SINGLE or GANG 
resources are required. It is also possible to obtain 
FULL or BRIEF listings. In the printout below a FULL 
listing of SINGLE resources is requested. 
Com;u"nd ? cs 
Sort in Progress 
4 Resources to be printed 
FULL or BRIEF i isting ?.f1!. 
M •. Ke sure printer is available (p','e,s ~:Ei~RH) .;<,....-- itle"-<llf.1J k1:>:J 
fJll£.5~£.:). 
The resulting report is shown in Figure 6.10. A BRIEF 
listing for the same set of SINGLE resources is shown 
in Figure 6.11. 
It is also possible to get FULL and BRIEF listings of 
GANG resources by entering the appropriate commands. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Contract TOM USER MANUAL DEMONSTRA1'ION PagE! 2 
Ref~rence Code' REF-99 Tendel~ Submission Date 25-12-&1 'rodlY' 5 Oat .. 4-8-81 
Mat_r~al ' 
Ml0:; Description - CONCRETE MIX A 
Cost 30.000 £leU M 
Price with 10.000 i. Discount· 27.000 £/CU 1'1 
*********lflf Alllaiting Ouotes ********** 
Suppli.r's Ni •• - READYMIX CONCRETE SUPPLIES 
Figure 6.10 Example of Full Contract Resource Listing 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Contract' rOM 
r:eferenc:e Code 
US;:R MANUAL DEMONSTRA'fI ON 
REF-99 
m05 CONCRETE MIX 'A 
Tei,der Submission Date 2~-12-al 
Mat'eria'l 
27.00 £/CU M • 
f'aqe 2 
Today's Datv 4-&-81 
Figure 6.11 Example of Brief Contract Resource Listing 
o 
o 
o 
(') 
w 
o 
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6.2 MARK-UPS 
This section describes the facilities available for 
applying MARK-UPS to the direct cost of items contained 
in FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS-DIRECT COST. The effect 
of these MARK-UPS is shown in the reports described in 
6.1. 
It should be noted that the estimator may enter and 
change the percentages at any stage during the prepara-
tion of the estimate. 
6.2.1 OVERHEADS 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
It is possible to add monies for OVERHEADS to any of the 
allowable cost code categories. These are: 
LAB - Labour 
PLT - Plant 
AUX - Auxiliary Plant 
MAT - Materials 
DOM - Domestic Sub-contractors 
The facilities which the system provides for this is to 
allow the user to enter a percentage relevant to a cost 
code category. Thi~ percentage is then applied to all 
occurrences of resources contained in that category 
throughout the bill of quantities. The effect of 
applying these OVERHEAD percentages is reflected in the 
TENDER PRICE figures shown in the reports (see 6.1). 
The DIRECT COSTS thus remain unchanged by the operation 
of this facility. The relevant prompts provided by 
the system are shown below. 
Command 7 ~ 
APPLY MARK-UPS option 
COMMands :: ~ 
DV - Overheads 
PR - Profits 
SU - ·Surcharges 
or press RETURN to return to Main M~nu ' 
Comnla nd ? .OV 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Ove)'heacts ,- 0 
.. _---------.-
LAB. 0 7- 0 PLT. 0 X 
AUX. 0 
" 0 MAT. 0 X 
DOM. 0 X 0 Commands ,-
AD - Add Percentage 0 CH - ChCl.nge f'e-rcent'age 
DE - Delete Percentage 
VI Vielll f'ercentc-.ges 0 
FI - File InforMation 
Cotlmand ? 0 
0 
'Adding a Percentage: 
In the examples below, percentages are entered for 
Labour and Domestic Sub-contractors. When the user has 
finished entering the percentages, it is necessary to 
key in END. This instructs the system to proceed as 
shown below. 
COI'Jmand ? AD 0 
Cost Code (END to finish) 7 M!.. 0 
Percentage l'Ial-K-up 7.L 0 
Cost Code (END to finish) 7 DaM 0 
Percentage Mark-up 72..!..1. 0 
Cost Code (END to finish) 7 END 0 
COIl)"ands :- 0 AD - Add Percentage 
CH - Change Percentage 
DE - lie I ete F'ercen'tage 0 VI '- View Per.:ent'agrG 
PI - Pi le' Infor:'lation 0 
COlnmand 7 0 
o 
(> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Changing a Percentage: 304 
It is possible to change any percentage by selecting 
the CH command. In the example below, the percentage 
previously entered for Labour is changed to 10 per cent. 
Command ? CH 
Cos~ Cocte ? LA 
Percentage is 5 X 
t~el' f'ercentage ? .!.2.. 
COlllmands :-
Con;mand 1 
AD - Add Pcrcentage 
CH - Cnang~ Percentage 
DE - Delete F'ercentaQe 
VI - V1E-W F'e-l"'centaqes 
FI - File Infor~ation 
Deleting a Percentage: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
It is possible to delete a percentage previously entered 
into the system. 
COlllmand ? DE 
0 
COS" Cocte ? DOM 0 
Comlilands . 0 
AD - Add Percentage 
CH Cnange Percent?qe 0 
DE - Del~te Percentage 
VI View Percentages 0 FI - file Information 
COD1:'land ? 0 
Viewing the Percentages: 
The VI command enables the user to see the percentages 
entered into the system. The example below illustrates 
the results of all the examples shown above. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
l..Q 
COf.illland 7 VI 
Overheads ;-
CornMandi I:~ 
Command 7 
LAB. 10 X 
PLT. 0 Y. 
AUX. 0 Y. 
MAT. 0 Y. 
DOM. 0 X 
AD - Add Percentage 
CH Change Percentage 
DE - Delete Per-centa<;e 
VI - View Percentages 
FI - File Information 
Filing the Percentages: 
This command instructs the system to store the 
percentages. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
6.2.2 PROFITS 
The system allows percentages to be added to the 
following categories to allow for PROFITS. 
mm All work completed by the Main 
Contractor's own resources. 
DOM All work completed by Domestic 
Sub-contractors. 
SP Nominated Suppliers. 
se Nominated Sub-contractors. 
Percentages entered for any of these categories will be 
applied to all work undertaken in that category. 
As with OVERHEADS, adjustments made by the addition of 
PROFIT percentages are reflected in the TENDER PRICE 
figures shown in the reports (see 6.1). No adjustments 
due to the addition of PROFITS are shown in the DIRECT 
COSTS. 
NOTE: 
That it is possible to enter PROFITS for 
Nominated Suppliers and Nominated Sub-
contractors as described in 10.3.1. 
Where percentages have been entered in that 
manner, the PROFIT percentages entered here 
will not over-ride the other values. 
The examples given below show the entering of PROFITS. 306 
0 0 
0 Comrt,(l.nd ? ~ 0 
0 APPLY nARK-UPS option Commands . 0 DV - Overheads 
0 f'R - Pr'of i t"s 0 SU - SlH'cht\rges 
0 Cl' press RETUr,N CorMfla net ? PR 1'"0 r'eturn to Mai n Menu 0 
0 PI'of its 0 . 
--------------0 OWN 0 Y. 0 DOM. 0 Y. 0 SP. 0 X 0 se. 0 /. 
0 Cot1nJands . 0 AD - Add f'ercentage 
0 CH Change Percentage DE - De I ete r'ercentaqe 0 VI - View Percentages 0 PI - File Inforruation 0 
0 Command ? 2Q... 0 
0 Cost Code (END to finish) ? OWII 0 
0 Percentage MarK-lIp ? ~ 0 
0 
Cost CDde (END to finish) ? DOM 
0 Percentaqe MarK-up ?~ 
0 Cost Code (END to finish) 0 ? 2.t 
0 Percentag~ !'lark-lip?....!. 0 
0 Cost Code (END to fi ni sh) ? SC 0 
0 Percentage MarK-up ?~ 0 
0 Cost Code (END to finish) ? END 0 
The facilities provided for editing the PROFIT values 
are similar to those illustrated for OVERHEADS. ' 
(See 6.2.1). 
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6.2.3 SURCHARGES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
This facility enables the user to make an adjustment to 
the DIRECT COST of resources contained within the 
allowable cost code categories. The result of using 
this facility is thus shown in the DIRECT COST figures 
illustrated in the reports (see 6.1). 
NOTE: 
This adjustment is only reflected in the 
reports described in 6.1. 
No adjustment is made to the individual item 
build-ups. Thus using the INSPECT command 
will result in the original cost of the item 
as priced by the estimator being displayed. 
It is possible to enter a negative percentage 
for SURCHARGES. This will reduce the cost 
of all resources within the chosen cost code 
category and will display the reduced figures 
in the relevant reports (see 6.1). 
The cost code categories that may be SURCHARGED are shown 
below. 
LAB - Labour 
PLT Plant 
AUX Auxiliary Plant 
MAT Materials 
DOM Domestic Sub-contractors. 
The example below illustrates the menu of commands. 
allowing the entry of SURCHARGE percentages. The 
operation of these commands is similar to that described 
for OVERHEADS in 6.2.1. 
COC1.mand ? ~ 0 
APPLY MAR~-UF'S option 0 
Commands . 
DV - Overheads 0 
PR - Profits 
SU - Surcharges 0 
or press RETURN to re'tur'n to Mai n Menu 
Command ? ...§!L 0 
Surchapqes . 
0 --------------
LAB. 0 I. 
PLT. 0 I. 0 AUX. 0 I. 
MAT. 0 Y- 0 DOM. 0 X 
Commands . 0 AD - Add Percentage 
CH Change Percentage 
DE - Delete Percentag~ 0 
Vi - Vievl Percentages 
FI - r"U e In1ormation 0 
Com~.nd 7 () 
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7. THE AWAITING QUOTES SUBSYSTEM 
7.0 GENERAL 
The 'Awaiting Quotes' subsystem has been designed to 
deal with obtaining costs for MATERIALS and SUB-
CONTRACTOR resources. . The system enables the estimator 
to proceed with the preparation of item rates (as 
described in Chapter 5) before having received MATERIAL 
or SUB-CONTRACT quotations. As and when these become 
available, they may be entered into the system, and the 
price of all such resources is automatically updated 
wherever they are used. 
Reports identifying all MATERIALS and SUB-CONTRACT 
items 'Awaiting Quotes' are produced as illustrated in 
Chapter 6. These reports serve as a reminder for the 
chaSing of quotations. 
NOTE: 
The facilities described below for marking 
MATERIALS resources as 'Awaiting Quotes' 
are also provided for Labour, Plant and 
Auxiliary Plant resources. However, it is 
envisaged that the main use of the 'Awaiting 
Quotes' facilJty will be for the updating 
of MATERIALS costs. 
7.1 MATERIAL RESOURCES 'AWAITING QUOTES' 
MATERIALS re~ources may be stored in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES and the CONTRACT RESOURCE COST FILES 
as described in Chapter 3. 
All resources, regardless of their origin, are 
identified in all item build-up displays by an * 
In the example shown below, resource L2 is 'Awaiting 
Quotes". 
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o l{i I1 1 SectIon 1 I-'~qe 11 A o 
o 
O .... ntity 27.5 CU M o .!orK Group FA25A.l 90.0r. 
CONCRETE IN BLINDING N.E. 100MM THICK (50 TO 100"M) (BARROW 25M) 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
Weight 
0:::: o Description Cost/HR Usage Factor -~------- Cost/CU M 
L2 LABOURER (CONC) $2.75 2.385 100.0r. 
o Code o Net. tJastages Cost/Unit Usage Por Unit: Description Cost/CU M 
--------- --------
S27.00/CU .900 7.:57. CONCRETE MIX A 
--------- 0 
$U.12 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 o Sub-Contl~actor Required 
-------------------------.-----------------------------------------------------o TOTAL LABOUR COST /CU M $6.56 0 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST /CU M $26.12 
o TOTAL NET COST/CU M $32.68 o 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
7.1.1 COMPANY MATERIALS RESOURCES 
The entry of MATERIALS resources into the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES is described in 8.8.1. It will be 
noted that it is pos9ible to enter resources with or 
without marking them as 'Awaiting Quotes'. 
It is recommended that, due to the changeability of 
MATERIALS costs all MATERIALS contained in these files 
be marked as 'Awaiting Quotes'. Resources marked in 
this way will be readily identifiable when used in a 
particular contract, and will be able to be updated 
for that contract as described in 7.l.2(b) below. 
7.1.2 CONTRACT MATERIALS RESOURCES 
Entry of new resources into the CONTRACT RESOURCES COST 
FILE, and editing of resources already contained in 
that file should be done by selecting the UP command 
from the Main Menu of commands provided by the estimators 
program (i.e. WSSRUN). 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Coomand ? 
MAIN MENU 
IN - Ins,ect Item 
SU - Sub-Contract Quote$ 
UP. - Update PI-ices 
RP - Apply MarK-Ups 
PR Print Reports· 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() 
-. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(a) Entry of new resources: 
Co.mond ? UP 
in the example below, a new SINGLE 
resource is entered. A detailed 
explanation of the facilities provided 
for entering new resources is given in 
8.8.1(a). 
UPDATE PRICES option 
ReSOlll'ce Code ? M9B7 
Resource not on Fit e 
". Do you II,ish to enti!'l~ a ne(\.! ~esolJrce ? l 
Description? SPECIAL r.ATERIAL 
Cost? 6.75 
Units of Measurement? M2 
Discount (7.) ? 12.5 
Supp I ier' s H.me ? BLUE BOTTLE STORES 
OK ? 
Description - SPECIAL MATERIAL 
Cost' 6.7~O ~/M2 
Price with 12.500 X Discount ~ 5.906 $/M2 
*~*K***~*~* Awaiting Quotes ********** 
Suppl ier' s Nome ., BLUE BOiTLE STORES 
NOTE: 
It is also possible to enter new 
GANG resources. The oPttons 
provided are similar to those 
described in 8.8.1(b). 
New SINGLE and GANG resources may 
also be entered whilst building 
up an item rate. This is 
illustrated in 5.2.1(i). 
(b) Editing existing resources: 
This facility should be used for entering 
up-to-date costs for MATERIALS resources. 
Note that it is necessary to switch off 
the 'Awaiting Quotes' mark, as shown below, 
otherwise the resource will continue to be 
marked as awaiting quotes. Failure to 
switch off this mark will result in the 
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MATERIAL still appearing as 'Awaiting 
Quotes' in the relevant reports shown 
in Chapter 6. 
The result of revising a resource, as 
shown below, is to up-date all occurrences 
of that resource wherever they occur 
throughout the bill. 
In the example below the cost and discount 
of resource M987 are altered. The 
resource is also changed to not requiring 
quotes. CA detailed description of all 
the editing facilities provided is given 
in 8.8.2 Ca» • 
Resource Code? l1'1e7 
OK ? J:L 
Commands :-
Command? CO 
Cost? 1JL 
Commands :-
Co",mand ?..!£.. 
Description - Sr~CCIIiL MATWIAL 
Cost 6.7~O "~2 
Price with 12.500 X Discount = 5.1'06 t/t12 
'*~~*.****~ ~waiting Quotes **¥*.~~~*~ 
Supp I ier' s Nar,w - BLUE BOTTLE Sl'ORES 
DS C.hi\nge Description 
CO - Chang~ Cost 
MA - t'iarl< as Not r'eqlliring Ouotes 
UH - Change Uni ts of ~leasltI'Ni1E'nt 
DC - Change PiSCOllnt 
SU Change SlI.pplier's Name 
VI - Vielu Resource 
FI File Resource 
DS - Change Description 
CO - Change Cost 
MA MarK as Not requiring Quotes 
UN - Change Ulli ts of l'ieasllrement 
DC - Chan~e Discount 
SU - Change Supplier's Name 
VI - View Resource 
FI - File Resource 
Discount <X) ? 7.5 
CO[J)mands ;-
Co,,"and ? l!a 
DS -
CO -
"A -
UN 
DC 
SU -
VI 
Fl 
Ch?nge Description 
Change Cost 
f1ar~~ as Not reql.tirin<J Ol..lotes 
Char.ge Units of Mea.$lIren12nt 
Chanqe Discount 
Ch~nge Suppli?r's Name 
Vie" Resource 
File Resource 
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COIi\!llamis • 
Colt1m~.nd ? ~ 
DS Ch~llge P~scription 
CO - Chang!? Cost 
MA NarK ~s requiring Ouotes 
UN Change Units of Measure~cnt 
DC - Change Discount 
SU Change Supplier's Name 
VI - Viero kosource 
.fI File Resource 
De.cription - SPECIAL MATERIAL 
Cost 10.000 $1M2 
Price v,ith 7.500 X Discount".;: 9.250 
SlIppi ieJ"" ilame - BLUE f:OTTLE STDI~ES 
NOTE: 
$/I'I? 
It is also possible to edit GANG 
resources already entered into 
the file. This may be done in a 
similar manner to that described 
in8.8.2(b). 
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7.2 DOMESTIC SUB-CONTRACT RESOURCES 'AWAITING QUOTES' 
DOMESTIC SUB-CONTRACT items should not be confused with 
NOMINATED SUB-CONTRACT items (all NOMINATED items are 
described in Chapter 10). Note that wherever SUB-
CONTRACT is used in this manual, it refers to DOMESTIC 
SUB-CONTRACT items unless otherwise stated. 
The identification of SUB-CONTRACT items by the system 
results from the data keyed in during the entry of the 
bill of quantities (see Chapter 4). The system is thus 
able to provide reports of all the items awaiting SUB-
CONTRACT reports (see 6.1.4). As and when SUB-CONTRACT 
quotes are entered into the system, as described in 
7.2.2, they are automatically deleted from these reports. 
NOTE: 
It is not possible to enter a SUB-CONTRACT 
quote for an item not marked as requiring 
a SUB-CONTRACT quote as described in 4.1.3. 
The system does not provide facilities for 
storing SUB-CONTRACT resource costs in the 
COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES. These are 
considered as unique for each tender. 
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o 
If the estimator INSPECTS an item before the entry of 
the SUB-CONTRACT cost, he will receive displays similar 
to those shown below. 
(a) SUB-CONTRACT and WORK GROUP item: 
As described in Chapter 4, the system 
enables the estimator to combine a WORK 
GROUP with a SUB-CONTRACT item. 
As shown below the system illustrates 
that a SUB-CONTRACT quote is awaited 
for this item. 
o Bi 1) 1 Sc'ctlon 1 F'age 11 D 
,Quanti ty 54 M3 
WorK Group FBI8D.3 o RIlFCD.CONC.CASING TO ISOL.STL.I<MS EXCDG O. ?5M2 (CON'JEYER) 
o Weight 
Code Descr i ption Cost/HR Usage Factor Cost/M3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o L2 
F'l 
LABOURER (CUNC) 
CONVEYOJ.: 
---------
$2.75 1.670 100.0% 
--------- 0 
$4.5't ft 
$5.00 .130 100.0~ 
.0.65 0 o Net. Wastages 
o Code ~::~~~~~~~~ ~~=:~~~~: Usage ~~~_~~~~ ~~:~~~:-- 0 
Ml05 CONCRETE MIX A $21 .00/CU 1.000 5.0. $28.35 () ------------------------------,-----------:------------------------------------ 0 
Sub-Con1:ractor Required , 
O ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 TOTAL LABOUR COST/r.3 $4.59 
() TOTAL F'LANT COS'Utl:! $0.65 lOTAL MATEf<lAL COST 1M3 $28.35 
() TOTAL NET COST/M) 
-----------------------------~-----~----------------------------------------
o 
o 
() 0 
(b) SUB-CONTRACT only items: 
Where an item has been entered into the 
system as requiring only a SUB-CONTRACT 
quote, the UNKNOWN option has to be used 
to INSPECT it (see 5.2.2(b». This is 
necessary because the system requires 
a classification (see 5.2.2(b» to be 
entered for all items. 
NOTE: 
It is not necessary to INSPECT 
such items to ensure that they 
are transferred to the FILE OF 
CONTRACT DETAILS. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Commands .. 
o Command ? IN 
M~lt-{ MEhU 
It is thus not necessary for the 
estimator to enter a classification 
for items requiring only SUB-
CONTRACT quotes. 
(The classification is used to 
enable the system to produce 
listings of the bill of quantities 
in Work Section sequence. If this 
is required, a classification will 
have to be entered). 
IN - Inspect Item" 
SU - Sub-Contract Quotes 
UP - Update Prices 
AP Apply fiarK-Ups 
PR ~rint keports 
HE Set HELP Level 
sr - Stop 
o rt;SPEcr ITEM option 
Item Reference ? 1/1/1/B 
o PRICE ITEM option 
o 
o 
COfllmands ::-
KN - Known Groltp 
UN - Unknown Gr'oup 
IN - Included In 
Pl"ess RETURN to r'eturn to Main Menu o Command? UN 
O UNKNOWN WORK GROUP option 
,Bill 1 Soction 1 Page 11 B 
Cluanti ty 215 1'13 o Cl~.ssiiication ? S 
o EDIT WORK Gf:OUP option 
o 
o 
Commands :-
o Command?.Y.l.. 
AD - Add resource 
DE Delete resource· 
CH - Chanqe reSOUl""ce 
VI View bill item 
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o Bi 11 1 Section 1 Page 11 B 0 
Gaantity 215 M3 
Classification S -o . _________________ , _________________ '_, _______________________________________ ~ ___ 0 
There are no Resources in th i 5 Wor'k Group 
o ------------------------------------------------"------------------------------ 0 
Sub-Cont'\~actor ReqLlir~d - . 
o --------------------------- ----------- ----- ----------- -------- -------- ---------' 0 
-- ----------
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7.2.2 ENTERING SUB-CONTRACT QUOTATIONS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
This section describes the entry of SUB-CONTRACT quotes 
into the system, and their subsequent effect on the 
display of item build-ups. Access to this facility is 
obtained through the Main Menu of commands provided 
with the estimator's program (i.e. WS5RUN). 
MAIN MENU 
---------
Commands . 
IN - Inspect It'er.l 
SU - Sub-Contract Quotes 
UP - Update ,",r'i~es 
AF' - Apply Mark-Ups 
PR - r-ri nt Repm"ts 
HE Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop 
Command ? SU 
The system continues by requesting the estimator to 
enter a SUB-CONTRACT CODE. This code enables the 
system to identify all items priced by a particular 
Sub-contractor. It is therefore necessary to allocate 
a unique SUB-CONTRACT CODE for each Sub-contractor. 
A SUB-CONTRACT CODE <::onsists of the letter S followed 
by a number between 1 and 1999 (i.e. the limit on the 
number of Sub-contractors that may be entered for any 
one contract is 1999 - see 9.1.1). 
SUB-CONTRACT (lUOTES option 
Sub-Contr'act Code (ABORT to retur-n'to Main Menu) 1 g 
Resom'ce not on Pi 1 e 
Do you wish fa enter a nelU Resoll1"ce 7 L 
The estimator is then asked to enter the name of the 
sub-contractor in question, and the percentage discount 
applicable to his quotation. 
NOTE: 
The PERCENTAGE DISCOUNT entered is auto-
matically applied to quotations entered. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
" 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Na". '! .10. SUB-CONTRACTOR 
Discount (Y.) '/ M.. 
Commands :a 
IN - enter Item SIC Includ~d in 
ED - Edit Resource 
Pres. RETURN to E.it 
Coomana 1 
The system then provides facilities for entering the 
SUB-CONTRACT quotations, and for editing the details 
relating to a particular Sub-contractor. 
(a) Entry of quotations: 
Corilcrand ? iN 
In order to enter quotations, the IN 
command should be selected from the 
sub-menu shown, above. The estimator 
is then asked to enter the following 
information for each item which is to 
be priced using the SUB-CONTRACTOR 
previously defined: 
ITEM REFERENCE 
CLASSIFICATION (if applicable - this 
is only requested where no WORK GROUP 
CODE or CLASSIFICATION has previously 
been entered - see 7.2.1). 
SUB-CONTRACT RATE 
This is shown below. 
Itelll ~efereno:::e 1 1/11S/A 
Cl a'Osi f ica.tion ? ~ 
Rate '12.. 
The system then displays the quote 
entered for the users approval. If it 
is incorrect, editing facilities are 
provided. (These are described at the 
end of this section). 
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O Adding SI to Bi 11 I Section 1 f"ge 51 A (Classi:ir~tion $) 
Witt. Rate $~,OO 
o I. Ihis OK ?..L 
o Itp.lIl. fi ! E"d 
..CL 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
..Q 
It is then possible to continue 
entering SUB-CONTRACT quotations for 
the particular Sub-contractor in 
question. 
00 yuu IIJlSfl to enter- this Resource (llith another' 8i 1I Item?.l. 
Item Reference? 1/1/4/C 
Cla5~ification ? 2.. 
Rate '? ..1i. 
Adliinq SI to Bi 11 1 Section 1 r.gc 41 C 
(Classification S) 
With Rate $44.00 
Is This OK ? Y 
Item filed 
When the estimator has finished entering 
quotes for a particular SUB-CONTRACTOR, 
he may exit from this facility as shown 
below. 
DD yo~! \:.Ii sh to enter th i 5 Resource IU] th a110ther Bi I I Item ? J:L 
Sub-Contl"act Code (ABORT to retul'n to Main Menu) ? EHD 
NOTE: 
tt is only possible to enter SUB-
CONTRACT quotes for items entered 
into the system as requiring SUB-
CONTRACT quotes (see Chapter 4) • 
If an attempt is made to enter a 
quote for an item not marked as 
awaiting a SUB-CONTRACT quote, the 
user ,will obtain a display similar 
to that shown as follows. 
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COlllf,)3t1rJ ? IN 
Item R~f~rence ? 1/1/1/C 
This Bil\ IteM already c~~lains its Sub-Contract Ouole(s) 
COfL'llllanljs ~-
IN - Enter .Item SIC lnctude';l in 
EO - E~it Resourc~ 
~ress RETURN lo Exit 
It is possible to enter 2 SUB-
CONTRACT quotations for anyone 
item. These may be both from 
the same Sub-contractor, or from 
two different Sub-contractors. 
Where incorrect information has 
been entered for a particular 
quote, it may be changed as shown 
below. 
o It." Rete"ence ? 1/l/7/C 
o CIClssification 7 5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Rate ? 3 
Adding 51 to Fill 1 Section 1 Page 7/ C 
(Classification SI 
With Rate $3.00 
Is ,hi 5 OK ? N 
, -
COl'llmand 5 :-
Comilland '? 
CH - Change Rate 
BI - Ch~nge Bill Reference 
VI - Vie!!'! 
CL - ChaoQe Classification 
" 
Changing the SUB-CONTRACT rate: 
Command ? C~ 
. Rate? ...i.. 
A new SUB-CONTRACT rate may be entered 
as shown below. 
Adding 51 to Bi II 1 Section 1 Page 7/ C 
(Clas~ification S) 
With Rate $4.00 
Is This OK ? 
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Command 'I 1'l.. 
Changing the Bill Reference: 
It is possible to change the item for 
which the quote has been entered. 
Item Reference? 1/1/7/D 
~ctding 51 to Bill 1· Section 1 Page 71 D 
With Rate S4.00 
I. Thi. OK ? 
Ccm~~t\nd '? ~ 
Changing the Classification: 
This CL command enables the estimator 
to alter the classification. 
Cl~ssi,fication ? T 
Adding 51 to Bill 1 Section 1 Page 71 C 
(Classification T) 
With Rate $4.00 
ls This OK ? 
COMmand ? .YL 
Adding 51 
Viewing the Rate: 
It is possible to view the rate by using 
this command. 
to Bill 1 Section 1 Page 71 C . 
(Classification T) 
With Rate $4.00 
1s This OK ? " 
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(b) Editing a SUB-CONTRACT resource: 
The facilities shown below illustrate 
the editing of information stored for 
a particular Sub-contractor. 
SUB-CONTRACT OUUTES option 
Sub-Contract Code (ABORT to return to Main Meml) ? Sl 
OK 7..L 
Doscr'ption - ,TlJE SUB-CONTRACTOR 
2.500 X Disco\lnt 
Cor.)mands :-
IN - J::nter Item SIC 1l"1cluded in 
ED - Edit Resourc~ 
Press RETURN to E~it 
COAl"and 7 M 
Commands :-
Command 7 
COlllrlland 1 ~ 
DS - Chang. Description 
DC Cnanqe Discount 
VI - View Resource 
FI - File kesource 
Changing the SUB-CONTRACT description: 
This facility enables the estimator to 
alter the description entered for a 
particular Sub-contractor. 
Na". ? H.L.S H S'fORES 
C'JI'I'!Mand ? DC 
.-
Changing a SUB-CONTRACT discount: 
It is possible to alter the discount 
entered for a particular Sub-contractor. 
Di~cQunt (7.) 1 12 
Displaying the SUB-CONTRACT resource: 
The revised resource may be displayed 
by using this command. 
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o 
o CO::l:,jaj";~.? Vi 
-0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
D.scription - H.L.& H SlORES 
12.000 Z Discoun, 
Filing the SUB-CONTRACT resource: 
This command instructs the computer 
system to store the SUB-CONTRACT 
resource in its most recent form. 
7.2.3 PRESENTATION OF SUB-CONTRACT RESOURCES IN ITEM BUILD-
UPS 
SUB-CONTRACT quotes entered for a particular item are 
displayed in that item build-up. 
Where an item build-up already contains resource data, 
(i.e. by previous entry 9f KNOWN or UNKNOWN resources), 
it will be displayed in a manner similar to that shown 
below. 
o E:i 11' 1 Section 1 F"ge 1/ D 
Guant i ty 54 113 
o 
o o WorK Group FBI8D.3 RNFCD.CONC.CASING TO ISOL.STL.BMS EXCDG O. 25M2 (CONVEYER) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- o o 
Code Dese r i pt i on 
0 -----------
Cost/HR 
---------
L2 LABOURER (CONC) $2.75 
0 P7 tO~IVEYOR $5.00 Net. 
Cost/Unit 
---------
o Code Description 
o Ml05 CONCRETE MIX A $27.00/CU 
Code DeSl.:l"iption 
SI H.L.& H STORES 
Weight 
Us.ge Factor 
1.670 100.07. 
- .130 100.07. 
l"a5ta9~s 
Usa~e Per Unit 
.-------
1.000 5.07. 
Cost/M3 
--------- 0 
H.59· 
$0.65 0 
:~~:~~~ __ 0 
$28.J5 
o 
Cost/MJ 
---------0 
$3.52 o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 
• TOTAL LABOUR COS'fIM3 $4.5'( 
TOT,)L PLANT COST/M3 $0.65 
TOTAL MATERI~I. COST/MJ $28.35 
TOTAL SUB. CDN. COST/M3 $3.52 
TOTAL NET COST/M3 $3/.11 
o 
o 
-- -- -~- ---,- -- --- ------ ----------------- --- --------------------- ------ ----------0 
o 
o 
Where two SUB-CONTRACT quotations have been entered 
and resource data is already held for the item in 
question, the build-up will be displayed as shown 
below. 
_ Bi 11 1 Section 1 Pug" 101 A o Quanti ty 2~ M3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
n. 
Classification FA25A.7 
Code 
L2 
Code 
Ml05 
Code 
51 
52 
Descl~iption 
-.---------
LAI<Our,Er, (CONC) 
Description 
-----------
CmICRETF. MIX A 
Description 
--.--------
H.L.& H STOkES 
FRED SMITH INC 
TOTAL LABOUR 
TOm. rIAT:RIAL 
TOTAl. SUB. CON. 
Cost/HR 
---------
~2.75 
Net. 
Cost/Unit 
---------
$21.00/CU 
COSTlM3 
COST 1M3 
COST/M3 
TOTAL NET COSTIMJ 
Usage 
2.6:)0 
Usage 
1.000 
Weiqht 
Factor' 
100.07, 
IJastagt-s 
f'e\~ Urn t 
--------
7.57. 
- $7.8 
$£Y.03 
$'1.64 
Costll13 
---------
$1.29-
CostIM3 
.--------
12').03 
Cost/M3 
---------
$4.18 
$5.4-> 
If the estimator wishes to INSPECT an item containing 
only a SUB-CONTRACT resource (e.g. l/l/l/B on Figure 
4.1) this maybe done as shown below. 
MiN MEI,U 
---------
Ccr.lm~nds :-
- IN - -Inspect Ite~ -
SO - S\tb-Colltract G\.I<:otes 
LIP - Update Prict's 
A,- - Apply MarK-lips 
PR - Print t<l'ports 
HE - Set HELF' Love I 
ST - Stop 
Comm?nd ?.l!:L 
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INS,'ECT ITEM option 
1 teLl Reference "( 1/1/1/B 
['ill I Section I f'ago 11 B 
Iluanti ty 215 1'13 
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---------------------.---.--.--------------------------------------------------
Cooe Description Cost/lU 
SI H.L.~ H STORES 
TOTIIL SUB; COIl, COSTIM3 ~5.n 
TOTAL NET COST/M3 
--------------------- ----- --- ---- --- ---- --------- ------- --------------- -- -.::--- -- ----~ 
NOTE: 
It is not necessary to INSPECT an item 
containing only a SUB-CONTRACT quote in 
order to ensure its transferral to the 
FILE OF CONTRACT DETAILS (see 5.2). 
7.2.4 SUB-CONTRACT ITEMS INCLUDED IN OTHER SUB-CONTRACT 
ITEMS 
Where SUB-CONTRACT quotations are provided by the Sub-
contractor on an item by item basis, quotes may be 
entered as described in 7.2.2 above. However, where, 
quotations are obtained with several item rates marked 
as 'Included' in another rate, use will then have to 
be made of the INCLUDED IN option (described in 5.2.2(d)). 
Thus: 
All SUB-CONTRACT items containing SUB-
CONTRACT quotes should be entered as 7.2.2. 
All SUB-CONTRACT items marked as 'Included' 
in other items should be priced as 5.2.2(d). 
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8. THE SYSTEM CONTROL PROGRAr1 
8.0 GENERAL 
This program controls the entire computer-aided 
estimating system. As such it is envisaged that the 
person in charge of the estimating system and/or others 
authorised by that person, should be the only persons 
allowed to use this program. It enables the user to: 
add a new contract to the files; 
delete a contract from the files; 
change the details of a new contract; 
change the master password; 
list the current contracts; 
edit the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA; 
list the WORK GROUPS contained on the 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA; 
edit the contents of the COMPANY RESOURCE 
COST FILES; 
list the contents of the COMPANY RESOURCE 
COST FILES; 
set the level of help required; 
stop the program. 
Access to the system is obtained 
WSSCHIEF program. This is done 
after switching on the computer. 
require a password to be entered. 
known as the MASTER PASSWORD). 
by selecting the 
by keying in WSSCHIEF 
The system will then 
(This password is 
o 
o 
o 
o 
'fC)WS5CHIEF 
IHTEREST-BUILD Sy~t.m 5. 
Ch ief Es'tiMator', PI"ogr~lII 
Passwol'd 1 TOPMAN 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The system responds by printing out the Main Menu of 
commands relevant to this program. 
MAUl MENU 
---------
Coru:nands . 
~D, - Add a netu t:ontl~act 
DE D~lete a Contract 
CH Change a Contract Details 
MP Change the Mdst~r F'assUlord 
LC List current Contracts 
EW EdIt the WorK ,Croups File 
LW - List the WorK Groups File 
ER Edit the master Resource and Resource Ganq5 file 
LR List the master Resource and. Resource Gangs file 
HE Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop program 
Command? 
Each of these options is described below. 
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8.1 ADDING A NEW CONTRACT 
This facility enables the user to enter details relating 
to a new estimate. Additional information will be 
needed to supplement that contained in the bill of 
quantities. Details of this information are given in 
Figure 8.1 and described below. 
(a) Contract Identifier: 
This enables the system to store and 
retrieve the records relating to a 
particular tender. 
(b) Contract Title: 
This is the name of ' the particular 
tender in question. 
(c) Reference Code: 
This is the organisations own internal 
reference relating to the tender in 
question. 
(d) Tender Submission Date: 
This is the date on which the tender is 
to be submitted. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(e) Estimator's Password: 
This facility restricts the use of 
the estimator's program (WS5RUN -
see Chapter 5) to those persons 
familiar with the ESTIMATOR'S 
PASSWORD. 
(f) Data Prep. Password: 
Similarly, this facility restricts 
the use of the bill entry program 
(WS5DPREP - see Chapter 4) to those 
persons who know this password. 
(g) Approximate Number of Items: 
This information enables the computer 
system to reserve space within its files 
for the particular project in question. 
MAX. CHARACTERS ALLOWED 
OPTION LENGTH ALLOWED ALPHA- NUMER- SPACES (CHARACTERS) BETICAL ICAL 
Contract Identifier 4 Yes Yes 
. 
Contract Title 80 Yes Yes 
Reference Code 40 Yes Yes 
Tender Submission Date 8 Yes Yes 
Estimator's Password 6 Yes Yes 
Data Prep Password 6 Yes Yes 
Figure 8.1 Requirements of options for ADD 
A NEW CONTRACT command 
(h) Bill Numbering Method: 
This determines the manner in which the 
PAGE REFERENCE (see Chapter 4) and ITEM 
REFERENCE (see Chapter 5) need to be 
entered. Where the bill of quantities 
is supplied as one document, the BILL 
NUMBERING METHOD would allow the PAGE 
and ITEM reference to be entered in the 
following manner. 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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3/49/C 
LETTER(OR NUMBER) / t ~ITEM 
SECTION PAGE . 
NUMBER NUMBER 
Similarly, where the bill of quantities 
is supplied as several documents, the 
BILL NUMBERING METHOD would allow the 
PAGE and ITEM references to be entered 
in the following manner. 
. ~ 2/3/104/F ~ ____ .;' \ "ITEM LETTER(OR NUMBER) 
BILL SECTION 
NUMBER NUMBER 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
PAGE 
NUMBER 
The user will also be asked to select 
the method of referencing items. 
This may be either LETTERS or NUMBERS 
depending upon the bill in question. 
If the items are referenced by LET.TERS, 
the user will also be asked whether the 
letters i ~nd 0 are to be included. 
The printout below illustrates the 
adding of a contract for a new tender. 
Note that all input by the user is 
underlined. 
COllln:and .? AD 
ADD CONTRACT option 
Con'tract Identifier? WIL 
Contrac~ Title? 
USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION· 
R~fel'ence Code? kEF-99 
TC'ndel" Submission Date (DD/M~IYY> ? 25 DEC 81 
Estiriiator's F'assluord ? BLUE 
Data Prep. Passwor'd ? PETER 
Approximate Number of Bill Items ? 100 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
BILL NUMBERING METHOD 
For Section / Page / Item enter 1 
enter 2 For Bill I Section I Page / Item 
Option ?_1_ 
LETTERS or NUMBERS ·1 LE 
Exc lltdinq I and 0 ? l 
File Initialisation in Progress 
A short pause will follow to enable 
the computer system to allocate 
space in its files for the.new contract. 
The menu of commands will then be 
displayed. 
Co;,lmands . 
AD - Add a new Contrac t-
DE - De 1 ete a COI1t1~act 
CH - Change a Contract Detai Is 
triP - Change the 1'Ii?.ster Passlliord 
Le - List current Contracts 
EW - - Edi t the WOl'K Gl'OUpS Pi le 
LW - List the WorK Groups file 
ER - Edit the mast~r Resour'c:e cmd Resol\1~ce Gan<;is- fi le 
LR - List the master Resource and Resource Gangs file 
HE - Set HEU' Love 1 
ST - Stop pr'ogr'aID 
Command ? 
8.2 DELETING A CONTRACT 
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This command enables the user to delete a contract that 
is no longer needed. If it is required to preserve the 
contract information for later use, the files displayed 
by the computer system will need to be preserved; 
The procedure for doing this may be found elsewhere. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
L.. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8.3 
(.Ol'Rllla nd 5 : ~ 
Co.mand ? J1£ 
AD Add a new Contract 
DE - Delete a Contract 
CH - Change a Contract Detai Is 
MP - Change rhe Masrer Password 
Le - List current Contracts 
EW Edi t the WorK GI'OUpS fil e. 
LW List the WorK Groups File 
ER Edit the master Resource and 
LR - List the master Resource and 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop program 
DELETE CONTRACT option 
Contract Identifier?.ill 
Contri\ct Title:-
USER r.ANUAL DEMOtISTRATION 
Reference Code:- REF-99 
Tender Submission Date:- 25 DEC 8 
OK ? Y 
To Preserve the Data for this Contract, you should 
have Saved the following Files:-
WCOHTROL.WIL 
WCOHMAIH.WIL 
IJCONSUBS.IJIL 
WRESUPDT .lllL 
WSRTKEYS .WlL 
OK to proceed ? l 
Contr.C\c t De I eted 
CHANGING THE CONTRACT DETAILS 
Resource Gan95 fi le 
Resource Gangs file 
This facility allows the estimator to change details 
relating to the particulars of a contract already 
entered into the computer. The sub-menu of commands 
which ertables these changes to be made is shown as' 
follows. 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Commands • 
AD . Add a new Contract 
DE De rete a Contract 
CH . Chan~e a Contract Details 
MP . Change the Master Password 
Le - List (UN'ent Contracts 
EW . Edit ·the WorK Groups Pi I e 
LW . List the WorK Groups File 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
ER Edit the master Resource and Resource Cangs fUe 
LR - List the master Resource and Resource Gangs file 
HE Set HELP Level 
ST . Stop progl'am 
COMmand ? CH 
CHANGE CONTRACT DETAILS option 
Contract Identifier? WIL 
Commands • 
ES·· Change Estimator's Password 
DA Change Data Prep Password 
CO Change Contract Ti tIe 
RE . Change Reference Code 
rE Change Tender Submission Date 
ME . Change Numbering Method 
Press RETURN to return to Main Menu 
Co~mand ? 
It should be noted that the options provided (as 
illustrated below) may be exercised at any time during 
the operation of the estimating system with the 
exception of changing the NUMBERING METHOD. This can 
only be done before entry of the bill of quantities 
into the computer has started. 
o 
o 
£"j 
o 
o 
o 
(a) Changing the Estimator's Password: 
The example below shows how the 
ESTIMATOR'S PASSWORD may be changed. 
Co~mand ? ES 
Esti~a'tor's Password is:- ItI..tJE 
.New Password? RED 
(b) Changing the Data Prep Password: 
It is also possible to change the 
password allowing access to the bill 
entry program. 
Data Prep_ f'asslI:ord is:- f'ETER 
New Password ? GREE~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(c) Changing the Contract title: 
This facility allows the user to 
change the title of a particular 
contract. 
Command ? CO 
Title is,-
USER MANUAL DEMONSTRATION 
N,'-Title? 
MANUAL FOR USERS - DEMONSTRATION 
(d) Changing the Reference Code: 
This command allows the reference 
code to be altered. 
Command ? RE 
Reference Code is,- REF-99 
. New Code ? JETl54F 
(e) Changing the Tender Submission Date: 
The date entered for the submission 
of the tender may be altered by using 
this option. 
Command ? TE 
·Tender Submission Date is'- 25.DEC 8 
New Date (DD/MM/YY) ? 12-12-81 
(f) Changing the Numbering Method: 
This option enables the method of 
numbering to be altered. As stated 
above, it is only possible to make this 
alteration before entry of the bill 
into the computer system has commenced. 
CODlIlIand ? PiE 
Numberi ng method is:-
Bill / Sec~icn / Paqe / Item 
Items lettered (I and 0 e.c 1 "dedI 
For Section I Page I Ite~ 
For Si 11 I Section /'Paqe I Item 
Option? L 
LETTERS or ~:UMBERS ? NU 
enter 1 
enter 2 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8.4 CHANGING THE MASTER PASSWORD 
8.5 
The MASTER PASSWORD is the password allowing access to 
the System Control Program (i.e. WSsCHIEF). The 
method by which this change may be effected is shown 
below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
MAIN MENU 
COr.lmands :-
Command ? MP 
AD- ... Add a netv Contract 
DE ... Delete a Contract 
CH Change a Contract Details 
riP Change the I"lr.ster Passlvord 
Le ... List current Contracts 
EW ~dit the Work Groups File 
LW List the Work Groups File 
ER Edit the ma.ster Resour'ce and Resource 
LR ... List ~he· master Resource and ReSQU1'Ce 
HE Set HELP Level 
ST Stop program 
CHANGE MASTER f'ASSWORD option 
Ne. Pass"ol'd ? TOPMAN 
LISTING THE CURRENT CONTRACTS 
Gangs 
Can~s 
This command enables'the user to view the contracts 
currently stored in the computer system. In the 
example below, there are two contracts held in the 
system's files. 
0 
MAIN MENU 
0 ...... _------COfJl!llands ,-
0 AD - Add Cl. new Contract· DE - Delete d Contract 
0 CH ... Change a Contract Details MP ... Change the Master Password 
LC ... List current Contracts 0 EW Edit the Work Groups File 
LW List the Work Groups File 
file 
fi I e 
0 ER Edit the maste)" Resoul"'ce and Resource Gangs file LR ... List the mastel" kesource and Resource Gangs file 
0 HE Set HELP Level ST - Stop program 
0 Command? LC 
LIST CURRENT CONTRACTS option 
0 There are ·2 current contracts 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
~----------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
Contract Identifier:- MJ8 
Contract Title:-
Standi'trd Contract - Try-out of Materials UsagE! Listing 
Ref erence Code:- VC40.4 
Tender SubOlis.ion Date:- 31/07/81 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o Press RETURN to continue .. ,>----- A.fi. rtuVJ K~';f hl/f_:S~cJJ o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
------------------------------------- ________________________________________ 0 
Contract Identifier:- WIL 
Contract Title:-
MANUAL fOR USERS - DEMONSTRATION 
Reference Code:- JET/54f 
Tender SubOlission Date:- 12-12-81 
o 
o 
o 
o 
------~---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0 
o Press RETURN to continue 4., ..... ____ · fU.-rUII.N Kf.::! PA£,sSel 
o 
o 
o o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Commands • 
tiAIN MENU 
AD - Add a new Contract 
DE - De I ete a Contract 
CH - Change a Contract Details 
riF' - Change the Master F'asslljo~d 
Le - List current Ccmt"racts 
EW Edit the WOJ'K G)'OUPS File 
LW - List the WorK Groups File 
ER - Edit the master Resource ~nd Resource Gangs file 
LR - List the master Reso.urce and Resource Gangs f i I e 
HE - Set HELP Level 
·0 
o 
o ·Command? ST - Stop proqram 
·0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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8.6 EDITING THE WORK GROUPS FILE 
This section of the system enables the person in charge 
of the estimating system to edit the FILE OF PERFORMANCE 
DA~A. Two different operations may be carried out. 
These are: 
the entry of new WORK GROUPS into the 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA; 
the editing of WORK GROUPS already held 
in the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. 
8.6.1 ENTERING A NEW WORK GROUP 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
The example below illustrates the entering into the 
system of a new WORK GROUP. This WORK GROUP relates 
to the placing of mass concrete in sundry bases, and 
involves the use of two resources (i.e. ready mixed 
concrete, and labour to place the concrete). 
The user is first of all asked to enter the WORK GROUP 
CODE. This is the code obtained from the INTEREST-
BUILD classification which corresponds to the WORK 
GROUP in question. It is then necessary to enter the 
description and units of measurement as shown below. 
Command ? EW 
WORK GROUPS EDIT option 
WorK Group Code (ABORT to retur'n to Main Menu) ? rA'/,O 
D •• cription ? r.~SS CONCRETE IN SUNDRY BASES 
Units of MeaslI((>mtint ? M3 
The user is then prompted for information relating to 
the resources used in the WORK GROUP. The entry of 
resources is shown below, and is similar to that already 
described in 5.2.2(b). 
NOTE: 
These resources relate to those held in the 
COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES. (See Chapter 
3) • 
It is possible to create a new resource at 
this stage by entering a RESOURCE CODE which 
has not been used before. (This may be 
done in a similar manner to that described 
in 5.2.l(h». 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Re~ollr'ce 
OK ? Y 
Up to 10 resources (either SINGLE or GANG) 
may be entered for any WORK GROUP. 
Code (END to finish) ? ~ . 
Description - CONCRETE 
Cost 20.000 ~/M3 
Price Nith 5.000 % Viscount: 
(used) 
19.000 $/M3 
******,*.KW Awaiting Guotes **M****.*. 
Supplier's Name - REVLANV READYMIX CONC 
o . 
Description Extension 
o Usage Rate? ..!.. 
o Wastage (~) 'I 5 
. -
o ResoUl'ce Code (END to finish) ? LGI8 
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o *.** ******* ***JE _w*w******.* w* ********* iC ********fI***:IE If* ****Ifff* *****iC *****« ta**** 
LG1S CONC GANG (3) , 
°L2 
o 
o 
o 
LABOURER (CONC) 
$2.75 < 3.00 HR <AO< $8.2~ 
Divided by 1.0 
Gang Cost /HR 
******************~******~***.~********************~*********~~I*****~****l**** 
o OK ?.L 
o Descl"'iption E1.tension ? .. ~>----
o Usage Rate ? .35 
o 
o 
o 
Resource Code (END to finish) ? END 
Commands :~ 
AD -
DE -
CH -
VI 
Add Resource 
Delete Resource 
Change Resource 
Vie" WorK Group 
o ComDland ? 
The user may then view the WORK GROUP by selecting the 
VI command. (The other commands in this sub-menu are 
similar to those already described in 5.2.l(h». 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o CODlmand ? VI 
o WorK Group fA9.0 
MASS CONCRETE IN SUNDRY BASES 
Code. Cost/HR 
---------
$01..75 
Description 
o Lel8 J CONC GA~~-~;;-----
Net " 
Cost/Unit o Code Description 
--------. 
$19.00/MJ o Ml05 CONCRET~----------
Weight 
Usage Factor 
.350 100.0X 
Wastages 
Usage Per Unit 
--------
1.000 5.0X 
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Cost/M3 
o 
o 
o 
--------- 0 
$1".95* 
o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- o 
o 
TOTAL LABOUR 
TOTAL MATERIAL 
COSTlM3 
COSTlM3 
TOTAL NET COST/M3 $22.31 o 
o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 
Do you wish to Edit? . 
o 0 
If the user is satisfied with the WORK GROUP he should 
enter N and the system will proceed by requesting 
another WORK GROUP CODE. 
8.6.2 EDITING A WORK GROUP 
It is possible to change any data entered for a 
particular WORK GROUP_ The manner in which this may 
be done is shown as follows. 
o Comma lld' ? EW 
O WORK GROUPS EDIT option WorK GI"Ol~::- Cod~ (ABORT to ,"e-turn to Main Menu) ? G1A.O 
o 
o 
o Work Group GIA.O i 0 
6 MM MILD STEEL REHJFORCEMENT IN FOUNDATIONS o -------------------------------------------------------------------------'- -----. 0 
Weight . 
o Cod. Description Cost/HR Usage Factor :::~~: ___ ; 0 
-.---------
---------
o Lb 
1.31 
L46 o PS 
o Code 
LABOURER !UNLOAD) 
STEEtFIXER -FIX 
P-ANKSMAN 
MOBILE CRANE 
Description 
--.--------
$2.25 
$3.00 
$2.25 
$14.50 
Net. 
Cost/Unit 
---------
.500 
54.000 
.250 
.250 
Usage 
100.0% 
100.0. 
100.OX 
100.0% 
Wa5t~.ge5 
Per Unit 
o NI 6MM M.S.RE[<AR $295.00ITH 1.000 2.5% 
1':3< BINDIHG WIRE $1. SO/KC 18.000 O.(\X 
~1.13,0 
H62.00. 
SO .56 : 
$3.03 ;0 
I 
Cost/T 10 
_________ l 
$302.38 :0 
"27,00: . o ---------------~---------------------------------------------------------------:0 
TOTAL LABOUR COSTlT $163.69 
o 
0: 
TOTAL PLANT COS11T $3.6~ . 
TOTAL MATERIAL COSUT $229,38 0 
TOTAL NlT COST/T H90.69 o 
-------------------------------------------.--------------._-------------------
o Do you .. ish to Edit? !... o . 
f'"\ 
o 
o 
o 
o Command? 
o 
DS - Ch"n<.1~ Description 
UN - Ch3.nge Units of Me~surerael1t 
ED Edit Work Group 
VI - Vie. Uark Group 
DF D~l~te WorK Gr'cup fro~ File 
PI - File Work GrDup 
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The commands enabling changes to be made are described 
below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Changing the Description: 
It is possible to change the WORK GROUP 
description as shown below. 
Command ? ~ 
Description? 6 MM M.S. REBAR IN FOUNDS 
Commands ;-
Command ? . 
DS - Change Description 
UN - Change I:Ini ts of Measu,"ement 
ED - Edit WorK Group 
V, - View WOl-K Group 
DF - Delete WorK Group from File 
FI - File WorK Group 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
This may be done as illustrated below: 
Command .1, .uN 
Units of Measurement? T 
Commands ;:-
Command ? 
DS - Change Description 
UN - Change Units of Measure~ent 
ED - Edit WorK Group 
VI - VietlJ WorK Group 
DF Delete WorK Grcup from File 
FI - File WorK Group 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Editing the contents of the WORK GROUP: 
This command allows the user to make changes 
to the resources contained in the WORK GROUP. 
Commands :-
AD Add RcsOlll'ce 
DE Delete Resource 
CH - Change Resource 
VI Vie .. WorK Group o Command ?CH 
o Resource Code (END to finish) '? lcli. 
o Code Descl"iption Cost/HR Usage Wei ght Fac t"or 
o L46 
o 
o 
BAHKSMAH -HOIST 
Commands :-
EX 
US 
Press RETURN 
- Change Extension 
Change Usage Rate 
to exit 
$2.25 .250 100.0r. 
o Comma nd ? EX 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
D~scriptian Extension? HOIST 
Commands :-
EX - Ch~nge Extension 
US - Change Usage Rate 
Press RETURN to el,i t 
Comroands .. 
AD - Add Resource 
DE - De 1 ete Resollrc e 
CH Chang!:? ResQl1l"'ce 
VI - View WorK Group o COMmand? 
These editing commands are described in more 
detail in 5.2.I(h). 
NOTE: 
The WEIGHTING FACTOR is assumed as 
100 for all performance data 
contained in the COMPANY files. 
Viewing the WORK GROUP: 
The user may wish to see the results of the 
changes he has made. This may be done by 
using the VI command. The example below 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Costl'l' 0 
--------. 
$0.56 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
illustrates the changes made to the original 
WORK GROUP described above. 
o Command ~:.Y.!. 
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o 
WOl'K GI'CUp GI.).O 0 o b MM M.S. RE BAR IN fOUNDS o ------- ----- -- -- --- --- -- ---- -- ------------ -- -- -- --------- ---~~;~~; -------- -- --: 0 
0' Code ~~~:~~~:~~~ ~~~:~~~__ Usage factor :~~~~: __ , 0 
L~ LABOURER (UNLOAD) $2.25 .500 100.0% .$1.13 
o L31 STEELFIXER -FIX $3.00 ~4.000 100.0r. $162.00 0 
L46 BANKS MAN -HOIST $2.<5 .250 100.07. $0.56 
Het. Wasta9£>s 
o P5 MOBILE CRANE $14.50 .250 IOO.Or. $3.63 0 
CostlUnit Usage Per Unit CostlT Code Description o ----------- ---.-.--- -------- ___ pp_pP. o 
o 
MI bMM M.S.REBAR S295.001TH 1.000 2.57. $302.38 
$I.S0IKG 18.000 0.0% $27.00 o M34 BINDING WIRE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 
o 
TOTAL LABOUR COSTIT 
TOTAL PLANT COST/T 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST/T 
$163.69 
$3.63 
$329.38 
o 
o 
TOTAL HET COSTn H96.69 o ______________________________________________________ ------------------------ 0 
o 
o 
o 
Do you nish to Edit? 
Deleting the WORK GROUP: 
If the WORK GROUP is not required for 
subsequent use, it may be removed from the 
system's files by using this command. 
Com .. nd ?DF 
WOI-K. Group .. Del eud 
Fiiing the WORK GROUP: 
This command instructs the system to store 
the revised WORK GROUP in the FILE OF 
PERFORMANCE DATA for further use. 
o 
o 
o 
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8.7 LISTING THE WORK GROUPS FILE 
The use of this command will provide a report giving all 
the WORK GROUPS on the computer system's files at that 
stage. The commands allowing this report to be 
obtained are shown below. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Commands .. 
Comoand ? LW 
MAIN MENU 
AD Add 3. nelo Contract 
DE De 1 ete a COl"ItrdC t 
CH Ch~nqe a tontrac~ Details 
MP - Change the Master f'asslQord 
Le - List current Contracts 
EW - Ect i t the UorK Groups Fil e 
LW - Li st the WorK GI-OUpS Fi 1 e 
ER Edit the master Resource and Re~ource Gangs 
LR - List the lI',astl?r Resource and F:esourc:e Gangs 
HE Set HELP Leve 1 
ST - Stop proqram 
WORK C~OUf'S LIST option 
Sorting in Forcgress 
file 
fi 1. 
A short delay will be experienced to enable the system 
to sort all the WORK GROUPS into order (the system 
assumes that they will be entered in a random fashion). 
It will then be necessary to enter the date (to allow 
identification of the report). Ensure that the 
printer is switched on and that, in the case of multi-
user systems, nobody else is using the printer at the 
same time. It will also be necessary to check that 
sufficient paper is available for the printing of the 
complete report. 
5~ roorK group~ sorted 
Date ? 4-8-81 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-This list will need about 3 pa~e5. 
Mak. sure pri nter is avai labl e (pl-es. RE'rURN ) .......... __ t&T"t..fJUJ Ice. ':J 
1i'A~:s:s£,) 
.The report will now be printed out. 
is illustrated in Figure 8.2. 
A section of it 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
FA25A.7 
FA25A.9 
FA2~E.3 
FA26G.2 
n18D.3 
FF2~G.3 
FB27G.2 
GIIJ.O 
GIIK.O 
GIIL.O 
GIIM.O 
G14H.O 
G14I.0 
G14J.0 
G14K.0 
C1SC.O 
CONCRETE IN BLINDING N.E. 100MM THICK (50 TO,IOOMM) (BAkROW 25M) 
BLINDING NE 100MM (HAND) 
CONCRETE T~ BBDS ISO-300MM THICK (CRANE) 
CONCRE1'E TO BEDS EXCD~ 300"" THICK (BARROW 25M) 
REINFCD.CONC.CASING STL.eMS. EXCDG 0.25M2 (CONV~YER) 
RNFCD.CONC.CASING TO ISOL.STL.BMS EXCD~ 0.25M2 (CONVEYER) 
REINFCD C~NC.IN BEDS ~XCDG 300MM THICK (CRANE) 
REINFCD.CONC.IN ROADS EXCDG.300MM THICK (BARROW 25~) 
RbINFCD.CONC.TO WALLS £XCDG.300MM THICK (PUMP) 
25MM M.S.REBAK IN SCASES,STRNGti,LANDINGS 
2~MM M.S.REBAR IN Sl'EPS,SCASES,STRNGS,LNDGS 
25MM M.S.REBAK IN TOPS OF DORMEKS 
~5MM M.S.REBAR IN TO~S +CIlE£KS.DORMERS 
32MM M.S.REBAR IN STEPS 
32MM M.S.REBAR IN STAIRCASES.STRINGS 
32MM M.S.REBAR IN SCASES,STRNGS,LANDINGS 
32MM M.S.REBAR IN S'rE~S,SCASES,SmNGS,LNDGS 
~O~" M.S.RE9A~ IN CASINC STEEL COLS+BMS 
Unit1t 1'13 
Units 1'13 
Units M3 
Uni ts l'I3 
Units 1'13 
Units M3 
Units 1'13 
Uni ts 1'13 
Units 1't3 
Units THE 
Uni ts THE 
Units l'NE 
Uni ts THE 
Units THE 
Units TNE 
Units tHE 
Uni ts THE 
Uni ts THE 
Figure 8.2 Example of COMPANY WORK GROUPS listing 
Paqe 1 o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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8.8 EDITING THE MASTER RESOURCE AND RESOURCE GANGS FILE 
The purpose of this command is to enable the person in 
charge of the estimating system to edit the contents of 
the COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES (i.e. the Master Resource 
and Resource Gangs File). Two different operations 
may be carried out. They are: 
the entry of new resources or gangs of 
resources into the system. 
the editing of resources or resource 
gangs already stored in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES. 
8.8.1 ENTRY OF NEW RESOURCES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(a) SINGLE resources: 
In order to enter a new SINGLE resource, 
the user needs to enter a RESOURCE CODE 
which has not already been used. 
(See Chapter 3). The prompts which 
the computer system provides are 
illustrated below. 
Co.mand ?..!E.. 
MASTER RESOURCES EDIT option 
Resoul'ce Code (ABORT to retllrn to !"lain Menu) ? MiSS 
I Re-source not on Fi 1 e 
Do you UJish 'to enter a. nellJ Re-sourc e ?..l-
The system then requires the' following 
information to be entered for the 
resource: 
Description 
Cost per unit 
Units of measurement 
Percentage discount (if applicable 
- see NOTE below) 
Suppliers name (if known) 
Are quotes required? (This prompt 
allows the 'Awaiting Quotes' SUB-
SYSTEM to come into operation. 
'See Chapter 7). 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Description? SPECIAL EPOXY GLUE 
Cost? ~ 
Uni ts of Pleasur..ement ? .!. 
Discount (X) 7...l. .... _- P£{/.c ...... 7"I/~"-
Supp I ier' sHame 7 ,fOE BLOGGS & SON 
Quotes Required? l 
Description - SPECIAL EPOXY GLUE 
Cost '6.'i'50 $/L 
Price with 5.000 ~ Discount = 6.602 S/L 
**.****~*** Awaiting Uuotes *M******** 
5upp I ier' s Name - ,fOE BLOGGS & SOH 
Do you t'Jish to Edit'? J:!. 
NOTE: 
That the percentage discount is 
automatically applied to the cost 
entered. 
The NET cost (i.e. the Gross cost 
less discount) is that used in all 
subsequent calculations. 
(b) GANG resources: 
The prompts below illustrate the manner 
in which GANG resources may be entered 
into the system. They may only be 
formed from SINGLE resources. As shown, 
the user is asked to enter the quantity 
of the SINGLE resource used in the GANG. 
R.~our<e Code (ABORT to return to Main Menu) ? ~ 
R~so'_:rce no': 0:1 Fi I e 
['Cl you r.;;ish to ~nt'er Po. ne~!J Resource? ..!.. 
~es<ription ? SPE~IAL GA~G R2S0URCE 
Units of M~.surer.lent ? .nm.. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Single Resolll-ce Code (END to finiS;h) ?...h!. 
Description - LAFOUR&k 
Cos t 2.250 $/HR (used) 
OK ?..L 
Ouantity of Resource? .5 
Single Resource Code (END to fin,sh) ? ~ 
Description - MUBILE CkANE 
Cost 14.500 $/HR (used) 
OK ? Y 
..Quantity of Resourc:e ? .25 
Single Resource Code (END to finish) ? M6 
Description - IGmt I'I.S.REBAR 
Cost 240.000 S/THE (u~ed) 
OK ? Y 
Quanti ty of Resource? ..!... 
Singl£ Resource Code (END to finish) ? EIlD 
It is then necessary to enter a GANG 
DIVISION RATE.. This divides the 
GANG in accordance with the require-
ments of the resource in question. 
(e.g. Where a GANG consists of 2 
bricklayers and 1 labourer, it would 
be necessary to divide by 2 to get a 
GANG rate). 
If no division is required, 1 should 
be entered. This is shown below. 
() Gang Division Ra~e ?~ 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() *********************************************************x********************* () 
XG220 SPECIAL GANG RESOURCE . 
. , 
0 Ll LABOURER '0 
$2.25 * .50 HR $1.13' 
0 PS MOBILE CRAHE 10 
$14.50 * .25 HR $3.63 
0 1'16 1bMi'! M.S.REBAR $240.00 0 $240.00 * 1.00 TNE 
0 ----------- 0 $244.75 
0 Divided by 1.0 -----------: 0 
. . Gang Cost /TNE $244.75· 
o **************.**~***********************if**if****ildi** ******************ii_ii*_.tfolf 0 
Do you ~i5h to Edit? 
o 0 
. 
NOTE: 
As shown above, it is only 
possible to create GANG resources 
from SINGLE resources. However, 
it is possible to create a SINGLE 
resource at this stage be entering 
a SINGLE RESOURCE CODE that has 
not been used. The manner in 
which this may be done is similar 
to that already described in 
5.2.l(i). 
8.8.2 EDITING OF EXISTING RESOURCES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
(a) SINGLE resources: 
The commands below illustrate the manner 
in which the contents of a SINGLE 
resource may be changed. It is first 
necessary to call up the resource by its 
RESOURCE CODE, and then to instruct the 
system that the editing facilities are 
required. 
Hcsou 1'(. e COdLl (AI.tORT to r.eturn to rluin Menu) ? Ml0~ 
Description - CmlCRETE 
Cost 20.000 $/"3 (used) 
F'l~ice wi th 5.000 % Discounr , 11'.000 S/1\3 
~**.******* Awaiting Ouotes *~~~**~A*. 
Supplier's Ndme - REDLAfID REf,DYMIX COtlC 
Do you tuish .. to Edit ?,L 
Commands . 
DS Chanqe Description 
CO Change Cost 
MA Mark as Hot. reQuil"i l1q Ouotes 
UN - ChangE Units of Measure~ent 
DC Change Discount 
SU - Change Supplier's Name 
VI - Vie" .. Resource 
fI - File Resource 
Command ? 
The editing commands are described below. 
Changing the Description: 
A new description may be entered as 
shown below. 
Command? DS 
Description? CONCRETE MIX A 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
l~ 
o 
o 
o 
Changing the Cost: 
A new cost may be entered by using 
the CO command. 
Command '?.£Q. 
Cost 7 2.Q. 
Marking as NOT requiring quotes: 
This facility removes the mark which 
identifies this resource as 'Awaiting 
Quotes'. (This aspect is further 
described in Chapter 7). 
Changing the Units of Measurement: 
The units of measurement may be 
changed. 
Command 1:,!!!i 
Uni~6 of Measurement? CU M 
Changing the Discount: 
The discount may be changed as shown 
below. It is also possible to enter 
o if this facility is not required. 
Discount (Z) ? 10 
Changing the Supplier's Name: 
The facility allows changes to be made 
to the name of the supplier. 
Command ~: SU 
Supplier's Name? READYMIX CONCRETE SUPPLIES 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
o 
Viewing the Resource: 
This command enables the user to view 
the resource. 
COL'lmand ? VI 
Description - CONCRETE MIX A 
Cost 30.000 S/CU M (used) 
Price "ith 10.000 7. Discount = 27.000 SICU " 
Supplie."s Ham. - READYKIX CONCRETE SUPf'LlES 
Filing the Resource: 
This command instructs the system to 
store the resource in its present form. 
Resource Filed 
Deleting the Resource: 
If the resource is no longer required, 
it may be removed by exercising this 
command. 
Command ? ~ 
Resource De)e~ed 
NOTE: 
Where a resource has been marked 
as (used) - this signifies that 
it is used in a GANG resource or 
a WORK GROUP. 
It is not possible to delet'e 
SINGLE resources marked as (used). 
(b) GANG resources: 
As with SINGLE resources, it is necessary 
for the user to call up the GANG resource 
in question. 
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r. 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
r'I 
XG,3l SPECIAL GIING I~ESOUf:CE 
L1 LAliQURER 
n.25' .90 HR 
$240.00 • 1.00 mE £240.00 
1'134 ~INDIHG \lIRE 
SI.50 *20.00 KG i30,OO 
s~n.03 
Divided by 1.0 
Gang Cost ITHE $272.03 
* •• *.*,.********~***~*******.»******************~*Y***.********~*~**** •• *****~. 
Do you wish to Edit? Y 
Cor..i"nC!_nds :-
Command .1 
Command ? AD 
DS - Change Description 
UN Chang'? Uni ts of Measurement 
AD - Add Resource 
DE 
OU 
De I ete Resol\rce 
- Change Ouanti ty 
VI Vie'" Gang Build Up 
DV Chan~e Division Rate 
Fl - File Gang 
DF - Delete Gang frum File 
Some of the editing commands have 
already been described in the section 
for SINGLE resources above. Only the 
outstanding facilities are described 
below. 
Adding a Resource: 
It is possible to add a new SINGLE 
resource into the GANG resource by 
using this command. 
Single Resource Code ?~. 
Description - MOBILE CRANE 
Cost 14.500 $IHR (used) 
OK? Y 
Quantity of Resource? .38 
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Deleting a Resource: 
349 . 
It is also possible to delete a resource 
from those already contained within the 
GANG. 
Command 1 ~ 
Sin91e Re.ource Code 7 M34 
Changing the Quantity: 
This command enables the user to change 
the quantity of a resource used in the 
GANG. To do this he needs to enter the 
RESOURCE CODE to be changed as shown 
below. 
. Comn:.nd ? .QlL 
Sinqle Resource Code? ..!:.L 
Quantity of Resource 1 .75 
Changing the Division Rate: 
It is possible to cpange the division 
for the GANG as shown below. 
Command? ~ 
Gong Division Rate 7 1.25 . 
Viewing the GANG Build-u~: 
This command enables the user to view 
the GANG build-up. The display below 
illustrates the changes made to 
resource XG231. 
Command ? VI 
**************K~***~**************~*****k********************.*****~*********** 
XG231 SPECIAL GANG RESOURCE 
L1 LA~OURER 
MO 16MI1 M.S.REBAR 
PS MOBILE CRANE 
$2.25 * .75.HR 
$240.00 • 1.00 THE 
$14.50 * .36 HR 
Di vided by 1.2 
Gang CoSt ITNE 
$240.00 
*.*******.)***********~****************~~*********.***.M •• _.*f**.** •••• *.* •• *._ 
f'l~C55 RElURH to contil1lle 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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8.9 LISTING OF THE ~~STER RESOURCE AND RESOURCE GANGS FILE 
This command enables the user to obtain a listing of all 
the SINGLE and GANG resources stored in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES. The prompts enabling these 
listings to be obtained are shown below. 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Comr.and ? ..LE.. 
MASTER RF.SOURCES LIST option 
Date? 4·8-81 
Comlllands:-
MS - List Master Single ~:esources 
MG - List Master Ganq ResolH'ces 
(or press RETURN to return to Main Menu) 
Conlmand ? MS 
.' 
Sort in Proqress 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
A short delay will be experienced at this stage. The 
computer system will then continue as below. 
152 Resources to be printed 
o FULL or BRIEF listing? FU 
o 
The listing may be obtained in either a FULL or BRIEF 
form. Examples of these listings are given in Figures 
8.3 to 8.4. In order to obtain the listings the RETURN 
key should be pressed. (Note the additional require-
ments described in 8.7). 
haKe sure printer is av. i lab I e -< press RETURN) ... E---- II.E:T"/t1-J 1:£;1 ,4("".,; ... -b 0 
8.10 SETTING JHE HELP LEVEL 
Frequent use of the system will result in the user 
becoming familiar with the options provided by the system. 
In such cases it is likely that he will not wish to see 
the Main Menu of commands for every o~eration undertaken. 
The use of the HELP command enables the user to select 
whether he wants this menu suppressed or displayed. 
This is illustrated as follows. 
0 Date t 4-8-81 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Xnterest-Bu~ld 5.Master Resource L~st~ng 
Material 
"101 Description RAWl. TIE 
Cost .400 £/NR 
MIO, Doscription - CONCRETE MIX A 
t.:ost 30.000 £/CU 11 (used) 
Price with 10.000 r. Di9co~mt c 27.000 £/CU 11 
Supplior', No •• - READYMIX CONCRETE SUPPLIES 
MIIO Doscription - PUMP MIX CUNCRETE 
Cost ~5.000 t/M3 • (usod) 
Pl"ice 'lI1th 5.000 X Discount a 23.750 £/rt3 
_**._**If*** AI',aitinq Oltot~s ItU"'.**.** 
Supplier'~ Hame - BLUE CIRC1.E 
1'1120 lJescription - CONe MIX A 
MI21 
Cost 20.000 £/113 
Price with 5.000. X Discount ::I 19.000 £/M3 
**It ••• It'll.** Al'laiting Quotes Itltlt******* 
Supplier', Hame - REDLAND READYI1IX CONC 
Description 
Cost 
F'riee with 
- CONCRETE MIX B 
21.000 £/M3 
5.000 X Di~count • 19.950 £/M3 
ItItH ....... Atltaitinq Ouotes **f!I:******" 
Sllppli9r'~ Hame - REDLAHD READYI1IX CONe 
Example B.3 Example of COMPANY RESOURCE listing 
Page 18 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
w 
U1 
0 
0 Dat~ lB-B-81 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Inte~est-Bui~d 5 Ma_te~ Resou~ce Listin~ 
Mst.er i al. 
~91 SOFT WOOD 75 X 100MM 87.10 £I100M 
M92 SOFT WOOD 75 X 150MM 126.10 £fIOOM 
M93 SOFTWOOO 75 X 175MM 148.20 £fIDDM 
M'J4 SOFTWOOO 75 X 200MM 172.25 £fIOOM 
M"S sonwooo 75 X 225MM 197.60 £/lQO~ 
M96 SOFTWOOD 100 X 100MM 126~10 £fl00M 
M!OO R~WLLOOf' .t.5 £fNR 
M1D! R~WLT!E . Id) £fNR 
M,105 CONCr":[TE 19.00 £1M3 • 
MllD PUMP MIX CONCRETE 23.75 £/M:! • 
M120 CONC MIX A 19.00 £1M3 • 
M121 CONCRETE MIX B 19.95 £/M3 • 
Figure 8.4 Example of COMPANY RESOURCE listing (continued) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
W 
In 
N 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-- -------
··Co.mand~ ,-
Command ?~ 
AD - Add a n?lo Contract 
DE - Delete a Contract 
CH - Change a Cuntract Details 
M~' - Olange the Master f'aSSllJOrd 
LC - List CUfl'ent Contracts 
EW - Edit the WOl'K Grcups File 
LW - List the WorK Grollp'3 File 
ER - Edit the master Resource and Resource Gangs fi le 
ill List the master Resource and I~esol\rce Gangs file 
HE Set HELP .Level 
Sf - Stop progl'am 
Help levels 
o - SUPPf'ESS Menus 
1 - Display Menus 
He I p Leve I [RETUKN f 01' 1] ? JL ' 
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o 
o 
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o 
o 
o 
If, at any 
recognised 
displayed. 
stage, 
by the 
This 
the user enters a command that 
system, the MAIN MENU will be 
is shown below. 
is not 
Not a va I id Command 
COnlmands :-
Add a new Contract 
- Delete a Contract 
AD 
DE 
CH 
MP 
Le -
E~ 
LW -
ER 
lR 
HE 
Sf 
Commrtnd ? 
Change a Contract Details 
Change the Master Password 
List current Contracts 
Edit the ~lol'K Groll~s File 
List the WorK Groups File 
Edi t the master Resource and 
List the roaster Resource and 
Set HELP Level 
Stop pcogram 
Resource Gangs fil~ 
Resource Gangs tile 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
If the user wishes to have the MAIN l-1ENU disolayed again, 
the HELP level will have to be set to 1. ~ 
Command ? HE 
Help levels 
o ~ Suppress t':enus 
1 - Display Menus 
Hel p Level [RETURN fo;' 0] ? 1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8.11 STOPPING THE PROGRAM 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
This command enables the user to stop work. 
shown below. 
Con:rnands ,-
AD - Add a new Contract 
DE - Delete a Contract 
CH . Change a Contract Details 
MP - Change the Master Passlvord 
LC - List current Contracts 
tw Edi t the WorK G,'oups Fi le 
LW - List the WOI'K GroltpS Fi le 
ER - Edit the mastel' F:esom'ce anc1 Resource Gangs file 
LR - List the nmster Resource and Resource Gangs fi le 
HE - Set HELP Level 
ST - Stop program 
eonl""nd ? R 
STOP 
The computer may then be switched off. 
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This is 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9, THE DATA LIBRARY 355 
9.0 GENERAL 
This chapter gives detailed consideration to the 
requirements of the COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES and the 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. These files together form 
the DATA LIBRARY of the estimating system. Resources 
entered into the COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES are used 
in conjunction with performance data stored in the FILE 
OF PERFORMANCE DATA to form WORK GROUPS. These WORK 
GROUPS are then used to price items found in bills of 
quantities as described in Chapter 5. 
9.1 THE COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES 
The contents and method of coding to be adopted in 
these files has already been described in Chapter 3. 
Consideration is given below to the allowable number of 
resources in each cost code category, the arrangement 
of resources within a category, and the presentation of 
resources for entry into the computer system. 
9.1.1 THE ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF RESOURCES 
Resources are divided into cost code categories (i.e. 
Labour, Plant, Auxiliary Plant, Materials, Resource 
Groups and Sub-contractors), according to the alpha-
betical prefix associated with each RESOURCE CODE. 
For example SINGLE Labour resources start with L, 
GANGS of Labour resources start with LG etc. (see 
Chapter 3). The number of resources that may be 
contained in each of these categories is shown in 
Figure 9.1. These may be altered according to the 
user's specific requirements, with the proviso that the 
overall maximurnnumber of resources does not exceed 
30 990. 
9.1.2 ARRANGEMENT OF RESOURCES 
It is recommended that the entry of resources into the 
system is undertaken in a disciplined manner. Entry 
of resources on a 'first come, first served basis' is 
likely to be unsatisfactory, as the time taken to 
find a specific resource may become excessive. 
The example given below illustrates the manner in which 
a COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILE may be sub-divided in 
order to ease the effort in locating a particular 
resource. 
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ALLOWABLE RESOURCE CODING 
CATEGORY 
SINGLE RESOURCE GANG RESOURCES 
LABOUR Ll to L1999 LGl to LG1999 
PLANT PI to P1999 PGl to PG1999 
AUXILIARY Al to A1999 AGl to AG1999 PLANT 
-
MATERIALS Ml to M6999 MGl to MG4999 
SUB-CONTRACTORS SI to S1999 -
RESOURCE GROUPS - XGl to XG4999 
Figure 9.1 Limits of Resource Coding 
(a) List resources: 
The first step is to list all resources 
likely to be used in the compilation of 
WORK GROUPS. These should be arranged 
in their appropriate cost code category. 
(b) Sorting of resources: 
The resources in each category should 
then be sorted into 'like' or 'logical' 
areas. The example shown in Figure 9.2 
illustrates an extract from a sorted list 
of Plant resources. 
JCB 3C ) 
JCB 807B ) 
CAT 992 ) 
CAT 9SSL ) 
EXCAVATORS 
17/10 WINGET ) 
21/14 WINGET ) 
o • Srn 3 SAMBRON 
1m 3 SAMBRON 
CONCRETE MIXERS 
) DUMPERS ) 
Figure 9.2 Example of Plant Resources 
arranged in 'like' areas 
(c) Allocating RESOURCE CODES: 
It is then necessary to allocate RESOURCE 
CODES to the different resources listed 
above. The total number of allowable 
RESOURCE CODES as defined in Figure 9.1 
should then .be divided into sections. 
These sections should allow the storage 
of 'like' areas of resources, and provide 
a suitable number of blank RESOURCE CODES 
(i.e. unused RESOURCE CODES). The 
purpose of these blank codes is twofold: 
(i) to allow for the future addition 
of new resources to the files, 
(ii) to allow for the numerous 'one-off' 
resources that will need to be 
entered for each tender. .This 
requirement is especially relevant 
for Materials resources. 
Figure 9.3 illustrates an example of the 
manner in which a PLA.~T RESOURCE COST FILE 
may be divided. The 1999 resources 
available have been divided into sections. 
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PLANT RESOURCE CODES PLANT ITEMS 
PI tOP49 Compressors 
P50 to P99 Compressor tools 
PIOO to Pl49 Conc. Mixers 
Pl50 to Pl99 Conc. Batching Plant 
P200 to P249 Conc. PIlIlIPS 
P250 to Pi99 Mobile Cranes 
P300 to P349 Dumpers 
P350 to P399 Excavators 
P400 to P449 Forklifts 
P450 to P499 . Generators 
P500 to P549 Hoists 
P550 to P599 Hoist Ancillaries 
P600 to P649 Lorries - tippers 
P650 to P699 Lorries - ordinary 
P700 to P749 Water PllIllps 
P750 to P799 Rollers 
paoo to Pl999 
Figure 9.3 Example of sections within, PLANT 
RESOURCE COST FILE 
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Each section is then used to store 
'like' areas of Plant resources. 
B'lank RESOURCE CODES have been included 
in each section (i.e. in the case of 
Excavators, 4 different types of 
excavator are listed in Figure 9.2 'and 
49 RESOURCE CODES are allocated to 
Excavators in Figure 9.3), and after 
the 'like' areas of resources (i.e. 
paoo to P1999). 
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9.1.3 PRESENTATION OF RESOURCES FOR ENTRY INTO THE COMPUTER 
SYSTEM 
The main skill required with entering resources into the 
computer system is competence in the operation of a 
keyboard. It is therefore likely that this task will 
be performed by someone other than the estimator, i.e. a 
keyboard operator. 
In order to aid the keyboard operator in his/her task, 
it is recommended that the estimator make use of forms 
similar to those shown in Figure 9.4 for the arrangement 
of resources (as described in 9.1.2 above). These 
forms could then be used by the keyboard operator to 
enter the resource data into the system. 
The different aspects of the form are described below. 
Note that a character may be a letter, number, decimal 
point, space etc. 
RESOURCE CODE 
RESOURCE 
DESCRIPTION 
UNITS OF 
MEASUREMENT 
COST 
NOTE: 
. 
. Up to 6 characters are 
allowed. These should 
be in accordance with the 
requirements of 3.1.1 and 
9.1.1. 
Up to 40 characters are 
allowed. 
NOTE: that the computer 
system presents this 
description in two lines 
20 charac~ers long. Care 
should thus be taken to 
ensure that each set of 20 
characters is meaningful. 
: Up to 4 characters allowed. 
: Must be a number in the 
range 0.01 to 99 999.99. 
if the user so wishes he should add extra 
RESOURCE RESOURCE DESCRIprrON UNIT RATE CODE 
Figure 9.4 Example of form to be used for the arrangement of SINGLE resources w 
'" o 
columns to cater for discount and marking 
resources as 'Awaiting Quotes'. 
9.2 THE FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
The purpose of this section is to describe the use of 
the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA. This requires an 
explanation of the use of the INTEREST-BUILD classifi-
cation. 
The entry of WORK GROUPS into the 
DATA is then briefly described. 
be used to aid the collection and 
data are also given. 
FILE OF PERFORMANCE 
Examples of forms to 
entry of WORK GROUP 
The effect of using GANG resources in the compilation 
of WORK GROUPS stored in the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
is then illustrated. 
9.2.1 THE FUNCTION OF THE FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
The purpose of this file is to provide the estimator 
with the facility to store unit rate build-ups for the 
commonly recurring items of work encountered in 
building projects. Consider the example of one such 
build-up shown in Figure 9.5. This illustrates the 
resources, outputs and wastage factors involved in 
fixing 6mm mild steel reinforcement in foundations. 
Labour 
Off-load Steel 
Fix Steel 
Banksman 
Plant 
Mobile Crane 
Material. 
61111ll m.s. rein-
forcement 
Binding Wire 
0.5 hrs @ E2.25/hr = E 1.12 
0.25 hrs @ E2.25/hr = E 0.56 
54 hrs @ E3.00/hr = £162.00 £163.69 
0.25hrs @ E14.50/hr = E 3.62 E 3.62 
1 tonne @ E295.00/tne=E295.00 
Wastage 2.5% =E 7.38 
18 kg @ El.50/kg =E 27.00 E329.38 
TOTAL UNIT RATE/TONNE = E496.69 
======= 
Figure 9.5 Example of unit rate 'Build-up' for 
6mm Mild Steel Reinforcement in 
Foundations. 
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In order to be able to re-use this data, the estimator 
needs to be able to: 
store the data in the computer system, 
retrieve the data at will for use in 
the estimate being priced. 
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It is therefore necessary for the system to facilitate 
the orderly storage and' retrieval of this data (or WORK 
GROUP). This is done by allocating a code (WORK GROUP 
CODE) to the WORK GROUP in question, and using this 
code to identify its location in the computer's files. 
These WORK GROUP CODES are arranged in the form of a 
classification, an example of which is given in Figure 
9.6. 
NOTE: 
The user does not have to make use of the 
classification suggested. If it is 
required to use an alternative classifica-
tion, contact Genesys Limited, who will 
advise you on the criteria which the new 
classification should meet. 
9.2.2 GUIDELINES FOR USING THE INTEREST-BUILD CLASSIFICATION 
Detailed instructions on the use of the INTEREST BUILD 
classification are given with the classification, which 
should accompany this User Manual. 
The following are brief guidelines on the use of the 
classification: 
The complete WORK GROUP CODE for an item 
of work should be identified by noting 
the required codes from the classification; 
The codes should be accumulated from the 
left side and progress to the right hand 
side of the page; 
Only the codes relevant to the item of 
~ork in question need be accumulated; 
Once all the codes have been collected, a 
decimal point should be inserted to signify 
the end of the WORK GROUP CODE as obtained 
from the classification; 
The decimal pOint should be followed by a 
number between 0 and 9. This additional 
level of coding is used to identify the 
different methods of construction that may 
be used for the item of work in question. 
G. REINFORCE-
MENT 
~ 
1. MIID STEEL DIAME:'IER 6 ,.,., 
2. DITl'O 8 11:01 
,. OI'ITO la Ko! 
4. Drrro 12 MM 
5. DITl'O 111 fit! 
6. DITI'O 16 toM 
7. OITl'O 18 MM 
8. DI'ITO 20 K"'l 
9. DITrO 22 !o'M 
10. DI'i'I'O 24 MM 
11. DI'ITO 25 MM. 
12. DITrO 26 MM 
n· DITI'O 28 ~ 
14. DnTO 32 MM 
15. DITl'O 40 MM 
16. DITI'O 50 MM 
17· 
18. HIGH YIEID DIAME'mR 6J.t.'J 
19. DITTO B MM. 
20. DI'ITO 10 MM 
21. DITrO 12 MM 
22. nITrO 14 ~ 
2,. DITTO 16 MM 
24. nITI'D 18 J.'l.! 
25. DITl'O 20 MM. 
26. DnTO 22 MM 
27. DITI'D 24 fotJl 
2B. DITrO 25 ~" 
29. D:TIO 26 ""' 
}O. !)I'ITO 26 :r.-.: 
,1- DITI'D }2 loW. 
32. DITTO 40 MM 
33· D;Tl'O 50 fo'J>i 
34. 
(TamE) 
A. IN FOUNDATICNS 
B. IN GROUND SLAm 
C. IN SUSPENDED SLABS 
D. IN 'fIAUS 
E. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
P. IN CASING TO STEEL BEAMS 
G. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
AND lEAMS 
H. IN STEPS 
1. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS 
J. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS Ah"D 
ASSOCIATED LANDINGS 
K. IN S'rePS. STAIRCASES, STRINGS 
AND ASSOCIA'mO IANDINGS 
L. IN TOPS OF noP.Mms 
M. IN TOPS AND CHEEKS OF DClRKERS 
N.!N MACHINE ArID SUNDRY BASES 
O. IN ISOLA. 'lED COLUMNS 
P. rn ISOLATED BEAMS AND Ln:TELS 
Q. IN ISOLATED COLUMNS. EEAMS 
AND r.nm:IS 
STRAIGHT AND am BARS 
A. HCRIZcm'AI. 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
B. orrro 15.00 TO 18.00 M 
C. 
D. 
E. VERTICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
F. OlTro 8.00 TO 11.00 M 
G. 
H. 
ClJl!VliD BARS 
I. HqRIzcmAL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
J. 
K. vOOrCAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
L. 
M. LINl':S. STlimUPS. BINDERS 
I 
~ SPECIAL SPACER3 
w 
Cl 
W 
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Considering the classification shown in Figure 9.6, 
and taking into account the guidelines described above, 
it will 'be ·seen that the \iORK GROUP CODE relevant to 
the build-up shown in Figure 9.5 is GIA.O (where 0 
refers to the method of construction). 
9.2.3 PRESENTATION OF WORK GROUP DATA FOR ENTRY INTO THE 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
The entry of WORK GROUPS into the computer system is 
described in 8.6.1. It will be noted that the user 
needs to make use of resources stored in the COMPANY 
RESOURCE COST FILES and associated performance and 
wastage factors selected by the estimator. The 
resources are identified by RESOURCE CODES which are 
described in 3.1.1 and 9.1. 
The example shown in Figure 9.7 illustrates the manner 
in which the build-up shown in Figure 9.5 would need 
to be presented by the estimator in order to provide 
the necessary data to answer the prompts supplied by 
the system (as described in 8.6.1). This assumes 
that all resources used have already been entered into 
the COMPANY RESOURCE COST FILES as described in 8.8.1. 
WORK GROUP COVE: GAI.O 
DESCRIPTION: 6_ MUd Ste.e.t 1te.in6oltc.eme.nt .in 
6owtda.U.o~ 
UNITS OF 
MEASUREMENT: TNE 
RESOURCE DESCRIPTION 
NUMBER EXTENSION 
L6 
L31 
L46 
P5 
MI 
M34 
USAGE WASTAGE 
RATE RATE 
0.5 
54 
0.25 
0.25 
2.5 
18 
Figure 9.7 Example of data required for the 
entry of a WORK GROUP relating to 
the build-up shown in Figure 9.5 
The collection of performance data for the setting up 
of the FILE OF PERFORMANCE DATA requires the entry of 
a large number of WORK GROUPS into the system. This 
data will need to be accumulated by the estimator and 
then entered into the computer system. It is likely 
that some one other than the estimator will perform 
this entry of data and it is therefore essential that 
the estimator presents the data in a clear and legible 
fashion. 
It is recommended that the estimator makes use of 
forms similar to those shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9 
for the presentation of this data. The completed 
forms should then be handed to the keyboard operator 
who will use them to enter the data into the system 
as described in 8.6.1. 
There are two different types of forms. Type A 
(Figure 9.8) should be used on non-formwork items. 
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Type B (Figure 9.9) is for use only with fo~;nwork items. 
The number of characters allowed for each entry is 
given below. Note that letters, numbers, spaces, 
decimal points etc. are recognised by the system as a 
character. 
WORK GROUP CODE 
DESCRIPTION 
UNITS OF 
MEASUREMENT 
RESOURCE CODE 
DESCRIPTION 
EXTENSION 
USAGE RATE 
NUMBER OF USES 
WASTAGE 
Variable up to 14 
characters long. Must 
include a decimal point 
and a numeric level after 
the decimal pOint in the 
range 0 to 9. 
Up to 80 characters 
allowed. These are 
presented on one line by 
the system. ---
Up to 4 characters. 
Variable between 2 to 6 
characters. 
Up to 8 characters. 
Must be a number between 
0.001 and 999.999. Up 
to 7 characters allowed. 
Must be a number between 
0.1 and 99.9. Up to 4 
characters allowed. 
Must be a number between 
0.1 and 999.9. Up to 5 
characters allowed. 
WORK GROUP Code 
I 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
WORK GROUP Description 
111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111 
'Units of measurement 
I 1 1 1 
Resource 
Code 
Resource 
Description 
Extension Usage Wastage % 
Figure 9.8 Type 'A pro-forma for entry of WORK GROUP data 
WORK GROUP Code 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ill I'll nTrrn 1111111111111111111111111111 
Units of measurement 
I I I I 1 
Resource 
Code 
Description 
Extension 
I 
Number 6f 
Usage uses (FWK) Wastage 
Figure 9.9 Type B pro-forma for entry of WORK GROUP data 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Cl 
Wo,'K Group GIA.O 
6 MM IIlI.D STEEL REINFORCEMENT IN FUUliDATIONS 
Code Description CostlHR 
-----------
-------- ~ 
L6 LAI<OURER (UNLOAD) $2.25 
L31 STEELFIXER $3.00 
L46 PNlKSMAtl $2.25 
PS MOBILE CRANE $I4.S0 
Net. 
Code Desc ri pt ion CostlUnit 
------.---- _.-------
I'll 6l'ii1 11. S. REIlAR $2'iS.OO!'T11 
1'134 BHlDH1G WIRE $l.50/KG 
,'OTAL LAr'OUR COST !'TNE 
TOTAL F'LANT COST !'TNE 
TOTAL I'IATERIAL COST/TNE 
TOTAL HET COST/TNE 
Usage 
.500 
!;4.0oo 
.?l0 
.60 
Usage 
1.000 
18.000 
~eight 
Factor 
loo.OX 
100.OX 
100.07-
100.0r. 
Wastil.ges 
f'er Unit 
--------
2.54 
O ... }):. 
$163.6Y 
$3.63 
5329.38 
Figure 9.10 WORK GROUP relating to the 
build-up shown in Figure 9.5 
WOl'K G"Ollp GIA.I 
6 1'111 rtILD STEEL f(El<AR IN FOUNDS 
Weight 
Code D~scl'iptiQn Cost/HR Usage . Facto;" 
----------- ---------
.. 
L31 STEELFIXER $3.00 ~q.ooo 100;-07-
Net. Wastages 
Code DescI"iption Cost/\hlit Usage Per Unit 
-----------
---------
--------
XG20 6MM M.S./B.WIRE/UNLD- $321.3I1TN 1.000 2.'r. 
Cc'st/TN~ 
---------
U.J3 
Sl62.00 
$0.S6 
S3.63 
Costi'iNE 
---------
5302.38 , 
$27.00 
Cost/mE 
-------.--
$I{,2.00 
l:ost/TNE 
---------
, 
$335.49 i 
'-------------------------------------------------------------------_.---------- : 
TOTl\L LABOUR COST/THE 
TOTAL kES. GANG COST/THE 
TOTAL HET lOST ITIlE 
$162.(10 
$335.49 
$497.49 
Figure 9.11 WORK GROUP relating to the 
build-up shown in Figure 9.S 
(using GANG resources) 
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NOTE Up to 10 resources may 
be entered in any WORK 
GROUP. 
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9.2.4 USE OF GANG RESOURCES IN THE COMPILATION OF WORK 
GROUPS 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
In order to minimise the number of resources that have 
to be entered for each WORK GROUP, GANG resources 
should be used wherever possible. 
The results of using GANG resources are illustrated by 
considering the two WORK GROUPS shown in Figures 9.10 
and 9.11. The WORK GROUP comprised of SINGLE resources 
(i.e. Figure 9.10) requires the entry of 6 resources, 
whereas the.use of GANGS reduces this input to 2 
resources. 
Figure 9.12 illustrates Resource Group XG20 as used in 
the WORK GROUP illustrated in Figure 9.11. 
.*-:O:H-lt***>t .. ****~**:-:·*.)t******:If****-~H·~**1f***~***it*1i::~:j( ************itl:l'**1',***lt******** 
XG20 6MM M.S./B.WIRE/UNLU (usect) 
Lb LABOUl(ER (UNLOAD) 
f~."~' .50 HR $1.13 
L46 BAHI<SI1AN 
$£tLS. .'25 HR $0.56 
PS MOBILE mANE 
$14.50" .25 HR 
Ml ",MM M.S.REBAR 
$29~.00 • 1.00 :rHE f2S'5.00 
o M34 
o 
BIHDIHG WIRE 
$1.50 <18.00 KG $~7.00 
$327.31 
o 
o 
o 
Dividc·ct by 1.0 
G, ng Cos tImE 
Figure 9.12 Resource Group XG20 as used in 
WORK GROUP shown in Figure 9.11 
$32/.31 
It should be noted that the difference of EO.80 between 
the WORK GROUP costs shown in Figures 9.10 and 9.11 
results in the application of the \'lastage factor to 
resource XG20. Allowance for this aspect should be 
made when preparing data for entry in the FILE OF 
PERFO&~CE DATA.' , 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
10. PRIME COSTS, PROVISIONAL suns AND ITEMS 370 
10.0 GENERAL 
This chapter describes how the system deals with PRIME 
COSTS, PROVISIONAL SUMS and ITEMS. It also illustrates 
how profits and attendances may be added to P.C. and/or 
PROVISIONAL SUMS. 
In describing the facilities provided, it is necessary 
to consider the different stages of the system, i.e.: 
the entry of the bill of quantities into 
the computer system; 
the estimation of direct cost, and 
the addition of mark-ups. 
10.1 THE ENTRY OF P.C./PROY. SUMS INTO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
This aspect has already been described in detail in 
Chapter 4. Section 4.2.3(a) (iii) illustrates the entry 
of the sample bill of quantities page shown in Figure 
4.2. It should be ~oted that the system distinguishes 
between NOMINATED SUPPLIERS (SP) and NOMINATED SUB-
CONTRACTORS (SC). 
10.2 THE ESTIMATION OF DIRECT COST 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
As described in 5.2 it is not necessary to INSPECT P.C. 
and PROVISIONAL SUMS where these sums have been entered 
into the system at the bill entry stage. However it 
is possible to edit the sums entered at the INSPECT 
stage. The examples below illustrate the facilities 
provided for INSPECTING PRIME COSTS, PROVISIONAL SUMS, 
ITEMS, Attendances and Profits. These may be accessed 
by using the IN command from the estimator's Main Menu 
of commands. 
Commands :-
Command ? 
IN - I nsp<?c tIt.?,. 
SU - Sub-Contract Quotes 
LIP - Update PricE'S 
AP - Apply MarK-Ups 
PR - Print Repor'ts 
HE: - S",t HELP L<?v€') 
sr - Stop 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
NOTE: 
The.examples shown below all relate to the 
sample bill of quantities page illustrated 
in Figure 4.2, 
It is only possible to INSPECT items that 
have been entered into the system at the 
bill entry stage as described in Chapter 4. 
10.2.1 PRIME COSTS 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
n 
The examples below relate to sums entered for both 
Nominated Sub-contractors and Nominated Suppliers. 
Cornrfland O? IN 
INSPECT ITEM op1ion 
11>?m R .. f€"ro?nce ? 7/209/B 
I1E>ril alrl?ady pric.:;odt R.:~tr"ieving Data 
So?ction 7 Paqo? 2091 B 
Pr i r(l'? Cos t 
$1,500. (l() 
(NocfI i na t IS'd Sub-Con -r rac tor) 
Commands :-
Command ? 
CS - Chanqo? SU'" 
CT -.Chanqe Typo? 
FI - Fi le Iter. 
Changing the Sum: 
It is possible to change the PRIME COST 
entered into the system by using the CS 
command. 
SLIm ? 2000 
Se>ction 7 Page 2091 B 
Prime Cost 
$2,000.00 
(Nominated Sub-Contractor) 
CorMoands :-
Command ? 
CS - Change Sum 
CT - Change Typ<> 
FI - File Ite," 
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o 
'0 
o 
o 
Cl 
o 
Changing the type: 
This command allows the user to change the 
type of sum entered into the computer. 
11' - Item 
SP - Prirl.'? Cost - Norninal~d SUnnl iel~ 
se - Prime Cost - NOffiinated SuD-Contractor 
PS - Provisional SUffi 
AT - Attendance Allowance 
PR - Pr'o fit A I IOI.llance 
RP - Reprice Item 
The required type of sum should then be 
selected from the sub-menu and entered into 
the system. 
Filing the Item: 
This command instructs the system to 
store the item. 
10.2.2 PROVISIONAL SUMS 
o 
o 
o 
Cl 
o 
o 
o 
I lE-m Refe) .... enco? Of 7/209/G 
Iterfl alr'eady priced. Re-trieving Data 
SectIon 7 Page 209/ G 
Pr'cv, Sum 
Corilulands :-
Command ? 
cs - Ch8.ngo- Sum 
CT - ChanCJ~ Type 
F I - F i I e I t .. m 
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The facilities provided for editing PROVISIONAL SUMS are 
similar to that described in 10.2.1. 
10.2.3 ITEMS 
Two methods of pricing ITEMS are provided. They are: 
by the INCLUSION of the ITEM in another 
bill item; and 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
by the insertion of lump sums of money. 
(a) INCLUDED in another bill item: 
This facility is similar to that 
described in 5.2.2(d) and is shown 
below. 
Conw.and '! IN 
1 NSf"ECT ITEM op t ion 
1 toE-m Rl?fer'o:-ncr? ? 7/209/A -
This is a no-quant~.ty item 
Do you wish to includ.E- it with anothe-r item'? Y 
Included in ? liB 
Sec t ion 7 Paqe 2091 A 
Included in Section 7 Pag~ 2091 B 
Commands ::-
Cl 
RP 
FI 
Command "' 
Change- Item Included in 
- Repric~ Iterr. 
- Fi le Itern 
Changing the item INCLUDED IN: 
It is possible to change the bill item 
in which the ITEM is to be included. 
Corornand ? Cl 
Included in ? liE 
Sect ion 7 Page 2091 A 
Included in S""ction 7 Paqe '2091 E 
CortJh)ands ::-
Command 1 
Cl - Change Iter,l :included in 
RP - Reprice Item 
fI - fi le Hem 
Repricing the Item: 
'The RP command removes all pricing 
information from the bill item, and 
provides the estimator with commands 
to enable him to reprice it. This 
is shown as follows. 
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Cl 
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Command ? RP 
PRICE ITEM option 
Commands ;-
KN - Knot!}n Group 
UN -. Un I<. nOtl)n Group 
Sf' Spot Rate-
IN - Includ~d In 
F're-ss RETURN tore- turn to Ma i n Me-nu 
Command ? 
(b) Lump Sums of money: 
This facility enables the estimator to 
enter sums of money allocated to cost 
code categories. The cost code 
categories allowed are shown below. 
LAB Labour 
PLT Plant 
AUX Auxiliary Plant 
MAT Materials 
DOM D~mestic Sub-contractors. 
Cornrnand ? IN 
INSPECT ITEM option 
Item Reference? 7/210/A 
This is a no-quantity item 
Do you t'.Iish to il1c'ltd~ it l .. lith anothe-I'" item?Ji 
Section 7 Page- ·210/ A 
Item 
COfflmands :-
Command ? 
AD - Add Sum 
CH - Change Sum 
DE - De)ete'Sum 
VI - Vie .. ~ I H::4m 
FI - Ft le Ite", 
CT - Chanq'" '!'ype 
The facilities provided are described 
as follows. 
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Adding a Sum: 
In the example below, sums for Labour, 
Materials and Domestic Sub-contractors 
are entered into the system. 
Commands ,-
AD 
- Add Sum 
CH 
-
Chanq .. SUM 
DE 
-
Delete Sum 
VI 
-
Vi€'w I tern 
Ft 
-
Fi le It eom 
CT 
- Chal1QI? Typo> 
Com;n.::tnd 1 AD 
Cost Code ? LAB 
Sum ? 500 
Cornrt,8nds ,-
AD 
-
Add Sum 
CH 
-
Change Surn 
DE 
-
Delete Sum 
VI 
- Viel)' I tern 
Ft 
-
Fi le { lE-m 
CT 
-
Change Type 
C.ortlmand ? ~ 
Cc.st Code '? MAT 
SL~m ? 100 
Commands ,-
AD - Add Sum' 
CH 
- Change SLIm 
DE 
-
Delete- SLIm 
VI 
-
View 1 t ern 
Ft 
- Fi le 1 tem 
Cl' 
.. Corfrrl)and ?"AD 
- Change l'yp"e 
Cost Cod .. ? QQ!1 
Sum ? 69 
Corflfl'lands ,-
AD 
-
Add Surl'l 
CH 
- Chang" SLIm 
DE 
-
Delete Sum 
VI 
- Viel'.1 I fem 
Ft 
-
Fi le item 
CT 
- Change Type 
Command '! 
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Change a Sum: 
It is also possible to change a sum 
previously entered into the system. 
This is done by selecting the cost 
code category to be altered and 
entering the new sum. 
Command ? CH 
Cost CodE? ? DOM 
Sum is $69.00 
Nel_tt Surn ? 
..!QQ.. 
Commands , -
Command 'I 
AD - Add Sum 
CH - ChanQe Sum 
DE 
-
Delete SLIm 
VI - ViE-I.1,! lIem 
F"I - F i I o? I tern 
CT - Change Type 
Deleting a Sum: 
Facilities are provided for deleting 
a sum entered into the system. 
In the example below, the sum 
previously entered for Material is 
deleted. 
Cos t Cod", '! ~ 
Commands l-
Coulmand ? 
AD - Add own 
CH - Chanq'" Sum 
[lE - Delete SLIm 
VI - Vi o:?I,o.I I t em 
F"I - f"ile Ite", 
CT - Chang'" 'fype 
Viewing the ITEM: 
The VI command displays the build-up 
of the ITEM. The printout following 
illustrates the result of the examples 
shown above. 
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Command ? ,VI 
Sec t ion 7 Pag .. 2101 A 
I tern 
Category !:jurn 
--------
LAB. $500,00 
DUM. $100 •. 00 
----------
Item Cost $600.00 
Commands ,-
Command ? 
AD - Add Surn 
CH - Change SLHIl 
DE 
-
Dele-tIE' Sum 
VI 
-
Vie ..... 1 tc-rn 
fl 
-
fi I .. I t o?ro 
cr - Change Typ.? 
Changing the Type: 
This command allows the estimator to 
redefine the type of item in question. 
The facilities provided are shown 
below. 
Command ?C1' 
-
IT - Item 
SP - Prime (;ost - NOf{linated Suppl ier 
se F'l"'j,me- Cost - Nominated Sub-Contractor 
PS - Provisional Sum 
AT - At toEondal1c>? All O~fJance 
PR - Profi tAIl O('Jance 
RP - Reprice Item 
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10.2.4 ATTENDANCE ON NOMINATED SUB-CONTRACTORS 
The facilities provided for pricing ATTENDANCE on 
NOMINATED SUB-CONTRACTORS are similar to those described 
for ITEMS (see 10.2.3). i.e. Sums of money may be 
entered appropriate to the cost code categories 
allowed. The commands allowing this to be done are 
shown as follows. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
This is a no-quantity item 
Do you ~,}ish to include- it I.llith .anoth·?r item? l:L 
S.~'ction 7 Page 2(1<:1' 0 
At t"2'naanco? on S.?C t ion 7 Paq.:- 209/ 1; 
COCilmands :-
Command 7 
AD - Add Sum 
CH - Change Sur. 
DE - Do.? 1 e t eo Sum 
VI - Vi>?l\1 Ite-rR. 
r I - Fi I>? I, em 
cr - Chango? Type 
Cl - Change I to:u~ At tl2ndance on 
The editing facilities provided are also similar to 
those described in 10.2.3. The additional facility 
provided with ATTENDANCE is described below. 
Changing the item that ATTENDANCE is 
priced on: 
It is possible to redefine the item that 
ATTENDANCE is to be priced on. This is 
done by entering the new ITEM REFERENCE 
as shown below. 
CO'Illll&nd -: ..£.l. 
S~ction 7 P39~ 209/ 0 
AttendEnc~ en S~ction 7 ~ag~ 209/ E 
LAB. 
~or ... 
!t-::m Cest. 
1-500.00 
HOO.OO 
$600.00 
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10.3 THE ADDITION OF MARK-UPS 
The addition of mark-ups is described in 6.2. 
Facilities are provided to add monies for PROFITS, 
OVERHEADS and SURCHARGES. 
10.3.1 PROFITS 
o 
(> 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(a) Prime Cost Sums: 
Facilities are provided for entering 
PROFIT percentages for NOMINATED 
SUPPLIERS and NOMINATED SUB-CONTRACTORS 
at the INSPECT stage. This is 
illustrated below. 
NOTE: 
Commands ;:-
COMI"!:and ? IN 
It is not necessary to INSPECT 
items describing profit on 
NOMINATED SUPPLIERS and NOMINATED 
SUB-CONTRACTORS. 
Where such items have not been 
INSPECTED, the PROFIT percentages 
entered as described in 6.2.2 
wi~l apply. 
Where PROFIT percentages have 
been entered at the INSPECT stage 
as described below, these 
percentages will over-ride those 
entered at 6.2.2. 
IN -
SU -
Uf' 
AP -
PR -
He: -
ST -
Inspect I't€'rfI 
Sub-Con t rac t t~uo t ';:-5 
Update F'ricC's 
App I Y ~lark -Ups 
Print Re-ports 
s .. t HELP L.-v .. l 
Stop 
INSPECT ITEM option 
I11?(1I Rl?ferenco? ? 7/209fC 
This is a no-quantity item 
Do yOI_t \.;ish to includo;. it with another itE.-rl) ?-.!i... 
::io'ction 7 Paq.? 2091 C 
P.C. F'rofit on 5E-ction 7 F'aq.? 2(19/ B 
Profit (Xl ? ~ 
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. 
Sec: t ion 7 ~>ag .. 20'11 C 
P.C. Profit on Sec:tion 7 Page 2091 B 
5,0% = 
Corornands :-
Cororfland ? 
CP - Change Perc:entage 
Cl - Change Item this is 
CT - Change Type 
F 1 - f i 1 e I t erl) 
Profi1 on 
The editing facilities provided after 
the INSPECT option are described below. 
Changing the Percentage: 
It is possible to change the percentage 
profit entered . 
CorlHi,and ? CP 
Profi t (~) 'f 10 
Sec:tion 7 Page 2091 C 
P.C. Profit on S"'c:tion 7 Page 2091 B 
10.0~ = 
Corllrflands :-
$150.00 
Command ? 
CP - Change Perc:entage 
Cl - Change Item this is Profit on 
CT - Change Type 
Ft - Fi le- Item 
Changing the Item that the PROFIT 
is on: 
This command allows the estimator to 
redefine the item that PROFIT is to 
be calculated on. 
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CorMu.1nd ? Cl 
Bi 1I Itc·ffI this is Profit AllolIlonc>? on :' IIC 
s~:;oc t ion 7 Page- 2.091 C 
P.C, f'r'ofit on Sec'tion 7 Paqo;;o '20(11 G 
10.0% :: $25.00 
CorlH(lullds :-
Command ? 
CP - Change Percentage 
Cl - Chanq~ Item this is Profit on 
CT - Change Type 
fl - F i I.? It .om 
Changing the type of item: 
This option is similar to that 
described in .10.2.3. 
Filing the Item: 
This command instructs the system to 
store the INSPECTED data. 
(b) Provisional Sums: 
No facilities are available for 
allowing PROFITS on PROVISIONAL SUMS. 
(c) Items: 
PROFITS added as described in 6.2.2 will 
be applied to the relevant cost category 
sums priced for ITEMS. 
(d) Attendance on Nominated Sub-Contractors: 
Profits as described in 6.2.2 will be 
applied to the Main Contractors cost 
code category sums used to price 
ATTENDANCE items. 
10.3.2 OVERHEADS 
(a) Prime Cost Sums: 
It is not possible to add OVERHEADS 
on PRIME COST items. 
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(b) Provisional Sums: 
It is not possible to add OVERHEADS 
to PROVISIONAL SUMS. 
(c) Items: 
OVERHEAD percentages entered into the 
system as described in 6.2.1 will affect 
the relevant cost code categories df 
money entered for ITEMS. 
(d)' Attendance: 
As for ITEMS above. 
10.3.3 SURCHARGES 
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The effect of SURCHARGE percentages entered into the 
system as described in 6.2.3 is similar to that described 
for OVERHEADS above. 
TERMINOLOGY 
FILE 
INTERACTIVE DISPLAY 
FLOW CHART 
COMMAND DRIVEN 
V.D.U. 
DATA LIBRARY 
WORK GROUP 
WORK GROUP CODE 
RESOURCE CODE 
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an organised collection of 
inter-related units of data. 
any display which allows the 
user to input data in response 
to the information displayed. 
the diagrammatic representation 
of a sequence of events. 
the running of a program by 
the instruction of commands 
selected by the user from a 
list of 'menu'. 
visual display unit. 
A display unit consisting of 
a cathode ray tube used to 
display characters or graphs 
representing data read from 
the main memory of the 
computer. 
a collection of resources and 
work groups stored on the 
system's files. 
a build-up stored in the data 
library. 
a code used for identifying 
each work group. 
a code used for identifying 
each resource. 
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APPENDIX C 
THE INTEREST BUILD CLASSIFICATION 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
1. The INTEREST BUILD classification contains six levels 
plus an additional level to cater for different methods 
of construction. 
2. The system of notation adopted is a combination of letters 
and numbers. Numerical levels may contain up to 999 
different descriptions. 
3. Alphabetical levels may occur adjacent to one another. 
4. Numerical levels must be bounded by alphabetical levels 
i.e. no two numerical levels may occur next to each 
other. 
5. The complete notation is identified by reading from left 
to right and accumulating the constituent codes. 
6. It is not necessary to use all the levels of description 
if no relevant information is contained therein. However 
it is not possible to skip levels in the middle of a 
notation. Only right-hand levels may be disregarded. 
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7. The end of the notation as identified from the classification 
must be signified by a full stop. 
8. An ~dditional seventh level of description must be used 
following the full stop to identify the method of con-
struction selected. This is a numeric level containing 
codes in the range 0 to 9. 
g. Horizontal lines are used to restrict the choice of 
descriptions from different levels. These lines may 
commence at any level, and isolate the descriptions con-
tained above the line from those below it. 
fl. EXCAV~,TION REMOVING TREES (NR) 
AND 1. CUT Daffl SMALL TREES AND A. FILL ruID CCMPACT VOIDS 'WITH 
EARTHI'JORK GRUB UP Roars MATERIAL ARISING F'Ra.! EXCAVATIONS 
2. CUT DCWN TREES OVER 600 """ B. DITI'D WITH SEIEC'IED MA'lERIAL 
BtIl' N.E. 900 "" GIRTH AND ARISING FROM EXCAVATIONS 
GRt.13 UP Roars C. DI'ITO WITH HARDCORE 
,. CUT IXJ,ffl TREES OVER D. 
900 fIM Bl1I' N.E. 1.20 M 
0IJmI AND GRUB UP ROOl'S 
'. 
5· 
6. 
REMOVING HEDGES (M) . 
7. 1.00 M HIGH AND GRUB 
• 
UP RoarS 
8. 1.25 M HIGH AND Drrro 
9· 1.50 M HIGH AND DI'ITO 
10. 
11. 
12. 
CrEARnlO UNDERGRaNTH {M2l 
n. ClEAR SITS OF BUSHES. 
SCRUB AND UmlERGROW'TH 
A~~ GRUP UP ROOTS 
14. CLEAR SITE OF BUSHES, 
SCRUB. AND UNt.ERGRClW'IR 
AND CIlI' :oo-m 5"'.ALL TREES 
AND GRUP lIP RoarS 
15· 
16. 
B. EXCAVJl.TION LIFTING TURP (i) 
ANO 17. LIFT TURF TO B8 PRESERVED 
EARTHl-JORK TRANSPORT AVERAGE: DISTANCE 
OF 20 M 
18. Dmo AVERAGE DISTANCE OF 
25" 
19. DI'I'I'O AVERAGE DISTANCE OP 
)OM 
20. 
2l. 
22 • LIFT AND ROU. TURF TO lE 
PRESERVED AND TRANSPORT 
AVERAGE DISTANCE OF 20 M 
2}. DI'ITO AVERAGE DISTANCE OF 
25 M 
2_, DI'l'l'O AVERAGE DISTANCE OF 
)OH 
25. 
26. 
A. STACK ON SITE. WA'ffiR AND 
MAINTAIN UNTIL RE-USE 
B. FLAT STACK ON SI'lE I WA'lER 
MAI~'TAIN UllI'IL RE-USE 
, 
• 
w 
00 
...., 
B. EXCAV /I,TION EXCAVATION (M'l AND n. ~ LEVELS 
EARTHHORK 28. CUTI'INGS, 
29. PASE.'£NTS 
}O. PITS TO RECEIVE Bl\.SES 
,1. PITS HAVING oorn PIAN 
DIMENSIONS IESS 'lHAN 
1 .25 M TO RECEIVE MSES 
}2. TREUCHES EXCEEDING O.}O M 
WIlE TO RECEIVE FOUNDATIONS 
}}. DITl'O CURVED 
,.. ~IIE CAPS 
}S. TRENCHES FOR GROUND 'BEAKS 
lE'NEENPIIES 
EXCAVATION !M" 1 
36. TRENCHES N.E. O.JO M wrm 
TO Ft:E:a:!VE POUNDATIONS 
37. DITI'O CURVED 
A. MAX,DEP'IH N.E. 0.25 M 
B. DITI'O 1.00 M 
C. DI'l"I'O 2.00 M 
D. DITI'O 4.00 M 
E. 
A. AVERAGE IEPI'H 0.25 M 
B. DITl'O 0.50 M 
C. DITI'O O. 75 ~ 
D. DITl'O 1. 00 M 
E. nI'lTO 1. 25 M 
P. nrrro 1.50 M 
G. 
• 
, 
w 
CO 
CO 
B. EXCAVATION EXCAVATION CM) 
AND )8. TRENCHES FOR SERVICE A. AVERAGE DEPnI 0.25 H 
EARTHUORK PIPES AND CAmES n.E. B. DITTO 0.50 M 
100 ~ DlAM. INC. SUPPCJrr C. DITI'O 0.75 M 
39. DITrO N.E. 200 !oM DrAM. D. DI'ITO 1. 00 M 
DITrO E. DI'ITO.1.25 M 
!la. OITI'O N.E. 300 "". DIAM. P. DITrO 1.50 M 
O. 
41. 
42. CURVED TRENCHES FOR SERVICE 
PIPES AND CABLES N.E. lQCMol 
DIAM INe. SUPPORT 
4}. OITrO N.E. 200 MM DIAM 
DITrO 
44. DI'ITO N.E."}OO "" DlAM 
DITrO 
45. 
----~-------------- -
EU.:lJl:!Q IN W:::TIil Illl§POML OP~ 
A. MATERIAL ARISING FR.()'II 
, 
EXCAVATIONS A. [EPOSITIIlO ON SI'IE 
IN SPOIL HEAPS AVERAnE 
B. SAND TO A DEPT'rI OF 200 ... 50 M DISTANT. 
MATERIAL ARISING FR{J>'J B.: DITrO 100 M OITrO 
EXCAVATIONS TO REMAINDER C. DITl'O 200 M D:rrN? 
c. nrrro 300 MM DITrO D. 
D. DITrO 400 n1 DITrO E. 
E. DITrO 500 r-t1 orrro 
P. P. SPREAD (N srn:: AVERAGE 
50 M DISTANT 
O. HAnocORE TO A DEPni OF 0. orrro 100 ~ orrro 
200.MM. MATERIAL ARISING H. DITrO 200 MM DITrO 
FROM EXCAVATIONS TO J. 
REI>:A INDF..R K. 
H. DI'rro )CO MM DITTO 
J. DI'M'O 400 toI4 DI'M'O L. RE'JoIOVE FRCJoII SI11i: 
K. DITTO 500 t<V>1 orrro 
L. 
M .. CONCRETE TO A DEPTH OP' 
200K'l. MA'mRIAL ARISING 
FRCM EXCAVATIONS TO 
IlEMAIIIIlER 
N~ DI'rro )00 no! DITI'O 
P .. DITTO ~oo MM OI'M'Q . 
0.. DT'ITO 500 I9t DITrO 
w 
CO 
<D 
B. EXCAV/IJIDN . OF "ORKT"" SP'eR A. MAX. IEPlH N.E. 0.25 M \MJT AND B. DITl'O 1.00 M 
EARTHHDRK 46. REDUCE lEVELS C. DITrO 2.00 M ~7. C"u"I'TlNOS D. DITrO 4.00 M 
118. FASDmNTS E. 
49. PITS TO RECEIVE. BASES 
50. PITS HAVING BOm p[A,~ 
DNJ:SIONS IESS THAN 
1.25 M TO RECEIVE BASES 
51. TRENCHES ~CEEDINO O.JO M 
WIIE TO RECEIVE FOUNDATIONS 
52· DnTO CURVED 
53. PILE CAPS 
5.IJ. TRENCHES FOR GROOND IEAMS 
IlE'M:EN PILI'S 
55. 
56. 
57· 
58. 
FILLING IN WI'l'fh 
A. MATeRIAL ARISING FRCfII 
EXCAVATIOOS 
B. SEIF.C'IEO fI.ATERIAL 
ARISING FROM EXCAVATIONS 
c. PRESERVED TOPSOIL ARISTh"O 
FR(M F.xCAVATIOHS 
D. HARDC<JUl 
E. SHAlE 
F. SAND 
G. 
• 
.. 
D'!SPOSAL OP Sl'R.PUtS EXCAVA'reI) 
MATERIAL BY: 
A. OOFOOIT <tl SITE IN SPOIL 
HEAPS AVERA{2 50 M DISTANT 
B. DI'ITO 100 M DISTANT 
c. 
D. SPREAD 00 SITE AVEJ\AGE 
50 H DISTANT 
F.. DITI'O 100 M DISTANT 
P. 
O. REMOVE FRCM srm 
H. REMOVE FR(JI1. SITE AND tEPOSIT 
IN SPOIL nEAps 5 KM DISTANT 
J. DITI'O 7.5 KM DISTANT 
K .. DITrO 10 KM DISTAH'l' 
W 
<D 
o 
B. EXCAVI',TION llRl!AJ(JNC UP ("') 
AND 59. BRICKWORK 
EARTHl-IORK 60. REINFORCED BRICKWORK 
61. ~.ASS CONCRETE 
62. REWroRCED CONCRETE 
6}. ROCK 
64. 
mEAKWG UP (M") 
65. SURFACE MACADAM 
.66. muCK PAVINGS 
67. PRECAST CONCHE'm PAVINGS . 
68. ~ PAVINGS 
69". SURFACE CONCRETE 
70. SURFACE REINFORCED 
c"' .. = 
A. THICKNESS 50 MM 
B. DI'ITO 60 "" 
C. DITl"O 70 MM 
D. DITl'O 80 r-M 
E. DITl'O 90 MM 
P. DITTO 100 !91 
G, DITI'O 110 K-1: 
H. D7'ITO 120 MM 
J. D1'I"1'O 1)0 MM 
K. DITl'O 140 MM 
L. DITl'O 150 lI:M 
M. DI'ITO 160 MM 
N. OI'ITO 170 MM 
P. DI'ITO 180 MM 
Q. DITl'O 190 MM 
R. DI'l'I'O 200 MM 
A. SET ASIIE FOR RE-USE 
B. DITI'O AND RE-JNSTA'm TO 
MATCH EXISTDlO 
. 
W 
1.0 
C. EARTHWORK EARTHliCRK SUPPORT '''''I I~ SUPPORT 1. TO FACES A. MAXIMUM IEPnI N.E. LOOM 
REMOVAL AND 2. TO SLOPrNO FACES B. DITTO 2.00 M A: NOT EXCEEDrNG 2.00 M 
FILLING EXCEEDING 45 DEQ. FRC>! c. onTO 4.00 M B. EXCEEDING 2.00 M mrr N.E. 
HORtzrurrAL D. DI'rro 5.00 M 4.00 H 
,. E. C, EXCEEDING 4.00 M 
4. 
",,",OVAL en SITE (",) 
5. EXCAVATED MA'IERIAL A. AVERAGE DISTANCE OF 20 M A. rEPOSIT IN SPOIL HEAPS 00 srm 
6. EXCAVATED !I'.A'I'ERIAL LEFT B. DITI'O JO M B. OOPOSIT AND SPREAD ON SITE 
BY arHERS INCLUDING C. DlTrO 40 M C. DEPOSIT AND SPREAD 00 grm IN 
EXCAVATION D. DITrO 50 M 150 IofIt IAYERS 
1. PRESERVED TOP SOIL . E. DITrO 75 M D. DITrO IN 225 "" LAYERS 
B; BllCKEN otrr BRICKWORK P. DtTI'O lOCM E. .DITrO IN }OO m IAYERS 
9· BROKEN OUT MASS CONCREm C. DITrO 200 M P. . 
16. BROKEr: OUT REINFORCED H. DI'ITO JOO M 
CONCRE'IE J. DITrO 400 M 
11. BRCR<EH OUT ROCK K. nrrro 500 M 
12. L. DI'l'l'O 1 KM 
1, . 
... 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19· 
-
C. EARTHWORK REMOVAL FRCM SITE {~) 
SUPPORT 20. EXCAVATED M4'lU1.IAL 
REMOVAL AND 21. EXCAVATED MATERIAL lEFT 
FILLING BY CYI'HERS 
22. TOP SOIL 
23. BROKEN 0t1r BRICKWORK 
24. BROKEN 0I1l' MASS CONCRETE 
25. BROKEN OUT REI~ 
COh'C:lE'I'E 
26. BROKEN OOT ROCK 
?T. 
28. 
29· 
}O. 
}l. 
}2. 
A. AVERAGE DISTt.NCE FRCN SITE 
tKM 
B. OI'l'l'O 1 JI:M 
C. DIT'I'O 1, KM 
D. DITTO 2 KM 
E. DITTO 2i XM 
F. Drrro 3 JI:M 
G. DITTO ,; KM 
H. DITl'O .4 KM 
~. DITl'O '" KM 
K. DITTO 5 KM 
L. DI'ITO 6 KM . 
M. DITTO 7 KM 
N. DITl'O B J<M 
P. DITl'O 9 KM 
Q.. DITTO 10 KM. 
• 
W 
lO 
W 
C. EARTHWORK FILL"'GC"') A. TO EXCAVATIONS DEPOSIT AND SPREAD: 
SUPPORT 3). MA':E,.1UIo.L ARISING FRG'! B. TO MAlIE UP rEVElS A. IN lAYERS 
REMOVAL AND EXCAVATIONS . B. DITI'O 150 MM TIIICK 
FILLING }4. SEIZc'IED Io'.A'IERIAL ARISING C. OITI'O 225 fo'M THICK 
FRU-: EXCAVATIONS D. DITrO }OO nil THICK 
35· IMPORTED MA. TERIAL E. 
36. F. 
)7. . 
)8. DEPOOIT, SI"READ AND CCMPACT 
)9. O. IN lAYERS 
H. DITrO 150 MM THICK 
.T. DITl'O 225 MM 'DIICK 
K. DITrO '00 191 THICK 
L. 
. 
DEPOSIT ON SLOPES AND 
~ 
M. IN lAYERS 
N. DITTO 150 W'l THICK 
p. Drrro 225 M'1 'IlfICK 
Q. DITrO )00 MM THICK 
R. 
DEPOSIT 011 SLOPES£ SPF.EAD 
M!D Ca-IPACT 
S • Il; lA YEJill 
T. DI'ITO 150 MM THICK 
U. DITl'O 225 MM THICK 
V. DI'l"l'O )00 MM mICK 
W. 
X. 
C. EARTHWORK FJLLU:C: TO MAKE tiP 
SUPPORT IE'rem ( 112) 40. AVERAGE 'IKICKNESS 100 foil! A. rEPOSIT AND SPREAD A. LEVEL REMOVAL MD 'n. nrrI'O 150 MM 8. DI'I'I'O IN 100 "" IAYERS D. IEVEL AND CCMPACT 
FILLING ~2. on"ro 200 ~ C. DITl'O IN 150 I-M lAYERS C. CiRAI:B TO FALU! 
~3. DITTO 250 MM D. DITI'O IN 200 ~ lAYERS D. CRAm AND CCMPACT 'I'O 
4 •• E. DITI'D IN 250 !oM IAYERS FAILS 
F. E. 
F. 
G. rEPOSIT 00 SLOPES AND SPREAD O. 
H. DITl'O IN 100 r-tI IAYERS H. 
J. DITI'O IN 150 f.Vo'I IA i'ERS 
K. DITl'O IN 200 lfl IA YERS 
L. DI'ITO IN 250 MM IAYERa 
M. 
0 
HAND PAC". IIAlIDCORE !M" 1 
45. TO FC,Rf.!. VERTICAL AND A. BLIND WI'lH SAND 25 K"I '!HICK 
fATIERING FACES B. DITI'O 50 M"I TfiICK 
46. DITrO CURVED C. DI'ITO 75 MM THICK 
47. D. DITrO 100 !oM 'lmCK 
4S: 
49. 
HAND rACK FmROCORE !Ml 
50. TO FOJIM VERTICAL AND A. W:rtmI 100 !tot A. BLIND WITH SAND 25 "" 'IHICK 
BA'I'IERING FACES B. WIImi 150 MM B. DITrO 50 "" THICK 
51. DITrO CURVED C. WIDTH 200 MM. C. DI'ITO 75 MM. MCK 
52· D. WItmI 250 lofo1 D. DI'I'l'O 100 "" 'IHICK 
53. 
54. 
C. EARTHWORK 
SUPPORT 
REMOVAL P.ND 
FILLING 
SURFACE m!A'l>!E11l'S (,('l 
55. rEVEL 
56. IEVEL AND CCMPACT 
57. G?.AlE 
58. GRAIE TO FAILS 
59. GRADE JJ1D CCMPACT 
60. GRAtE AND COOACT TO 
61-
62. 
6,. 
: 64. 
TRm<I'ro (,(') 
65. SIIES OF CU'lTINCS TO 
SLOPES 
66. DI'M'O CURVED 
67. SIDES OF EMMNKMENTS TO 
SLOPES 
6S. t!rrro Ct,mVED 
69. VERTICAL SIIES UP 
EXCt.VAnONS IN ROCK TO 
PRODUCE FAIR EXPOSED FACES 
70. nI'lTO CURVED 
71. SLOPING SrDES OF 
EXCAVATIONS ID ROCK TO 
PRODUQ! FAIR EXPOSED FACES 
72. DITl'O CURVED 
n· 
7.4• 
75. 
A. BOTTOMS OF EXCAVATIONS 
B. BOrJ'a>1S OF EXCAVATIONS IN 
ROC"' 
C. SURFACES OF aROUND 
D. SURFACES OF FILLINGS 
B. SURFACES OF ROCK 
A. BLIND WITH, SAND 25 "" THICK 
B. DITl'O 50 ~ '!HICK 
C. DI'lTO 75 !ot'II THICK 
D. DITl'O 100 MM THICK 
E. 
A. BLIND wrni SANU 25 "'" THlCK 
B. DTITO 50 J.g.<J MCK 
C. DITI'O 75 "'" THICK 
D. DITl'O 100 191 THICK 
E. 
-F. IN-SITU A. CONC'FIE'IE 1. MASS FILLINO (,,3) 
CONCRETE 2. FOUNIlATIW TRENCHES (,,3) 
• J. ISOIATED PNllN. BASES (,,3) 
B. REINFORCED CONCFlE'lE 4. 
5. CASING TO S'IEEL CRIWCES (,,3) 
C. HEAVILY REINFmCED 6. PILE CAPS (,,3) 
CONCRETE 7. STEPS (M') 
. 
8. STAIRCASES (,,3) 
9. STEPS AND STAIRCASES (M') 
ID. 
ll. MAClmm BASES (.') 
12. SUNDRY BASES (.') 
IJ. GROlIND BEA1<S (,,3) 
14. CASINO STEEL GROUND lEAMS (~) 
15. UPSTANDS AND KERBS (.') 
16. 
17. ISOIA'lllD BEA1<S (.') 
18. CASING TO ISOLATED STEEL 
EEAMS (,,3) 
19. rEEP BEA1<S (,,3) 
20. DEEP CASlNO TO STEEL IEAMS (~) 
21. 
22. ISOIA~D COLS. (,,3) 
23. ISOLATED CASINO TO STEEL 
COLUMNS (,,3) 
24. 
25. BUNDING (,,3) 
26. EE!)S (M', . 
27. !'EDS - ROADS (,,3) 
<8. moo - FOCTPAnIS (,,3) 
29. moo - PAVINes (,,3) 
'0. 
,!. SUSPENDED SLABS (:<') 
32. ccn~~r::D SU::U'ENIl::D SLADS (~) 
, 
A. CROSS SECTIOOAL AREA 
• N.E. 0.0, i' . 
B. DITl'O EXCEEDING 0.0, J! BIll' 
N.E. 0.10 i' 
C. DITTO EXCEEDING 0.10 J! BUT 
N.E. 0.25.i' 
D. Drrro EXCEEDINO 0.25 i' 
A. Nur EXCEEDnKJ 100 tr.'I THICK 
B. 100 MM TO 150 folM THICK 
c. 150 MM TO }OO Kt THICK 
D. EXCEEDDlG }OO ~ THICK 
W 
1.0 
...., 
,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.----
F. IN-SITU A. CONCRE'rn }}. "'OUClllED SUSFENDED SLABS ("J) A. NOT EXCEEDING 100 n1 THICK 
CONCRETE }4. SUSPENDED SlABS IN B. 100 MM TO 150 """ THICK 
B. REINFORCED CONCREm MARGINS (W) c. 150 K1 TO )OD "" 1HICK 
}5. D. EXCEEDING ,00 MM THICK 
C. HEAVILY REINFORCED }6. WALLS ("J) 
CONCRE'lll yr. WALLS N.E. 1.50 HIGH ("J) 
38. WAUS TO HORIZONTAL OR 
SLOPING DUCTS IN EEDS OR 
SLABS ("J) 
'0. TOPS OP DORMERS (W) 
.. 
41. CHEEKS OF DORMERS ("J) 
42. 
4" TOPS AND CHEEKS OP DORMERS 
(W) 
... 
45. FILLINO HOLLOW WALLS (W) 
. 
46. FILLING TO POCKETS A. VOLUME. EXCEEDiNa 0.10 W (W) 
B. VOLUME N.E. 0.10 W (NR) 
W 
1.0 
0> 
F. IN-SITU V. JOINTS IN WA~ CM} "1. TYPE A A. RBINPtJRCEMF..NT STOPPED AT Jornr 
CONCRETE .2.. 'I"lPE B B • rm:INFOFl~NT CROSSING JOINT 
• ,. 'IYPE C C. PSRFORA'TED FOR REINFORCEMENT 
d. 'lYPE D CROSSrnO JOTIn' 
5. D. CUT AND FITIED AROUND 
6. REINFOOCEMENT CROSSING JOINT 
7. E • PERFORATED FOR AND CUT AND 
. B. FJ'l"lED AROUND REH1FCOCEMENT 
CROSSING JOINT 
. 
w. JOINTS IN SIAm CM) ". TYPE A A. REIlJF'CIRCE'.MENT STOPPED A~ JOINT 
'2. TYPE B B • REINFORrvlENT CROSSING JOINT 
. ,. TYPE C C. PERFORATED FOR REINFORCF>'SNT 
'4. TYPE D CROSSDlG JOINT . 
5. D • ct1I' AND FI'I'I'ED AROUND 
• 6. REINFOOCEMENT CROSSING JOINT 
7. E. PEl'\FtI\ATED FOR AND CUT AND 
8. P'I'I'I'""cl> AROUND REINPORCE'ME:NT 
CROSSING JOmI' 
• 1Z:I'J'jC'...5 'IFlIT SIJPPL.E.~t;o:ARY INFOR.Y.A':'IOU WILL NEED TO re ENTERED 
F. IN-SITU x. lJJ!OURS TREA'IMENT OF tmSET SURFACES (..") 
CONCRETE 1. GRAm! A. HaRIZOOTAL 
2. TAMP B. TO .F'AIJ..8 
, 
,. FLOAT C. 
,.. rotmR FLOAT D •. 
5. TRML K. 
6. PATIERN SURFACES wrm STUD .F. 
MARKING 
7. 
8. 
TREA'IMENT OF SET SURFACES (..") A. SURFACES OP WALLS 
9. RUB B. SURFACES OF FLOORS 
10. TOOL C. SOFFITS 
11. E.'Ur.:q TO EXPOSE AGGREGATE D. SOFFITS OVER ,.50 Bl1l' , 
12. REMOVE SKIN TO EXPOSE Nor EXCEELIINO 5.00 K HIGH 
AGGREGA'm E. DITl'O 5.00 TO 6.50 M HIGH 
l}. SAND mAST 
". BUSH l!A>OO'.R 
15. GRIND 
16. 
17. 
18. 
TREA'It~m' OF SET SURFACES {M2l 
19. F.ACK SURFACES A~ AS KEY FOR ASPHALT 
20. SPECIALLY f.lECHANICAU.Y B. AS KEY FOR F'INISHINO 
HACK SURFACES c. 
21. HACK OFF ENTIRE SURFACES 
22. 
2}. 
2 •• 
F. IN-SITU 
CONCRETE 
X. lAllOORS WORK CONCRE'IE AROUND (r!) 
25. PIPE CABIES AND MATS OF 
PANEL HEATING SYS'IEMS 
26. 
27· 
Ctrl'l'ING OF CONCil:E'm 
*28. Ctrr CHANNEIS (M) 
*29. CUI' CHASES CM) 
30. 
31. 
*)2. CUT MORTICES CNR) 
*)}. C1JI' POCKETS (lm) 
.,.. Cl1l' RotES (NR) 
35. 
)6. 
~ 
)7. UNDER S'IEEL STANCHION BASES 
(,f) 
38. UNIEII S= ORILL<ClES (M2) 
39· 
40. 
~41. INTO MORTICES (UR) 
*42. INTO POCKETS (HR) 
*4" INTO HOLES CUR) 
44 •. 
'5. 
CASTDIG IN OR ANCHOR BOLTS 
ETC. (UR) 
46. AOCHORS 
47. ANCHQR BOLTS 
48. RAO BOLTS 
.119. LUGS 
50. BRACKETS 
51. TIES 
52. WALL TlES 
.. tlD:OIZS mAT SUPPID:ENTAHY INFORMATION WILL NEED TO BE EN"IERED. 
A. rw:E GOOD 
B. MAKE OOOD )Irm FAIR PINtSH 
c. 
D. 
A. GRotrr WI1H "GFlQtrr MIX A" 
B. GROlTI' WITH ~CROt1I' MIX B" 
C. 
D. GROUT WI~ "EXPANDINO 
OROIJ'l'" 
E. RUN WI'llI lEAD 
P. 
G. REINFORCE- BARS 
MENT 1. MIlD S"mEL DIAME1ER 6 K<I 
2. nITI'O 8 fo'lo1 
,. OI'ITO 10 Jott 
4. OITI'O 12 fo!M 
5. DITI'O 14 Itl'I 
6. o1'r1'O 16 MM 
. 
7. DITI'O 18 Y.M 
8. OITI'O 20 MM 
9. DITI'O 22 i'V'1 
10. DITTO 2/1 "lM 
11. D!'ITO 25 ~ 
'12. DI'ITO 26 I+t 
". 
flrI'TO ?oB Wo 
14. DITrO )2 MM 
15· DITrO 40 MM 
16. DITI'O 50 MM 
17. 
18. HIGH YIELD DIAME'mR 6:+1 
19· DITrO 8 MM 
20. OITrO 10 :.t'-I 
21. DITIO 12 MM 
22. DITI'O 1" f.~ 
2,. DITI'O 16 ~ 
2'. DI'!'i'O 18 t·::>! 
25· D!'I'I'O 20 1·:1>1 
26. OI'ITO 22 t<:~ 
n DITIO 24 1·:-4 
28. DI'ITO 25 ~ 
29· DITI'O 26 r.,l 
}D. D!'r.O 25 ~~~ 
'i. ~IT:'J ;.2 :;:·1 
32. vIr.::, 110 ~I;'1 
)~. DIT:'O ;0 I·~ 
}4. 
(TONNE) 
A. IN FOUNDATlOOS 
B. IN GROUND SLAm 
C. IN SUSPENDED SLABS 
D. IN WALLS 
E. HI CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
F • IN CASING TO STEEL EEAMS 
G. IN CASINO TO STEEL COLUMNS 
AND lEAJotS 
H. IN STEPS 
I. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS 
J. IN STAIRCASES AND STRINGS AND 
ASSOCIATED LANDINGS 
K. IN S'IEPS, STAIRCASES, S'I1UNOS 
AND ASSOCIA'lED rANDINGS 
L. IN TOPS OF DORMERS 
M. m TOPS AND CHEEKS OF DORMERS 
N.IN MACHINE AND SUNDRY BASES· 
O. IN ISOLATED co~~ 
P. IN ISOLATED BE:AMS AND LINTELS 
Q. IN rSOLA'lED COLUMNS, IIlA"S 
AND LIN'mU3 
STRAIGHT AND lENT BARS 
A. HCEIZom'AL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
B. DtTI'O 15.00 TO 18.00 " 
C. 
D. 
E. VERTICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
F. DITI'O 8.00 TO 11.00 M 
G. 
H. 
CURVED PARS 
r. HORIZarrAL 12.00 TO 15.00 M 
J. 
K. VERTICAL 5.00 TO 8.00 M 
L. 
. 
M. um:s. STIRRUPS, BINIERS 
~'D SPECIAL SPACERS 
... 
co 
N 
G. REINFORCE- fBmU; m;lli'mE!Z~ (,(') 
}5. 0 TO 2.5 KGM' MENT A. IN FOUNDATIONS }6. 2.5 TO 5.0 KoM B. IN GROUND S!ABS 
}7. 5.0 TO 7.5 KGM' C. IN SUSPENDED SlABS 
}S. 7.5 TO 10.0 KGM' D. IN WALLS 
E. IN CASING TO STEEL COUOOtS 
F • IN CASING TO STEEL BE~~ 
. 
G. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
AND BEAMS 
H. rn STEPS 
J. HI STAIRCASES AND STRINGS 
K. IN S7AIRCASES AND STRINQS AND 
ASSOCIATED I.A.NDn;GS 
L. IN S'IEPS, STAIRCASES, STRINGS 
AN: ASSOCIATED LANDW'OS 
M. IN TOPS OF DORMERS 
N. IN TOPS AND CHEEKS OF DOilMERS 
P. IN MACHINE MID SUlIDRY BASES 
Q. IN ISOLATED COLUMNS 
R. rn ISOLA'lED mAMS AND LIN'I'EIS 
S. IN ISOLA'lED COLUMNS, B!W<S 
AND LINTELS 
T. RAKING CUTl'INO (M) 
U. CURVED Ctm'ING (M) 
V. EENDING OF PABRIC REINPORCE_ 
>lENT (M) 
, 
A. :31DS AND END lAPS ~50 nil 
B. DITI'O 200 M.'1 
C. DITrO 225 I>'J>1 
·D. DI'ITO 250 MM 
E. DITl'O 300 IQ! 
F. SIDE LAPS 150 MM END tAPS 
200 Mi .. 
O. DI'ITO END tAPS 225 1<24 
H. DITI'O Elm lAPS 250 ~ 
J. DITre.. END LA PS 300 !r'M 
K. 5mE LAPS 200 f.'J>l END 
~PS 225 1-1M 
L. nITrO END IAPS 250 xYJ 
M. DITTO EIID LArs )00 to« 
• 
N. SIDE LAPS 225 MM END 
LAPS 25D IQ! 
P. DITI'D END lAPS 300 191 
Q. DITI'D END LAPS '50 ~l 
R. SIDE LAPS 250 fo'lol END 
LAPS )00 w.I 
S. DIno END lA PS :550 "" 
T. DI'ITO END lAPS 400 MM 
U. SIDE lAPS 300 Ko!. 
END lAPS }SO 191 
V. DI'lTO END LAPS 400 MM 
W. DI'ITO END lAM 450 JItI 
A. EAR SIZil: 6 MM 
B. OMo 8 MM 
C. 
. 
..,. 
C) 
w 
G. REINFORCE- SELF CEN'reRING FAERIC 2 
MENT F.EINFGRCEI,zm' (M ) 65. A. rn GROUND SIAES A. TEMPORARY S'ml1ITn';O N. E • 
66. B. IN SUSPENDED SIAm }.?O M HIGH '. 
67. C. IN WAUS B. DI'ITO '.50 TO 5.00 M HIGH 
68. D. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS C. DI'ITO 5.00 'ro 6.50 M HIGH 
E. IN CAsnID TO STEEL BEAMS 
P. IN CASING TO STEEL COLUMNS 
AND BEAMS 
G. IN TOPS OF DORMEJIS 
H. ',IN TOPS AND CHEEKS OF DOPJI'iERS 
J. IN ISOLATED .\:OWMNS 
K. IN ISOLATED IEAMS AND LINTEUi . 
L. IN'ISOIA'lED COLUMNS, JEAMS 
AND LINmLS 
M. JW;INoJ Cl.1l'l'INO (M) 
N. CURVED ct/ITINQ (M) 
\ 
H. FORMWORK A. tEPI' AS STRUCK FOUNDATIONS AND BEDS 
B. DITI'O WI'IlJ RE"I'ARDING AGFNI' 1. EOOES AND FACES OF FOONDATIONS A. HEIGHT Nor EXCEEDING 250 "" 
C. IEFl' rn "'2 •. GROUND BEAMS <M) . 
D. FAIR FACED *}. DITl'O PROFIlE A B. DITl'O 25<>-500 to< <M) 
E. DITI'O Wl'I'H RETARDING AGENT 
•• C. DITTO 500-1.00 M (M) 
'P. DITl'O IEPT IN D. DITI'O EXCEEDING 1.00 M ("2) 
G. 
H. 
SlABS, STAIRCASES AND 
ASSOCIATED FEATURES 
5. SLOPING UPPER SURFACES OP StABS 
MORE THAN 15 DEG. FRGM 
HORIZONTAL <M") 
6. 
7, SOFFITS OF SLABS (,f) A. SlAB'IHICKNESS N.E.200 JIPI A. SOFFIT HEIGHT IESS 'IliAN 1.00 M 
. 
8. SOFFITS OF STAIRCASES (~) B. Drrro 200 - )00 W"I B. DI'ITO '.50 TO 5.00 M 
9. SOFFITS OF LANDINGS ell> c. orrro )00 - -400 Jo'JII C. DITl'O 5.00 TO 6.50 M 
D. DITTO 400 - 500 not D. DITI'O 6.50 TO 8.00 M 
la. SOFFIT OF COF'FERED OR E. DITrO 500 -
TROUGHED SLABS (M2) 
n. DITl'O <M") 
12. DITl'O <M") 
". SOFFIT OF RIBS AND MARGINS 
OF COFFERED OR TROUGHED 
SLABS EXCEEDING 500 MM 
WIllIl <M") 
. 
"14. A'ITACHED SEAMS <M) A. SOFFIT HErGHI' tF..ss THAN 1.00 M 
"15· DTTI'O PROFILE A (M) B. DITTO J.SO TO 5.00 M 
"16. DITTO PROFILE 8 (M) C. DITrO 5.00 TO 6.50 M 
17. D. DlTl'O 6.50 TO 8.00 M 
·LB. ATTACHED BEAM CASDms <M) 
"19. DITl'O PROFIIE A CM) 
"20. DITl'O PROFIlE B (M) 
, 21. 
. :E:Icr..£Z "-:"'~\T =Jr?t.;.J' ..... :~r:~r\'{ 1~; .. '.I':'.\1'!W WIlL :r:.Jm ';0 (£ EltrEfJ::O • 
H. FORMWORK A. IEFT AS STRUCK *22. IXlfflSTAND lEAMS (M) A. SOPPTl' HErGHl' LESS lHAN' 1.00 M 
B. OI'ITO WI'IlI RETARDING AGENT *2}. DITTO PROFILE A (M) B. DI'ITO ,.50 TO 5.00 M 
C. LEPl' IN *24. Drrro PROFIIE B (M) C. nITI'O 5.00 1'0 6.50 M 
D. FArR FACED 25· D. DITI'O 6.50 TO 8.00 M' 
E. DITrO WITH RETARDING AGENT *26. DCWNSTAND BEAM CASINOS (M) 
F. DITI'O IEFl' IN *21. nI'ITO PROFIIE A (M) . 
G. *28. DITTO PROFIlE B (M) 
. 29. H. 
*)0, PROJECTING EAVES CM) 
-,1. DITTO PROFILE A (M) 
*32. nI'ITO PROFIIE B (M) 
33. 
oJ4. UPSTAND BEAMS (M) 
*~. DITrO PROFILE A (M) 
*36. Drrro PROFIIE B CM) . 
37. 
038. RECESSES (M) 
*39. DI'I'TO PROFIIZ A (M) 
*40. DITTO PROFILE BCM) 
'1-
42. STRINGS CM) A. WIIYrn 150 W>1 
4,. DITTO PROFILE A (M) B. " 175 ~ 
44. DITTO PROFILE B CM) C. , 200 .... 
'5. D. . 225 MM 
E. " 250 MM 
F. " 275 ~ 
G. . JOO "" 
46. KICKERS (l>'!) A. rEPTH N ... E. 25 1-::-1 A. FIXED DIflECT 
B. ffiP'rn 50 - 7'5 1":1 B. mm SIDE SUSPE~m2D 
C. !;ZP:'H 75 _ 100 MM C. BC1I'H srms SUSPE~ 
*47. MORTICES (M) t., a..'I.OUT W:~ MIX A 
'8. B. GRour WI'IH MU B 
c. 
*49· POCKETS (NR) C. GP,rnJ: WITH EXPANDING GROUT 
• r:.c:~:~-S T.'.AT St.1'PU;:·:Et..'T:Jrf L>.j?Cffi.LiTIQ.'l WILL NE".ED TO !£ EN'IERED. 
H. FORMWORK A. tEFT AS STRUCK 50, E. Rim WTI'H lEAD 
B. DITTO WITH RETAROINO AGENT *5l. SINKINGS (""l. P. 
C. IEFT IN 52. 
D. FAIR FACED 
E. DITl"O wrm RETARDING AGENT 5'· HOrES • RECTANGUIAR IN SlABS, A. aIR'm N.E. 1.00 M A. mPntlWwm 10") W'I 
LANDINCS (NO) B. GIRTH 1.00 TO 2.00 M B. , 125 m 
P. DI'ITO lEFl' IN 
54. DITI'O IN BEAMS (NR) C. GDmi 2.00 TO 4.00 M C. , 150 !>'l1 
c. , 55· HOLES· CIRCUI.AR IN SLABS, D. 175 ~';M H. , LANDINGS (NO) E. 200 "" 
56. DITl'O IN IlEAKS (NR) P. , 225/'I'M 
G. , 250 K'<I 
H. , 275 .... 
r. 
, )OO~iM 
J. , '25 lI,M 
K • , '50 no! 
. 
L. , '75 .... 
M. 
, 
'00 .... 
N. 
, 425 K"'I 
57. EDGES OF SLABS (M) A. UC!l' EXCEEDING 250 /It1 DEEP. 
58. STEPS ID TOPS OF SLABS (M) B. EXCEEDrna 250 K'1 BUT Nar 
59· S'IEPS n: SOFPITS OP SlABS (M) EXCEEDING 500 MM IEE;p 
60. 
61. RISERS (M) 
62. RISERS OF STAIRCASES (M) 
6,. 
64. EDGES OF STAmcASE FLIGHl'S (M) 
• G::CC-.::.S 7f .... T WP7..Z!"'i;;-:-AF:''[ It/FCFY.ATICl'I WILL t~ TO EE EIm:JED 
.AWl 
H. FORMWORK '. tEFT AS STRUCK 65.' VERTICAL (.f) A.. PACES OP WALL POiIMWORK OVER 
B. DITI'O WI'I1f RETARDING AGENT 66. VERTICAL TO ONE SItE ONLy (.f) '.50 H HI"" 
C. rEFl' IN 67. VERTICAL IN'lERRUPI'ED f!f 
PROJECTIONS (.f) 
, 
D. FAm FACED 
E. DITI'O WITH RETARDING AGENT 68. VERTICAL lmERRUPTED BY' 
P. DITrO LEFl' IN PROJECTIONS TO OOE SItE 
G. . ONLY (r.?') 
H. 69. BATlERED (r.?') 
70. MTIERED TO ONE SIIE OOLY (.f) 
71. fATmRED INTERRUPTED BY 
PROJECTIONS (r.?') 
72. BA'M'ERED nrmRRUP'IED BY 
PROJECTIONS TO ONE SIDE ONLY 
(,,2) 
• 7). .. ~rCAL ONE SIDE, BATlERED 
ONE SlIE (r.?') 
7'. VERTICAL ONE SIDE. BATJERED 
ONE SIDE IN'IERRUP'IED BY' 
PROJECTIONS (.f) 
75. VERTICAL STAIR WELL WALI.S (,f) 
76. VERTICAL LIFT SHAFT WAUS (.f) 
*71. PROJZCTIOSS (M) 
*78. DITI'O PROFIIE A (M) 
479. ~ITTO PROFILE B (M) 
80. 
*81- REC-c.SSES (M) 
*82. tI'ITO PROnIE A (M) 
*8). DITTO PRO~ILE B (M) 
84. 
~85. PIIJISTEP.5 (M) 
·r". DI7TO PROFILE A (M) 
·C7· D:;:'.rL'O PROF:lli B (M) 
88. 
118g. MORTICES A. CROUT WIn:! GRoor MIX A 
• r::::;arl.S THAT SliPpr....E:·lE!,"!'ARY INFCP."'.ATION WILL NEED TO BE ENTERED 
. 
H. FORMWORK A. u.:FT AS STRUCK 90. B. GltOUT wrm GFlotn' nIX B 
B. DI'ITO 'WI'IH RETARDING AGENT "91. POCKETS (NR) C. 
C. LEPI' IN 92. D. GllOUT wrm EXPANDING GROUT 
D. FAm FACED "9}. SINKINas (NR) E. RUN wrrn LEAD 
E. DITI'O WI'm RETARDING AGENT 94. P. 
F. DITI'O lEPI' IN 95. HOLES RECTANGUIAR (NR) A. OIRTH N.E. 1.00 M A. W!D'I'H loom c. 
. 96. HOLES cmCUlAR (NR) B • GIRTH 1.00 TO 2.00 !of B. , 125 '" H. C. GIRTH 2.00 TO •• 00 M C. , 150 r9i 
D. " 175 I'V'1 
E. , 200 "" 
P. " 225 ~ 
c. " 250 "" 
H. , 275 "" 
I. " }CO "" 
• J. , }25 ... 
K. " }SO ... 
97· VERTICAL ENDS OP WAU8 (H) • A. WIDTH 100 K'1 
98. DI'M'O PROFIIE A CM) B. , 125 MM 
99· c. , 150 MM 
100. BA'ITERrnG ENDS OF WALLS (M) D. " 175 MM 
101. DITTO PROFIlE A (M) E. • 200, MM 
102. P. " 225 fo'lof 
10,. SLOpma TOPS OF WALLS (M) C. " 250 ~ 
·I()1l. DITTO PROnIE A (M) H. " 275 M11 
lOS. I. " }CO K'1 
J. " :.25 1'-'4 
K. " J50 M'1 
106. SOF'FITS OF WAUS CM} A. SOFFIT HEIGHT LESS THAN . A. Wr.:m-I 100 1-« 
107. DI'ITO PROFIIE 'A (M) 1.00 M. B. " 125 M"'l 
108. B. DITTO '.50 TO 5.00 K C. " 150 ~ 
109. SLOPING SOFFITS OF WALLS (M) C. DITTO 5.00 TO 6.50 M D. " 175 ~t>1 
110. DITre PROFIIE A (M) D. DITl'O 6.50 M TO 8.00 M E. " 200 ~';I: 
11l. F. " 225 r-"M 
c " 250 "';x 
L:E::IJ.C'-S 'I'P.AT SJPfUK:::''TARY n:F'OP.'1ATIQ:l WILL NEED TO BE ENTEP.ED. 
-
-
H. FORMWORK A. lEFr AS S'IluJCK 112. PERIMETERS all' OPENINGS CM) A. WIM'H 100 MM 
B. DITrO WITH RETARDING AGENT 113. DITl'O PROFIIE A CM) B. " 125 1+1 
c. LE,.,. IN U4. c. " 1:50 MM 
D. FAm FACED D. " 175 MM 
E. DITI'O WITH RETARDING AGENT E. " 200 MM 
P. DI'ITO IEFr IN P. " 225 MM 
G. G. " 250 MM 
H. H. " 275 MM 
I. " 300 MM 
J. " 325 MM 
ISOLATED BEAMS AND COLUMNS 
·llS. ISOLATED BEAMS (M) A. SOFFIT HEa mrr lESS 'IlfAN 
*116. nITrO PROFIIE A (M) l.00 lit 
*117. Drrro PROFIIE B (M) B. DITTO ,.50 TO 5.00 rot 
n8 c. DI'l'I'OtS.OO TO 6.50 M 
*119· ISOLATED BEAM CASINGS CM) D. DI'l'l'O 6.50 TO 8.00 M 
·120. DI'I'I'O PROFIlE A (M) 
*121. DITTO PROFILE B (M) 
122. 
*123. ISOIA TED COLUMNS (M) 
*124. DITTO PROFIIE A CM) 
*125· DITTO PROFILE B (M) 
126. 
*127· ISOLATED COLUMN CASINGS CM) 
*128. DI'ITO PROFILE A (M) 
*129. DI'ITO PROFIIE B (M) 
130 • 
• r..-::::.:-r£S THAT Su7F:L.EY.E::;"l'A.lf"i Dl70iiHATIOlI WILL NEED TO E ENTERED • 
. 
K. BRICKWORK S'I'RE'!'CHER BalD LIME: SAND MORTARS (t?-) 
, 1. I3RICK-ON-EOOE A. MIX 1:2 1. WAUS A. IN THENCHES 
2. , BmCK WALL B. MIX l:} 2. SKINS OF HOLLOW WALLS 
}. 1 mICK WALL" CEMENT:LIME: SAND MORTARS }. SKINS OF cCMPOSI'm 
4. 1, ERICK WAIL C. MIX l:t:} .AWl 
5. 2 BRICK wALL D. MIX 1,!,4t 4. 
.6. B. MIX 1:1:5-6 
7. P. MIX 1:2:8-9 5. DWARF SUPPORT WAT.uI 
ENGLISH BOND G. MIX 1:3:10-12 6. BA'I'ffiJlING WAILS 
8. 1 :BRICK WALL CEMEN'l':SAND MORTARS 7· PROJECT! ONS OP FOOITNOS 
! 9. I! BRICK .ALL H. MIX I:} 8. FIILING EXISTING 
·10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:4 OPEUING3 
°ll. CEMEN'l':SAND AND 9· ISOLA'IED PIERS 
12. PIASTICI7ER MORTAHS 10. 
r.1OOSH BCND K. MIX 1:4 
L~ MIX 1:5-6 • U. 1 BRICK. WALL 11. PROJECTIONS OP 
14. 1., mIC]( WALL M. MIX 1:7-8 CHINm'{ BREASTS 
15· 2 BRICK WALL N. MIX 1:8 12. PROJECTIONS OF FOOI'IN09 
16. AND CHIMNEY BREASTS 
17. 
13. cnrron:F.Y STACKS 1" 
14. ISOIA'IED PIERS AND 
CHIMNEY STA.CKS 
15· 
16. BACKINO TO MASamy 
17. BACKING TO MASONRY CUT 
AND'BONDED 
18. 
19· LlHINO TO FLUES 
20. LINING TO FLUES IN-
CLUDING BONDING TO 
SURROUNDING BRICKWORK 
21. l3C7I"I'(H3 OF FLUES 
22. 
K. BRICKWORK STRETCHER BOND LIME: SAND MORTARS (M2) 
1. BRICK-eN-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 2,. DfIMP-PAOOF COURSES, A. IN TRENCHES 
2. , BRICK WAU, B. MIX lr} 2~. RAISINQ EXISTING 
,. 1 BUCK WALL CEMEln':LlME:SAND MORTARS STRUCTURES 
Il. 1, BRICK WALL C. MIX l:t:} 25. 
5· 2 ERICK WAIL D. MIX 1 ,~,4! 
6. E. MIX 1:1:5-6 26. THICKENINO'EXISTINO 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 WAILS -BOND _ Ct1l', 
ENOLISH BOND G, MIX 1:3:10-12 POCKETS FOR ALTER-
8. 1 BRICK WALL CFJolENT:SAND MORTARS NI\TlVE COURSES 
9· 1, BRICK WALL H. MIX I:} 27. THICKENING EXISTING 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX l:lJ W,lILS - BIllCK BOND -
ll. CEMENT:SAND AND c;rr POCKETS FOR Al.-
12. PIASTICIZER MORTARS TERNATIVE GROUPS OF 
FlEMISH 00..-0 K. MIX 1:4 COIJR$ES 
I}. 1 BRICK WALL L. MIX 1:5-6 28. 
Ill. 1, BRICK W"LL M. MIX 1:7-8 29. 
15. 2 BRICK WAIL N. MIX li8 
16. CLOSE CAVITmS (M) 
17· )0. VERTICALLY ~tED (}lE A. WIImf OF CAVITY 25 toM 
SIIE B. DI'ITO 50 Mo! 
31. DITI'O BCNDED 00l'H SIIES C. OITI'O 65 W1 
D. Drrro 75 191 
,2. HORlZOOTALLY (}lE COURSE B. Ol'l"l'O 100 191 
IDGH INC. BONDING 
,}. DITl'O '!WO COURSES HIGH 
DlITO 
"". Drrro 'ntREE COURSES HIm 
DlITO 
~. 
:>6. 
ROUGH ARCHES {Ml 
37. IN ONE RIllO 
)S. IN 'lWO RINGS 
39. Hi THREE RIRas 
40. :iN FOUR RINGS 
41. 
42. 
K. BRICKWORK BO~mINO OF: 
S'I1IETClIER """'D LIME: SAND MORTARS 
1. BRICK-ON-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 
2. 1 mICK WALL B. MIX I:} 
,. 1 mICK WAIL' mtEtII': Lll.-;E:SAND MORTARS 
~. '1 BRICK WALL C. MIX l:~:} 
5. 2 BRICK WALL D. MIX "1'~i 
, 6. E. MIX "';5-6 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 . 
ENGLISH BOND G. MIX 1:}:10-12 
8, 1 BRICK WAU, C'EJoffiN'T:SAND MORTARS 
9. 11 BRICK WALL H. MIX I:} 
la. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:11 
11. CEMEN'l':SAND AND 
12. 
PIASTICIZER MORTARS 
FI1lMI SH !lOO) K. MIX I:" 
1,. 1 BRICK WALL L: MIX 105-6 
1-4. 1; ~UCK WALL M. MIX "7-8 
15. 2 BRICK WAIL N. MIX 118 
16. 
17. 
(M) 
4}. TO EXISTING BRICKWORK 
44. TO EXISTING ENGINEERING 
. " BRICKWORK 
45. TO EXISTING CQlCRE'm 
BLOCKWORK 
~6. TO EXISTING ClAY BLOCK-
WORK 
47. 
48. 
• , 
------
A. CI11' ro:KETS FM AL'lERNATI'VE 
COURSES 
B. C11I' POCKETS FOR AL'IERNATI'W 
GRCXP S OF COURSES 
C. CI1I' FAIR Pcx:KE'l'S Fm 
ALTERNATIVE COURSES . 
D. CUT PAm POCi<ETS F"OO 
AL'IERNATIVE GRoUPS OF 
C01JRSi!S 
---
... 
w 
K. BRICKWORK 18. S'mE'I'CHER BOND LIME: SAND MORTARS TAPERING WALLS (M2) 
19. ENGLISH BCJlD A. MIX 1:2 1. TAPERING WAlLS ONE BIlE A. AVERAGe: rnrCKNBSS 200 Jl9II A. ~ 'i'RE..\'CJ1ES 
20. FLEMISH BOND B. MIX h' TAPERED AT )0 [£0. B. DI'ITO 250 191 , 
21. CE»:NT:LIME:SAND MORTARS 2. DI'ITO AT 45 IEO. e. nITl'O }OO "" 
22. C. MIX l:~:} }. DI'I'I'O AT 60 000. D. DITl"O }50 no! 
D. MIX 1",., ". nITI'O AT 75 lEG. E. DITl'O 1100 "" 
. E. MIX 111:5·6 S. P. DITI'O 45~ MM 
F. MIX 1:218-9 O. DITl"O 500 ",. 
G. r-uX 1:3:10-12 6. TAPERING WALLS OOI'H SIDES H. 
CEME!¥I':SANO MORTARS T,\f'E.REI) AT )0 IEa. 
".' 7. DITTO AT 45 DEG. H. MIX l:} 
J. MIX 1:4 8. Drrro AT 60 DEQ. 
CEMENT:SAI'.'D AND 9. nI'I'l'O AT 75 000. 
PIASTICIZER y'QRTARS 10. , 
K. MIX 1:4 ll. , 
L. MIX 115-6 12. 
M. MIX 117-8 
N. MIX 118 
K. BRICKWORK PROJECTIONS IN: 
18. STRE'l'CHZR Barn 
19. ENGLlSH BOND 
20. FIEMISH BOND 
21. 
22. 
LIME: SAND MORTAM 
A. MIX 1:2 
B. MIX 1:) 
CEJ>mNT:LIME:SAND MORTARS 
C. MIX "t" 
D. MIX ,,~,.~ 
E. MIX 1:1:5-6 
F. MIX 1:2:8-9 
C. MIX 1:):10-12 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS 
H. MIX ," 
J, MIX 1:4 
CEMENT :SAND AND 
PIASTICIZER MORTARS 
K. MIX 1;" 
L. "'.IX 1:5-6 
foi. MIX 1:7-8 
N. MIX 1,8 
OF. 
"I} 
-n. ATl'ACHED rIERS 
*14. PLINTlL'i 
*15. BANDS 
*16. OVERSAILING OOURSES 
*17. ATl'ACHEJ) PIERS. PLnrms. 
BANDS AND OVERSAILINO 
CClURSES 
18. 
19. 
TO EXISTING W-IW rM) 
*20. ATTACHED PIERS INC. CUTTING 
POCKETS FOR AL'IEFlNATIVE 
COlJR3ES AIiD EXTRA MA'mRIAL 
·21. A'I'I'ACHED PIERS - BLOCK BCHDmo 
n:c. CtJ'ITHiG POCKETS FOR A~ 
'IERNATIVE GROUPS OF COtmSES 
AND EXTRA ttlA'IERIAL 
*22. CHIMNEY BREASTS tNe. ctl'ITINO 
POCKETS Fm ALTERNATIVE 
COURSES AND EXTRA KA'IERIAL 
*2,. CHIMNEY BREASTS BLOCK BCNDING 
!Ne. CUTl'INO PCCKE'm FOR Ar..:. 
'lERNATIVE CROUPS OF COURSES 
AND EXTRA MA'lElUAL 
2\. 
25. 
K. BRICKWORK 2}. FaRM CA7ITIES (M) A. Wmm.50~. 1. GALVANISED BUTlERPLY WAIL A. } NO. PER ~ 
B. DITI'O 65 l'M. TIES B. ~ NO. PER ~ 
C. Dl'lTO 75 )14 •. 2. GALVANISED 'nilsmD WAY.' TIES C. 5 NO. PER ~ 
D. DI'I'I'O 100 191, }. D. 6 NO. PER ~ 
E. ~. B. 
F. 5· 
G. 6. 
2_. ROUQI CU'ITINa (H) *A. CHAMFERED ANGrES 
.B. ROUNIED ANGIES 
-C. MOUWED ANGlE8 
D. 
25. ROUGH CHASI!S (M) *A. HORIZONTAL· 
·B. :RAKING • 
-C. VERTICAL 
D. 
" DEliO'IES THAT strPPlEMZm'A.t:tY INFOPJ.'.ATION WILL NEED TO re ENTERED. 
POnrrING AS WORK PROCEEDS I A. IN 'I'REl',;CHES 
L. FACE STRETCHER BOND ~ LIME: SAND MORTARS (If) PQ,!SH POIU'IWG 
BRICKWORK 1. BRICK-ON'-EDaE A. MIX 112 1- WAWl A. TO ONE SIDE 
2. ! sUCK WALL B. KIX I:} 2. ,SKINS OF HOLLOW WALLS B. TO aarn SIIES 
J. 1 BRICK WAU. CEMENT:LIME:SAND MORTARS }. SKINS OF CCMPOSI'm PWSH R1JBIED OR BAGGED JOIN'I'S 
11. II BRICK WALL C. MIX lIt:} WAWl C. TO ONE SJDE 
5. 2 BRICK WAIL D. MIX ,,!,4t 4. D. TO oorn SIIES 
6. E. MIX 1:1 :5-6 KEYED ',IRONED Dl POINTING 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 5. tMARF SUPPORT WALLS E. TO OrlE SIDE 
ENGLISH BOND G. MIX 1:}:10-12 6. BAT'lEJUNG WAIlS F. TO BC1I'H SrDES 
8. 1 BRICK WALL C'EMF.NT:SAND MORTARS 7. PROJECT] ONS OF FOOrINGS STRUCK-\',E"nIERED POINTING 
9. I! BRICK WALL H. MIX 1:} 8. FIlJ..ING EXISTING G. TO am SIDE 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:" OPENINGS H. TO I!(YIlf SIDES 
11. CEMENT:SAND AND 9· ISOlA'mD PIERS FlAT RECESSED POnfI'ING 
12. PIASTICIZER MORTARS 10. J. TO OUE SlOE 
FIE>!ISH llOND K. MIX li4 K. TO IY..Yill SrrES 
n. 1 BRICK WALL L. MIX 1:5-6 11. PROJECTIONS OF KEYED (IRONF.D DJ HDRIZC*.'TAL 
14. 1;' BRICK WALL H. MIX 117-8 CHIMNEY BREASTS 
ANO FLUSHED VERTICAL POINTING 
N. MIX 118 12. PRo.JECTIOOS OF FOOI'INGS 
L. TO ONE SIDE 
15· 2 BRICK WAIL 
16. AND CfllMNEY BREASTS 
M. TO Bonl SIDES 
17. 
n. CHIMNEY STACKS RAKE OUT AND POI"'''T wrm 
14. ISOIA'mD PIERS AND POIllTING ~:ORTt.R : 
'cmMNE'f STACKS KEYED ~ TRalE!> D 1 POI/';rING 
15. N. TO ONE SIDE 
P. TO BCmI SIDES 
16. BACKING TO MASONRY STRUCK-"lEATItE:RZD POWTWG 
11. BACKING TO MASONJW CUT Q. TO WE SIDE 
IIND BONDfl) R. TO oorn SIDES 
18. FIAT AECEss;m POHlI'ING 
S. TO or£ SIDE 
19· LINING TO FLUES T, TO BOTH SIDES 
20. LINING TO FLUES IN- KEYED (I~~~ D) HORIZONTAL 
ANO FLUSH VERTICAL POI~NO 
CWDING DONDING TO 
u. TO 00 SHE 
SURROUNDING mICK'JIcmK 
V. 1'0 BOlli SItES 
21. BOl"I'CX1S OP FLUES 
22. 
L. FACE S'J'RE'n:HER BOND LIME: SAND MORTARS (i) POIIrrWG AS WORK PROCEEDS: A. Dl 'liIE0CliES 
BRICKWORK 1. ERICK-ON-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 23. DAMP-PROOF COURSES FWSH POINTIf1a 
2. t ERICK WAIL B. MIX I:} 24. RAISING EXISTING A. TO OlCE SIDE 
3. 1 BRICK WALL CEMEN'I':LIME:SAND MORTARS STRUCTUllES 8. TO B(1I'H SIDES 
4. It SUCK WAIL C. MIX I:::} 25. FLUSH RUBIED OR MGCED JOINTS 
5· 2 mICK WALL D. MIX 1o,,4t C. TO ONE SIDE I 
! 6. E. MIX 1:1:5-6 26. THICKENING EXISTING D. TO BC1I'H SIDES 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 ....ALtS -BOND - cm KEYED {IRONED cl POINTING 
ENGLISH BOND G. MIX 1:}:10-12 p~ FOR AL'JER- E. TO OllE SIDE 
B. 1 BRICK WALL CEMENT:SAND MORTARS NATIVE COURSES F. TO BO'Ili SlOES 
9· II BRICK WAU H. MIX I:} 27. 'IlIICKENING EXISTING STRUCK_WEATHERED POnmNG 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:" WALLS _ BLOCK BOND - D. TO ONE SIDE 
11. CEMENT:SAND AND CI1I' POCJ(ETS FOR A,L.. n. TO oorn SIDES 
12. PlASTICIZER MORTARS "mrulATIVE GROUPS OF 
FIAT RECESSED PODmNG 
FlEMISH BOOD K. MIX 1:4 CoqRSIlS 
J. TO ONE SIDE 
.13. 1 BRICK WALL L. MIX ',5-6 2B. 
K. TO oom SIDES 
14. 1, BRICK ""ALL M. MIX 107-B 29. 
)(EYED (IRor.r:O D) HORIZONTAL 
. AND FLUSHED VERTICAL POINTING 
15· 2 BRICK WAu., N. MIX loB L. TO ONE SIDE 
16. M. TO BOTH SIDES 
17· 
RAKE OUT AND POINT WI'lH 
port-TINe; MORTAJ1 : 
KEYED (IRONED Dl POINTINO 
N. TO QUE SIDE 
P. TO BCYI1f S TOES 
STRUCK_WEATHERED portmNO 
Q. TO ONE SIDE 
R • TO BO'lll' S roES 
FUT RECESSED POINTING 
S. TO ONE SIDE 
Tl TO BO'Il{ SUES 
KEYED (IRONED D) HORIZONTAL 
AND FLUSH VERTICAL POINTING 
U. TO OJ£ SIDE 
V. TO BC7I'K SIDES 
POINTING AS WORK PROCF.F.:DS : 
L. FACE 18. S'mETCHER BCJm LIME: SAND MORTARS TAPEJUNG WALLS {~) FUjSH POINTIN'G A. AVERAGE: 'IHIC~ 2~ ~ 
BRICKWORK 19. ENGLISH BOOD A. MIX 1:2 1- TAPERING WAUS ONE SIIE A. TO ONE SIDE B. DI7I'O 250 !fl 
20. PlDIISH aam B. MIX 1:' TAPERED AT 30 IBG. B. 1'0 BaI'H SIDES . c. DrtTO }OO K'f 
21- CEMENT:LIME:SAND MORTARS 2. DI'ITO AT 45 DEG. FrhsH R~D OR BAGGED JOmrs D. nITrO )50 :'-;4 
22. c. MIX 1,/:,3 3. DITTO AT 60 lEG. C. TO ONE SIDE E. DI'ITO 400 ~:M 
D. MIX "t,~! 4. OITl'O AT 75 IEO. O. TO 801'11 SIDES P. DI'ITO 450 11:1. 
E. MIX 1:1:5·6 5. KEYED {IRONED Dl POINTING G. Drrro 500 IIM 
p. MIX 1:2:8·9 6. TAPERING WAILS oorn S:m::s E. TO ONE SIDE H. 
G. MIX 1:,:10.12 TAPERED AT ,0 DEO. F. TO oom SIDES J. 
CEMElrr:SAND MORTARS 7. DITtO AT 45 000. smUCK-WEATIIERE1> POINTIt.'G K. 
H. MIX 1:) 8. DI'l'I'O AT 60 DEG. O. TO CNE SIDE 
J. MIX 1:4 9· OITro AT 75 lEo. H. TO oorn SIDES 
CEMEN'I':SAND AND 10. FIAT RECESSED POnrrIno 
PIASTICIZER MORTARS 
J. TO ONE SIDE 
K. MIX 1:4 
• 
K. TO BUrn SIDES 
L. MIX 1:5-6 KEYED (IRONED D) HORIZONTAL 
M. MIX 1:7·8 AND FLUSHED VERTICAL POINTING 
N. MIX 118 L. TO ONE SIDE 
M. TO 8O'I'H SIDES 
RA KI! OUT A NO ron-rr WI'IR 
POINTING MORTAR : 
KEYED ~IRONED Dl POINTING 
N. TO ONE SItE 
P. TO BO'IlI SIDES 
srnucK-WEAntERED POINTING 
Q. TO am SIDE 
R. TO BO'I'H SIDES 
FrAT RECESSED POINTING 
S. TO OJ.F. SIDE 
T, TO BCmI SIDES 
KEYED (IRONED 0) HORIZOntAL 
AND FLUSH VERTICAL POINTING 
U, TO Of£ SIDE 
v. TO OOI'H SIDES 
L. FACE STRETCHER BOND LIME: SAND MORTARS 
BRICKWORK 1. BRICK-ON.EDGE A. MIX 112 
2. i BRICK WAlL B. MIX 1:}" 
}. 1 mICK WALL CEMENT: LIME :SAND MORTARS 
4. 1t BRICK WALL C. lUX l:t:} 
5. 2 BRICK WALL D. MIX ,,~,4t 
6. E. MIX 1:1:5-6 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 
ENGLISH BOND G. MIX 1:}:I~I2 
8. I BRICK WAIL CEMEtrI':SAND MORTA:RS 
9. 1! BmCK WALL H. MIX 1:3 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:4 
11. CEMEm': SAND AND 
12. PLASTICIZER MORTARS 
FLEMISH rolD K. MIX 1:4 
1}. 1 mICK WALL L. MIX lr5-6 
14. li SUCK WALL M. MIX 117-8 
15· 2 BRICK WALL N. MIX 118 
16. 
17· 
CLOSE CAVITIES {M) 
}Cl. VERTICALLY OONIED am SIDH 
}1. DI'ITO BONDED earn SItES 
}2. HORlZOm'AILY am COURSE HIGH 
n:C. BONDING 
". 
DITrO 'NO COURSES HIOH 
Drrro 
34. DrI'l'O 'I1lRES COOilSES HIGH 
DI:I'I'O 
y;. 
)6. 
• 
I!OINTINO AS WORK PROCEEDS; 
FlUSH POINTING 
A. TO ONE SIDE 
8. TO Banl SIDES 
FWSII RUBBED OR BAGGED JOINTS 
C. TO alE SIDE 
D. TO Barn SII£S 
KEYED {IRONED 01 POlm'ING 
E. TO OUE SIDE· 
F. TO BOTH SIDES 
STRUCK_WEA'IltERED POINTING 
G. TO ONE SIDE 
H. TO BOTH SIDES 
"FUlT RECESSEO POINTING 
J. TO ONE SIDE 
K. TO oorn SIDES 
KEYED (IRONRD D) lIORIZOITrAL 
AtlD FLUSHED VERTICAL POUmNG 
L. TO OUE SIDE 
M. TO BOl1i SInFS 
RAKE Otrr J\ND POIlIT ',lInt 
POINT1NG MORTAR : 
KEYED (IRONED D ~ POINTING 
N. TO ONE SIDE 
P. TO OOnl SIDE'S 
STRUCK-WEAntERED PonmNG 
Q. TO WE SIDE 
R. TO oom SIDES 
FrA.T RECESSED POINTING 
S. TO om SIDE 
'T', TO BOTH SIDES 
KF.YED (IROtOED D) HORIZO"'!AL 
AND FLUSH VERTICAL POlt-'TING 
U. TO ()l'£ SIDE 
V. TO BOTH SIDES 
A. WIDnt OP CA vr::Y 25 r.-I 
8. DITTO 50 !0211 
C. DrITO 65 ~ 
D. VITrO 75 M:>1 
n. DrI":O 100 ~ 
..,. 
N 
Cl 
L. FACE S'MlE'J'CHER BOND LIME: SAND MORTARS 
BRICKWORK 1. BRICK-ON-EDGE 
2. ! BRICK WALL 
A. MIX 1:2 
B. MIX I:} ,. 1 BRICK WALL 
~. I! BRICK WALL CEMEIfl':LlME:SAND MORTARS 
C. MIX I:::} 
5. 2 BRICK WALL 
D. MIX "!,~! 6. 
. E. MIX 1:1:5-6 
7. 
ENGLISH mm 
P. MIX 1:2:8-9 
B. 1 BRICK WALL C. MIX 1:':10-12 
CFJ-tEN'l': SAND MORTARS 
9. 1, BRICK WALL 
R. MIX 1:, 
10. 2 BRICK WAIL 
J. MIX 1:4 
11. CEMEN'l':SAND AND 
12. PIASTICIZER MORTARS 
FIEHISH BOND K. MIX 1:4 
n. 1 BRICK WALL L. MIX 1:5-6 
1~. I! ERICK WALL M. MIX 117-8 . 
15. 2 BRICK WALL N. MIX lJB 
16. 
17· 
,.,. MARGINS (M) 
,s. 
FAIR RETURNS AND REVEALS (M) 
39. NOT EXCEEDING HAIP BRICK 
WIDE 
.1.0. EXCEEDING HALll' BRICK Bur NlT 
EXCEEDING (.NE .~ICK wrm 
Ju. EXCEEDING O.'€ BRICK S;n' NOT 
EXCEEDING CNE AND HA.IP 
BRICK WTDE 
~2. EXCEEDING me AND HArP 
ERIC}( DIJl' Nar EXCEEDING 
TflQ BRICK W:I!E' 
~,. 
... 
~5. FAIR CURVED CUTI'ING 
~6. 
A. FLUSH POIl'.'TING 
B. FLUSH RUBaJ) OR BAGGED JOINTS 
C, KEYED (D) POINTING 
D. STRUCK-WEATHERED POINTING 
E. FIAT RECESSED POINTING 
F. }(EYED (D) HORIZONTAL AND 
FLUSH VERTICAL POINTING 
o. RAKE OUT A/I.'D POINT WITH 
POINTING MORTAR KEYZD (D) 
POINTING 
H. DITI'O STRUCK-WEATHERED 
POINTING 
I. DITI'O FIAT RECESSED POINTING 
J. DITl'O KE'lEIl (D) HORIZONTAL AN:> 
FLlJSH VERTICAL POINTING 
... 
N 
L. FACE BONDING OF: 
BRICKWORK 47. TO EXTSTING BRICKWORK (M) A. Cl1I' POCKETS FOR AL'IERNATIVE 
STRE'IIOHER BOND LII'€: SAND !l:ORTARS 48. 'l'C' EXISTING ENGINEERING COURSES 
1. BRICK-ON-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 mrCKWORK (M) B. Ctrl' POCKETS FOR AL~~ATIVE 
2. , IlRICK WALL B. MIX 1:3 49. TO EXISTING CONCJm'lB GROUPS OF COURSES 
}. 1 BRICK WALL CEMEm':LIME:SAND MORTARS ·.mrCKWORK (M) C. CUT FAm Pcx:KETS FOR 
-4. 1, BRICK WALL C. MIX l:!-:} 50. TO EXISTING ClAY ALTERNATIVE COURSES 
. 
D. MIX ";'" BUlCKWORK (M) 5· 2 BRICK WALL D. CloT FAIR POCKETS FOR 
6. E. MIX 1:1:5-6 51. AL!ERNATIVZ GRCUPS OF 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 52. COUMES 
ENGLISH BOND G, MIX 1 :3: 10-12 
8. 1 BRICK ,,"'ALL CEME:N'I':SAND MORTARS 5}· PANEIS (NR) 
9· 1, BRICK WALL H. MIX 1:3 54. APRONS ('''') 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:4 55. PANEUI AND A.PRONS (NR) 
11. CEMENT:SAND AND 56. 
PLASTICIZER MORTARS • 12. 57. 
FLEMISH rom K. MIX 1:_ 
I}. 1 BRICK WALL L~ MIX 1:5-6 FAIR CHASE:1 (M) 
". Ii' BRICK WALL M. MIX 1'7~8 <SIl. HORIZONTAL 
15. 2 ERICK WALL N. MIX 1,8 *59. RAKING 
16. . -60. VERTICAL 
17 • *61. CURVED 
• OENC7lES THAT SUPPIEME:NTARY INFORMATION WILL NEED TO BE EN'IERED. 
-
L. FACE STRETCHER aorID LIME: SAND KORTARS 
BRICKWORK 1. BRICK-ON-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 
2. * BRIC]( WALL B. MIX 11} 
,. 1 mlc}( WAIL CEMEm':LlME:SAND MORTARS 
_. II B1IIC]( WALL c. MIX "t" 
5· 2 BRICK WALL D. MIX lot,-! 
6. E. MIX'l:l:5-6 
7. F. MIX 1:2:8-9 
EUGLISH BOND G. MIX I:}:1()"12 
8. 1 BRICK WA[L CEMENI':SAND MORTARS 
9. 11 BRICK WALL H. MIX I:} 
10. 2 BRICK WALL J. MIX 1:4 
H. CEMENT:SAND AND 
PIASTICIZER II:QRTAPS 
12. 
PIEMISH OOID K. MIX 1:4 
I). 1 BRICK WALL L. MIX 1:5-6 
14. 1, m.ICK WALL M~ MIX 1:7-8 
15. 2 BRICK WAlL N. MIX 118 
16. 
17· 
.... ... ' 
. IEUC7I£S 'IWl.T suppwa"l'ARY INFOit'lATION WIlL NEED TO BE E.N'mRED • 
... 
FLUSH BANDS INCUJDDIG 
POINTING TO MAnGINS {M} 
62. PLAm CDN'rnASTING BANDS 
6). BRICK-ON-EDGE BANDS 
64. BRICK-CN-END BANDS 
65. 
66. 
sm.'K BANDS INCU.rOIUG 
POINTING TO MARGINS (M} 
*67. rIAIN CONI'RASTING BANDS 
*68. BRICK-CoN-EDGE E'/INDS 
*6<). BRICK-ON-END BANDS 
70. 
71-
PROJECTING MNDS IUCUIDING 
POINTING TO WiliQlINS (M) 
-72. PLAm COOTRASTIllO BANDS 
*7). BRICK-ON-:EDGE BANDS 
*74. EnICK-ON-END BANDS 
75· 
76. 
guoINS (M) 
*77. 7LUSH PLAIN CWl'RASTIN(J 
QUOINS 
-78. SUNK PLAIN COlll'RAS'rIN(J 
QUOINS INCLUDING POtNTtNO 
TO MARGINS 
*79. PROJECTmO PlAIN CC»II'RASTINO 
QUOINS INCLUD~NG POINTlNO TO 
MAROIllll 
80. 
81 • 
A. FLUSH POINTING 
B. RECESSED POItn'Th'G 
c. RECESSED POINrING wrIH 
MORTAR MIX A 
D. 
E. KEYED POlt.'TING 
P. DI'ITO WIDI MORTAR KIX A 
G. 
H. STRUCK WEA'IltERED POINTING 
1. DITl'O wrru MORTAR MIX A 
J. 
K. BucmT fW,'DIE PODlI'ING 
L. DITl'O \oTrn MORTAR MIX A 
M. 
A. HEIGHT 75 ~ 
B. DITl'O 112.5 n.c 
c. DI'rro 225 111 
D. DrrI'O 225 !'IM 
E. DrTI'O }CO ~ 
..,. 
N 
W 
L. FACE 23. HEADERS·ON-EDCE LIME: SAND MORTARS SIUS. 'IHRESHOrDS 
BRICKWORK 2). HMIDERS-ON-EDGE A. MIX 1:2 COPINGS A~TI stEPS (M) 
24. S'i'HE'IOtEHS-ON-E:DG& B. MIX 1:) '1- SILI.S A. SET \flEA'llIERING 
25. STRETCHERS-ON-END CEMEI'fl':LlME:SAND MORTARS '2. nmESHOIDS B. BUILT FAIR AND POIN'IED 
26. C. MIX "f" .,. COPINGS ON EXPOSIID FACES 
",. D. MIX ',!,4~ -4 •. STEPS c. SET WEATHERrnG-BUILT 
E. MIX 1:1:5-6 ·5. EDGDlGS FAIR A..\1) POlmED 00 
F. MIX 1:2:8-9 ·6. KERBS EXPOSED FACES 
G. MIX 1:):10-12 7. 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS B. 
H. MIX 1:) 
J. MIX 1:4 
CEMENI':SAND AND ; 
PLASTICIZER MORTARS 
K. MIX 1:4 
. 
L. MIX 1:5-6 
M: MIX 1:7-8 
N. MIX l:B 
-
. IENC1IES nP.T SUPPIEMElrrARY INFOfUotATICIl WILL NFZD TO BB EN'IERED • 
POINTING AS Worut PROCEEDS: 
M. BLOCKHORK ~ LIME: SAND MORTARS (.t) FUJSII POUITING 
A. 'rnICKNESS 50 MM A. MIX 1:2 1. WAW; 
A. TO ONE SIDE A. DJ 'I'RENC"'ri!.S 
, B. nITl'O 60, i'Vo1 B. MIX 1:, 2. SKOO OF HOILCII' WAu's 
B. TO BO'I1{ SUES 
~ c. Drrro 75 lfl CEMENT:L!Y.E:SAND MORTARS ,. SKINS OF c(JoU'osrm 'WAIUI ,?~H RUBE£D OR BAGGED JOINTS 
D. DITl'O 100 MI\ C. MIX 11tl, 
-. 
C. TO ONE SIDE 
E. DITI'O 150 !oM D. MIX "~"! 5. D. TO Bonf SIDES 
P. DITI'O 200 MM E. MIX 1:1:5-6 
KEYED (IROUED D) POINTING 
G. DI'ITO 215 Mol F. MIX 1:2:8-9 6. ~ARF SUPPonT WALLS E. TO ONE SIDE 
H. G. MIX 1:,:10-12 7. PILlJNG EXISTrnG OPENINGS 
F. TO BO'IlI SIDES 
CFJoU!:N'I':SAND MORTARS 8. 
STRUCK-WEA'lllERED POINTING 
LIGNACI'IE BLOCKS H. MIX 1:, 
G. TO ().IF. SIDE 
O.5NW -50 X 225 ,.,) J. MIX 1:4 9. PIElIS H. TO oom SIDES 
J. 75 MM SOLID CEMENT:SAND AND 
10. CHIMUEY STACKS FLAT RECESSED POTh'TING 
K. 100 I:M CEILUIAR SOLID PIASTICIZER MORTARS 11. ISOLATED'CASINOS J. TO ONE SIDE 
L. 100 MM '!WIN CORED K. MIX 1:4 12. RArSDlG EXl$TINQ smtCTURES 
K • TO BO'I1i S rDES 
M. 100 MM SOLID L. MIX 1:5-6 ". 
KEYED (IRONRD D) HORIZONTAL 
N. 150 MM TRIPLE CORED H. 
AND FLUSIIED VERTICAL POINTING 
M. MIX 117-8 L. TO ONE SIDE 
P. 200 MM HOu.cw N. MIX 1:8 M. TO Bm'H SIDES 
Q.. 220 M:'I HOu.cw PARTY WALL 
(7NW '50 X 225 M>I) 
R. 100 MM SOI.ID RAKE otn' AND POINT WITH 
S. 210 MM SOLID POINTING MORTAR : 
KEYED {IROl'lED D) POINTWG 
N. TO ONE srne: 
P. TO BOTH SIDES 
STRUCK-WEATIIERED POINTING 
Q. TO cm SIDE 
R. TO BOTH SIDES 
FIAT RECF.:SSF.D POINTINQ 
S. TO Ot£ SIDE 
T, TO 00111 SIDf'.s 
KEYED (IRONrn D) HORIZo:rrAL 
AND FWSii VERTICAL POIN'I!ING 
U. TO Ot£ SIlE 
V. TO earn SIDES 
, 
M. BLOCKWORK BLOCKS LIME l SAND MORTARS TAPERINO WAlLS !-" 1 
A. 'I1HCKNESS 50 MM A. MIX 1:2 15. Olm SIDE TAPERED AT )0 A. AVERAGE 'llITCKNESS 200 M"I A. Dl TREllCl& 
B. DITl'O 60 "'" B. MIX I:} DEG. B. DITI'O 250 Io'J1 
C. DITl'O 75 "" CEMENT: LIME: SAND MORTARS 16. DI'ITO AT 45 DEO. C. DITI'O ~ K1 
D. DITI'O 100 fof>'[ C. MIX l:~:} 17. DITTO AT 60 DEO D. DI'ITO 350 I"l1 
E. DITl'O 150 K"'I D. MIX l:~:"i 18. DITI'O AT 75 DEO. B. DI1TO 400 "'" 
P. DI'lTO 200 MM E. MIX 1:1:5·6 19. 11. OITl'O li50 K'1 
O. DITI'O 215 Ko! F. MIX 1 :2:8·9 G. DITJ'O 500 n4 
H. G. MIX 1:3:10-12 20. oom SIDES TAPERED AT )0 H. 
CEMENT: SAtm MORTARS DEG. 
LIONACITE BLOCKS H. MIX I:} 21. DTTI'O AT 45 DEo. 
(}.5N;..f 450 X 225 MM) J. MIX 1:4 22. OITl'O AT 60 DEr.. 
J. 75 f1>1 SOLID CEJ.tENT:SAND AND 23. DITTO AT 75 DEG. 
K. 100 r,:M CEWJIAR SOLID PLASTICIZER MORTARS 24. 
L. 100 ~ '!WIN CORED K. MIX I;" 
M. 100 MM SOLID L. MIX 1:5-6 CLOSE CAVITIES !Ml 
N. 150 n-t TIU PIE CORED M. MIX 1,7-8 25. VERTICALLY BONDED ONE SIDE A. WIDTH OF CAVI'I'Y' 25 "" 
P. 200 MM HOLLCW N. MIX 1:8 26. OrrI'O BONDED BOTH SIDES B. DI'ITO 50 "'" 
Q. 220 MM HOLLCJ,l PART'{ WALL 27. HORIZONTALLY ONE COURSE C. DITrO 65 191 
(7N/M',2 450 X 225 MM) HIGH mCLUDING BONDlNO D. DITl'O 75 not 
•• 100 MM SOLID 28. HORIZONTALLY TIIO COURSES E. DITI'O 100 Ko!: 
S. 210 MM SOLID roGH INCUJDINO BONDING 
29. 
}C. 
M. BLOCKHORK ~ LIME: SAND MORTMS BONDINQ (tt) 
A. 'llfICKNESS 50 MM A. MIX 1:2 }2. TO BRICKWORK A. CIJI' POCRETS Fm AL'JERNATIVE 
B. DI'ITO 60 tV<! B. MIX 1:3 )}. TO ENGINEERING B1nCKW~ COllRSF.s 
C. DITl'O 75 1+1 CEMEt1I':LlME:SAND MORTARS , .. TO C(IICREm Blf.)CKWORK B. Cl!I' POCXETS F(I1 AL'mRNA'I'I\'B 
D. DITrO 100 r-tt C. MIX l:-!-:} }5. TO ClAY BLOCKWQRK GROUPS OF COURSES 
E. DtTl'O 150 "" D. MIX l:-~:lJ! 36. TO EXISTING BRICKWORK Co" CI1l' FAm POCKETS FOR 
P. DI'lTO 200 MM E. MIX 1:1:5-6 "57. TO EXISTING ENGrNEERINO AL'l£RNA'I'IVE COlI'RSES 
O. Dt'ITO 215 K'1 F. lUX 1:2:8-9 BRICKWORK D. ClJl' FAIR P(CKETS FOR 
H. G. MIX 1:3:10-12 ,s. TO EXISTING CONCRETE AL'lERNATIVB GRIlJPS. OF 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS IlLOCKWORK C"""",," 
LIGNACrm BLOCKS H. MIX I:} 39. TO EXISTJrm CLAY.BLOCJ(WORK ('.SNW '50 X 225 MM) J. MIX l:~ '0. 
J. 75 fofl SOLID '1-CEMEN'I':SAND AND 
-K. 100 FM CELLULAR SOLID PlASTICIZER MORTARS 4~. 
L. 100 fr." NW COHED K. MIX 1;4 • 
_ M. 100 MM SOLID MIX "5-6 
ENDS OF BLOCKS (M) 
L. 
N. 150 ~)I TRIPLE CORED KIX 1:7-8 
4}. FILL ENDS OF BLCCKS wrm 
M. 
P. 200 MM HOILDtl MORTAR N. MIX ItS 
Q. 220 MM HOu..cJl PARTY WALL ... 
("TNW '50 X 225 MM) 
•• 100 K" SOLID 
ROUGH CU'lTING (M) 
S. 210 1':4 SOLID 1145. CHAJ>tFERED ANGIES 
*46. ROUNDED ANa-..ES 
*41. MOlIlDED ANGIBS 
'8. 
ROUGH CHASES (M) 
*49. HORlZONl'AL 
-50. RAJ{lNG 
"51. VE..'\TICAL 
fAIR CHA.3ES 
-52. Ho."tlZONTAL 
-53· RAKING 
-54. VER'.!'ICAt 
-55. CURVED 
- re::oms TW.T SUPPr.EM:'i:m"AR"l INFCR."tATION WILL NEED TO lE EmERED. 
M. BLOCKHORK T. FORM CAVITIES 1. WIL"'I'H 50 Ko! 
2. WIM'H 65 fot! 
,. WID'll! 75 ... 
". WIDTH 100 r.tI 
5. 
6. 
, 
A. GALVANISED Bt1l"mRFLy WALL 
T1ES 
B. GALVANISED 'lWIS'mD WALL 
TIES 
c. 
D. 
E. 
p. 
0 
-
A. , NO. PER ,f 
B •• NO. PER,f 
C. 5 NO. PER ,f 
D. 6 NO. PER ;. 
E. 
-
... 
N 
00 
-P. BRICKviORK/ A. RS!N~ CM) MIID S'reEL BARS 
BLOCKVJORK 1. DIAMETER 6 fo!<I . A. IN HORIZONTAL JOINT OF BRICK-
SUNDRIES 2. DIAME'IER 8 MM \laRK Am> BLOCKWORK ,. B. PART IN HORIZONTAL JOnrrs OF 
BRlCK\rICRK AND BLOC'KWORK AND 
HIGH YIEID S'IEEL BARS PART CAST INTO CONCRE'm 
4, DIAMETER 6 ~ c. rn VERTICAL JOINTS OF BRICKWORK 
. 5. DIAMETER e ffl AND BLOCKWORK 
6. D. IN VERTICAL JOINTS OF BRICKWORK 
AND BLOCK'WORK THREADED THROUGH -
WOVEN MESII-MUD B'ffiEL- JOnrrs 
ASPHALTUM DIPPED E, PART IN VERTICAL JOINTS OF BRICK-
7· WORK AND BLOCK\oi'OR)( AND PART CAST 
B. nrrD CONCRE'm 
9· p. 
10. . 
"BRICKTO!l" WOVEN MESH-MIID 
sm£L BlACK JAPANNED 
11. 
12. 
". 
H. I 
"mnCKTQR" WOVEN MS,SIl-MILD 
S'lEEL - GALVANISED 
15. 
16. 
17. 
lB. 
EXPANDED S'mEL ASPHALTUM DIPPED 
19· 
20. 
21. , 
22. 
"EXMET" _ MUD S'mEL _ ASPHALTUM 
DIPPED 
2'. 
-... -
-P. BRICKWORK/ A. FSINFmCEMENT(M) ~. MUD S"l!:EL - ASPHAL'lVM 
BLOCKHORK DIPPED 
SUNDRIES ... 25· 
26. 
"EXME'!" - MIlD ~L - OALVANlSED 
27. 
2B. 
29. 
,0. 
B. """"'. Co<") 1. RAXE our JOINTS 
2. HACK SURFACES 
,. RA.lffi OUT JOn:TS MID HACK 
SURFACES 
C. WEATHER - PIUETS i. PULIN::tS 
A.~ ANGIB FILIETS (M) 2. 'mCWELlED FIlLINGS 
,. ANOrE FIllETS 
•• 'mCWEUED WEA'IllER P'IUETS 
5. WEATHER FIL!ETS. ANOIF. FILIEl'S 
AND HAlIJ'lCHINOS 
6. 'l'RCMEUED WEATHER FII..1ETS. 
. ANOtE FILLETS AND HAUNCHINOS 
A. DJ HORIZom'AL JOrNI' OF BRICK-
WOP.K ANO BLC'CKWORK 
D. PART IN HORIZONTAL JOINTS OF 
BlUCKWORJ{ AND BLOCK',o/ORK ANO 
PART CAST INTO COOCRE'IE 
C. IN VERTICAL JOINTS OF BRICKWORK 
ANO BLOCKWORK 
D. IN VERTICAL JOnrrs OF BRICKWORK 
AND BLOCKWORK THREADED nmOUCH 
JOINTS 
E. PART IN VERTICAL JOINTS OF BRICK 
WORK AND DLCCKWORK AND PART CAST 
INTO CONCRE'IE 
P. 
A. A3 KEY FOR ASPHALT 
B. AS KEY FOR FINISHINGS 
CEMEN'I'IUME :SAND MORTARS 
A. !'.IX ll~:' 
B. MIX ll!'_; 
C. MIX 111:5-6 
D. MIX 1:2:8-9 
E. MIX 1:3:10-12 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS 
F. MIX 11' 
O. HIX 1:4 
CEMENT:SAND AND 
PlASTICIZER MORTARS 
H. MIX 11_ 
J .. MIX 115-6 
r... MIX 117-8 
Mo mx 118 
• WID'IH 25 foIII! 
~. VW1'R50MI'I 
~. WIImI 65 "" 
10. WIImI 75 MM 
~. WWIlI 100 MM 
I •• 
..,. 
W 
Cl 
-P. BRICKWORK/ D. IEDDINIl <M> 1- PIA"'" IJo:DtEO IN: A. Wttml OF PIA'm/SHtZT 100 J9II 
BLOCKvJORK 2. SHEETINO CEMEN'I':LIME:BAND M.ORTARS B. DI'ITO 125 MM 
SUNDRIES }. CORRUGATKD SHEETINO A. KIX 1:::' C. DITI'O 150 "" 
_. WOOD FRAMES 
B. lID< ,"'" D. nrrro 175 fIlM 
, 5. WOOD SILUI C. MIX i:l:S-6 E. DI'M'O 200 m 
I 6. WOOD FRAMES AND SIlLS D. MIX 1:2:8-9 P. DITI'O 225 MM 
7. E. MU 1:3:10-12 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS 
P. MIX ~'3 
O. MIX 11_ 
romNT:SAND AND 
PL~STIClZER MORTARS 
H. MIX 1:4 
J. MIX 1:5-6 
K. MIX 1:7-8 
L. MIX l:a 
E. CIllSE CAVITIES <M> HORIZONTALLY IEDrED IN: A. w!I1m OF CAVI'I"i 25 MM 
. 
1- WIm mE COUJLSE OF SLA'IES CEtr.eNT:LrME:SAND MORTARS B. DI'ITO 50 m 
, 2. WITH MULTIPIE COORSES OP A. MIX l:l~:' C. nITI'O 65 n1 
: B. MIX ,,~,4, D. OITI'O 75 ~ StATES 
J. C. MIX 1:1:5-6 E. nITI'O 100 n1 
VERTICALLY D. MIX 112:8-9 
4. WITH ONE COURSE OF SIA'IES E. MIX 1:3:10-12 
5· WITH MULTIPLE COURSES OF CEt-tENT:SAIID MORTARS 
6. F. MIX 1:3 
O. MIX 1:4 
CD':El1T:SAND Mm 
PLASTTClZER Y.ORTARS 
H. MIX 1:4 
J. MIX 1:5-6 
X. MIX 1:7·8 
L. "tu lIB 
F. CtrrrIIIO GROOVES (:-1) l. FOR WATER &RS A. CHOtrI' WI'I'H C:ROL.~ MIX A 
2. B. GROUT wrm GHOtrI' MIX B 
C. 
D. GROUT WIn! EXPANDING GROUT 
E. 8iID :rN IEAD 
P. 
P. BRICKWORK/ H. PREPARING FOR FLASHINGS RAKE OUT JOINTS PORt 
BLOCKHORK AND ASPHALT SKIRTUIOS (M) 1. TURNED Itf EOOE.S OF HORIZmrrAL 
SUNDRIES PLASHINQS 
2. DITTO OF HORIZONTAL ASPHALT 
}. DI'M'O OF RAKING FIASHINGS 
•• 
DITTO OF RAKING ASPHALT 
5. DITTO OF STEPPED FIASHnlGS 
6. DITI'O OF S'rePPED ASPHALT 
7. DITrO OF' VERTICAL F'IASHINGS 
B. DITrO OF VERTICAL ASPHALT 
RAKE OlYI' AND EIITARGB JOINTS FOR: 
9· TURNED IN EOOES OF HOIUZOIrI'AL 
ASPHALT 
10. DITTO OF RAKING ASPt~LT 
11. DI'I'l'O OF S'mPPED ASPHALT 
12. DITI'D OF'VERTICAL ASPHALT 
CUT GROOVES FOR: 
13. 'ruRNED IN EDGES OF HORIZONTAL 
FLASHINGS 
". DITTO OF HORIZONTAL ASPHALT 
15· DITTO OF RAKING FlASHINGS 
16. DITTO OF RAKING ASPHALT 
17. DITTO OF STEPPED FLASHINQS 
lB. DITTO OF STEpPED ASPHALT 
19. DITTO OF VERTICAL FLASfITNOS 
20. DITTO OF VERTICAL ASPHALT. 
• POINT 1Nl 
LIM£ I SAND MORTARS 
A. MIX 112 
B. MIX 1(, 
CEMEm':LIME:SAND MORTARS 
C. MIX hel' 
D. MIX hh"-i 
E. MIX 1:1:5-6 
F. MIX 1:2:8-9 
O. MIX 1:,:10-12 
CEMENT:SAND MORTARS 
H. MIX 1:3 
J. MIX h4 
CEMENT:SAND AND 
PLASTICIZER MORTARS 
K. MIX l:.Ii 
L. MIX 1:5-6 
M. MIX 1:7-8 
N. MIX 1;8 
..,. 
W 
N 
P. BRICK~!oRK/ J. BaILDING IN OR CImING INCLUDING WGS EEDDUlG F1lAMES IN: •• POINTInO TO ONE SItE 
BLOCKHORK AND PINNING (NR) *1. METAL WINDOWS rn>1ENT: LIME: SAND MORTARS B. POINTING TO BOTH StIES 
SUNDRIES '2. METAL Fm.ME.S A. KlX l:~:) C. POINTING TO ONE SIDE IN 
.,. METAL DOOR FRAMES B. 
MIJ( ""'" 
, MASTIC 
". l'EI'AL DOORS AND FRAMES C. MIX 1:1:5-6 D. POlm'INO TO oom SItES IN 
'5. STRONG ROCJot DOORS AND FRAMES D. MIX 112:8·9 MASTIC 
·6. SA~ DOORS AND FRAMES E. MlX ll,:1D.12 
7· CEMENI':SAND MORTARS 
CUTl'ING AND PINNING LUGS P. MIX 11) A. MAKE OOCI> WAILS 
'8. METAL WINDCWS G. MIX 1:4 
'9. METAL FRAMES CEMF.fl"l':SAND AND B. DITTO AND FAIR FACE ONE SIDE 
"IO. METAL DOOR FRAMES' PU\STICt2ER MORTARS C. DI'ITO AND FAIR FACE BI7Ilf SII£S 
*11. METAL DOORS AND FRAY.ES H. MU Ill! 
. *12. STRONG HOCM DOORS AND FRAMES J. MIX 1:5-6 D. Dl'rl"O AND FACINr.S ONE BIlE , 
·U. SAm DOORS AND FRAMES K. MIX 117-8 E. OTTl"O Ah'D FACINGS rom SItES 
·14. r... MIX lla F. DITTO AND FACINGS ONE SIDE 
~ AND FAIR FACE cmfF.:R srm 
M. o. DI'ITO AND BLOCKWORK OUE SIIE 
N. AND mtICKWORK cmlER SIDE 
F. H. DITTO AND BLOCKWORK ONE SIlE AND 
PAIR PACE OTHER SIDE 
J. DITl'O AND BLOC'KWORK ONE. BIlE 
AND FACDiGS cmmR SIIE 
, 
. 
• rENarES 'lliAT SUPPIEMENTARY INFORMATION WILL NEXD TO lE EN'lERED. 
P. BRICKHORK/ J.. BUIlDING IN OR Clll"I'ING ctrr AND PIN' 
BLOCKviORK AND PINNING (NIl) 15. ENDS OF LINmLS. STEPS. SILLS, A. MAKE GOOD WAW 
SUNDRIES TIMlER BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS B. DITI'O AND FAIR PACE 
16. ENDS OF ANCHOR BOLTS AND RAG C.:.JJI'ITO AND FACINOS 
BOLTS 
17. ENDS OF STANDARDS. AND RAILS 
18. 
. 19· ENDS OF SMAlL PIPES AND BARS 
(N.E. 250 MM tEPJ'H) 
20. ENDS OF LARGE Pll'ES AND BAns 
(250-500 MM tEPJ'H) 
21. ENDS OF EXTRA LARGE PIPES AND 
BARS (EXCEEDING 500 MM DEPI'H) 
22. 
, 
2,. ENDS OF SMALL M&TAL SECTIONS 
(N.E. 250 MM DEPTH) • 
211. ENDS OF LARGE METAL SEC'I'IOOS 
(250-500 MM tEPrH) 
25. ENDS OF EXTRA LARGE METAL 
SE:~ONS (EXCEEDING 500 19I IEP'IH) 
,,;. 
" 
· 
P. BRICKv!ORK/ )t. HOLES (HR) FORM HOlES THROUCiJh FOR SMALL (r.E. N.B. 55 It< 
DrAM): BLOCKvlORK 1. BRICK-ON-EDGE WALL 
SUNDRIES 2. ; mICI( WALL A. PIPES AND BARS A. FU cm.'Y SUZVES (SUPPLIED) A. MAKE GOOD WA!.LS 
,. 1 BRICK WALL B. LUGS, BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS B. DI'ITO AND PACK AROUND ONE 
4. 1, BRICK WALL C. I'ETAL SECTIONS END WITH FIRE JiESISTAtn' B. DITi'O A1ID FAIR P;'CZ Cl::: s~::z 
5· 2 BRICK WALL D. MAnJUAL c. DI':TO A~w FA IR FACE 00'7..t 
6. C. DITI'O AND PACK MOUND BO'nI SIlES 
7. ERICK CAVITY WALL FORMED F(lR lARGE (r.E. 55 - 110 MM ENDS WITH FIRE RESISTANT 
OF TI'IO , BRICK SKINS DrAM) D. DTITO AND r"c:;-~;r.s c~.:; SiII': 
B. E. PIPES AND BARS D. FIX ONLY PUDDIE P'IANGES E. OnTO ANO FAc:a;·jS &..'"o:i; s~..:.s 
9.CAVIT'l WALL FILIED WITH CONCRE'IE F. LUGS. MACKETS AND SUPPORTS (SUPPLIED) p. DITrO A,iD FAeINGS ::~z S:ffi 
255 ~ WIDE G. METAL :OECTIONS E. DI'ITO AND PAC-It AROUND O~ AND FAm FACE C"7HER SI<:i: 
10. DITI'O 268 f1'ot wm H. END WITH FIRE RESISTA~'T 
11. DITTO 280 MM WIDE MATERIAL G. DI1TO -'1 .. 1) BU::O:"('RY. Gll: S~ 
12. DITl'O )05 m wrIE FOR EXTRA LARGE (EXCEEDING P. DITl'O AIlD PACK AROUND 00'l'H AND rRICY.'oo'C?:K (1:'H3R s:::m 
!J. 110 ftV.1: DIAM) ENDS WITH P17tE RESISTANT H. Dr."I'O ANr! BLOC"!.:'~\'nr. nz Slr:I: 
14. 75 I't1 BLOCK WALL J. PIPES AND BARS MATERIAL AIi'D FA~ FA':::: ~ s:::::: 
15· 100 n-I BLOCK WALL K. wcs, BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS a. Drrro A;;D BLCC"r.';Cf.K C:~ s:zz 
16. l50 ~ BLOCK WALL r.. tt£TAL SECTIONS G. POINTING AND F;'C:::l~GS <:mir:."t s:-...s 
17. 200 ntf BLCX:K h'ALL ... H. RD.'IERInG ARCUt."D 
lB. 215 rfl BLOCK' WALL ). SLATE SEALING CAVITY 
19. 
". Nor EXCEEDING 0.10 rI .K. SIA'IE SEAL:::NG CAVITY ~ 
20. CAVITY WALL FORl"IED OF 1 SKIN P. 0.10 TO O~20 rl iIENIlrJUNGAROOND 
B!HCKWORK AND OTHER SKIN 75 K\1 Q. G.20 TO O.}O ,f 
BLCCKWOIlX R. G.}O TO 0.40 ,f 
2l. DITl'O 100 Ill:.! ELOCr:WOR.lC s. 
22. DI'I'I'O 150 ~ BLOCh'WORK 
2,. 
P. BRICKWORK/ K. HOlJ!S (lilt) CUT HOrES 'rnROUCH FOn SMALL (I.E. N.E. 55 .... DrAM): BLOCKvJORK 27. BRICK-ON-EDGE WALLS 
SUNDRIES 28. ,. BRICK WALL A. PIPES AND PARS A. FIX ONLY SUFIES (SUPPLIED) A. MAKE GOOD \OALtS 
29. 1 BRICK WAIL B. UJGS, BRACKETS AIm SUPPORTS B. DIITO MID PACK ARounD 0l\E 
}O. 1,. BRICK WALL C. !o'ETflL SECTIONS END "'lnl FIRE RESISTANT B. OITrO AUD YArn FACE c~.:;;; s;re 
}1. 2 BRICK WALL D. MATERIAL C. DI'ITO Al~ FA;R FACE BC':"H 
}2. C. DITrO AND PACK ARClIJ}.'D BC1iH SIDES 
. }}. BRICK CATIT'/. WALL FORMED FOR lARGE (I.E. 55 - 110 i'V"I ENDS WTnI FIRE RESISTAlrr 
OP 'NO , BRICK SKINS DIAMl D. !>:4TI'O M:O Y;'C:L!;VS c:~ Sr:;E 
,.. E. PI PES AND DARS D. FIX ONLY PUDDlE FlANGES E. nITrO A:.1> FAcn:cs BC'7'ri s;rc;s 
}S. CAVIT'{ WALL FIUED WITH F. WGS, BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS (SUPPUED) F. DITI'O At:D FAcn:cs C;E sn;E 
COJ~CTIET2 255 foU"l WIlE G. METAL SECTIonS E. DI'ITO AND PACK AROUND ONE AND FAIR FACE arrzR S:;::.E 
}6. DITI'O 268 Wo! WIDE H. END WI!1i PmE RESISTANT 
}1. OITro 280 Io:M WIDE w\'ffiRIAL G. DTI"I'O A!:D BLOC'"I\"C?J' c::::: !:I1:Z 
}S. DI'lTO }OS MM WIDE FOR EXTRA LARGE (EXCEEDING F. Drrro AND PACK Momo1> BOTH A}j'D s.·uO" ... ·Q.1'\K C·7 .... ~R ~::s 
39. 
110 MM DrAM) ENDS WI'm FIRE RESISTANT H. nmo A.. . 1) BLCO:-':':;FJI; C:Z s::z. 
'0. 75 ~ BLOCK WAU. J. PIPES AND BARS MATERIAL M'D f'Arn FACE on£R S:<:E 
'1. 100 MM BLOCK WAIL K. WGS, BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS J. D:rr;'O A. .. "'O B:.CCl\oI0r.ii: c:.::.: S::;'Z 
42. 150 t-l·l BLOCK WALL r.. fo'ETAL SECTIONS G. POnmNO Alo,1) f'ACrnGS ~ s:::~ 
'}. 200 MM" BLOCK WAIL M. H. RENDc.'UNG AROJt.'D 
". 215 f.)I BLOCK WAIL 
J. StATE SEALING CAVITY 
'5. N. NOT EXCEEDING 0.10 ~ K. SLATE SZALING CAVITY -
'6. CAVITY WAIL FORMED OF 1 SKIN P. 0.10 TO 0.20 r.f REh'DERrua ARCUUD .. 
BRICKWORK AND OTHER SKIN 75 ~ Q. 0.20 TO C.}O r.f 
. BLClO,.;;QRK R. O.}C TO 0.4C r.f 
47. DI'ITO 100 ""- BLOCK\oIORK S. 
48. DITI'O 150 Jo:M BLOC'KWORK 
'9. 
-
P. BRICKvIORK/ L. MCJlTICES (NIl) ~ 
BLOCKvJORK "'1. MORTICES A. GR01JI' WITH MIX A A. MAKE OOOD WAILS 
SUNDRIES *2. Po:KETS B. nITl'O 'firm MIX B B. nITl'O AND FAIR FACE 
*). SINKINGS c. , C. DITI'O AND PACrnGS 
". FAIR MCRrICES D. D. 
'5. FAIR POCKETS E. RUN WI'llI rEAD 
'6. FAIR SINKINGS P. 
CUT: 
"'7. MORTICES 
-a. POCKETS 
~. SIt.'KTIlGS 
*10. FAIR MORTICES 
*11. FAI: R P<lCXETS 
*12. FAIR SINKINGS 
• 
M. AIR BRICKS (NIl) 75 X 225 :)1 
I 1. 'mRRA COI'rA A. AIR BRICKS 
2. CONCREn: B. VENTIIJ\TPRS 
}. CAST IRON C. CAVITY WALL HORIZONTAL 
•• PUSTlC mmxm:o DUCTS 
5· 
6. 
150 x 225 /0)1 
7. TERRA COlTA 
8. CONCRE'IE 
9· CAST IRON 
, 10. PlASTIC 
11. 
12. 
225 X 225 n"I 
l}. Ti::RR:\ CCYITA 
14. CO:-;CP£TE 
15. CAST mON 
16. PIASTIC 
.. m:'i;r.-rc...s ':HAT SUPPW!EmARY WFOPMATIOU WILL NEED TO !E ElmmED. 
.. ' .. . 
-< -.' 
P. BRICKHORK/ N. CEN'IERINO 
BLOCK~lORK 
SUNDRIES 
OVER 300 MM WlIE AND H.E. 
2.00 M SPAN {~l 
1. FLAT SOFFITS 
2. 
Nor EXCEEDING 300 ~ WIIE AND 
N.E. 2.00 M SPAN ~Ml 
3. FLAT SOF'FITS 
4. 
SPAN EXCEEDING 2.00 M (NRl 
5. FLAT SOFFITS 
6. 
CtrrrINC (M) 
13. RAKING 
14. CURVED 
15 •. PROFIIE 
16. AGAINST RIBS 
17. TO IN'lEtSECTIONS 
18. TO GROIN POINTS 
A. STRl1I'I'ING }.50 TO 5.00 M HIGH 
B. DITl"O 5.00 TO 6.50 M HIGH 
C. 
• 
... 
W 
CO 
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APPENDIX D 
ISOLATED BEAI~ FORMWORK SUB-ROUTINE 
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GENERAL 
This appendix demonstrates the use of interactive sub-routines 
designed to cater for the storage of performance data. It is 
envisaged that such sub-routines will be used where the dimensions 
peculiar to the item in question cannot satisfactorily be 
accommodated in the INTEREST BUILD classification. 
All programming ~lOrk in this area was undertaken by the author. 
AIM OF SUB-ROUTINE 
The sub-routine below has been developed to facilitate the storage 
and'retrieval of performance data relating to the makin9. erecting 
and striking of formwork to isolated beams. St~t'l 6 requires that 
such formwork should be described in lineal metres with the dimen-
sions of the beam being stated in the bill item description. SMt1 6 
further stipulates that ."Except in the case of members which can 
be adequately described each cross-section shall be accompanied 
by a bill diagram showing the required profile of the concrete 
member .... ". It was considered impractical to attempt to define 
such dimensions within the INTEREST BUILD classification and the 
sub-routine illustrates a solution to this problem. 
DESCRIPTION OF SUB-ROUTINE 
The sub-routine allows the storage of performance data, and sub-
sequently enables such data to be retrieved in accordance with 
the user's requirements. This is illustrated below. 
a. Storage of performance data 
Tables 0.1 and 0.2 show the data stored in the computer 
system. The Labour outputs and Materials usage constants 
illustrated relate to allowables for 1 square metre of 
isolated beam formwork. .The choice of these allowables 
depends upon the size of the beam section and the number 
of uses selected. 
RESOURCE NO. 
NUMBER 
OF' USES SIZE (t-\~) 
UP TO 0-300 
4 
300-500 
500-BOO 
800-1000 
5 - 6 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
7 - 8 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
9 - 10 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
11 - 12 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
SIDES OF ISOLATED BEAI~S 
lAB 0 U R M ATE R I A l S 
RHlAKE 
SOFT SOFT 
MAKE ERECT STRIP REMAKE' OIL WOOD PLY OIL 11000 
, 
1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 3 
3.6 1.8 1.5 - 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 -
3.3 0.9 1.2 - 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 -
2.7 0.75 0.9 - 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 -
1.8 0.75 0.75 - 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 -
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.36 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 0.008 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.33 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 0.007 . 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.27 0.1 0.09 1.0 0: 12 0.009 
1.8 0.75 0.75 0.18 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 0.015 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.45 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 0.010 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.41 0'.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 0.009 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.34 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 .0.011 
1.8 0.75 0.75 0.23 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 0.019 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.54 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 0.012 
3.3 .0.9 1.2 0.50 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 0.011 
2.7 0.75 0.9. 0.41 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12' 0.014 
1.8 0.75 0.75 0.27 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 0.023 
3.6 ·1.8 1.5 0.63 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 0.014 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.58 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 0.012 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.47 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 0.016 
1.8 0.75 0.75 0.32 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 0.026 
TABLE 0.1: Performance data for the making, 
erecting and stripping of formwork 
to side2 of Isolated Beams. 
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, 
REMAKE 
PLY 
4 
. -
. -
-
-
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
O.IS 
0.18 
O.IS 
0.18 
. 
RESOURCE NO. 
NUflBER 
OF USES SIZE' (I·V·I) 
UP TO 0-300 
4 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
5 - 6 0-300 
300-500 
·500-800 
800-1000 
7 - 8 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
. 9 - 10 '0-300 
300-50C 
500-800 
800-1000 
11 - 12 0-300 
300-500 
500-800 
800-1000 
. 
. 
SOFFITS OF ISOLATED BEAMS 
LABOUR M ATE R I A L 5 
50FT 
MAKE ERECT STRIP REMAKE OIL WOOD PLY OIL 
. 
1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 
3.6 1.8 1.5 - 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 
3.3 0.9 1.2 - 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 
2.7 0.75 0.9 - 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 
1.8 0.75 0.75 - 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.36 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.33 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.27 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 
1.8 0./5 0.75 0.18 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.45 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 
. 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.41 0~1 0.07 1.0 0.12 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.34 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 
L8 0.75 0.75 0.23 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.54 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.50 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.41 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 
1.8 0.75 . 0.75 0.27 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 
3.6 1.8 1.5 0.63 0.1 0.08 1.0 0.12 
3.3 0.9 1.2 0.58 0.1 0.07 1.0 0.12 
2.7 0.75 0.9 0.47 0.1 0.09 1.0 0.12 
1.8 0.75 0.75 0.32 0.1 0.15 1.0 0.12 
TABLE 0.2: Performance data for the makinq, 
erecting and stripping of formwork 
to soffits of isolated beams. 
REMAKE 
50FT 
11000 
3 
-
-
-
-
0.008 
0.007 
0.009 
0.015 
0.010 
0.009 
.0.011 
0.019 
0.012 
0.011 
0.014 
0.023 
0.014 
0.012 
0.016 
0.026 
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REMAKE 
PLY 
4 
. -
.-
-
. 
-
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.13 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
b. Retrieval of performance data 
In order to retrieve the data, the user is required to 
enter certain information relating to the beam in question. 
The information required is: 
the depth of the beam; 
the width of the beam; 
the anticipated number of uses of the soffit 
formwork; 
the anticipated number of uses of the side form-
work; and 
the height of the soffit above the supporting 
surface. 
The manner in which this information is entered into the 
system is shown i~ Figure 0.1. Note that all input by 
the user is underlined. All other print-out is that 
supplied by the system. 
This information serves to instruct the system to select 
the required output and usage rates from the stored data 
illustrated in Tables. 0.1 and 0.2. These rates are then 
combined with current resource costs, and a unit rate 
build-up as shown in Figure 0.2 is displayed. 
RELATIONSHIP BEHJEEN THE SUB-ROUTINE AND THE ESTIMATING SYSTEM 
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The sub-routine illustrates the manner in ~/hich interactive programs 
may be used to ease the identification of notations. At the present 
time no link exists between the INTEREST BUILD system and the sub-
routine. It is envisaged that this link will be effected by the 
selection of the appropriate WORK GROUP CODE (in this case, 
reference to the INTEREST BUILD classification will show this 
notation to be HA11S). 
150LtiTED [:[/m Fora/NOF'K S"(If:kwrlliE 
. .,' ·~··t:.'1; .'1 .• -y." :":.'1-' .of:·f·" :f .'1: .~: ·1' .y: :f: .1: ·1: :1: .y: .'~. ,': :t: ·1: :t: :t'.'#: :of: .'/. '/: .'1:.'1: 
ENTER DEPTH OF BEliN 
. B5 . 
E!iTER IJIllTII OF [:EOI/ 
.45 
ENTER 
.L-
ENTER 
t. 
ENTEk 
" 75 ~, 
NUNE'Er...· OF USES OF SOFFIr FOkIlIIO~K 
NUNCH: OF USES OF SIDE FO~'11I10F:g 
HEIGHT OF SOFFIT ABOVE SUPf'OF:T 
.of; :/: .'f: ;1: .'#: :.,: :,: ·;:·""·1: 
;01: .'1.-
* ·1: 
* .'f: 
. .,.. * 
* * 
D = B, 85 
* .'1: 
;01; * 
.'#: .. .,.: 
:1: ~; 
.'1:**.":;01: • .,..'**.'1:.'1: 
B = 0, 45 
NUNDEr.: OF USES OF SOFF IT FOF.'lIf.JOF.'/;' 15 S. 00 
NUN8EF: OF USES OF S][;EFOF:IHIOF:r 1St:. 00 
HE !GUT OF SOFF IT ABOVE SUf'f'OH 2. 75 f1 
FIGURE 0.1: Example of the entry of information 
required to prime the Isolated Beam 
"formwork sub-routine. 
F:E5. tlR COS1/U/J/ T USAGE tI!i:. USES NASTE COS 1//1 
-_.'---
50FFlT 
------
i 
i 
i 
1 
., 
~ 
:;: 
4 
5 
:> 
4 
SlOES 
1 
1 
i 
1 
2 
:;: 
4 
S 
] 
4 
---------
------- ------
O. 45(t bl WE 
Is. 4'" 
" 
S. S 7o. 0 $ i. 
13. 48 O. 9 i. 0 S: j .. 
$3. 48 :I.. ., ~ 1, 0 $ 1 .. 
$3. 4 C' C' 0 ti i. ti $ 0. 
$" ~. 25 t1. i i. tl $ tl. 
TO TAL LOf:OUF: C05T 
113]:. 55 o. Or 3. 0 tl. Er s i. 
s 5. 2? :I.. tit; J.. 0 Er. £1 S 0, 
:I lJ 85 il. t2 i. 0 ti. 0 1 t1. 
$133. 55 0. 00 i. 0 tl. ti 1 (t. 
$ 5. 2? tl. ti(j i. ti £1. (t 1 ti. 
TOTAL NATEF:I AL CO~~T 
0. 850 bllDE X ., , 
H, 4 c. C' 1. ", C' t.. ti 1 :I.. 
t:l. 4':- '7~ 1. e s 4. 
" 
, .' 
$3. 48 ?~ , .' i. 0 t 4. 
$], 48 je. 
" 
i. 0 1 1.. 
t~., 25 itl i. tl 1 t1. 
TOTRL LRf:OU,~' c(t~~r 
113J. 55 tl. 15 e:. 0 0. ft 1: ~ 
-'. 
$ 5. 2? i. tiO 6. ft f1. ti 1 ", ". 
$ 0. 5'5 ft. 12 1.. 6 11. ti 1 ft. 
$13J, 55 ft. tl1 1.. t1 i"t. ti I :S. 
:I 5. .,~ (1. 1ti 1.. [1 ft. ft 1 O. e; ," 
TO TAL NA1EF:I AL (:[1ST 
TO 1"tiL (:(1ST FH' f-IETF:[ 
FIGURE 0.2: Example of a unit rate build-up 
resulting from the use of the 
Isolated Beam formwork sub-routine. 
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APPENDIX E 
MANUAL FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE 
DEMONSTRATION DATA LIBRARY 
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I NTROOUCTI ON 
This document deals with the collection of performance data for 
use with the computer-aided estimating system for builders 
currently being developed at Loughborough University of Technology. 
The data (henceforth referred to as the "data 1 ibrary") needs to 
be collected in order to fadl itate testing and demonstration of 
the estimating system. As organisations using the system will 
eventually develop their own data library, it is hoped that this 
exercise will not only provide the required information, but 
will also assist contractors in assessing the work load involved. 
This manual contains details of how to compile the data library. 
1. OUTLINE - COMPILING A BUILD-UP TO BE STORED IN THE DATA LIBRARY 
Generally the sequence of operations to be followed is shown in 
Figure E.1 below. 
SELECT DECIDE ON SELECT ENTER USAGE/ 
NOTATION CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES OUTPUT RATES 
METHOD 
FIGURE E.1: The compilation of a build-up 
Each of these aspects is examined below. 
a. Select notation 
This involves selecting a notation which corresponds to 
the build-up to be stored in the data library. The 
notations are included in the INTEREST BUILD classification 
which accompanies this document. 
All notations relate to item descriptions found in bills 
of quantities drawn up in accordance with SMM 6. For 
example, reference to the classification will show that 
FA1.0 refers to "In-situ concrete in mass filling". 
(For further particulars on the use of the classification 
see the explanatory notes contained at the start of the 
classification). 
b. Decide on method of construction 
The method of construction for the build-up in question 
should be decided upon. The system is able to store up 
to ten different ways of constructing each item. Different 
methods are identified by the numeric level following the 
full stop in the notation. 
c. Select resources 
This involves noting the resources (i.e. Labour, Plant, 
Auxiliary Plant and ~laterials) to be used in the build-up. 
d. Enter usage/output rates 
The usage/output rates appropriate to each resource should 
be established and recorded next to each resource. 
2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DATA REQUIRED 
Figure E.2 shows a typical layout of the options available to 
the estimator when pricing an item. The data entered into the 
system thus needs to make use of these options. The manner in 
which this data should be presented is described in 3. EXAMPLE 
OF A BUILD UP. A description of the options and the information 
that should be recorded is given below. 
a. Notation 
The notation to which the build-up refers should be written 
above the data. 
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NOTATION: 
BUILD-UP DESCRIPTION: 
UNITS OF t·1EASURH1ENT: 
LABOUR 
Res. 
Code Description 
PLANT 
Res. 
Code Description 
AUXILIARY PLANT 
Res. 
Code Description 
MATERIAL 
Res. 
Code Description 
Cost/Hr 
Number 
Usage of Uses 
TOTAL LABOUR COST/UNIT 
Cost/Hr Usage 
TOTAL PLANT COST/UNIT 
Number 
Cost/Week Usage of Weeks 
TOTAL AUX. PLANT COST/UNIT 
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Cost/ 
Unit 
Cost/ 
Unit 
Cost/ 
Unit 
Net Number Wastage Cost/ 
Cost/Unit Usage of Uses Per Unit Unit 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST/UNIT 
TOTAL NET COST PER UNIT 
TOTAL NET COST PER (N) UNITS 
FIGURE E.2: Example of options available for compiling 
a build-up. 
b. Build-up description 
A description of the work to which the build-up refers 
should also be given. 
c. Units of measurement 
The units of measurement relevant to the build-up in 
question should be noted. 
d. Resource code 
No code need be entered.(On completion of the data library 
a comprehensive schedule of resources used in the library 
will be drawn up. Codes will then be allocated to these 
resources.) 
e. Resource Description 
The description of the resource used must be noted (e.g. 
bricklayer. labourer. etc.). Resources may also be con-
sidered as gangs. 
Bri ckwork gang 2 Bricklayers 
Labourer 
Excavation team - JCB 3C 
f. Cost/hr 
JCB Operator 
Banksman. 
No information on costs need be entered. (This will be 
collected at a later stage). 
g. Usage/Output 
The Labour/Plant/Materials constants entered here should 
reflect the hours/weeks/quantity taken per unit of the 
build-up in question. 
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f 
h. Number of Uses 
i. 
This facility is only available for formwork build-ups. 
The anticipated number of uses should be entered where 
applicable. These may be varied according to the require-
ments of a particular contract. 
Weighting Factor 
No information need be entered for this option. (It is 
assumed as 100% for all build-ups stored in the data 
library). 
j. Wastage 
This facil ity is only available for rlaterials resources. 
The anticipated wastage percentage should be noted next 
to each material. 
3. EXAMPLE OF A BUILD-UP 
Figure E.3 illustrates the manner in which data should be 
presented. The layout is not obligatory; but please ensure that 
all data may be easily interpreted. 
NOTATION: FAI.O 
BUILD-UP DESCRIPTION: In-situ concrete in mass filling. 
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT: m3 
LABOUR USAGE/OUTPUT 
Concrete gang (4 labourers) 0.5 HR/m3 
PLANT 
Dumper (1 m3 ) 0.5 HR/m3 
MATERIAL WASTE 
Concrete Mix A lm3 /m3 10% 
FIGURE E.3: Example of presentation of performance 
data for inclusion in data library. 
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